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Foreword

The challenge of communication in planetary exploration has been unusual.
The guidance and control of spacecraft depend on reliable communication.
Scientific data returned to earth are irreplaceable, or replaceable only at the cost
of another mission. In deep space, communications propagation is good, relative
to terrestrial communications, and there is an opportunity to press toward the
mathematical limit of microwave communication. Yet the limits must be
approached warily, with reliability as well as channel capacity in mind. Further,
the effects of small changes in the earth's atmosphere and the interplanetary
plasma have small but important effects on propagation time and hence on the
measurement of distance.

Advances are almost incredible. Communication capability measured in
bits per second at a given range rose by a factor of 10 18 in the 19 years from
Explorer I of 1958 to Voyager of 1977. This improvement was attained through
ingenious design based on the sort of penetrating analysis set forth in this book
by engineers who took part in a highly detailed and amazingly successful pro-
gram. Careful observation and analysis have told us much about limitations on
the accurate measurement of distance.

It is not easy to get busy people to tell others clearly and in detail how
they have solved important problems. Joseph H. Yuen and the other contribu-
tors to this book are to be commended for the time and care they have devoted
to explicating one vital aspect of a great adventure of mankind.

John R. Pierce
July 1982
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Preface
A vital, often predominant function in every space mission is that of commu-

nications. From the moment of launch, the only connection between spacecraft
and earth is the communications system. This system is responsible for sending
scientific data back to earth in the specified quality and quantity together with
engineering data reporting the condition of the spacecraft. The communications
system also provides the capability of tracking the spacecraft and commanding it
to take certain actions. Without an effective communications system a success-
ful mission would not be possible.

To appreciate the challenge that one faces in designing such systems for
planetary exploration, one must consider the enormous distances that are
involved. Voyager spacecraft, for example, are now more than one billion miles
from earth, tens of thousands of times farther than the most distant communi-
cations satellite, and continue to transmit data and respond to commands.

The necessity of minimizing spacecraft weight presents a major problem to
communications systems designers. The far-reaching implications of spacecraft
weight become apparent as the designer considers the problems of providing
power supply, antennas, and other necessary devices and supporting elements.

Another important challenge is the extreme reliability required of the com-
munications system on the spacecraft. Once the spacecraft is launched, on-board
failures can no longer be repaired except by use of redundant systems. System
degradation due to aging, imperfect antenna pointing, or imperfect trajectories
can be expected; and the designer must know how much degradation to expect
from each case and must design the equipment, the operations, and the proce-
dures of data analysis accordingly. The telecommunications engineer works with
the most precise and advanced techniques of the engineering world.
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Since the launch in 1958 of Explorer I, the first free-world satellite, there
has been substantial progress in improving communications capability. The fol-
lowing figure illustrates the communications capability in terms of data bits per
second sent back to earth. Each space mission has led to new telecommunica-
tions designs, and the major factors contributing to improvements are indicated
in the figure. In order to give a fair comparison, performance has been normal-
ized relative to the distance from earth to Jupiter, and at a bit error probability
of 5 X 10-3, This is, in effect, comparing the past 25 years of spacecraft trans-
mission and receiving system capability with today's Voyager capability. The
Voyager capability is 115.2 kbits per second at Jupiter range. Explorer I had a
capability of about 10-13 bits per second at Jupiter range. 'Thus communica-
tions capability has been improved by a billion billion times, i.e., by 10 18 . Had
Explorer I been used to send pictures from Jupiter, it would have taken millions
of years to send just one.

Even though substantial progress has been made in the last 25 years, space
exploration is still in its infancy. There has been no exploration beyond the solar
system. There are numerous galaxies and billions of stars to investigate. Bigger
and tougher challenges are still ahead; more exciting times are yet to come.
These challenges will undoubtedly call for more advanced telecommunications
systems to transmit information to and from deep space. Telecommunications
technology is still in its infancy.

Through the years, a number of telecommunications design techniques, pro-
cedures, and analyses contributing to the success of deep space exploration
missions have been developed and applied. The purpose of this book is to pro-
vide descriptive and analytical information useful for the optimum design,
specification, and performance evaluation of deep space telecommunications
systems. The book emphasizes system performance information. Long, tedious
derivations are not included. The book should serve to acquaint new telecom-
munications engineers with the techniques available to them and should summa-
rize for the experienced engineers the analyses and information necessary for
their work. It also provides a background for understanding the interface
between the Deep Space Network and the spacecraft and is intended to facilitate
the conceptual designs and analyses for the enhancement of telecommunications
performance and assurance of compatibility between spacecraft and ground
system capabilities.

The book, which was started more than one and a half years ago, was origi-
nally intended to be an update of the widely used Telecommunications Systems
Design Techniques Handbook, edited by R. E. Edelson, and published on
July 15, 1972, by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. However, owing to advancing
communications technology, it became apparent that a total rewrite was
necessary.
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Chapter 1 herein presents an overview of telecommunications systems. For
design control, a statistical approach to predict telecommunications link perfor-
mance and to assess its uncertainty is described. Chapter 2 reviews power spec-
tral density of a class of digital modulations. The required transmission band-
width is directly related to the power spectral density of the signaling scheme or
modulation technique employed. The bandwidth required to transmit the
chosen modulation and the ratio of energy-per-bit to noise spectral density are
the two important factors in evaluating the efficiency of any communication
system. Chapter 3 summarizes the basic fundamentals of phase-locked loop and
Costas loop receivers used for synchronization, tracking, and demodulation of
phase-coherent signals in residual carrier and suppressed carrier systems. Chap-
ter 4 describes the radio tracking system used in deep space exploration. The
radio tracking system provides radio reference carriers which are used for telem-
etry and command. It also performs radiometric functions in which information
is obtained on spacecraft position and the radio propagation medium. Chapter 5
treats the telemetry system, whose function is to transmit information signals
from spacecraft to ground receiver. Demodulation and decoding techniques are
discussed. Practical system performances of various schemes are presented. Chap-
ter 6 discusses the command system, whose function is to enable commands to
be sent to the spacecraft. Chapter 7 describes the spacecraft radio frequency sub-
system, which is a vital component for the three telecommunications functions
of tracking, telemetry, and command. Chapter 8 examines spacecraft antennas.
Chapter 9 outlines a model which combines the statistical description of tele-
communication link performance with a statistical description of weather
effects. Chapter 10 documents the computer software used for telecommunica-
tions performance analysis and monitoring. Software automation is crucial to
deep space mission operation. Chapter 11 deals with the selection of radio signal
frequencies to avoid interference from other spacecraft and other terrestrial
sources. Chapter 12 presents the basic telecommunications interface properties
of two new important interfaces: between spacecraft and the space shuttle and
between spacecraft and the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System.

Although this book is intended to be comprehensive, it cannot be. Improve-
ments and innovations in deep space telecommunications are ongoing, but
books have a stopping place. Also many important allied topics have been
omitted to limit scope and size. Among the prominent omissions are space-
craft design, ground communication network, and mission control and com-
munication facilities. As editor, I have tried to keep each chapter in perspective
and to allocate to it the appropriate amount of space. However, individual
authors with different specialties and backgrounds have different opinions and
styles of presentation.

All the contributors to this book are with the Telecommunications Science
and Engineering Division of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute
of Technology, with the exception of James C. Springett, who is a consultant
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from Neocomm Systems, Inc. These individuals are active practitioners in their
particular fields of endeavor. I am fortunate to have had their support and
contributions. Some contributors have spent considerable amounts of their
own time at night and on weekends to participate. Their professional attitudes
have my highest respect and deepest appreciation. One individual who deserves
special mention is Peter W. Kinman. Without his assistance, this book probably
would not have been completed at this time.

Over the years, I have benefited from technical discussions and informal
conversations with many friends, too numerous to list, for which I am grate-
ful. I especially want to acknowledge Richard P. Mathison, William J. Weber,
Lawrence L. Rauch, Edward C. Posner, James W. Layland, and Robert E. Edelson.
I also want to thank Shirley A. Prather, who typed most of the manuscript of
this book — some of the chapters several times.

Last, but definitely not least, I want to express my gratitude for the pro-
grammatic support and encouragement provided by Hugh S. Fosque of NASA
Headquarters and Joel G. Smith and Catherine L. Thornton of the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology.

Joseph H. Yuen
Pasadena, California
July 1982
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Chapter 1
Telecommunications Systems Design

Joseph H. Yuen

1.1 Introduction
Deep space telecommunications systems are used for the transmission of

information between a spacecraft and a ground station. A typical deep space tele-
communications system is illustrated in Fig. 1-1. It performs three basic functions:
telemetry, command, and tracking.

The telemetry function involves the transmission of information from a space-
craft to earth. This information usually consists of science data, engineering data,
and imaging data. Science data convey information gained from scientific experi-
ments onboard the spacecraft. These data are moderate in volume but very valu-
able, with stringent quality and transmission accuracy requirements. Engineering
data report the status of spacecraft instruments and systems. These data are low
in volume and need to be of only moderate quality. Imaging data are of high
volume. Because of the redundancy present in planetary scenes, imaging data
need be of only moderate quality.

The command function involves the transmission of information from the
ground to the spacecraft, Although spacecraft are designed with a high degree of
automation and preprogrammed adaptabilities, command is needed to control
spacecraft functions, to direct the spacecraft to take specified actions, with
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specified parameters, at a definite time—for example, to change flight path. The
command link is characterized by a low data rate and a relatively low volume
of data of extremely high quality to assure a minimum of errors of transmission
to avoid misinterpretation of commands.

Tracking yields information on spacecraft position and velocity, the radio
propagation medium, and the properties of the solar system, thus enabling
trajectory monitoring and spacecraft navigation. In their passage through space,
the signals transiting between spacecraft and ground station are altered by the
medium through which they travel, by gravity, and by the relative velocity of
the spacecraft and ground stations. Further, the signals are delayed substantially
over these very long paths. By extremely accurate measurements of the radio
signal characteristics, the position of the spacecraft, its velocity, and its accel-
eration can be determined. Simultaneously, important information is gained on
the structure, composition, and temperature of the atmosphere of a body that
may occult the signal, on the plasma state along the signal path, and on plane-
tary and solar gravitational fields. Thus the process of transmitting radio signals
to and from a cooperative spacecraft can allow us to navigate the spacecraft to
its destination, measure prop_ erties of the gas and plasma in the signal path, and
determine gravitational and relativistic effects. These tracking data are charac-
terized by a very low rate, a need for long-term stability, extreme accuracy of
measurement, and by the extent of data processing required to turn the signal
into information.

The performance of these three functions—telemetry, command, and tracking—
depends on the amount of signal that is present relative to the noisy environment
in which the signal must be detected, i.e., a ratio of signal-to-noise strength, and
the degree of efficiency with which this signal-to-noise ratio is used. Hence, to
achieve best possible performance, we must design the telecommunication sys-
tem which gives the highest signal power, lowest amount of noise, and most
efficient use of signal-to-noise ratio, within constraints such as spacecraft weight,
size, and cost.

Let us illustrate these points quantitatively by considering the telemetry link.
To begin with, it is important to understand that interplanetary space is essen-
tially the same as free space as far as the propagation of microwave signals is
concerned. In the absence of weather effects, the earth's atmosphere is almost
completely transparent at 13 GHz (S-band) and 8.4 GHz (X-band), which are
the frequencies being used for deep space telecommunications. Therefore, the
calculation of received signal strength is a geometrical problem. Let the space-
craft transmitted power be PT at distance r from the receiver on earth. If the
power were radiated isotropically, the power flux density at the receiver p would
be the transmitted power divided by the area of a sphere of radius r. The actual
flux density is increased by a factor equal to the gain of the transmitting antenna,
GT . Thus, [1-11,
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p = P 
T G T
	 (1.1 1)

4rrr2

where 47rr 2 is the area of a sphere of radius r. The received signal level PR is
obtained by multiplying the flux density at the receiver by the area of the
receiving antenna A, times the receiving antenna efficiency µ; i.e.,

	

PR = pµAr 	(1.1-2)

The received power PR can be increased by three actions. First, the trans-
mitted power PT can be increased. This, of course, has system repercussions.
Even though the spacecraft-transmitted power is typically only 20 watts, which
is less than a dim desk lamp, the input power required to generate it represents a
substantial fraction of the total power available on the spacecraft. Second, the
transmitting antenna gain Gt can be increased to focus the transmitted power
more intensely on the receiving antenna. Better focusing requires a larger space-
craft antenna (within limits of size and weight constraints) and the ability to aim
the resulting narrow beam. Third, the receiving antenna area can be increased to
collect as much of the incoming signal power as possible.

Consider the Voyager spacecraft, ) for the transmitting frequency of 8.4 GHz,
where the transmitted power PT is 21.3 W, the transmitting antenna gain GT is
6.5 X 104 (unitless), and the distance from Jupiter to Earth is 6.8 X 10 11 m.
Thus, by using (1.1-1), we find the power flux density at the receiving antenna p
to be

	

p = 2.383 X 10-' 19 	W/m2 	(1.1-3)

which is a very small number indeed because of the large distance involved. This
is a measure of how much the transmitted power spreads in the 6.8 X 1011
meters. We want to recover some of this with as large a receiving antenna as
possible. The largest antenna that NASA has is a 64-m-diameter dish (i.e.,
AR = 3.2 X 10 3 m2 ) which has an efficiency of 42%. The received signal power
is obtained by using (1.1-2) with (1.1-3),

PR = 3.05 X 10-16 W	 (1.1-4)

1 Voyager is a NASA deep space mission with two spacecraft launched in 1977. Both reached
Jupiter in 1979. Voyager 1 arrived at Saturn in late 1980, and Voyager 2 in the summer of
1981. Voyager 2 will encounter Uranus in 1986 and Neptune in 1989.
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This is again a very small number. The ability to communicate depends not on
the signal strength alone, but on the signal-to-noise ratio and, further, on how
efficiently this signal-to-noise ratio is being used.

The reception process introduces most of the noise that corrupts the receiving
signal. Every object radiates energy at radio frequencies. The omnipresent 2.7
kelvin thermal background of the universe produces a radio noise that is an
important fraction of the signal power that we are able to supply to the ground
receiving antenna. The deep space network (DSN) of NASA employs cryogeni-
cally cooled maser amplifiers, so that the total system noise power corrupting
the received signal is very low. In typical operation condition, at 8.4 GHz, the
DSN station receiving system equivalent noise temperature is 28.5 K. The noise
spectral density is, [1-1],

No = kT	 (1.1 -5)

where k is Boltzmann's constant = 1.38 X 10- 20 mW/K Hz, and T is the system
equivalent noise temperature = 28.5 K. Thus,

No = 3.933 X 10-22 W/Hz	 (1.1-6)

There are also other losses in the entire link such as circuit losses and antenna
pointing losses, etc., other than that due to distance. For the Voyager telemetry
link under consideration, the total loss is L = 0.7 (unitless). Therefore, the
received signal-power-to-noise-spectral-density ratio, when this loss L is taken
into account, is

PR L

N	
= 5.428 X 10 5 Hz	 (1.1-7)

No

How efficiently this signal-power-to-noise-spectral-density ratio is being used
determines the ultimate telemetry capability. And it is the choice of modulation
and coding methods that determines the efficiency with which this signal-to-noise
ratio is used (see chapter 5). For Voyager imaging data, the acceptable telemetry
data quality has a bit error probability of 5 X 10- 3 [1-21. Voyager uses PCM/
PSK/PM modulation and convolutional code with Viterbi decoding, which
requires a received signal-power-to-noise-spectral-density ratio of 2.05 X 10 5 Hz
for a data rate of 115.2 kilobits per second. Comparing this with (1.1-7), we see
that there is a small margin to cover uncertainties. This emphasizes the extreme
attention which must be paid to link parameter tolerances throughout the
system.



Before turning to chapters 2 through 12, which deal with various aspects of
deep space telecommunications, we formalize the link design procedure and its
performance uncertainty assessment technique.

1.2 Telecommunications Link Analysis
The performance of a telecommunications system depends on numerous link

parameters. Advanced modulation techniques, coding schemes, modern antennas
and transmitters, etc., all improve communication efficiency in their own ways.
When it comes to designing the entire communications system, communications
engineers put all the components or subsystems together and determine system
performance capability. In this section the signal-to-noise-spectral-density ratios
(SNRs) that characterize telecommunications performance are defined in terms
of the link parameters.

1.2.1 Received Power

General equations used for performance computation are derived from the
basic equations of communications in the medium between transmitting and
receiving systems [1-11 . The first step in link analysis is to calculate the received
signal power. Received power PR is computed by the following equation:

PR = PT L T G  LTP LS LA LP LRP GR L 	 (1.2-1)

where PR is the received signal power at the input to the receiver or preampli-
fier, PT is the total transmitted power at antenna terminals, LT is the transmit-
ting circuit loss between transmitting antenna terminals and radio case due to
cabling, GT is the transmitting antenna gain, L TP is the pointing loss of the
transmitting antenna, LS is the space loss, LA is the atmospheric attenuation,
LP is the polarization loss between transmitting and receiving antennas due to
mismatch in polarization patterns, LRP is the pointing loss of the receiving
antenna, GR is the receiving antenna gain, and LR is the receiving circuit loss
between receiving antenna and receiver due to cabling. Equation (1.2-1) consists
of a large number of parameters in product form. Different types of commu-
nications links have different components but the form of (1.2-1) remains
unchanged.

The space loss, or numerical ratio of received power to transmitted power
between two antennas, is given by

L	
A a

S	 47rr

	
(1.2-2)

where X is the wavelength of radio signal and r is the distance between space-
craft and ground antennas.



The transmitting antenna gain GT can be related to the effective antenna
aperture A T as

47rAT
GT =	

2	
(1.2-3)

a

where A is the wavelength of radio signal. The effective antenna aperture A T is
related to the actual antenna aperture A t by the relations

A T = btA t	(1.2-4)

where y is the antenna efficiency factor. The receiving antenna gain is similarly
defined (see chapter 8 for more detailed discussions).

Some of the parameters in (1.2-1) are not defined in exactly the same way on
all projects. For example, the transmitting circuit loss L T is sometimes accounted
for by decreasing the effective transmit antenna gain and/or by decreasing the
effective transmitted power, obviating L T. Also, the atmospheric attenuation
(for clear, dry weather) is ordinarily accounted for in the ground antenna gain.
No matter what the precise definitions are, it must account for the entire tele-
communications link.

The received power is referenced to some point in the receiving circuit. Of
course, the choice of reference point affects LR . On the uplink (from ground
to spacecraft), the point of reference is usually the input port of the spacecraft
transponder. On the downlink (from spacecraft to ground), the point of refer-
ence is the input to the maser amplifier. Whatever the reference, the noise
equivalent temperature of the receiving system must be referenced to that same
point if signal-to-noise ratios are to be computed correctly.

1.2.2 Noise Spectral Density

The noise for an uplink is dominantly thermal. For the downlink, thermal
noise is abetted by random radiation picked up by the ground antenna. This ran-
dom radiation includes that from the atmosphere, hot bodies in the field of view
of the antenna, the 2.7 K cosmic background, and that portion of the ground
seen by antenna sidelobes.

It is assumed that the receiving system noise has uniform spectral density in
the frequency band containing the signal. The one-sided noise spectral density
No (in units of watts/hertz) is defined as

No = U	 (1.2-5)



where k is Boltzmann's constant = 1.380 X 10 -23 J/K, k = 10 log k = -198.6
dBm/(Hz K), and Tis the system equivalent noise temperature. Equation (1.2-5)
is valid since microwave frequency signals are currently being used for deep
space telecommunications. For signals in other frequency regions, such as in
optical frequencies, different expressions should be used [1-1] .

1.2.3 Carrier Performance Margin
Carrier performance margin or simply carrier margin M, on either uplink or

downlink is defined as

P
M^ = 2 B

LO	

(1.2-6)

Lo 0

where P, = portion of received power in the residual carrier, and BLO = one-
sided threshold loop noise bandwidth. Here, Pc is calculated from PR using
the modulation indices of the link and depends on the type of modulation used
(see chapter 5).

The above definition of carrier margin was chosen because a phase-locked
loop receiver loses lock when P, drops below 2 BLO No watts (see chapter 3).
Thus, PC = 2 BLO No defines carrier threshold. Mc is calculated as

M^ = P, - 2 BLO -No 	(1.2-7)

and.. represents the number of decibels the received residual carrier is above
carrier threshold. Another popular name for MC is carrier SNR in 2 BLO . How-
ever, this is a misnomer since BLO No, not 2 BLO No , is the noise power in a
thresholding loop. So carrier SNR in 2 BLO equals one-half the carrier signal-to-
noise ratio in a thresholding loop.

The minimum acceptable carrier margin, in general, is not 0 dB. For swept
acquisition of the uplink, the minimum useful P, is in the neighborhood of
20 BLO No watts. That is, the minimum useful carrier margin is about 10 dB.
For the downlink, the DSN recommends that carrier margin be at least 10 dB.
Furthermore, carrier margins for two-way doppler may need to be larger than
10 dB, depending on required radiometric accuracies.

1.2.4 Telemetry and Command Performance Margins

For both telemetry and command,

ST/No to receiver = R N	 (1.2-8)
0



where S is the portion of received power in the data modulation sidebands,
and R is the data bit rate. Here S is calculated from PR using the modulation
indices of the link. The parameter ST/No to receiver is sometimes denoted by
EbINo, which is the signal energy per bit to noise spectral density ratio. And

ST/No output = [ST/No to receiver] Lsystem	 (1.2-9)

where Lsystem is the system losses. Threshold ST/No is defined by the bit error
probability required of a link.

The bottom line of a telemetry or command link analysis is the performance
margin. In dB,

performance margin = STINo output - threshold STINo (1.2-10)

1.2.5 Ranging Performance Margin

The ranging channel involves transmitting a ranging modulation or code
from the DSN to the spacecraft, where it is demodulated and then, together
with receiver noise, is used to modulate the downlink from the spacecraft to
the DSN (see Chapter 4). The ranging signal-to-noise ratio at the spacecraft is

ranging input SNR = 
PR(ull)	

(1.2-11)
BR NO(ull)

where PR(ull) is the portion of received uplink power in the ranging modulation
sidebands, No(u11) is the uplink (i.e., one-sided noise spectral density of the
spacecraft receiver), and BR is the one-sided noise bandwidth of the transponder
ranging channel. Here PR(ull) is calculated from the uplink PR using the modula-
tion indices of the uplink. The ranging signal-to-noise-spectral-density ratio
returned to the DSN is

received SNR = 
PR2/1)	

(1.2-12)
NO(d11)

where PR(d11) is the portion of received downlink power in the ranging modula-
tion sidebands, and No(d11) is the downlink one-sided noise spectral density.
Here, PR (d11) is a function not only of the downlink PR and the downlink mod-
ulation indices but also of ranging input SNR. This is because ranging is a turn-
around channel. Some of the modulation sidebands on the downlink are turn-
around noise sidebands.
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output SNR = [received SNR] Lradio	 (1.2-13)

where Lradio is the radio loss of ranging system. The value of the required SNR
is specified by required radiometric accuracies and desired integration time (see
chapter 4).

The bottom line of a ranging link analysis is the performance margin, in dB,

ranging performance margin = output SNR - required SNR (1.2-14)

1.3 Telecommunications Design Control

We have seen in Section 1.1, using the telemetry link of Voyager as an exam-
ple, that there is only a small margin to cover uncertainties. Indeed, a small
number of decibels is usually all that separates an inadequate link design from a
costly overdesign. This emphasizes the extreme attention which must be paid to
performance prediction for deep space telecommunications systems.

If all link parameters were constant and precisely known to the telecommuni-
cations engineer, a simple accounting of the link parameters could predict
performance. The real world is not so accommodating, however. Some link
parameters vary with spacecraft environment, others with ground station param-
eters and the communications channel conditions. Some are associated with
link components which have manufacturing tolerances.

In the early days of space exploration, engineers had little data and were
relatively inexperienced in designing deep space telecommunications systems.
Hence they tended to be very conservative. And a deterministic worst-case
criterion [1-3] was used to assure sufficient link margins in guarding against
uncertainties. Experience over many lunar and planetary flight projects has
demonstrated that this approach is practical from the point of view of engineer-
ing and management [1-3, 1-4, 1 -51. The major disadvantage of this determin-
istic worst-case criterion is that it provides no information about the likelihood
of achieving a particular design value. Hence cost tradeoff and risk assessment
cannot be done quantitatively.

Over the years, more experience was gained in deep space telecommunica-
tions systems design. A statistical technique has evolved for treating telecom-
munications performance statistically [1-6] [1-7], removing the major disad-
vantages of the deterministic approach while preserving its advantages. Since
1975 this statistical technique has been used in the design of deep space tele-
communications systems. It is described in this section.
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1.3.1 Design Control Tables

The communication link margin is computed using an equation of the follow-
ing form:

Y = y ly2 ... YK 	(1.3-1)

where yi, i = 1, 2, • • • , K are parameters of the communication link such as
in (1.2-1) and (1.2-6). This equation is presented in its general form, without
its detail components. Different types of communications links have different
components but the form of this equation remains unchanged.

The overall telecommunication system consists of a large number of param-
eters in product form. Hence, expressed in the dB domain, it becomes a sum of
these parameters; i.e.,

X = X  +x2 • • • +xK	(1.3-2)

X = 10 log loy(1.3-3)

Xi 
= 10 logloy, , i = 1, 2, • • • , K	 (1.3-4)

In managing the system design, it is most convenient to put this in tabular
form with these parameters as entries. This table is referred to as a design control
table (DCT). All of the factors that contribute to system performance are listed
in the order that one would find in tracing a signal through the system. As
examples, sample DCTs of the telemetry, command and ranging links of Galileo2
are shown in Tables 1-1 through 1-3.

To every parameter in a DCT a design value, along with its favorable and
adverse tolerances, is assigned by designers. These tolerances are used not as a
hidden safety margin of each parameter; rather, they reflect probable uncer-
tainties, including measurement tolerance, manufacturing tolerance, environ-
ment tolerance, drift and aging of elements, parameter modeling errors, etc.
The table readily indicates the parameters with the largest tolerances — hence
the areas where more knowledge and hardware improvement might be most
profitable.

2 Galileo is a deep space mission, to be launched in 1985, sending a spacecraft to orbit
Jupiter, with a probe descending into Jupiter's atmosphere.

where

and
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Table 1 -1. Sample telemetry link design control table of Galileo

	Design Favorable	 Adverse	
Mean Variance

	

tolerance	 tolerance

Transmitter parameters
(1) RF power to antenna, dBm

Transmitter power, dBm 40.60
Transmitter circuit loss, dB 0.00

(2) Antenna circuit loss, dB -0.20
(3) Antenna gain, dBi 50.10

Cone angle = 0.48 deg
(4) Pointing loss, dB -0.81

Path parameters
(5) Space loss, dB -290.54

Frequency = 8420.43 MHz
Range	 = 9.529+08 km

= 6.37 AU
(6) Atmospheric attenuation, dB 0.00

Weather 50%

Receiver parameters
(7) Polarization loss, dB -0.04
(8) Antenna gain, dB 71.75
(9) Pointing loss, dB 0.00

(10) Noise spectral density,
dBm/Hz --184.40

Total system noise
temperature, K 26.30

Top (zenith), K 20.00
Delta Top (elev angle), K 6.30
Delta Top (clouds), K 0.00
Hot body noise, K 0.00
Elev angle = 25.00 deg

(11) 2-sided threshold loop
noise bandwidth, dB-Hz 10.00

Power summary
(12) Received power, PT , dBm

(1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9)
(13) Received PT/NO , dB-Hz

(12-10)
(14) Carrier supp by ranging

chan, dB -0.20
(15) Carrier supp by telemetry

mod, dB -15.21
(16) Carrier power/total

power, dB (14+15)
(17) Received carrier power, dBm

(12+ 16)
(18) Carrier margin, dB

(17-10-11)

40.5 0.24
1.00 -1.40 40.5 0.24
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.10 -0.10 -0.2 0.00
0.50 -0.90 50.0 0.08

0.71 -2.00 -1.2 0.33

-290.5 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.04 -0.04
0.60 -0.60 71.7 0.12
0.00 -0.10

-0.53 0.47 -184.4 0.03

-3.01 3.00
-3.00 3.00
-0.20 0.10

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

-0.46 0.41 10.0 0.03

-129.8 0.78

54.6 0.81

0.10 -0.10 -0.2 0.00

0.52 -0.56 -15.2 0.05

-15.4 0.05
-145.3 0.83

29.2 0.80
3a	 = 2.81
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0.00	 0.00	 51.3 0.00

0.12	 -0.12	 -0.3 0.00

-130.2 0.78

3.0 0.81

0.30	 -0.30	 -0.4 0.02

2.5	 0.83

0.00	 0.00

	

2.3	 0.00

	

0.2	 0.83

	

2.6	 0.05
	5.1 	 0.88

	

2.8	 0.88
3a = 2.72

Table 1 -1 (contd)

	Design Favorable	 Adverse	 Mean Variance

	

tolerance	 tolerance

Data channel performance
(19) Data bit rate, dB 51.28

Bit rate = 134400.0 BPS
(20) Data power/total power, dB -0.33

TLM Mod Index = 80.0 deg
Supp by rng Chan = -0.2 dB

(21) Data power to receiver, dBm
(12+20)

(22) ST/NO to receiver, dB
(21-19-10)

(23) System losses, dB -0.43
Radio loss, dB
Demod, detection loss, dB
Waveform distortion loss, dB

(24) ST/NO output, dB
(22+23)

(25) Threshold ST/N0 , dB 2.31
(26) Performance margin, dB

(24-25)
(27) Array performance

increase, dB
(28) Arrayed ST/NO , dB

(24+27)
(29) Arrayed performance

margin, dB
(26+27)

Table 1-2. Sample command link design control table of Galileo

	Design Favorable	 Adverse	 Mean Variance

	

tolerance	 tolerance

Transmitter parameters
(1) RF power, dBm 80.00 0.50 -0.50	 80.0	 0.04

Power output = 100.0 kw
Transmitter circuit loss, dB 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00	 0.00

(2) Antenna gain, dBi 60.65 0.30 -0.70	 60.4	 0.08
Elevation angle = 25 deg	 ,

(3) Pointing loss. dB 0.00 0.00 -0.10

Path parameters
(4) Space loss, dB	 -278.54

Frequency = 2114.68 MHz
Range	 = 9.529+08 km

= 6.37 AU
(5) Atmospheric attenuation, dB -0.03

Weather 90%

	

-278.5	 0.00

0.00	 0.00	 -0.0	 0.00
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Table 1-2 (contd)

	Design Favorable	 Adverse	
Mean Variance

	

tolerance	 tolerance

Receiver parameters
(6) Polarization loss, dB -0.26 0.21 -0.28
(7) Antenna gain, dBi 6.59 2.08 -2.09 6.3 0.73

Cone angle = 0.48 deg
(8) Pointing loss, dB 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00
(9) Receiver circuit loss, dB -2.00 0.40 -0.50 -2.0 0.07

(10) Noise spectral density,
dBm/Hz -167.68 -0.35 0.86 -167.4 0.04,

Operating temp, K 1235.00 -95.00 270.00
Hot body noise, K 0.00 0.00 0.00

(11) 2-sided threshold loop,
noise bandwidth, dB-Hz 12.00 -0.70 0.60 12.0 0.07

Power summary
(12) Received power, PT, dBm -133.8 0.93

(1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9)
(13) Received PT/NO , dB-Hz 33.6 0.97

(12-10)
(14) Carrier suppression by

ranging mod, dB 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(15) Carrier suppression by

command mod, dB -4.02 0.27 -0.29 -4.0 0.01
(16) Carrier power/total

power, dB -4.0 0.01
(14+15)

(17) Received carrier power, dBm -137.9 0.94
(12+ 16)

(18) Carrier margin, dB 17.6 1.05
(17-10-11) 3a	 = 3.08

Data channel performance
(19) Data bit rate, dB 15.05 0.00 0.00 15.1 0.00

Bit rate = 32.0 bps
(20) Data power/total power, dB -2.19 0.18 -0.19 -2.2 0.01

Command mod index =
51.0 deg

Suppression by ranging
mod =0.0dB

(21) Data power to receiver, dBm -136.0 0.93
(12+20)

(22) ST/NO to receiver, dB 16.3 0.97
(21-19-10)

(23) System losses, dB -2.40 0.50 -0.50 -2.4 0.4
Radio loss, dB
Demod, detection loss, dB
Waveform distortion, dB

(24) ST/NO output, dB 13.9 1.02
(22+23)

(25) Threshold ST/NO , dB 9.59 0.00 0.00 9.6 0.00
(26) Performance margin, dB 4.4 1.02

(24-2S) 30	 = 3.02
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Table 1-3. Sample ranging channel design control table of Galileo

Design Favorable
tolerance

Adverse
tolerance Mean Variance

Transmitter parameters
(1) RF power, dBm 73.00 0.50 -0.50 73.0 0.04

Power output = 20.0 kw
Transmitter circuit loss, dB 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00

(2) Antenna gain, dBi 55.30 0.30 -0.70 55.1 0.08
Elevation angle = 25.00 deg

(3) Pointing loss, dB 0.00 0.00 -0.10
Path parameters

(4) Space loss, dB -278.54 -278.5 0.00
Frequency = 2114.68 MHz
Range	 = 9.529+08 km

= 6.37 AU
(5) Atmospheric attenuation, dB 	 -0.03 0.00 0.00 -0.0 0.00

Weather 90%

Receiver parameters
(6) Polarization loss, dB -4.25 1.22 -1.55
(7) Antenna gain, dBi 36.40 0.60 -0.80 32.0 0.40

Cone angle = 0.48 deg
(8) Pointing loss, dB -0.18 0.18 -0.07 -0.1 0.00
(9) Receiver circuit loss, dB -2.00 0.40 -0.50 -2.0 0.07

(10) Noise spectral density,
dBm/Hz -167.81 -0.22 0.78 -167.5 0.03

Operating temperature, K 1200.00 -60.00 235.00
Hot body noise, K 0.00 0.00 0.00

(11) 2-sided threshold loop
Noise bandwidth, dB-Hz 12.20 -0.70 0.60 12.2 0.07

Power Summary
(12) Received power, PT, dBm -120.6 0.60

(1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9)
(13) Received PT/N0 , dB-Hz 46.9 0.63

(12-10)
(14) Carrier suppression by

ranging mod, dB -3.01 0.22 -0.23 -3.0 0.01
(15) Carrier suppression by

command mod, dB -0.54 0.04 -0.05 -0.5 0.00
(16) Carrier power/total

power, dB (14+15) -3.6 0.01
(17) Received carrier power, dBm -124.2 0.61

(12+ 16)
(18) Carrier margin, dB 31.2 0.71

(17-10-11) 2a =	 1.61
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Table 1-3 (contd)

	Design Favorable	 Adverse	 Mean Variance

	

tolerance	 tolerance

Transmitter parameters
(1) RF power to antenna, dBm

Transmitter power, dBm 40.60
Transmitter circuit loss, dB 0.00

(2) Antenna circuit loss, dB -0.20
(3) Antenna gain, dB 50.10

Cone angle = 0.48 deg
(4) Pointing loss, dB -0.81

Path parameters
(5) Space loss, dB	 -290.54

Frequency = 8420.43 MHz
Range	 = 9.529+08 km

= 6.37 AU
(6) Atmospheric attenuation, dB -0.35

Weather 50%

Receiver parameters
(7) Polarization loss, dB -0.02
(8) Antenna gain, dB 66.20
(9) Pointing loss, dB 0.00

(10) Noise spectral density,
dBm/Hz -181.39

Total system noise
temperature, K 52.62

Top (zenith), K 25.00
Delta Top (elev angle), K 6.80
Delta Top (clouds), K 20.82
Hot body noise, K 0.00
Elev angle = 25.00 deg

(11) 2-sided threshold loop
Noise bandwidth, dB-Hz 10.33

Power summary
(12) Received power, PT, dBm

(1+2+3+4+5+6+7 +8+9)
(13) Received PT/NO , dB-Hz

(12-10)
(14) Carrier supp by ranging

chan, dB -0.22
(15) Carrier supp by telemetry

mod, dB -15.21
(16) Carrier power/total

power, dB (14+15)
(17) Receiver carrier power, dBm

(12+16)
(18) Carrier margin, dB

(17-10-11)

40.5 0.24
1.00 -1.40 40.5 0.24
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.10 -0.10 -0.2 0.00
0.50 -0.90 50.0 0.08

0.71 -2.00 -1.2 0.33

-290.5 0.00

0.00 0.00 -0.03 0.00

0.02 -0.04
0.60 -0.60 66.2 0.12
0.00 -0.10

-0.33 0.31 -181.4 0.01

-3.91 3.91
-2.50 2.50
-3.00 3.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

-0.46 0.46 10.3 0.04

-135.7 0.78

45.7 0.79

0.05 -0.05 -0.2 0.00

0.52 -0.56 -15.2 0.05

-15.4 0.05
-151.2 0.83

19.9 0.88
2a =	 1.87
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Table 1-3 (contd)

	Design Favorable	 Adverse	 Mean Variance

	

tolerance	 tolerance

Ranging channel performance
(19) Uplink ranging power/ -3.55

total power, dB
Ranging mod index = 45.0 deg
Supp by cmd mod = -0.5 dB

(20) Ranging power to receiver,
dBm (12U+19)

(21) Uplink radio loss, dB 0.00
(22) Ranging power at receiver

output, dBm (20+21)
(23) Ranging noise bW, dB-Hz 61.76
(24) Ranging noise power, dBm

(10U+23)
(25) Ranging input SNR, dB

(22-24)
(26) Downlink ranging power/ -47.77

Total power, dB
Downlink ranging MI =

12.9 deg rms
Supp by telemetry mod =
-14.2 dB

(27) Received ranging power,
dBm (12D+26)

(28) Received PR/NO , dB
(27-10D)

(29) Downlink radio loss, dB -0.50
(30) PR/NO output, dB

(28+29)
(31) Required PR/NO , dB 0.00
(32) Performance margin, dB

(30-31)

0.26 -0.28 -3.6 0.01

-124.2 0.61

0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00
-124.2 0.61

-0.22 0.22 61.8 0.01
-105.8 0.04

-18.4 0.64

3.76 -3.92 -47.8 1.86

	

-183.5	 2.64

	

-2.1	 2.66

	

0.00	 0.00	 -0.5	 0.00

	

-2.6	 2.66

	

0.00	 0.00
	

0.0	 0.00

	

-2.6	 2.66

	

2a	 = 3.26

The performance assessment and the design procedure are described in the
following section.

1.3.2 Design Procedure and Criterion

Before we describe the statistical approach used for deep space telecom-
munications systems design, we examine the importance of weather effects on
telecommunications performance.

1.3.2.1 Weather Effects. Weather requires special consideration. For carrier
frequencies at or above X-band, the randomness that weather introduces to the
link dominates all other sources of randomness. There are two techniques for
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incorporating weather into telecommunications design control. The simple one
of these, the percentile weather technique, is described in this section. It is a
reasonable estimate of the weather effects on link performance. Often a reason-
able estimate suffices for preliminary system design and performance assessment
purposes. The percentile weather technique is attractive for its simplicity. On the
other hand, for detailed design and link performance monitoring purposes, a
more accurate estimate is required. A more elaborate technique is treated in
Chapter 9 in this book.

The percentile technique for incorporating weather into telecommunications
design control requires the preparation of two design control tables. In the first
design control table, a dry atmosphere and clear sky over the DSS is assumed.
In the second design control table, x-percentile inclement weather is assumed.
By "x-percentile" weather is meant that with x% probability a pessimistic
assumption is being made about weather effects; moreover, with (100 - x)%
probability an optimistic assumption is being made. As an example, 95-percen-
tile means that 95% of the time the degradation due to weather is less than
predicted, while 5% of the time the weather degradation is worse.

1.3.2.2 Design Procedure. The design procedure is described here. The proce-
dure unfolds as a sequence of six steps during which the philosophy of telecom-
munications design control reveals itself. The discussion below follows [1-6]
and [1-7] .

Step 1. Three values are assigned to most link parameters: design, favorable
tolerance, and adverse tolerance. All three values are to be in decibel represen-
tation. Those parameters which are not assigned three values should receive
only a design value (in decibels). Data bit rate, space loss, and threshold (or
required) signal-to-noise ratios are regarded as deterministic and only have
design values. The weather-dependent parameters — atmospheric attenuation
and, on the downlink, incremental noise temperature due to clouds — should
be assigned only design values (noise temperature is in units of kelvin, though,
not decibels). In fact, the design values of the weather-dependent parameters
should be based on the assumption of clear, dry weather. Later on, as explained
in the previous paragraph, the design procedure is to be repeated with weather-
dependent design values assigned on the basis of x-percentile inclement weather.
The following definitions serve as a guide in the assignment of values to a link
parameter:

Design value	 = the a priori estimate of a parameter,

Favorable tolerance = the best case of a parameter minus the design value,

Adverse tolerance = the worst case of a parameter (short of failure) minus
the design value.
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Noise temperatures, noise spectral densities, and noise bandwidths have favor-
able tolerances with negative values and adverse tolerances with positive values.
The opposite is true of all other link parameters that get assigned tolerances.
Tolerances reflect one or more of the following a limit cycle, a manufacturing
tolerance associated with a link hardware component, a dependence on space-
craft environment, and other uncertainties.

Step 2. Arrange the link parameters in a vertical listing — a design control
table — and identify independent groups among them.

Step 3. Within each of the independent groups, add the design values and the
favorable and adverse tolerances so that there is only one design value with its
associated favorable and adverse tolerances for each group.

Step 4. Assign a probability density function (pdf) to each independent group.
Typically, only uniform, triangular, Gaussian, and Dirac-delta (for those groups
without tolerances) pdf's are used. The assignment made by the Telecommunica-
tions Prediction and Analysis Program (TPAP) are tabulated in Chapter 10. In
case a probability density function is nonzero over the entire real line such as the
Guassian density function, use the absolute sum of its favorable and adverse
tolerances as its 6-sigma (6 standard deviations) measure.

Step 5. Compute for each independent group (random variable) its mean and
variance. Table 1-4 illustrates the computation of mean and variance for the
common pdf's. Having been computed from a design value and tolerances all
expressed in decibels, the mean will, of course, be in decibels (and the variance
in decibels squared).

Step 6. Compute the mean and variance of the desired performance or carrier
margin by algebraically summing the means and adding the variances obtained
in step 5. By algebraically summing is meant that some means — those corre-
sponding to noise spectral density, noise bandwidth, data bit rate, and threshold
(or required) signal-to-noise ratios — are subtracted rather than added.

It is certainly true that a precise probability density function of the overall
link margin can be obtained by convolving the pdf's of the K independent ran-
dom variables. However, the link margin tolerance distribution is well approxi-
mated by a Gaussian distribution by invoking the central limit theorem since
the overall link consists of K independent random variables formed in step 2
above. This simplifies the computational complexity to the point that hand
calculation is indeed practical. Moreover, the pdf's of the K independent random
variables were only estimated. It seems difficult to justify using tedious convolu-
tion to achieve a precise solution based on imprecise information if an approxi-
mation is indeed satisfactory. A more worthwhile effort would be making a
more accurate estimate of the pdf's of the K independent random variables.
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Uniform
M = D+(F+A)12
V = (F—A)2/12

D+A	 D+F

Triangular
M = D+(F+A)13
V = (F2 +A 2 —AF)118

D+A	 D D+F

Table 1-4. Computation of mean and variance of common probability density functions

Probability density function

Gaussian
M = D + (F+A)/2
V = (F—A)2/36

I
I
I

D+A	 D	 D+F

D = design
M = mean
V = variance
A = adverse tolerance, which has a negative value for all link parameters except noise

spectral density and noise bandwidth
F = favorable tolerance, which has a positive value for all link parameters except noise

spectral density and noise bandwidth

For noise spectral density and noise bandwidth the favorable tolerance is a negative number
while the adverse tolerance is a positive number.
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The above procedure is repeated with the weather-dependent parameters
being assigned design values based on x-percentile inclement weather. The
performance or carrier margin is finally considered predicted with the specifi-
cation of four members:

(1) Mean margin with clear, dry weather.

(2) Mean margin with x-percentile weather.

(3) n-sigma margin with clear, dry weather.

(4) n-sigma margin with x-percentile weather.

where "n-sigma margin" equals mean margin minus n standard deviations. The
value n is typically 3 for command links and 2 otherwise.

1.3.2.3 Design Criterion. In order to assure successful operation and guard
against adverse situations, we must provide sufficient link margins. Based on the
design procedure described in the preceding section, it can be stated that, for
example, link performance will not deviate from its mean margin by more than
3-sigma (three standard deviations) with probability 0.99. This 3-sigma value is
used as an uncertainty measure for the link. Depending on how much risk we
are willing to take, we can choose any number of sigma values. Hence a useful
design criterion is: the mean value of the link SNR must exceed the required
SNR by an amount equal to or larger than n-sigma. The value n is typically 3 for
command links and 2 for telemetry and ranging links.
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Chapter 2
Spectral Characteristics of

Digital Modulations
Marvin K. Simon

2.1 Introduction
Two factors that are important in evaluating the efficiency of any communi-

cation system are the bandwidth required to transmit the chosen signaling or
modulation technique and the energy-per-bit-to-noise-spectral-density ratio.
Whereas the latter factor is a well-defined quantity, the former can be defined in
many ways [2-1]. Regardless of the definition, however, the required transmis-
sion bandwidth is directly related to the power spectral density (PSD) of the
signaling scheme. Thus, efficient analytical methods for calculating this power
spectral density are essential if one is to specify the spectral occupancy of the
transmission channel.

One very important class of digital modulations is that corresponding to the
simultaneous transmission of one or more synchronous data pulse streams where
the underlying data sequences that generate these pulse streams have known
statistical properties. Techniques for computing the PSD of such pulse streams
have appeared in the literature and in some textbooks. In almost all cases, each
sequence is assumed to be either wide sense stationary (WSS), with known
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autocorrelation function or, more generally, an N-ary Markov source with
known (fixed) stationary and transition probabilities. A special case of the latter
is a purely random source, i.e., one that emits an elementary signal (pulse) in a
given signaling interval independent of those emitted in previous signaling
intervals. Such a source can be modeled as a degenerate case of an N-ary Markov
source whose N X N transition matrix (the matrix of transition probabilities) has
identical rows. When N = 2, and the two elementary signals are the same, we
have the familiar case of antipodal binary signaling.

Occasionally, one finds situations where the generating data sequence is not
WSS but, however, is cyclostationary, i.e., its first two moments are periodic.
One such case occurs at the output of a convolutional encoder where the period
(in code symbols) is equal to the reciprocal of the code rate. Thus, in order to
characterize the spectral properties of the output of such an encoder, one must
have an expression for the power spectral density of a synchronous data stream
whose generating sequence is cyclostationary.

This section is devoted to reviewing the techniques described above along
with illustrative examples of how they are used to compute the PSD of
well-known modulation/coding schemes. We begin with a discussion of the PSD
of a single synchronous data stream generated by a binary WSS sequence.

2.2 Power Spectral Density of a Synchronous Data
Stream Generated by a Binary, Zero Mean, WSS
Sequence

Consider the binary (±1) zero mean, WSS sequence {an } for which it is
known that

an =0
(2.2-1)

Fn am = R(m - n)

and the overbar denotes statistical expectation. From this sequence, we form the
synchronous data pulse stream

M(t) _	 anp(t - nT)	 (2.2-2)
n=-^

where p(t) is the elementary signal (pulse shape) and is not necessarily restricted
to be time-limited to only a single signaling interval, i.e., the pulse train m(t) can
contain overlapping pulses. Irrespective of the properties of the generating
sequence {anb the data stream m(t) is itself cyclostationary since the expected
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value of the product m(t)m(t + T) is, in addition to being a function of T, a
periodic function of t. Thus, to compute the power spectral density S,n (f) of
m(t), we must first average

0

	

R (t; r) = m (t) m (t + r)
	

(2.2-3)

over t [the averaging is performed over the period of  (t; T)] and then take the
Fourier transform of the result. Thus,

	

Sm (f) = 6 {<R (t; T)>}
	

(2.2-4)

where < > denotes time average and 5 denotes Fourier transform. Substituting
(2.2-2) into (2.2-3) and making use of (2.2-1), it can be shown [2-2] that

	

•S̀ M 0 = SP (OS a(0	 (2.2-5)

where, withP() the Fourier transform of p(t),

	

SP V)T I P (f) I 2	 (2.2-6)

is the power spectral density of the individual pulse p(t) and

Sa(f)

	

	 R (1)e-J2"	 (2.2-7)
r--^

is the spectral density of the sequence, i.e., the discrete Fourier transform of its
correlation function. Note that if the data sequence is purely random, i.e.,

1 ;	 m = n
W m =(2.2-8)

0 ;	 otherwise

then equivalently from

1;	 =0
R (l) _	 (2.2-9)

0 ;	 otherwise
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and from (2.2-7)

8a 	 = 1	 (2.2-10)

Hence,

S(f) = Sp (f)	 (2.2-11)

which is a commonly used result.

2.3 Power Spectral Density of a Synchronous Data
Stream Generated by a Binary, Zero Mean,
Cyclostationary Sequence

Suppose now that we have a binary sequence {an } which has the properties

a = 0n

(2.3-1)
anam = R (n; m - n)

Furthermore,

R(n;m - n) = R(n+kN;m- n); k =0,±1,±2,...	 (2.3-2)

where N denotes the period of the correlation function R (n; m - n). Then, it can
be shown [2-2] that the analogous result to (2.2-5) is now

m(f) = p(f)SQ (f)	 (2.3-3)

where Sp (f) is still given by (2.2-6) and Sa (f) is defined by

N
Sa(f)	

_I_
	 R(n;l)1 e iz^ftT	 (2.3-4)

1=--	 n=1	 J

Comparing (2.3-4) with (2.2-7) we notice, not surprisingly, that the only
difference between the two is that the periodicity of the correlation function
caused by the cyclostationary behavior of the. sequence {a n } must be "averaged
out" before taking the discrete Fourier transform.
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2.4 Power Spectral Density of a Synchronous Data
Stream Generated by a Binary, Nonzero Mean,
Cyclostationary Sequence

When the generating sequence {a n } is not zero mean, then the spectrum of
the corresponding synchronous data stream will have a discrete component in

addition to the customary continuous component. An example of a situation
where this might occur is at the output of a convolutional encoder whose input
is random but not equiprobable binary data. The procedure for handling this
case is as follows:

Define the zero mean cyclostationary sequence {A n } by

A n = an - an	 (2.4-1)

which has the properties

An = 0	 (2.4-2)

A n A m = RA (n; m - n)	 (2.4-3)

Then, using the results of the previous section, the continuous component of the
power spectrum S,(f) for a synchronous data stream generated by {an } is given
by

SC(j) = S w SA (f)	 (2.4-4)

where again Sp (f) is defined in (2.2-6) and

N
SA (f) _ ^`	 r` RA(n . l)] e iz^ftT	 (2.4-5)

1 L-Ĵ 	 nL=J1

The discrete spectral component Sd(f) is found from

Sd(f) = 'F <E E an amp (t - nT) p (t + T - mT)>	 (2.4-6)
n m
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or, after much manipulation [2-2] ,

2 N
S (f) =	 P	 (l g 12?Tmk/N1

d	 J
(Nn2	

NT)	 F m

N	 k
X	 N a ej27rnk/N g	 (2.4-7)T.-	 ) (f NT )

n=1

Note that when {an} is a WSS sequence (i.e., N= 1), (2.4-7) reduces to the
familiar result

	

Sd(f) = (
a, 2 E I P(T)( 2 5(f- T)	 (2.4-8)
T 2k

2.5 Examples and Applications
As a simple example of a WSS sequence consider a binary, zero mean, Markov

source characterized by

Pr {an+r $an} = pr

(2.5-1)
Pr {an+l = an } = 1 - pt

The correlation function for such a source is easily shown to be

R(d) = (1 - 2pt)"I	 (2.5-2)'

Substituting (2.5-2) into (2.2-7) gives

SQ(f) = 1 + 2	 (1 - 2pt)l cos 27rflT	 (2.5-3)
1=1
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Using the identity [2-3; p. 84, Eq. (454)]

ak cos k9 =	
a cos 8 -a 2

 (2.5-4)

k=1	 1 - 2a cos 9 + a2

with a = 1 - 2p t and B = 21rfT, immediately gives the desired result

1 - (1 - 2pt)2
SQ (f) _

1 + (1 - 2pt)2 - 2 (1 - 2pt) cos 27rfT

(2.5-5)
4p t (1 - pt)

2 (1 - 2p t) (1 - cos 27rfT) + 4 t

Furthermore, if the data stream generated by this sequence uses rectangular
pulses, i.e.,

1; 05t<T

p(t) =	 (2.5-6)

0; otherwise

then, using (2.2-6) and (2.5-5),

SW = T 
sin2^ fT	 4pt (1 - pt)	

(2.5-7)
(7rfT)2 2 (1 - 2p t) (1 - cos 27rfT) + 4pt

As a second example, consider the sequence formed by interleaving N
independent, first-order, Markov sources with respective transition probabilities
ptn ; n = 1, 2, .... Then, the resulting sequence is cyclostationary with correla-
tion function

III
(1 - 2pt )N

R(n; Z) =	 n ; 1 = 0, ±N, ±2N, ... 	 (2.5-8)

0; all other integer l

The power spectral density Sa(f) of (2.3-4) is computed as (letting l = kN, k = 0,
±1, ±2, ....)
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N
Sa(f) = N

n=1 k	 n

1	 nr

= N	 1 +2	 (1- 2pt) k cos 21rfkNT
n=1	 k=1	 i

1 _ 
2p

(l
)Ikl 2 j2nfkNT

(2.5-9)

Noticing the similarity between (2.5-3) and (2.5-9) (for fixed n), we can imme-
diately write down the result

N	 4pr ( 1 - pt )S,Q^ = 1 ^	 n	 n	
(2.5-10)

N 
n =1 2 (1 - 2pr ) (1 - cos 21rfNT) + 4 t

n	 n

As a third example, consider a convolutional encoder with constraint length
K and rate b/n. In the mth information interval, b information symbols amb+j;
j = 0, 1, 2, ... , b - 1 enter the encoder and n channel symbols Xmn+p; p = 1,
2, ... , n exit the encoder. The structure of such a convolutional encoder can
also be defined by a generator (connection) matrix, namely,

gl,l gl,2	 g1,Kb

gg2,1 g2,2	 2,Kb
G =	 (2.5-11)

gn,i gn,2	 gn,Kb

where gi 
i is either one or zero depending, respectively, on whether the ith

modulo summer is connected to the jth shift register stage. Formathematical
convenience, we shall assume that both the input symbols {amb+i) and the
output symbols {Xmn+p ) take on values plus and minus one. This allows
modulo 2 summation operations to be replaced by algebraic products. Thus, the
encoder has the input/output relation

Kb
_

mn+p -
	

[a(m+1)b—i1
sp i
	

(2.5-12)
i=1

and the output sequence {Xmn+plis clearly cyclostationary with period n.
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If we now try to apply the results of Sections 2.3 and 2.4 to the encoder
output sequence {X1} then, after considerable manipulation, it can be shown
[2-2] that SA (f) [now appropriately denoted by SX(f)] becomes

n	 n

	

SXW l In E E	
El COV ( p, Xnl+q)

p = 1 q = 1 1=0

X cos [277 (n1 + q - p) fT] (2.5-13)

where cov (X1X1) is the covariance function of the sequence {X1 } defined by

cov (Xz , X.) = (X1 - Xl)(X- X)(2.5-14)

and e1 is the Neumann factor defined by

1; 1=0

el =	 (2.5-15)

2; otherwise

Also, Sd(f) of (2.4-7) becomes

Sd(f) = 1 
2	 P 	

)I z

	

C	
Xm cos 

( 27rn k)12

(n^ k=--	 L m = 1	 JJ

Cr. /27rmk)

I

2 ( _ k)
+ =1 m sin	

n 
	

s f nT J	 (2.5-16)
M = 1

Here T denotes the encoder output symbol time.

Suppose now we assume the input to the encoder to be a sequence of
independent binary symbols {ai}that take on values ±1 with probabilities

Pr {a = -1} = 1 - Pr{a/. = 11 = p*	 (2.5-17)

and average symbol value

E{a } = 1 - 2p* = a	 (2.5-18)
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Consider first the special case of a random non-return-to-zero (NRZ) encoder
input for which p* =1/2 and correspondingly, from (2.5-18), a = 0. Then, if the
rows of the generator matrix G of (2.5 . 11) are such that the constraints (which
are illustrated in Fig. 2-1)

gpi = 0; i = (K- 1)b +1,(K- l)b+2,...,Kb

gq i = 0; i = 1, 2, ... , lb	 (2.5-19)

gp ,i 
= gq,i+lb' i = 1, 2, ... , (K - l) b

are not satisfied for any combination of p, q, and l (other than p = q and l = 0),
then (2.5-13) simplifies to [2-2]

SX(f) = 1	 (2.5-20)

or

SC(0 = 
TJsin7 fT)2	 (2.5-21)

Furthermore, the discrete spectrum Sd(f) of (2.5-16) vanishes. Thus, for all
codes which do not satisfy (2.5-19), a random NRZ data input results in a

qth ROW OF G: 	 Qb	 (K - Q) b

0 0 • • • • • 0 '1 1	 0 1	 0 • • • • • • • • • 1

1 0 1 0 •	 • • • • • • • 1^ 0^_p ^• • •0/

pth ROW OF G:	 (K - Q) b	 Qb

Fig. 2-1. An illustration of the code constraints of (2.5-19)
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random NRZ data output scaled (expanded) in frequency by the reciprocal of
the code rate, i.e., nlb. This class of codes was defined in [2-2] as "uncorrelated
convolutional codes." Note, all rate 1/2, noncatastrophic, convolutional codes
are uncorrelated codes.

On the other hand, if the rows of G are such that (2.5-19) can be satisfied for
at least one combination of p, q, and l (other than p = q and l = 0), then letting
{p, q, l} denote the set of combinations of p, q, I (other than p = q and I = 0) for
which (2.5-19) can be satisfied, (2.5-13) simplifies to

SX(f) = l+n EEEe i cos [27r(n1+q-p)fT]
{p, q, r)

(2.5-22)

Also, the discrete spectrum Sd(f) of (2.5-16) still vanishes. Since for such codes
the encoder output spectrum differs (in form) from the input spectrum, this
class of codes was defined in [2-2] as "correlated convolutional codes."

As an example of a "correlated convolutional code," we observe that any
code whose generator matrix is such that two or more rows are identical satisfies
(2.5-19) with l = 0. Short constraint length (up to and including K = 14) non-
catastrophic codes with maximal free distance for rates 1/2, 1/3, and 1/4 were
investigated and tabulated in [2-4] . Indeed, for rate 1/3 (n = 3), the tabulation
includes only one correlated convolutional code which occurs for K = 3 (b = 1)
and has the generator matrix

1	 0	 1

G =	 1	 1	 1	 (2.5-23)

1	 1	 1

This code was first found by Odenwalder [2-5] . Since rows two and three of
G are identical, we must evaluate (2.5-22) for the two combinations p = 2,
q = 3, l = 0, and p = 3, q = 3, l = 0. Doing so yields the simple result

SX(f) = 1 + 3 cos 27rfT	 (2.5-24)

Multiplying SX(f) of (2.5-24) by Sp(f) of (2.2-6) gives the encoder output
spectrum S,(f) which is plotted in Fig. 2-2.

For rate 1/4 (n = 4), the tabulation in [2-4] reveals three correlated convolu-
tional codes corresponding to constraint lengths K = 3, 4, and 7. For the K = 3
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CODE GENERATOR MATRIX

1 0 1
1	 1	 1
1	 1	 1

2.0

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

H
1.0
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0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
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• •

•

•

-4	 -3	 -2	 -1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4

fT

Fig. 2-2. Spectrum for best rate 1/3, constraint length 3, convolutional code. Dotted
curve is spectrum of NRZ

code, for example, the free distance is ten (this is the maximum achievable),
and the generator matrix is given by

1	 0	 1

1	 1	 1
G =	 (2.5-25)

1	 1	 1

1	 1	 1

which is identical to (2.5-23) except for the addition of another identical row.
Thus, following the same procedure as above, we find that
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3.0

2.5

2.0

f-

\ 1,5
^u

1.0

0.5

0

SX(f) = 1+ 2 
[2 cos 27rfT+ cos 47rfT]	 (2.5-26)

which, together with (2.2-6), gives the output encoder spectrum illustrated in
Fig. 2-3 for a rate 1/4, constraint length 3 convolutional code and in Fig. 2-4 for
a rate 113 code.

A second special case of a random NRZ encoder input is one for which
p* =A 1/2 and hence a = 0. Consider first the simple case of the optimum rate
1/2, constraint length 3 code whose generator matrix is given by

CODE GENERATOR MATRIX

1	 0 1

1	 1	 1

1	 1	 1

1	 1	 1

-4	 -3	 -2	 -1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4

fT

Fig. 2-3. Spectrum for best rate 1/4, constraint length 3, convolutional code. Dotted
curve is spectrum of NRZ
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CODE GENERATOR MATRIX

1	 1	 1
1 0 1
1	 1	 1

2.0

1.8
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H
w 1.0
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N

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0	 _	 ice. i -	 v--., 1. 1	 1

-4	 -3	 -2	 -1	 0	 1	 2	 3
	

4

fT

Fig. 2-4. Spectrum for best rate 1/3, constraint length 3, convolutional code

1	 0	 1

G =	 (2.5-27)

1	 1	 1

For this code (2.5-13) gives the closed form result [2-2]

SX(f) = 1 - —104  - a6) + (a + a3 - 25 5 ) cos 21rfT

+ (a2 - a6 ) cos 47rfT + 2 (a3 - as ) cos 67rfT

+ (a2 - a6 ) COs 87rfT+ (a3 - as ) cos 107rfT	 (2.5-28)
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Since this code is an uncorrelated convolutional code, (2.5-28) should reduce to
SX(f) = 1 for a = 0, which indeed it does.

Figures 2-5 and 2-6 are illustrations of the continuous component of the
encoder output spectrum S ,,(f) [obtained by multiplying S.,(f) of 2.5-28) by
Sp (f) which is identical to S, (f) of (2.5-21)) for various values of p* = (1 - a)12.
We observe that the spectrum becomes more and more concentrated as p*
decreases. The continuous component of the input spectrum, on the other hand,
remains unaltered in shape as p* is varied. In particular, for a unit power
unbalanced NRZ input, the power spectral density is given by

 
2S(f) = (12p*)2s + 4p*(1-p*) Tb 

(sinnfTb 
fTb	 (2.5 29)

where Tb is the input bit time.

CODE GENERATOR MATRIX

1	 0	 1
1	 1	 1

3.0

2.4

1.8

H

`U

1.2

0.6

0
-4 -3	 .2	 -1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4

fT

Fig. 2-5. Spectrum for best rate 1/2, constraint length 3, convolutional code; p* = 0.1
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Fig. 2-6. Spectrum for best rate 1/2, constraint length 3, convolutional code; p* = 0.3

The discrete component of the output spectrum Sd(f) is easily found to be
[2-2]

l2
Sd( - 

(a3 - a2)2	
l 
kl S(f- T)	 (2.5-30)

k= 1,3,5.. .

As a second example, consider the optimum rate 1/2, constant length 7 code
whose generator matrix is given by [2-4]

1	 1	 1	 1	 0	 0	 1

G =	 (2.5-31)

1	 0	 1	 1	 0	 1	 1

Because of the balance in the number of ones in both rows of the matrix, the
encoder output will only contain a discrete spectrum at f = 0, i.e., Sd(f) =
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(a) 5 5(f). The continuous component of the output spectrum can once again be
obtained from the product of SX(f) and SP (J) where SX(f) is now given by [2-2]

SX(f) = 1 - VO + (a2 +d6 - Vo ) cos 27rfT

+ (a4 + a6 - 2a 10 ) cos 41rfT + 2 (a4 - a'o) cos 61rfT

+2 (a6 - V) [cos 87rfT + cos 147rfT]

+ (a4 + a$ - 2a 10 ) cos 107rfT + (a4 + a6 - 2a10 cos 127rfT

+2 (as - d IO ) [cos 161rfT + cos 207rfT + 2 cos 22gfT

+ cos 247rfT +2c os 261rfT] + (a 6 + a$ - 2a'0) cos 18rrfT (2.5-32)

Figures 2-7 and 2-8 are illustrations of the corresponding continuous spectrum
S,,(f) for several values of p* = (1 - a)/2. As before, we observe that the output
encoder spectrum narrows as p* is decreased.

2.6 Power Spectral Density of a Synchronous Data
Stream Generated by an N-ary Markov Source

Consider a random N-ary source which every T seconds emits an elementary
signal from the set f si(t); i = 1, 2, ... , N} with probability p i . If the source is
Markov, then the sequence of waveforms so generated is characterized by the set
of probabilities {p i ; i = 1, 2, ... , N} (often called the stationary probabilities)
and the set of transition probabilities fPik ; i, k = 1, 2, ... , N}. Transition prob-
ability Pik is the probability that signal sk(t) is transmitted in any given transmis-
sion interval after the occurrence of the signal si(t) in the previous transmission
interval. These transition probabilities are conveniently arranged in a transition
matrix P defined by

PH	 Pie	
...	

PIN

Pei	 P22	 . . .	 P2iv

P =	 (2.6-1)

Prvi	 PN2	 ...	 PMv
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CODE GENERATOR MATRIX

1	 1	 1	 1 0 0 1

1	 0 1	 1	 0 1	 1

3.0
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-4 -3	 .2	 -1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4

fT

Fig. 2-7. Spectrum for best rate 1/2, constraint length 7, convolutional code; p* = 0.1

From this statistical description of the source, the power spectral density of a
data sequence generated by this source is given by [2-6, 2-7]

NN`( 2
Sm (f) = T2 L^ !^ Pi Si \T ) s \f T )

n =--	 i=1

+ T	 Pi1S;(f)12
i=1

N N
+ T Re	 pi Si *(.f) Sk(.f)p*(e-i27rfT) (2.62)

i=1 k=1
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Fig. 2-8. Spectrum for best rate 1/2, constraint length 7, convolutional code; p* = 0.3

where

0TSY) =fost(t)e i2 'Tfr dt . SZ^

(2.6-3)fT
s!(t)e 

^2"ft 
dt

and

N
Pik (Z) = E pl(P )Zn ; S'(t) 

= 
si(t) -E pksk(t)	 (2.6-4)

n=1	 k=1

0
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In (2.6-2), the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. The quantity p^) is defined
as the probability that the elementary signal sk(t) is transmitted n signaling
intervals after the occurrence of si(t). Hence, from the properties of Markov
sequences, Pi(") is the ikth element of the matrix Pn . Also by definition,

yy^^ 
O

ik) _ Pik'

Notice that the first term [i.e., the line (spike) spectrum] of (2.6-2) vanishes
when

N
n

	

pisi T) = 0	 (2.6-5)
s

which implies that a necessary and sufficient condition for the absence of a line
spectrum is that

N
pi si(t) = 0	 (2.6-6)

i=1

Many special classes of signals exist for which the general power spectral
density result of (2.6-2) can be simplified. One important class is that generated
by a purely random source, i.e., one that emits an elementary signal in a given
signaling interval independent of those emitted in previous signaling intervals.
Such a source can be modeled as a degenerate case of a Markov source (Le., P-1
does not exist) whose transition matrix is given by

P i 	 P2	 ...	 PN

Pi	 P2	 ...	 PN

P =	 (2.6-7)

P i	 P2	 ...	 PN

and has the property that P n = P for all n > 1. In this case, the power spectral
density of (2.6-2) simplifies to
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N
2 (

Tz	 T)	 ( T )
Sm	 —	 pi Si	

s f - n

n=-- i=1

+ T	 pi(1 - 
pi) ISi(O12

i=1

N N
- T	 pi pk Re ^S Sk (^^	 (2.6-8)

i = 1 k=1

i# k
Kk

which is the generalization of (2.2-5) and (2.4-8) for an N-ary source.

As an example of the application of (2.6-2), consider the Miller coding
scheme [2-81 which can be modeled as a 4-ary Markov source whose stationary
probabilities are all equal to 1/4 and those transition matrix is given by

0 lh 0 %

P =	 0
	 1/2
	 (2.6-9)

^h 0 0

'h  0	 lh 	 0

Another property of the Miller code is that it satisfies the recursion relation

P4+iS = -' PIS 1>0 	 (2.6-10)

where S is the signal correlation matrix whose ikth element is defined by

0	 T

slk = T J	 si (t)sk (t) dt i, k = 1, 2, 3, 4	 (2.6-11)
0

For the Miller code, the four elementary signals are defined by

S 1 (t) 	 -s4(t) = A	 for 0 < t < T

A	 for 0 < t < T12	 (2.6-12)
S2 (t) 	 -S 3(t)

-A for T12 < t < T
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Substituting (2.6-12) into (2.6-11) and arranging the results in the form of a
matrix, we get

	

1	 0	 0	 -1

	

0	 1	 -1	 0
S =	 (2.6-13)

	

0	 -1	 1	 0

	

-1	 0	 0	 1

Finally, using (2.6-9), (2.6-10) and (2.6-13) in the general power spectral
density result of (2.6-2) yields the result for the Miller code:

SW =	 1	 (23 - 2 cos 0 - 22 cos 20
E	 202 (17 + 8 cos 80)

- 12 cos 30 + 5 cos 48

+ 12 cos 50 + 2 cos 60

- 8 cos 70 + 2 cos 80)	 (2.6-14)

A
where 0 = 7rfT.

An example of the application of (2.6-7) is NRZ signaling where N = 2 and
the elementary signal is a rectangular pulse of width T and amplitude A. Thus,
using (2.6-3), we get

S, (f) = - S2 (f) = AT exp (-f7rfT) 
smTfT)	 (2.6-15)

7rf

Finally, substituting (2.6-15) into (2.6 -8) and letting E = A 2 T, gives

S(f) 
= 1 (1 - 2p)26(f) + 4p(1 - p) s1n2(7rfT)

E	 T	 (7r fT)2

where p = 1/2, the do spike at the origin disappears and

S(D = sin 2(7rfT)	
(2.6-16)

	

E	 (,T fT)2
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Another common example is bi-phase or Manchester code. Here N = 2 and

S1 (t) = A for 0 c t< T12

s l (t) = -A for T12 —< t c T	 (2.6-17)

g l ( t) = -S2(t)

Substituting the Fourier transform of (2.6-17) into (2.6-8) gives

SE = T (1 - 2p)2	
(n7) z S \f - T

n=--
n#o

+4p(1 - p) 
[siin4_(irfT/2)l

 (7rfT/2)2 J	 (2.6-18)

For p = 1/2, the line spectrum.disappears and

S(f) = sin 4(rrfT/2)	
(2.6-19)

E	 (irfT/2)2

The power spectral densities of the NRZ, bi-phase, and delay modulation
signaling schemes as given by (2.6-16), (2.6-19), and (2.6-14), respectively, are
plotted in Fig. 2-9.
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Fig. 2-9. Two-sided spectral densities of NRZ, bi-phase, and delay modulation
waveforms
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Chapter 3
Receiver Design and Performance

Characteristics
Marvin K. Simon and Joseph H. Yuen

3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an introductory discussion of the receivers used in deep

space communications. The basic structures, principles of operations, and char-
acteristics of these receivers are examined to provide an understanding of the
important parameters in the design and performance evaluation.

There are two basic types of deep space communications receivers: the
phase-locked loop (PLL) receiver and the Costas loop receiver—and variations of
these. Phase-locked loop receivers are used in residual carrier systems—the
traditional deep space communications systems. Costas loop receivers are used in
suppressed carrier systems, which have been increasingly employed in recent
years, in, for example, the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS),
the Space Shuttle, the Multimegabit Telemetry Demodulator/Detector (MTDD)
System in the DSN, the Navigation Satellite Timing and Ranging Global Posi-
tioning System (NAVSTAR GPS), and the proposed Venus Orbiting Imaging
Radar (VOIR) for the mapping of Venus's surface.
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Phase-locked loop receivers are essential to deep space communications. They
make the demodulation of phase-modulated carriers possible. They are integral
to doppler tracking systems. Indeed, every spacecraft transponder has a PLL
receiver, and the heart of a NASA Deep Space Station (DSS) closed-loop receiver
is a PLL. The spacecraft PLL receiver demodulates command and ranging and
provides a reference for generating a downlink carrier which is phase coherent
with the uplink carrier (but shifted in frequency), On the ground, the DSS PLL
receiver generates a reference signal which is phase coherent with the downlink
carrier. This reference is used to demodulate telemetry and ranging and to obtain
doppler data.

The Deep Space Network was developed at a time when weak signals and low
data rates dominated. As a result, residual carrier phase modulation schemes
with phase-locked loops tracking the residual carrier component were employed.
However, over the years, technological advances in antennas, transmitters, and
signal processing have caused a marked increase in the available signal power and
hence the achievable data rates. In fact, essentially all of the current or near
future deep space missions are already operating at or near the upper limit of the
current DSN data rate capability. This leads to the choice of suppressed carrier
systems employing Costas loop receivers. However, besides telemetry data rate
considerations, for other uses of the deep space communication system, e.g., for
ranging and radio science (see chapter 4), the residual carrier system may still be
preferred.

3.2 Phase-Locked Loop Receivers
Phase-locked loop receivers designed for spacecraft and the DSN are invari-

ably of the multiple-conversion heterodyne type. Three such examples are
shown in Figs. 3-1 through 3-3. Figure 3-1 is the PLL receiver used on both
Voyager and Galileo, but it is in many respects typical of spacecraft PLL
receivers. Figures 3-2 and 3-3 are the Block III and Block IV DSS receivers,
respectively. The noise temperature of a receiver is predominantly determined
by the design of the first receiver stage because of its very high gain. For the DSS
receivers, the first stage is the maser amplifier at the antenna. For spacecraft
receivers, it is usually the first mixer. The heterodyne design is employed to
translate the RF signal down to a frequency for which stable phase detectors can
be built. Automatic gain control (AGC) is required to provide a signal whose
amplitude is within the dynamic range of the intermediate frequency (IF)
amplifier stages. The bandpass limiter (BPL) minimizes the total mean-square
error of the loop over a wide range of input signal-to-noise ratios. This configura-
tion has been shown in (3-11 to provide near-optimum PLL performance.

This section presents an introductory description of the design and perfor-
mance of PLL receivers used in deep space communications. For a more com-
plete treatment of PLLs, the reader is referred to [3-2] through [3-8] .
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3.2.1 Phase-Locked Loop Operation
A phase-locked loop consists of three essential elements, a phase detector

or multiplier, a loop filter, and a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), as shown
in Fig. 3-4. The input signal y(t) is assumed to be the sum of a sinusoidal
signal s(t) and a channel additive noise n,(t),

y(t) = s(t) + n z(t) = -,/2P sin [coo t + 0(t)] + n,(t)	 (3.2-1)

where coo is the signal frequency in radians, P is the input signal power, 0(t)

is the input signal phase, and

n l (t) = %F2 [r^(t) cos wo t - n,(t) sin coo t]	 (3.2-2)

is a narrowband process. Both n,(t) and ns(t) are assumed to be statistically
independent, stationary, white Gaussian noise processes of single-sided spectral
density No W/Hz.

The reference signal at the VCO output is

r(t) = Vr2_Kl cos [coo t + B(t)]	 (3.2-3)

where K l is the rms output of the VCO, and B(t) is the phase estimate of 0(t)
generated by the VCO. The signal y(t) is multiplied by r(t) to generate an
error signal

e(t) = KM y(t) r(t)	 (3.2-4)

where KM is the multiplier gain. This error signal e(t) is filtered by the loop
filter to remove the high-frequency terms which are larger than and equal to
2 wo, to produce the VCO control signal

z(t) = F(p) e(t)

where p = d/dt is the Heaviside operator. This filtered error signal z(t) drives
the VCO frequency and phase to match the input signal frequency and phase
such that

r
0(t) = K V f  zQ) d^	 (3.2-6)

where KV is the VCO gain in radians/sec/V.
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Fig. 3-4. A phase-locked loop model

Let the phase error be defined as

At) = B(t) - 9(t)	 (3.2-7)

Then, using (3.2-1) through (3.2-6), we obtain the characteristic equation
which describes the dynamic behavior of the PLL,

^p(t) = 9(t) - K (P) [v/P sin co(t) + n(t)]	 (3.2-8)

where

	

K = K 1 KMKV	(3.2-9)

and the noise process n(t) depends on ni(t), 6(t) and cp(t). For deep space
communication, it may be shown—[3-2] and [3 -3] —that n(t) is approximated
by a low-pass white Gaussian noise process with the same spectral density as
that of the original additive noise ni(t).

3.2.2 Noise-Free Phase-Locked Loop Characteristics

This section presents some of the important PLL characteristics in the
absence of channel noise.

3.2.2.1 Closed-loop transfer function. The closed-loop transfer function H(s)
is defined by

	

H(s) = 8(S)
	 (3.2-10)

where B(s) and 9(s) are the Laplace transforms of B(t) and B(t), respectively.
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When the phase error ^p(t) is small at all times,

sin ^p(t) = ^p(t)	 (3.2-11)

is a good linear approximation. This would be the case with a strong signal-
to-noise power ratio. From (3.2-8), in the absence of noise, we have

8(s)	 ^K F(s)
H(s)	

B(s)	 s + \/P K F(s)	
(3.2-12)

The DSN and spacecraft receivers typically use passive second-order loop
filters' of the form

1 + TZs

	

F(s) = 1 
+ 7' 1 s	

(3.2-13)

Substituting (3.2-13) into (3.2-12), we obtain

1+TZs
H(s) =	

7 11 + T2 +	 1 S+	 1 s2
^K) v/PK

In deep space telecommunications, the time constants are usually chosen
with Tl >> r2 , so that F(s) approaches the perfect integrator,

1+Ts
F(s) -	 2	 (3.2-15)

T I S

for T l s >> 1.

3.2.2.2 Loop bandwidth. The two-sided loop bandwidth WL is defined to be

	

WL = 2I f JH(s)1 2 ds	 (3.2-16)
—

in Hz. The single-sided loop bandwidth is

BL = 12 WL	 (3.2-17)

' The order of a PLL is k + 1 when k is the number of poles in the loop transfer function
F(s).
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This loop bandwidth BL (in Hz) so defined is the bandwidth of an ideal
low-pass filter whose output variance is No BL when the input is a white noise
process of single-sided spectral density No W/Hz. For the closed-loop transfer
function in (3.2-14), the loop bandwidth is

K 7.22

1+
T

WL =	 1 1	 (3.2-18)
27-2 (1+	 )

\̀ -,TP- K 7-2

If we define the loop damping parameter r by

^,fP_ K 7.2

r =	
T	

(3.2-19)

i

and assume r T1 >> 72 , then from (3.2-18) we obtain the approximation

	

WL = 2 T r	 (3.2-20)
2

3.2.2.3 Steady-state phase error. In deep space telecommunications, the input
phase typically consists of modulation and of doppler due to the radial motion
of the spacecraft relative to the tracking station of the DSN; i.e.,

	

9(t) = m(t) + d(t)	 (3.2-21)

where m(t) is the modulation and d(t) is the doppler. This doppler signal can
be expanded in a Taylor series so that

k

	

d(t) _ 00 +Slo t + 
2° t

2 +	 + 
xk t  

+	 (3.2-22)

where the first three terms are the most important for typical spacecraft
trajectories, with the following physical interpretations:

00 = initial phase offset of the incoming signal from the free-running
VCO phase

Ego = frequency offset of the incoming signal from the free-running VCO
frequency

Ao = rate of change of the incoming signal frequency
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If d(t) has n terms in the Taylor series, then a steady-state phase error

^Oss = Urn ^p(t)
t->_

occurs if

n = k+1

where k is the number of poles in the filter F(s).

This steady-state phase error vanishes if n < k + 1. If n > k + 1, the phase
error ^o(t) will become unbounded and the loop will eventually lose lock.

For the second-order loop with the filter of (3.2-13), and if d(t) has only
the first two terms in (3.2-22), i.e.,

	

d(t) = 00 + Slo t	 (3.2-23)

then the I'LL tracks this Doppler with a steady-state phase error

^o
ass = sin- 1

^7P K

providing that the loop is initially in lock (i.e., cp(t) = 0) and no noise is
present in the loop. The steady-state phase error is commonly referred to as
static phase error.

3.2.2.4 Loop pull-in range. Given that the loop is out of lock, the PLL will be
able to acquire lock in a finite period of time if d(t) is given in (3.2-23) and 920
is less than a certain magnitude called the loop pull-in range ym . That is, the loop
will lock if

r WL

	

{ Ym I = I ^K { < 0.95 r WL 
+ 1	

(3.2-24)

+ 0.04 -,/P Kr+ 1

When a small rate 20 is present, the phase error will eventually reach a
maximum value for which the loop will drop lock. The frequency offset corre-
sponding to this condition is called the hold-in range of the loop, ymh, where
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facq
7i T2

(3.2-27)

r WL

2 	 r+ 1
l ymh l = /-P ,	

0.85 r W

r+ 1
L t 0.16 \/PK

(3.2-25)

The formulas in (3.2-24) and (3.2-25) were experimentally verified, empirically
determined [3-9] , and appear to be valid for 0 < -\1r_1N1P_IiT2 < 2.

If the initial frequency offset 920 is within the loop pull-in range, the time
required to achieve frequency lock is given by [3-10]

2

	

2 
T2 Y f 1 ^0 	 (3.2-26)tf"q acq —	 T 1	 r ) WL	

3.2-26

where WL is the PLL loop bandwidth given in (3.2-18), r is the loop damping
parameter given in (3.2-19), and the signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) in the
loop is greater than 10 dB. For SNR less than 10 dB, the equation consistently
gives too small a value for the time to achieve lock.

3.2.2.5 Maximum sweep rate. Also of interest is the maximum Doppler rate
for which the loop can acquire phase lock. This is termed the maximum sweep
rate and is of interest because the DSN will sweep the uplink transmitter fre-
quency over some range in order to acquire initial phase lock in the spacecraft
receiver. The maximum sweep rate must be determined experimentally, but a
good approximation may be found from [3-11]

where

al = limiter signal amplitude suppression factor, discussed below

Q10 = limiter signal amplitude suppression factor, at loop threshold

p = signal-to-noise power ratio in the loop bandwidth

facq = the sweep rate that provides 90% probability of acquisition

According to Gardner [ 3 -8] , facq as predicted by (3.2-11) should be reduced
by Nf2- to compensate for an error in the value of loop gain used in [3-11 ] .
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3.2.3 Phase-Locked Loop Characteristics in the
Presence of Noise

Thermal noise is generated in the receiver, usually in the first front-end
amplifier stage. This white Gaussian noise, which is added to the received
signal as described in section 3.2.1, prevents the PLL receiver from making a
perfect phase reference estimate even in the absence of Doppler.

The behavior of PLL in the presence of noise is important to the telecom-
munications system engineer because he must design the tracking, telemetry,
and command systems to operate in the presence of noise to meet prescribed
data quality and quantity.

3.2.3.1 Phase error variance. Under the linear approximation of (3.2-11), the
variance of the phase error due to additive channel noise n,(t) is given by [3-3]

Cr	

No L	
(3.2-28)2	

2 P

where WL is the two-sided loop bandwidth defined in (3.2-16), and No is again
the single-sided noise spectral density of ni(t).

3.2.3.2 Phase error probability density function. Based on the Fokker—Planck
method, the probability density function (pdf) of the nonstationary phase error
is developed [3-3] , which in the steady-state gives an unbounded variance due to
the cycle clipping phenomenon associated with PLLs. The Fokker—Planck
method was first successfully applied in [3-12] , [3-13] , and [3-14] to derive the
pdf of the phase error of the first-order loop by recognizing that the phase error
reduced modulo 27r is stationary and possesses a bounded variance. A first
attempt to extend the Fokker—Planck method to a second-order PLL is given in
[3-15] , which suggests the possibility of approximating the second-order loop
phase error pdf by the more trackable results obtained from analysis of the
first-order loop.

The actual phase error process cp(t) in a PLL undergoes diffusion much like
a particle in Brownian motion; hence, the variance of the phase error becomes
infinite in the steady-state. Previous work [3-12 through 3-141 in determining
the pdf of the phase error in the steady-state of a first-order loop was accom-
plished by reducing the phase error modulo 277 to a process 0(t). For finding
telemetry error probabilities, for example, this reduction gives sufficient infor-
mation; whereas for estimating tracking accuracy, the statistical dynamics of
the cp(t) process itself must be studied.
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To completely describe the Lp(t) process, one must account for the compo-
nent of its variance that results from diffusion-that is, cycle slipping. The
steady-state effect of cycle slipping must be combined with the variance of the
phase error reduced modulo 27r to reflect the overall performance of the PLL.

3.2.3.2.1 The second-order loop case. The DSN and spacecraft receivers typi.
cally use second-order PLLs. For a second-order PLL with loop filter of (3.2-13),
the steady-state pdf of the modulo 27r reduced phase error 0(t) is given to a
good approximation by [3-31,

exp (00 + a cos 0)	
('0+27r

P(0) =

	

	 JI	 exp (- Ox - a cos x) dx
47r2 exp (-701 1a(a)12

(3.2-29)

where I„ (x) is the modified Bessel function of order v and argument x. The
domain of definition for 0 in (3.2-29) is any interval of width centered about
any lock point 2n7r, with n an arbitrary integer. The parameters a and R in
(3.2-29) are related to the various system parameters by

1
	 "2

(r+ 1)  T1

a	 p-
r	 r a 22

and

(r+
 r 

1)2 

2 
WL 

[2

0 - vIP_K (1 

T
r / sin 0

J
 + a sin 0	 (3.2-30)

where

P = N w	 (3.2-31)
0 L

is the signal-power-to-noise-spectral-density ratio in the loop bandwidth, and

G = sin 0 - sin 0	 (3.2-32)

where vG2 is the variance of G, WL is defined in (3.2-16), r is given by (3.2-19), .
20 is the frequency offset of the incoming signal from the free-running VCO
frequency, Tr and T2 are parameters of the loop filter F(s) of (3.2-13), P is the
signal power, and K is given by (3.2-9).

Q -
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The phase error variance can be obtained by using (3.2-29) in the following
equation:

f('^2 	 02p(0)dO - J Op(0)dO	 (3.2-33)
 7r

3.2.3.2.2 The first-order loop case. In this case, the analysis is much simplified.
For a first-order PLL with loop filter

F(s) = 1	 (3.2-34)

the pdf of O(t) was shown by [3-2] and [3-3] to be

p 	 exp (p cos	
(3.2-35)

27r IO(p)

where Io(p) is the zeroth order imaginary Bessel function of argument p.

The phase variance of 0 can be obtained by substituting (3.2-35) into (3.2-33).

3.2.3.2.3 Comparison of results. Analytical results for the variance of the
phase error O(t) have been obtained by (1) the linear model, given in (3.2-28)
where 62 = off, (2) the second-order loop pdf, given in (3.2-29) with (3.2-33),
and (3) the irst-order loop pdf, given in (3.2-35) with (3.2-33). These are plotted
in Fig. 3-5 and compared with experimental results obtained in [3-15] . We
observe that both the first-order loop model and the second-order loop model
compare well with experimental results. Hence for phase error variance compu-
tation, the simpler first-order loop model can be used.

3.2.3.3 Cycle slipping. A PLL slips a cycle when the magnitude of its phase
error ^p(t) exceeds 2rr radians. The occurrence of a cycle slip is a random
event caused by the noise in the PLL. Cycle slip introduces errors in Doppler
tracking. The two parameters characterizing cycle slip are the mean time to
first cycle slip T and the average number of cycle slips per second S.

The mean time to first cycle slip is defined as the average time the phase
error cp(t) takes to go from 0 to ±27r radians, assuming the PLL is initially in
phase lock; i.e., ^p(t) = 0. Here T can be computed by, [3 -31,

	

T = 
W \r	 1J 2 

J	 [C- u(x)] exp [ U(x) - U(0)] dxdcp

	

L	 2 
J

7r	 27r	
(3.2-36)
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Fig. 3-5. A comparison of phase error variances based on various loop models

where

J

f
2o27r exp [U(x)] dx

2 r exp [ U(x)] dx
2^

and

/
U(x) _ - I r ) p Cos x - 2r x

2 - p _---
r+ 1	

x	 (3.2-38)

In (3.2-36) and (3.2-37), u(x) is the unit step function, r is given in (3.2-19), p
is given in (3.2-31), and the loop bandwidth WL is defined in (3.2-15).

Another way to examine cycle slipping is to assume that the phase error
cp(t) runs continuously and to compute the average number of cycle slips,
both plus and minus, per second. A reasonable engineering approximation is:

S = 1	 (3.2-39)
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The parameter S may be used to compute the probability of loss of lock.
Assume that the event {k slips in t secl is Poisson; i.e.,

Pr {k cycle slips in t sec) = (S t) 
k exp (-S t)	 (3,2-40)

This assumption is supported by experimental evidence [3-15 and 3-161.

Then the probability of losing phase lock in t seconds is

Pr {loss of phase lock in t sec)

=Pr {one or more cycle slips in t sec)

= 1 - exp (-S t)	 (3.2-41)

Figure 3-6 shows a plot of S according to (3.2-39) and a simulation result of
S as a function of SNR in the threshold loop bandwidth 2 Br,o (see section
3.2.4.2) for a typical second-order loop in deep space applications. Reference
[3-17] gives cycle-slip simulation results for two PLLS in cascade. This is a
model for the two-way system described in section 5.3.2.

For the case where S2 o :A 0, the average number of cycles slipped per
second to the right, N,, and to the left, N , is of interest. It has been shown
[3-3] that

	

N _ J exp (y)	 (3.2-42)
+	 2 sink y

N = J exp (- y)	 (3.2-43)
-	 2 sinh y

where

SZ

and J is the net average number of cycle slips per second,

J = N+ - N_	 (3.2-45)
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Fig. 3-6. Mean number of cycle slips per second vs SNR in 2B 4O (2 B10 = 18 Hz)

The average number of cycle slips is then

S = N+ + N_ = tanh y	
(3.2-46)

3.2.4 Phase-Locked Loop Preceded by
Bandpass Limiter

The mechanization of a BPL is illustrated in Fig. 3-7; the limiter incorpo-
rated in the PLL system is shown in Fig. 3-8. BPLs are used in PLL receivers to
maintain a constant total power at the input to the loop. This minimizes the
total mean square error of the loop over a wide range of input signal-to-noise
ratios. BPLs are used also to protect various loop components, the multiplier in
particular, where signal and noise levels can vary over several orders of magni-
tude and exceed the dynamic range of these components. In this section, results
needed to explain the behavior of a PLL when preceded by a BPL are sum-
marized. The detailed theory and operation of the BPL are covered more com-
pletely in [3-3] and [3-18] through [3-20] .
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Fig. 3-7. A bandpass limiter model
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Fig. 3-8. A phase-locked loop preceded by a bandpass filter

3.2.4.1 Bandpass limiting effects on phase-locked loop. Assuming the output
of the IF filter in Fig. 3-8 is given by (3:2-1), where the noise spectrum is flat
over a bandwidth Wi /2 centered about the carrier frequency, then the first
zone limiter output z l (t) can be expressed in the form,

z1 (t) = al 2P 7 sin [coot+B(t)]

+-.,f2-{NA(t) cos [coo t+ B(t)] -NB (t) sin [coo t+ B(t)] }

(3.2-4')

where P1 = 8/7r2 represents the fraction of signal plus noise power that falls in
the first zone, and the parameter a l is referred to as the signal amplitude
suppression factor, and is given by [3-181,

^ p i 	 pi
a1 =	 exp `- 2 [Io(\

pi

2  
+ I1
 (L
) 2 I

J
	 (3.2-48)

where pi = 2 PINo Wi , is the signal-to-noise ratio input to the limiter. Figure
3-9 illustrates the behavior of a l as a function of p i . A rational function
approximation to a l , which is simpler to use in system design, is suggested in
[3-5],
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0.785 pi + 0.4768 pl
a l =	 (3.2-49)

1 + 1.024 p i + 0.4768 piN/

The noise processes NA (t) and NB(t) are zero mean and uncorrelated, but
most important they are not, in general, Gaussian nor do they possess equal
noise bandwidths or spectra [3-19] .

The output of the phase detector is

e(t) = al V/Pl sin At) + NA (t) cos At) - NB (t) sin ^p(t) (3.2-50)

where double-frequency terms have been neglected. For steady-state operation
in the linear region (small gyp), we define an equivalent signal-to-noise ratio at
the output of the phase detector by

z

po = NSW 
= 

a1	 P1	
(3.2-51)

Oe e	 0A

where Pe, Noe and W , are respectively the equivalent power, noise spectral
density, and bandwidth at the phase detector output, and o2A denotes the
variance of NA (t).

The parameter po can be related to the input signal-to-noise ratio p i by,
[3-19]
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2	 2po	2a1	 7rpi	
( 

Pi	 Pi

pi 	 1 - exp (-pi)	 2 [ 1 - exP (—Pi) ] 
exp 

(-p`) [10 \ 2 / + Il \ 2)]

(3.2-52)

which is only a function of pi.

We now define a factor P called the limiter performance factor by the ratio
of the input signal-to-noise spectral density to that at the output:

PIN
° 	`

p. W.
	I' =	 = `	 (3.2-53)

P INOe p0 We

Thus the reciprocal of r is the product of the input/output signal-to-noise
ratio as given by (3.2-52) and the ratio of the equivalent noise bandwidth at
the phase detector output to the IF bandwidth. For any value of pi , it is clear
that We/Wi % 1/2, since passing noise of known bandwidth through a zero-
memory nonlinear device can only increase the equivalent noise bandwidth.
The factor of 1/2 is due to the bandpass to low-pass bandwidth transforma-
tion. Hence, an upper bound on P is simply given by 2 times the reciprocal of
(PO /pi). An exact analytical expression for F (or equivalently We lWi ) is quite
difficult to develop. For our case of a rectangular noise spectrum, a good
approximation to r is given by a rational function, which is simpler to use in
system design, suggested in [3-5] (later corrected in [3-20]) and is given by

I + p.

	

r = 0.862 + p.	
(3.2-54)

a

The function 1/I' is plotted vs pi in Fig. 3-10 along with its lower bound
po l2pi

The variance of the phase error is an important parameter in specifying the
loop response to a sine wave plus noise. Letting W L also denote the loop
bandwidth in the presence of the BPL (to be defined shortly), the phase error
variance in the linear region is given by

1	 r

	

Q2 = P
	

= P
	

2 = No L) P
	 (3.2-55)

e

	

(Noe) (WL /
)	

\Ne l \ WL/
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Fig. 3-10. Limiter performance factor as a function of input SNR

Since the effective signal power at the input to the PLL is now a 2p I , the
transfer function for a PLL preceded by a BPL is (from (3.2-14))

H(s) =

1 + T2 S

T
1 + T .)

	 P̂_I	 Vl
S + 	1	 S22

a,K	 a1 1 K

and the corresponding WL becomes

1+r
WL =

	 'r2	
(3.2-56)

2T2 (1 + 
YT7

where

I Vr 1 K T2

r =	 (3.2-57)
r1

Notice that WL is now a function of the limiter suppression factor a 1 , and
hence the validity of the assumption r T7 IT2 >> 1 depends on the value of the
input signal-to-noise ratio p1.

All PLL receivers used for deep space communications either on the space-
craft or on the ground are of the multiple-conversion heterodyne type preceded
by a bandpass limiter, as shown in Figs. 3-1 through 3-3.
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For multiple-conversion heterodyne PLL receivers,

r = aIKDKVCO
 MK 360360 TZ /T1

where

a l = limiter suppression factor

KD = phase detector gain, V/deg

Kvco = VCO gain, Hz/V

M = VCO multiplication factor

KDC = gain of the loop filter.

3.2.4.2 Receiver threshold and design point. In practice, the nonlinear
behavior of a PLL is of considerable interest in carrying out a particular
design. It is useful in the design, specification, and performance analysis of
PLL receivers to define a receiver threshold. By convention, the threshold
condition occurs when the variance of the loop phase error is unity and the
variance is obtained from a linearized PLL model. In actual fact, the variance of
a linearized loop is different from that of an actual nonlinear loop when its

variance is one. The fiction that the loop is linear in the definition of thresh-
old is used to define the threshold condition

Po	No WLO	 (3.2-58)

where the zero subscripts denote values at threshold.

Another definition used to specified PLL parameters at a design point has
arbitrarily been taken to be the condition where

2 Po = No WLO	
(3.2-59)

with

l + ro
WLO	 T

2r2 \1 + 
2 )

YOTl

(3.2-60)

P KT 201 10 '	 2
ro =

T1
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Again, the zero subscript on P, WL , a l and r refers to their respective values
at the design point. Let Po represent a signal power at which the linear PLL
theory does not apply; hence, a suitable nonlinear model must be proposed
from which one may predict system performance in the actual region of
operation. When the loop bandwidth WL is designed to be small relative to
the equivalent noise bandwidth at the phase detector output We , it has been
shown [3-6] that the effective signal-to-noise ratio in the loop bandwidth is
given by

2P 1 _ 1P T__
 W I, 	2	 (3.2-61)
0 L	 Q

W

Keep in mind that both WL and P are dependent on the input signal-to-noise
ratio.

As we have already observed, the pdf of the phase error for a second-order
PLL with zero detuning (2 0 = 0) is characterized by the parameter a defined
by (3.2-31) in terms of loop signal-to-noise ratio p and loop damping param-
eter r. It is sufficient, then, in applying this result and those derived from it
to the case of a PLL preceded by a BPL, to use (3.2-61), together with
(3.2-54) and (3.2-56) for p and (3.2-57) for r. We now consider the design of
a PLL in terms of specifying system parameters at the design point.

If once again it is assumed that 
r0 T1/T2» 1, then from (3.2-56) and

(3.2-60) the actual operating condition loop bandwidth WL can be related to
the design point bandwidth WLO by

1 + 
YO

—

	

WL 1 + r W
LO	 (3.2-62)

0
where

µ = aio = Y—o	 (3.2-63)
al	 r

and aio is the value of a at the design point. Furthermore, the effective
signal-to-noise ratio in the loop as defined in (3.2-61) can be written as

_	 2P	 1 1 + rO
P

^No	P	
(3.2-64)

 
W L0)	 1+ r 0

µ
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3.3 Suppressed Carrier Modulation and
Tracking Loop Considerations

This section begins by examining the choice between suppressed and resid-
ual carrier systems [3-21]. The DSN emerged at a time when weak signals and
low data rates dominated. As a result, residual carrier phase modulation
schemes with phase-locked loops tracking the residual carrier component were
employed. However, over the years, technological advances in antennas, trans-
mitters, and signal processing have caused a marked increase in the available
signal power and hence the achievable data rates. In fact, essentially all of the
current or near-future deep space missions are already operating at or near the
upper limit of the current DSN data rate capability.

When the DSN operated at 8 bps using residual carrier modulation, it was
necessary to place the data modulation on subcarriers since direct modulation
of the data on the carrier would cause most of the data power to fall within
the bandwidth of, and to be tracked out by, the carrier phase-locked loop.
The DSN is currently involved in new high rate telemetry system designs
[3-22 through 3-24] which will push the data rate into the tens of megabits
per second region. At these higher data rates the data signal spectrum is
extremely broad so that even if subcarriers were not used, the part of the
spectrum which would be contained in the loop bandwidth would be flat
across this band and thus appear as white noise. Since the ratio of loop
bandwidth to data rate is, in these situations, typically quite small, this addi-
tional white noise component degrades the tracking performance very little.
This observation is further aided by the fact that we are already dealing with
a greatly improved carrier loop SNR (relative to low data rate operation) by
virtue of the fact that in order to support the higher data rates one must
supply more signal (and hence carrier) power.

The above arguments suggest that subcarriers are not needed in high data
rate systems. This leaves the question as to whether or not a residual carrier
component should be provided for or is it preferable to fully suppress the
carrier, thus allocating all of the transmitted power to the data modulation.
Consider first a residual carrier signal of the form

y(t) = -,/2P sin (coo t + 6m m(t)) + n= (t)

= vf2--P- cos Bm sin coo t + N/2—P sin 6m m(t) cos wo t + n1 (t) (3.3-1)

where P is the total signal power, w o is the carrier radian frequency, B m is
the modulation angle (0 < 0  < 7r/2), m(t) is a ±1 binary data modulation
with symbol rate RS = 11TS„ and as before nl(t) is a bandpass "white" Gaussian
noise process. If the signal of (3.3-1) is demodulated by a reference signal
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r(t) = N/2- cos (wo t - 0)	 (3.3-2)

supplied by a phase-locked loop, then the loop phase detector output e(t) is
given by

e(t) = ^ sin 0 + ^pd m (t) cos 0 + nl (t)

+ -,/Pd m (t) + n l (t)	 (3.3-3)

where

P = P cost em = carrier signal power

Pd = P sine Om = data modulation signal power

and

nl(t) = N/2- nz(t) cos (coo t - 0)	 (3.3-4)

is an equivalent low-pass white Gaussian noise process with single-sided noise
power spectral density No W/Hz.

Assuming as above that the high rate data modulation (second term of
(3.3-3)) has a flat spectrum over the phase-locked loop bandwidth with equiv-
alent single-sided spectral density

Nd =
R,/2

 = 2 1pd 
s ) 

No = 2RdNo ; Rd 
= 1VT	

(3.3-5)
 o	 o

Then if BL denotes the single-sided loop noise bandwidth, we have that the
loop SNR p is given by

P__ 

cost B

P (No Nd) BL	
(No BL ) \ 1 + 2R 	

(3.3-6)

The first factor of (3.3-6) represents the loop SNR corresponding to the case
where the total signal power is available for carrier tracking. The numerator of
the second factor represents the degradation of this SNR due to the split of
the total power between carrier and data modulation, while the denominator
of this second factor represents the degradation produced by the modulation
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self-noise in the loop. Clearly for large values of Rd (e.g., 9.6 dB for uncoded
binary PSK at an error rate of 10-5 ), the loop SNR is severely degraded by
the need to track on a residual carrier component.

Aside from the increased noisy reference loss (additional signal power
required to produce the same error probability performance as that corre-
sponding to a perfect carrier sync reference) caused by the degraded loop
SNR, there is an inherent loss in data power (relative to the total power
available) just due to the split between carrier and data modulation as in
(3.3-4).

Next we consider the situation in which the carrier is fully suppressed and
the signal is of the form

y(t) = /2-P- m(t) sin coo t + n i(t)	 (3.3-7)

Since y(t) of (3.3-7) contains no residual carrier component, a PLL cannot be
used to establish the desired carrier demodulation reference signal. Instead one
must use a suppressed carrier type of tracking loop, e.g., a Costas loop (see
Fig. 3-11). Since a detailed discussion of the behavior and performance of
such a loop will be presented in the next section, we shall merely give the end
result here for the purpose of comparison with (3.3-6), namely,

P
P	 SL	 (3.3-8)

NoBL

where SL 5 1 is a loss factor (later on referred to as squaring loss) which
depends on data SNRZ

PT
Rd = NS	 (3.3-9)

0

and the type of Costas loop arm filter, and the relation between the single-sided
noise bandwidth B of these arm filters and the data rate RS . As an example for
ideal (rectangular frequency response) arm filters, SL is given by the simple
relation (also see (3.3-28))

2 Note that in contrast with (3.3-5) since all of the total signal power P is available for the
data modulation, the data SNR is defined accordingly.
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K22
SL	

BT	 (3.3-10)
KZ R+ s

d

where

sine lrBT
KZ =
	 [Si(27rB7;) - ^B7 s]

	 (3.3-11)
s

and Si(x) is the sine-integral function defined by

Si(x) = i x sin x 
dx	 (3.3-12)

0

Table 3-1 presents an evaluation of the squaring loss SL of (3.3-10) as a
function of Rd for several values of the symbol arm filter time-bandwidth
product BT, [3-21] . Note that here the loss factor improves with increasing
Rd . In fact for Rd on the order of 10 dB, a comparison of SL with the loss
factor for the residual carrier case (3.3-6) reveals that the suppressed carrier
system enjoys about a 20 dB advantage in loop SNR (aside from the reduction
in power due to the cos t 6m factor). Again we emphasize that the suppressed
carrier system has the further advantage that all of the available power is
simultaneously used for carrier tracking and data detection.

While the example we have pursued here strictly dealt with binary data
modulation, i.e., BPSK, similar advantages of a suppressed carrier over a resid-
ual carrier format can be demonstrated for other forms of modulation, e.g.,
balanced quadriphase-shift-keying (QPSK) and unbalanced quadriphase-shift-
keying (UQPSK). In the following sections, we present the various carrier
synchronization options for these suppressed carrier modulation forms, begin-
ning with a discussion of carrier recovery for BPSK modulation. Before pro-
ceeding to these detailed discussions, however, we wish to conclude this

Table 3-1. Evaluation of squaring loss S. in dB, for ideal arm filters

Rd, dB BTs = 1 BT, = 2 BT, = 3 BT, = 4 BT, = 5

0 -3.68 -5.14 -6.28 -7.19 -7.94
4 -2.03 -2.87 -3.65 -4.31 -4.90

10 -0.90 -1.05 -1.32 -1.60 -1.88
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section by reemphasizing and stressing the key issues that distinguish these
various carrier synchronization methods from the more traditional discrete
carrier version, i.e., the PLL. It is hoped that the reader will understand the
reasons for the amount of discussion that follows and its relative importance
within the overall framework of this book.

It is clear from the word "suppressed" that a discrete spectral line does not
appear in the input spectrum. Thus, the carrier synchronization loop must
reconstruct the carrier from the data-bearing signal itself, which now contains
all of the available signal power. The ability to accomplish this mission is thus
dependent on the form of the signal modulation and hence a different syn-
chronization structure must be discussed for each of these forms. (In some
situations, it is possible to use a given structure for more than one modulation
type.) Beyond this, the behavior of the synchronization loop and its perfor-
mance depend on the data symbol format. Indeed, for a given modulation
type, the design of a Costas-type receiver for optimum tracking performance
requires that the bandwidth of its arm filters be selected in accordance with
(1) the data symbol rate, (2) the arm filter type, e.g., 1- or 2-pole Butter-
worth, and (3) the data format (NRZ, Manchester, etc.). All of these degrees
of design freedom require a multidimensional investigation over and above,
but not separated from, the usual considerations of loop design associated
with the loop filter (loop bandwidth, loop damping, etc.), the latter being the
only design considerations required for a PLL. Indeed the PLL has no arm
filters, and aside from the amount of power allocated to the residual carrier
component, which might be a function of transmitted signal form, its design is
in no way governed by the above modulation-dependent considerations.

3.3.1 Carrier Recovery for BPSK Modulation

As stated above, the form of carrier recovery loop is, in general, dependent
on the form of modulation. For the three modulations mentioned above,
namely, BPSK, QPSK and UQPSK, the carrier recovery loops are varietal
versions of what is commonly referred to as a Costas loop [3-251. Thus we
begin this section with a description of the conventional Costas loop and its
operational behavior for BPSK modulation.

3.3.1.1 The conventional Costas loop and its equation of operation. Consider
the Costas loop illustrated in Fig. 3-11. An estimate of carrier phase is
obtained by multiplying (using two phase detectors) the input suppressed
carrier signal s(t) plus noise n,(t) with the output of the VCO and a 90-deg
phase shift of itself, respectively, filtering the results of these two multiplica-
tions, and using the product of the two filtered signals to control the phase
and frequency of the loop's VCO output. When the filters in the in-phase and
quadrature-phase arms of the Costas loop are mechanized with integrate-and-
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dump circuits, then the loop will be referred to as a Costas loop with active arm
filters.

The received signal y(t) can be modeled as

y(t) =	 2P m(t) sin 4)(t) + ni(t) = s(t) + ni(t)	 (3.3-13)

where (D(t) 
o wit + B(t), with wi the input radian carrier frequency and B(t) =

Slo t + B o the input phase to be estimated, P is the carrier power, m(t) is the
data modulation (a ±1 digital waveform), and ni(t) is the additive channel
noise which can be expressed in the form of a narrow_ -band process about the
actual frequency of the input observed data; i.e.,

ni(t) = Vf2_ [N (t) cos 4)(t) - N (t) sin (D(t)]	 (3.3-14)

where N,(t) and N,(t) are approximately statistically independent, stationary,
white Gaussian noise processes with single-sided noise spectral density No
W/Hz [ 3 -6] and single-sided bandwidth BH < wo/27r•

Using standard analysis techniques analogous to those applied to phase-
locked loops [3-6], it may be shown [3-25] that the stochastic integro-
differential equation of operation of Fig. 3-11 becomes

2 dAt) = 2S2o - KF(P) {P (in 2 (tp sin 2At) + v2 [t, 2,p(t)] } (3.3-15)

where p(t) o 4)(t) - $(t) is the loop phase error ($(t) is the VCO's reference
phase), and K is xhe total open loop gain,

v2 [t, 2,p(t)] °_ [ 1(t) + N(t) - 2^m(t) N (t)] sin 2^p(t)

+ [2,^fP-m(t)N (t) - 2N (t) N (t)] 	 cos 2^p(t)	 (3.3-16)

and

(in2(t)) ° K2 = f Sm (f)I G (.i 27r f)1 2 df	 (3.3-17)

with S. (f) denoting the power spectral density of the data modulation m(t)
and IG02701 2 the squared magnitude of the arm filter transfer function. Here
the signal m(t) denotes the signal emerging from passage of the data modula-
tion m(t) through the low-pass arm filter G(p), and likewise NC(t) and N (t)
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are equivalently filtered versions of N
c
(t) and N (t), respectively. Also, in

(3.3-15) and (3.3-17) the overbar denotes statistical expectation and ( )
denotes time averaging, which is required since m(t) is a cyclostationary pro-
cess. In arriving at (3.3-15), we have also ignored the effect of the modulation
self noise

no [t, 2 p(t)]	 P[in 2 (t) - lyn 2 (t))] sin 2 ^p(t)	 (3.3-18)

since for data SNRs on the order of 10 dB or less this omission has negligible
effect on the loop performance.

3.3.1.2 Equivalent noise model. Since the bandwidth of the Costas loop is
ordinarily designed to be narrow with respect to the equivalent noise band-
width of v2 (t, 20), we can further approximate V2 (t, N) as a delta correlated
process with equivalent single-sided noise spectral density

Nq °= 2 f Rvz (T)dT	 (3.3-19)

where

Rv2(T) = V2 (t, 2^0) v2 (t + T, 2 ,P)	 (3.3-20)

Evaluation of Nsq results in [3-25]

N±Nsq = 4PNo KZ K4 + P KL	 (3.3-21)

where KL is a constant dependent only on the filter type and is defined by

KL o f I GO 21Tf) 
14 

df

J I G(j2rTf)I2df

K4 is a constant dependent on both the baseband data power spectrum and
the filter type, i.e.,
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0 I 
__ Sm (f) I G (i 270 1 4 df

J SMW 1
60270 1 2 df

and B denotes the single-sided noise bandwidth of the low-pass arm filter
G(j2nf), i.e.,

B °= J	 I G (j27rf) I 2 df	 (3.3-24)
0

3.3.1.3 Equivalent linear loop performance. Although the nonlinear differen-
tial equation of (3.3-15) can be solved in the steady state using Fokker-Planck
techniques (3-6], typically the signal-to-noise ratio in the loop is sufficiently
high that one can linearize the equation of operation and still obtain meaningful
performance results. By linearize, we mean that sin Ip is replaced by 2cp in

(3.3-15); i.e.,

2d^ = 
2 920 - KF(p) {P KZ 2,p + v2 (t, 2^p)j	 (3.3-25)

Thus, under the above linear assumption, the solution for the modulo 27r
reduced phase error 20 can be shown to have a steady-state probability
density function p(20) which is a Gaussian distribution with variance

a2 = 

1 s2 BL o_ 4	
(3.3-26a)

^
P D 2	 PSLM

or

Q2 = 4 Cr 2m 
= PS	

(3.3-26b)

L

where again

P
P = N

0 IBL 	
(3.3-27)

is the signal-to-noise ratio in the loop bandwidth of an equivalent linear loop,
BL is the single-sided loop noise bandwidth, and the squaring loss Sr, is the loop
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signal-to-noise ratio penalty relative to a linear loop due to signal X signal,
signal X noise, and noise X noise distortions.

Using (3.3-21) and (3.3-27) in (3-3-26b), we see that the loop squaring loss is
given by the simple relation

K2
S

L 
=	 2	 (3.3-28)

KK + KZ 4 L 
R a

where Rs = 1/TS is the data symbol rate,

Rd	
N

= PT s	 (3.3-29a)
0

is the detection signal-to-noise ratio, and the parameter

= R	 (3.3-29b)
s

3.3.1.4 Squaring loss evaluation. Expressing the data modulation m(t) as a
random pulse train, i.e.,

M(t) _

	

	 anp(t- n  );E { nam } = Smn	 (3.3-30)

n=--

where  {an } is the data sequence taking on values ±1 with equal probability and
p(t) is the data pulse shape which for NRZ is

1; 0 < t < TS

0; otherwise

while for Manchester coding

T
1; 0<t<2S

T
p(t) _ -1; 2 < t < T	 (3.3-32)

0; otherwise,
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then the corresponding power spectral densities are

sine (7rfT )
Sm (O = T	

s

(TfT ^2 	
(NRZ)	 (3.3-33a)

and	

(	 l
sin  1 ^7 I

Sm (l^ = T	

(( 

\ 

l 
2/ (Manchester code)	 (3.3-33b)

` 7o;2

Furthermore, assume that the arm filter is an n-pole Butterworth characterized
by the transfer function

I G(j270 I2 =	 If 2n	 (3.3-34)

1+( f,)

where f,, the 3-dB bandwidth, is related to the single-sided noise bandwidth B
of the filter by

2n
 7Tsin 2

rr
n )B	 (3.3-35)

As an example, consider the case of Manchester coding. Then, substituting
(3.3-33b) and (3.3-34) into (3.3-17) and performing the required integration
gives the modulation distortion factor K 2 . Using K2 in (3.3-28) and the fact
that KL = (2n — 1)/2n, Fig.3-12 illustrates the squaring loss SL vs ^ = B/Rs with
Rd as a parameter for single-pole Butterworth filters. We observe that for a
fixed Rd there exists an optimum noise bandwidth B for the arm filters in the
sense of minimizing the squaring loss. These values of optimum arm filter
bandwidth occur in the vicinity of the Nyquist bandwidth and their sensitivity
with signal-to-noise ratio diminishes as the number of filter poles increases.

Table 3-2 tabulates the closed form expressions for K2 of (3.3-17) and K4
of (3.3-23) corresponding to single-pole and two-pole Butterworth arm filters
[n = 1 and n = 2 of (3.3-34)] and NRZ or Manchester data, thus allowing
computation of squaring loss from (3.3-28). Closed form results for higher-
order Butterworth arm filters (n > 1) or indeed any arm filter with rational
transfer function can be obtained, if desired, from the results in [3-26] . In
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Table 3-2. Closed form expressions for the coefficients K 2 and K4

1. NRZ data, single-pole Butterworth arm filters

K2 = 1— (1/^) [1— exp (-43)]

K 2 K 4 = 1 — (1/4^) [3 — (3 + 4^) exp (-4t)]

2. NRZ data, two-pole Butterworth arm filters

K2 = 1 — (1/8g) [1 — exp (-4^) (cos 4^ — sin 4^)]

K 2 K 4 = 1 — (1/32g) {5 — [8^ cos 43 + 5 (cos 4^ — sin 4^)] exp (-4^)}

3. Manchester data, single-pole Butterworth arm filters

K2 = 1 — (1/4g) [3 — 4 exp (-2^) + exp (-4^)]

K2K4 = 1 — (l ft) [9 — 4 (3 + 2^) exp (-2^) + (3 + 4^) exp (-4g)]

4. Manchester data, two-pole Butterworth arm filters

K2 = 1 — (1/8^) {3 — 4 exp (-2^) [cos 2^ — sin 2g] + exp (-4g) [cos 4^ — sin 4f] }

K2 K4 = 1 — (1/32) {15 — [16^ cos 2^ + 20 (cos 21' — sin 21)] exp (-23),

— (1/32) [8^ cos 43 + 5 (cos 4^ — sin 4^)] exp (-4g)}

Note: ^ is defined in (3.2-29b).

particular, for n = — (an ideal "brick wall" filter), we would have K 4 = 1 and
for NRZ data, K2 as previously given by (3.3-11).

In many applications, once symbol sync has been obtained, the passive arm
filters of the Costas loop in Fig. 3-11 are replaced by active arm filters of the
integrate-and-dump type. When the transmitted modulation is Manchester
coding, it may be shown [3-25] that the variance of the phase error in the
loop is still given by (3.3-26) where, however, the squaring loss is given by

SL =	 1 1	 (3.3-36)

1 + 2R 

This result is also valid for NRZ data.

Figure 3-13 compares the squaring losses which give minimum phase jitter
achievable with passive arm filters to that obtained from the implementation
with integrate-and-dump arm filters. Typically, the active matched filter
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(integrate-and-dump, sample-and-hold) gives approximately a 4 dB or greater
advantage over the passive single-pole circuit for Rd -<- 0 dB. For example, at
Rd = -4 dB, the advantage is 5.16 dB. When compared to an ideal filter, the
improvement is typically only 4.4 dB at R d = -4 dB. Notice also that for
Rd 6 dB, the Costas loop with active matched filters in the arms gives
approximately the same performance (0.5 dB inferior) to that of a Costas loop
with no modulation present (a CW loop).

3.3.1.5 The polarity-type Costas loop and its equation of operation. It is
becoming increasingly popular (e.g., the carrier tracking loop in the Multi-
megabit Telemetry Demodulator and Detector (MTDD) of the DSN) in the
design of suppressed carrier receivers, which employ Costas loops for carrier
reconstruction, to hard limit the output of the in-phase channel. Doing so
allows replacement of the analog multiplier, which forms the loop error signal,
with a chopper-type device which typically exhibits much less do offset. Gen-
erally speaking, introduction of a limiter (hard or soft) into a system results in
signal suppression the amount of which is a function of the signal-to-noise
ratio at the limiter input. This signal suppression in turn reduces the total
loop gain and, as a consequence, the loop bandwidth.

In this section, we address the tracking performance of such a hard-limited
Costas loop (often referred to as a "polarity-type" Costas loop) and compare
its performance with that of the conventional Costas loop previously dis-
cussed. Typically, for small detection signal-to-noise ratios, one will find that
the inclusion of the hard limiter results in a tracking performance penalty,
whereas for large detection signal-to-noise ratios, such inclusion indeed results
in a performance improvement.

Realizing that the input signal and noise processes can still be modelled as
in (3.3-13) and (3.3-14), respectively, then analogously to (3.3-15), the loop
equation of operation for the polarity-type loop is given by [3-27]

2dt = 
M - KF(p) [^afl (2cp) + 2 9 (t, 2^p)]	 (3.3-37)

where

N jt, 2^p) °= ii(t) N(t, gyp)	 (3.3-38)

is the equivalent additive noise perturbing the loop. As before, the "hat"
denotes filtering by the arm filters G(s). Furthermore,

R(t) A=
 
sgn f V1P_ in(t) cos ^p(t) - [)(t) cos v(t) +N (t) sin ^p(t)] }

(3.3-39)
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where sgn (x) = x/Ix I denotes the signum function of the argument x,

N [t, cp(t)]	 N (t) cos ^p(t) - N(t) sin ^p(t)	 (3.3-40)

and

2 fi (2^p) = 2 < in(t)in(t) > sin ^o	 (3.3-41)

where fl (x) is a nonlinearity which is periodic in x with period 27r and has
unit slope at the origin; i.e., x = 0. Thus, a defined by

a < in(t)m(t) >	 (3.3-42)
=0

is the signal amplitude suppression factor which results owing to the combined
distortion effects on the input modulation m(t) of the hard limiter and finite
arm filter bandwidth. Finally, as was done for the conventional loop, in arriv-
ing at (3.3-37), we have ignored the modulation self-noise

n o [t, 2cp]	 2^ [m(t)m(t) - <M^(t)it

	

>] sin cp	 (3.3-43)

3.3.1.6 Calculation of the signal amplitude suppression factor. Expressing the
input modulation m(t) as in (3.3-30), then for a single-pole Butterworth arm
filter and NRZ data, it can be shown that (3.3-46) evaluates to [3-27]

f

Rd 	 1

2	
2 exp (-4^x) erf	 2^ 1- 2 exp (-4^ x) dx + 2erf	 2^

 
(3.3-4 t)

and is illustrated in Fig. 3-14. The curves are drawn for ^ = B/RS > 0.75 or
equivalently T,,IT < 1/3, where T, °= 1/cc

c
is the arm filter time constant. The

validity of (3.3-44) in this region is somewhat justified by results obtained for
a similar investigation [3-28] .

3.3.1.7 Calculation of the equivalent noise spectral density. As was done for
the conventional Costas loop in section 3.3.1.2, we can make the assumption
that the bandwidth of the Costas loop is designed to be narrow with respect
to the equivalent noise bandwidth of N,(t, 2 ,P) defined in (3.3-38). Thus, we
can further approximate Ne(t, 2 ,P) as a delta correlated process with equivalent
single-sided noise spectral density
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N = 2 f R^ (T) dT	 (3.3-45)
,J	 e

where

0
	RR (T) _ < N (t, 2^p) N (t + T, 2^p) >	 (3.3-46)

e

Since, as previously mentioned, for good tracking performance the loop will
operate in the neighborhood of 0 = 0, we need to evaluate (3.3-46) and hence
(3.3-45) only at the point 0 = 0. Without elaborating the details (see [3-271),
the final results for NRZ data and single-pole arm filters are as followS.3
Letting ON denote the equivalent noise spectral density Ne of (3.3-45) nor-
malized by the spectral density No of the input noise, i.e.,

0
N = No ON (3.3-47)

and defining

Rd	 P
Pi =
	 = NOB

(3.3-48)
0

with ^ given by (3.3-29b), then, in the case of small p,:

ON = (1-I(l+pZ)-2^`^41r21n2-e-4^(4+21n2+2^/

(3.3-49)

and in the case of large pi:

I
ON = 4^ f e-4 ly  

[fl (v) + e 41 f3 (y)I dy

	

+8 J
l e $ ^y [f2 (y)+ e $1 f4(y ) j dY	 (3.3-50)

0

3 Closed form results can only be obtained in limiting cases of small and large values of
signal-to-noise ratio. See [3-281 for further details.
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where

/ / P•
ft (Y) = ^2 4 y)erf .2 2i - f ygl(x)dx+ 

ly

 gl(x)dx
\̀  

+-
2

(^
1-y

	

	 y

J	 gl 	 (x)gl (x + Y) dx - 4 J gl (x)gl (x + 1 - Y) dx
0	 0

(f'y

ly

	

f2 (y) \24y)exp2) + f g2 (x) dx +	 g2(x)dx
p 

	

f

1-y

+ 2 	 g2 (x)g2 (x + Y) dx + 1 fy g2 (x)g2 (x+1-y)dx

1	 / P•	 y	

ly

f3 (Y)	 4Y J erf2 l 2̀ + O g l (x) dx -

/\0 	

gl(x) dx

	

1	
y

- 4 f gl(x)gl(x+y)dx
0

A•	 1
f4(y) = 4 exp2 	 (- 2)+ 2 J g2 (x) dx + 4 fy g2 (x)g2 (x +1 -y)dx

0

	

1	 1-y

	+ 4
	

92(x)g2(x +y) dx	 (3.3-51)
0

with

Pig l (x) = erf Pi(1 - 2e -4^xI

(3.3-52)

Pi	
4^x 21g2 (x) = exp - 2 (1 - 2 e- ) J

3.3.1.8 Calculation of squaring loss and mean-square tracking jitter. As was
done for the conventional Costas loop in arriving at (3.3-25), we linearize the
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polarity-type Costas loop by replacing fjlp) of (3.3-41) by 2cp in the loop
equation of operation, namely, (3.3-37). When this is done, the mean-square
error of the modulo-21r reduced phase error process 20 is given by a result
analogous to (3.3-26), namely,

Q2 = P BL = 4 I P L) I ^220	 \

4
= 

p SL	
(3.3-53)

where p is still given by (3.3-27). Thus the squaring loss of the polarity-type
Costas loop becomes

z
SL = (3.3-54)(3.3-54)

N

with a given by (3.3-44) and ON given by (3.3-49) for the case of small pi or
(3.3-50) for the large p i case. Additionally, using (3.3-48) in these defining
equations for a, ON , and SL , Figs. 3-15 and 3-16 illustrate SL vs Bj 1RS corre-
sponding to the calculation of ON from (3.3-49) and (3.3-50), respectively.
The curves in Fig. 3-15 were terminated whenever pi exceeded 0.5, whereas
the curves in Fig. 3-16 have a similar termination for pi G 2. Superimposed on
these curves (in dotted lines) are the corresponding results obtained from the
previous section for the conventional Costas loop without the hard limiter. We
observe from these results that, whereas at low signal-to-noise ratios the inser-
tion of a hard limiter into the in-phase channel of a Costas loop results in a
tracking performance degradation, at high signal-to-noise ratios, the hard-
limited loop actually outperforms the conventional loop. These results are not
surprising, at least from a qualitative standpoint, if one considers the Costas
loop motivated by the maximum a posteriori (MAP) approach and approxi-
mates the integrate-and-dump filters which result from this approach by RC
filters. In fact, using a similar technique, one can easily show that for the
hard-limited Costas loop with integrate-and-dump filter in both arms, the
squaring loss is given by

SL = erfz V IVd	 (3.3-55)

Figure 3-17 illustrates SL of (3.3-55) vs Rd in dB and the corresponding result
(3.3-36) in dotted lines for the conventional Costas loop with integrate-and-
dump filters. The crossover in squaring loss or equivalently in tracking perfor-
mance occurs at Rd = -1.5 dB.
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Fig. 3-17. A comparison of the squaring loss performances of conventional and
hard-limited Costas loops with integrate-and-dump arm filters

3.3.2 Carrier Recovery for QPSK Modulation

A generalized version of the Costas loop of Fig. 3-11, which applies to
BPSK, QPSK, and 8-PSK modulations, is illustrated in Fig. 3-18. Unfortu-
nately, a complete analysis of this loop is not presently available. Thus we
resort to considering the counterpart of this loop wherein the passive low-pass
arm filters are again replaced by active arm filters of the integrate-and-dump
type. This loop is generally referred to as a quadriphase polarity-type I-Q loop
or quadriphase I-Q loop, depending respectively upon whether or not hard
limiters are included in the in-phase arms. The former is illustrated in Fig.
3-19. Its analysis follows along the same lines as that of the equivalent biphase
loop. Thus, we shall omit the details and merely present the final performance
results.

The mean-square phase jitter tracking performance of the loop illustrated in
Fig. 3-19 is given by a relation analogous to (3.3-26), namely,4

4 Note that the loop now tracks the 40 process.
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°4$	 pSL' 6$	 16 a4$ - pSL	
(3.3 56)

where p is still given by (3.3-27) but the "squaring loss" SL (actually a fourth
power loss) is now given by the simple formula

	

-	 Cerf R2J^2 Rd exp R2 )^ 2

	

SL-	
r(

R
	R 

2 (3.357)

1 +R - 

L 
^ exp 1- 2) + Rd erf 2 

J

where Rd is still given by (3.3-29).

In the absence of the hard limiters in Fig. 3-19, the squaring loss would be
given by

SL = 9 	 6	 3	
(3.3-58)

1+	 +	 + 
2R d  Ra 2R d

Figure 3-20 is a comparison of the squaring losses as given by (3.3-57) and
(3.3-58) as a function of the bit signal-to-noise ratio Rb = PTb /NO = Rd12.
Clearly, as already indicated, for high values of Rb , superior performance is
obtained by including the hard limiters. Note that, as was true for the BPSK
case, the above results hold for both NRZ and Manchester coded data.

3.3.3 Carrier Recovery for UQPSK Modulation

Unbalanced quadriphase-shift-keying (UQPSK) is a modulation format in
which two quadrature components of a carrier are biphase modulated with
independent binary data streams of unequal powers and different data rates.
Such a scheme is most useful when it is desired to transmit the two different
sources of data, either synchronously or asynchronously, in the same fre-
quency band. This signal design will be used in the development of the Track-
ing and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS), the Navigation Satellite Timing
and Ranging Global Positioning System (NAVSTAR GPS), the Space Shuttle
S-band and Ku-band communication links, the Multimegabit Telemetry
Demodulator/Detector (MTDD) system of NASA's DSN and is proposed for
the projected Venus Orbiting Imaging Radar (VOIR) mission for the mapping
of Venus's surface. In the case of the latter, the imaging data are to be
transmitted on one channel at a multimegabit data rate and scientific data on
the other channel at a relatively low kilobit data rate. Such a large ratio of
data rates for the two channels or, equivalently, a large unbalanced channel
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power ratio will provide the necessary motivation for the discussion which
follows.

An unbalanced QPSK signal is defined analogous to (3.3-13) as

	

s(t) =	 2 Pl m 1 (t) cos (w it + B(t)) + 2 P2 m 2 (t) sin (wi t + B(t))

(3.3-59)

where Pl and P2 represent the powers in the two quadrature components,
ml (t) and m2 (t) are two independent binary signal waveforms, and wi , B(t)
are previously defined for the BPSK case. Added to s(t) of (3.3-59) is the
noise process characterized by (3.3-14) which thus forms the received signal
from which carrier synchronization is to be derived.

For a UQPSK modulation as characterized by (3.3-59), the system designer
has two options with respect to selecting an appropriate carrier recovery loop.
If the ratio of the channel powers P l and P2 is sufficiently large (usually a
ratio of 4 or more is sufficient), then a conventional Costas loop such as that
in Fig. 3-11 can be used to reconstruct the suppressed carrier s [3-29, 3-30] .
We shall restrict our attention here to the tracking performance of such a loop
(see Fig. 3-11), particularly summarizing the results given in [3-29] .

3.3.3.1 Loop tracking performance. We start by arbitrarily assuming that
channel  corresponds to the high data rate channel. Next, we define the
following parameters in terms of which the loop mean-square phase jitter and
squaring loss can be expressed.

n = T 11 
= R'^ = ratio of data symbol rates

TS2 Rsi

oP
X I

 
= ratio of channel powers

	

2	
(3.3-60)

P = P1 + P2 = total signal power

RTZ = 
's2 

= total power-to-noise ratio in high data rate bandwidth.
0

Then, based upon the results derived and presented in [3-29] , the variance of
the loop phase error 20 is once again expressible in the form of (3.3-26a),

S The arm filter bandwidth is now chosen to be optimum for the high data rate channel.
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where the linear loop signal-to-noise ratio p is now defined in terms of the
total power-to-noise ratio; i.e.,

o p
P	 N B	

(3.3-61)

0 L

and the loop squaring loss is given by

(K22 — 
A K21)2

SL =	 B

\R 
(1+A)	

D
(1 + X) 

xK
2i K41 +K22 K42 +` s2RT2
	

KL + 1 +X^ RT2 \7s2)

(3.3.62)

In (3.3-62), we have employed the following definitions analogous to
(3.3-17) and (3.3-23), namely,

0
K

^ 
m (f) I G(j2irf) 

12 df; k = 1, 22k f

o fKok =
f

m k(f) I GQ 270 1 4 df

S  (f) I G(j 27f)1 2 df
k

(3.3-63)

; k = 1, 2

and KL is still defined as in (3.3-22). Furthermore, the crossmodulation dis-
tortion D12 is defined by

0

D12 = f S  1 

OS 
2 
(0 I G(j 2iTf)1 4 df	 (3.3-64)

Since the demodulation reference signals of Fig. 3-11 are again at coo rather
than 2coo , the mean-square phase tracking jitter on the output data streams is
given by (3.3-26b). We conclude then that, as in the BPSK case, characteriza-
tion of the loop squaring loss in terms of the system parameters is sufficient
for predicting the loop's tracking performance.

3.3.3.2 Squaring loss evaluation for practical filters and data modulation
spectra. To graphically illustrate the theory previously developed, it would be
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convenient to obtain closed-form expressions for the parameters defined in
(3.3-63) and (3.3-64) for practical filters and data modulation formats.
Indeed, such is possible for certain special cases of interest as we shall now
illustrate. Let us consider again a simple RC filter with 3-dB cutoff frequency
f,, for the Costas loop arm filters. Then, using (3.3-33) and (3.3-34) in
(3.3-63), we arrive at results analogous to those in Table 3-2, where now R S is
replaced by Rsk ; k = 1, 2.

All that remains is to present expressions for the cross-modulation coeffi-
cient D 12 corresponding to the various combinations of modulation formats
and relative data rates. These results are summarized in Table 3-3 for single-
pole Butterworth arm filters, with

B
Rs 1

A B
^2 = R >

12

and

g(RS1,R12)

D 
12

 
T , when both m 1 (t) and M2 (t) are NRZ.T

The numerical evaluation of the tracking jitter, for a fixed ratio of arm
filter noise bandwidth to loop noise bandwidth (B/BL ), is shown in Figs. 3-21
through 3-23. These figures illustrate the behavior of a., for a fixed channel
power ratio X as a function of the ratio of arm filter bandwidth to the higher
data rate Rs2 for all possible signal format combinations with Rs2 /Rsl andPTs2/
No as parameters. The minimum values of a. for some ratios of Rsl /Rs2 repre-
sents best design points when the combined effect of N X N distortion and cross-
modulation noise or S X N power is minimal.

3.3.4 Automatic Gain Control Considerations
In practice, the implementation of a suppressed carrier reconstruction loop

requires cross-coupled control loops and elements other than the ones which
serve to track the phantom carrier. This is due to several facts of which the
two most important are:

(1) The dynamic range of the received signal level may vary over a range
of 100 dB or more.

(2) The received signal phase and frequency dynamics generally require a
sync acquisition control loop to accommodate the uncertainties in the
received carrier frequency.
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Table 3-3. Normalized cross-modulation distortion D12(TS2

1. m 1 (t) is NRZ, m 2 (t) is NRZ

D12

T = g(Rsl' Rs2
S2

)

Rs1 1 	 1	 Rs1

Rs2 3 4 g2) 64 Rs2^2

5- (5 + 4 32) exp (-4 (2) -(5+4i1)eXp(-4 ^1)

 R

	

+ 2 L
$ +4 

(Rs2R 	 ^2Jexp r 4 Rs2
 sl	 J	 L	 sl

 
R+2

r + 4 (R s2R  + 1̂  X21 eXp r^ (Rs2 + 	
Rs2 > Rsl

L	 sl	 J	 L 1\ sl	 J

2. m 1 (t) is Manchester, m 2 (t) is NRZ

	

D 12	 2 g(2 Rs1 , Rs2) -g(Rsl , Rs2) ' Rs2 2 Rsl

	

s2	
2 g(Rs2' 2 Rs1 ) - g(Rsl' Rs2) ' Rs1 6 Rs2 < 2 Rsl

3. m 1 (t) is NRZ, m 2 (t) is Manchester

D12

T = 2 g(Rsl> 2 Rs2) —g(R s1' R s2 )' Rs2 ' Rs1
s2

4. ml(t) is Manchester, m2 (t) is Manchester

4 g(2 Rs1 , 2R s2 ) - 2 g(2 R s1 , RS2)

	

D 12 =	 - 2 g(Rsl' 
2 R s2) +g(Rs1 , Rs2) ' Rs2 > 2 Rsl

s2	 4 g(2 Rs1 , 2 Rs2) - 2 g(Rsi' 2 Rs2)

- 2 g(Rs2' 2 Rsl ) +g(Rsl' Rs2 ) ' Rsl 6 Rs2 < 2 Rsl
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(a)
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(b)

RT2 = PT
s2/N o = 10 dB

15
ve
0 2
9
b	

PT s2 /N o = 10 dB

15

1

(a) R 52/Rs1 = 10	 B/BL = 5 x 103

(b) R $2/Rs1 = 1	 = 0.25

0
0	 0.5	 1.0	 1.5	 2.0	 2.5	 3.0	 3.5	 4.0

B/Rs2

Fig. 3-21. Tracking jitter standard deviation vs ratio of arm filter bandwidth to high data
rate; PTS2 1N o and R s2 1R s1 are parameters; m 1 (t) is NRZ, m 2 (0 is NRZ; Rs2 ^ Rs1

Signal level variations are usually coped with by means of an automatic
gain control (AGC) loop coupled with the suppressed carrier tracking loop.
The major purpose of the AGC loop is to maintain a "constant" signal level
into the receiver's front end so that linearity of receiver operation is main-
tained. As a by-product of the amplitude control loop, a lock detection signal
for circuit supervision during sync acquisition to tracking handover is also
generated.

The design of an AGC loop for a discrete carrier (PLL) receiver is discussed
in [3-31] using a linearized model for predicting loop behavior corresponding
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(a) Rs2/R s1 = 20
(b) R s2 /Rs1 = 4

(c) Rs2/Rs1 = 2

(a)

(b)

PTs2/N 0 = 10 dB	
(c)

15

10

15

10

15

B/B1=5x 103

0
0	 0.5	 1.0	 1.5	 2.0	 2.5	 3.0	 3.5	 4.0

B/R s2

Fig. 3-23. Tracking jitter standard deviation vs ratio of arm filter bandwidth to high data
rate; PTs21N 0 and R s2 1R s1 are parameters; m 1 (t) is Manchester code, m 20) is NRZ;

Rs2 ' Rs1

to small changes in input signal level. A subsequent large signal analysis [3-32]
showed the linearized model to be valid under a much less restrictive condi-
tion. Briefly speaking, a simplified linear AGC system (as in [3-31]) can be
illustrated as in Fig. 3-24. There, a coherent amplitude detector (CAD) trans-
lates the signal and noise at the IF to baseband. The AGC loop filter removes
the noise and the clean do output signal controls the IF amplifier gain.

On the contrary, very little information appears in the literature on AGC
for suppressed carrier systems. The one exception to this statement is a paper

4

3

A
0 2
9

b

1
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Fig. 3-24. A simple block diagram of an automatic gain control (AGC) loop

by Weber [3-33] which discusses a decision-directed AGC loop for use with
M-ary amplitude- and phase-shift keying (MAPSK) systems, in particular M-ary
amplitude-shift-keying (MASK) and quadrature amplitude-shift-keying (QASK).

A Costas loop receiver which incorporates both lock detector and AGC
functions is illustrated in Fig. 3-25. The AGC input is derived from the square
of the in-phase Costas loop output I2 , which is proportional to P cos2 o. Thus
this type of AGC is referred to as a partially coherent power AGC in that the
AGC loop must be open during acquisition and closed by a switch upon
detection and verification of lock. More often than not, a fully noncoherent
type of power AGC is employed wherein the AGC input is derived from the
sum of the squares of the in-phase and quadrature outputs (I 2 + Q 2 ), which is
proportional to P (cos t 0 + sine 0) = P. Thus this type of AGC loop can
remain closed during carrier acquisition. The primary disadvantage of this type
of loop is that when the loop is in lock (nominally, 0 = 0), then the I 2 + Q2
signal contributes twice the noise as compared to the I 2 signal of the partially
coherent AGC.

It is well known [3-6] that the bandwidth, natural frequency and damping
of a loop which employs the phase-lock principle all depend upon the loop gain.
This gain is proportional to the received signal level. Thus, in addition to main-
taining linearity in the receiver front end, the AGC serves to regulate the varia-
tion of the above performance parameters. We now examine this behavior in

'mathematical terms for the conventional Costas loop with and without a non-
coherent AGC.

Figure 3-26 illustrates a conventional Costas loop with no AGC and a perfect
integrating type of loop filter. For this case the threshold loop damping param-
eter (typically 0.707) at the threshold (minimum) signal-to-noise-spectral-density
ratio Po /No is
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K

OPEN-LOOP GAIN
_ 2 2K — K1 K m1 K m2 Kv

SECOND-ORDER LOOP FILTER
1 + r2s	

72
F (s) =	 T s	 T «1

1	 1

ASSUME G(0) = 1

Fig. 3-26. Costas loop design (no AGC)

P°KT2
^0 =	 4T

	
(3.3-65)

1

(Note: ^2 is proportional to signal power rather than signal voltage as would be
the case in a CW loop, e.g., a PLL.) The threshold loop bandwidth is

4g2+1

Bzo	 0
(3.3-66)

z

The same operating point loop damping and operating point loop bandwidth
parameters at the operating signal-to-noise-spectral-density ratio P/No are

P
N

0	 0

No
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and

2	 4 o P+ 1
BL = (4^ + 1) 

BLO =	 °	 BLO	 (3.3-68)
4^2 + 1	 4^ + 1

Figure 3-27 illustrates the same Costas loop design with a noncoherent
AGC included. The threshold and operating point loop parameters are now
given by

C C°KTZ
^O	 4T 1

BLO	 4T	
(3.3-69)

1

NOB

_ACO ^ _
 o

1+ P

°	 (3.3-70)

NOB o
1+ P

4^2 C + 1
__	 CO 

BL	
B

4^2 + 1	 LO

NOB
1+ P

4^0	 N B + 1
1+ 

P
BLO (3.3-71)

4^2+1

C - 1 + (SNRo)_1
(3.3-72)

Co	 1 + (SNR)-1

where

C = K2P = input signal power to Costas loop at operating pointAGC

Co =K accPo = input signal power to Costas loop at threshold

o P
SNRo = NOB - 

input SNR at threshold
0

0
SNR = N = input SNR at operating point

0
B
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Figure 3-28 illustrates BL /BLO as a function of P/Po for various values of
P/NoB in dB. The case of no AGC, as computed from (3.3-68), is also shown
for comparison.

3.3.5 Lock Detector Considerations

A lock detector generates a signal which indicates to the receiver when to
switch from the sync acquisition to tracking mode of operation and vice versa.
Such supervision of acquisition to tracking handover is ordinarily accom-
plished in two stages, the first being an indication of when to make the switch
and the second being a verification (typically a specific algorithm) as to
whether or not to proceed with the switch. The end result of this two-stage
operation is a decision to declare in-lock and initiate carrier tracking if the
loop was previously out-of-lock or to declare the loop out-of-lock and reiniti-
ate carrier acquisition if the loop was previously in-lock.

A lock detector for suppressed carrier biphase reception is illustrated in
Fig. 3-29. The IZ - Q2 signal derived from the I and Q signals produced by
the Costas loop (see Fig. 3-25) is low-pass filtered to produce a voltage V
which, when compared to a fixed threshold 8, is used to decide whether or

PO/NOB = —10 d8

NO AGC

—5

0

5

0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20

P/P O , dB

Fig. 3-28. Loop bandwidth expansion as a function of change in carrier power level with
threshold signal-to-noise ratio in the IF bandwidth as a parameter
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Q2

Fig. 3-29. A lock detector for suppressed carrier biphase signals

not to proceed with the lock verification algorithm. The mathematical analysis
which describes the operation of the lock detector is now presented.

If, for simplicity, we assume all multiplier gains equal to unity in the
Costas loop, then from Fig. 3-25 and (3.3-15), we have that the loop error
voltage is given by

loop phase error

	

2(IQ) = Pm 2 (t) sin 2cp(t) + v2 [t, 2^p(t)] }	 (3.3-73)

equivalent
additive
noise

where v2 [t, 2^p] is again given by (3.3-16). By similar analysis, it can be
shown that the lock detector voltage has the identical form of (3.3-73) except
that sin 2^p is replaced by cos 2^p and v2 [t, 2^p] is replaced by v2 [t, 2cp + 7r/2] ,

namely,

J2 - Q2 = P in2 (t) cos 2^p(t) + v2 Lt, 2cp(t) +-!]J(3.3.74)

The consequence of replacing 2^p by 1p + 7r/2 in v 2 is merely of mathematical
curiosity since both v2 [t, 2^p] and v2 [t, 1p + rrl2] have identical noise spectral
densities, namely Nsq (see (3.3-19)) which is all that is important from a per-
formance standpoint.

Typically, the lock detector is designed such that the noise bandwidth BLD
of the low-pass filter which acts on the I2 - Q2 signal is small compared to
the data symbol rate RS ; i.e., BLDIRs << 1. Thus under this assumption the
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filter output, voltage V can be approximated as a Gaussian random variable
with mean V (which depends on whether the loop is in-lock or out-of-lock)
and variance vV.

When the loop is out-of-lock, it is reasonable to assume that the phase
error 2cp is uniformly distributed on (0, 27r), in which case

Va	
0

.L. = 

(3.3-75)

2
aV - N gBLD

Alternately when the loop is in-lock, we can set cp = 0 and thus6

Vr.L. = P K2
(3.3-76)

a
UV — N gBLD

where K2 is the modulation distortion factor defined in (3.3-17).

3.3.5.1 Detection probabilities. Since V is assumed to be Gaussian, then the
probability of crossing the threshold is given by

ol
P = Pr {V > S} = 2 erfc 5- 

vV ) = 2 
1 -erf (^ 

6 V)\	 V	 V

(3.3-77)

For the in-lock condition, we use (3.3-76) in (3.3-77) to give

P
P = 2 1 + erf	 2 (1 - S o )	 (3.3-78)

where 5 0 is the normalized threshold, namely,

80	
S = S	

(3.3-79)
VIL PK2

and pLD is the effective lock detector signal-to-noise ratio defined by

6 For the lock detector performance during in-lock conditions, we shall assume perfect car-
rier tracking.
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QV 	sq LD	 / LD

with p, BL , and SL as defined in (3.3-27). For the out-of-lock condition, the
use of (3.3 -75) in (3.3 -77) produces

rpp = 2 1 - erf C 2D 
60]1
	 (3.2-81)

3.3.5.2 Lock detection performance measures. Lock detection performance is
typically measured by false alarm probability PFA and mean time to false
alarm TFA when the loop is out-of-lock, and false dismissal probability PFD
and mean time to false dismissal TFD when the loop is in-lock. These perfor-
mance measures are defined below:

PFA = probability that loop is declared in-lock (and thus sweep is termi-
nated) when loop is indeed out-of-lock

TFA = mean time for a false alarm event to occur

PFD = probability that loop is declared out-of-lock (and thus sweep is
reinitiated) when loop is indeed in-lock

TFD = mean time for a false dismissal event to occur

In order to evaluate these performance measures and express them in terms of
the detection probabilities of the previous subsections, or equivalently, the
tracking loop and lock detector parameters, one must specify a specific lock
detector verification algorithm.

3.3.5.3 Lock detector algorithm and false alarm performance. As an example,
consider that an in-lock condition is declared only if the threshold is exceeded
twice in succession. A Markov state diagram corresponding to this simple
algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3-30. Here, the transition probability p is the
probability of V exceeding the threshold as given by (3.3-81) and q = 1 - p is
the probability that V does not exceed the threshold. Furthermore, TZ ; i = 0, 1
is the dwell time for state i; i = 0, 1; e.g., To corresponds to the time between
successive samplings (tests) of the threshold output.

The analysis that produces PFA and TFA from Fig. 3-30 follows the well-
known theory associated with finite Markov chains [3-34] . In particular, we
have that
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Fig. 3-30. A Markov state representation of a lock detector algorithm for declaring
in-lock given an out-of-lock condition

PFA - (p I O.L. )2

(3.3-82)

__ To +(i'1O.L.) T1

TFA	 2
(p O.L. )

3.3.5.4 Lock detection algorithm and false dismissal performance. Using a
similar algorithm (see Fig. 3-31) to determine an out-of-lock condition when
the loop is indeed in-lock, namely out-of-lock is declared only if the threshold
is not exceeded twice in succession, we arrive at the following false dismissal
performance measures:

PFD = (q I I. L.
)2 

' q 'LL. = 1 p 'LL.

_ 	 To +(g1LL.)Ti	
(3.3-83)

TFD	 2

(q I I.L. )

3.3.5.5 Lock detector performance. Combining (3.3-78) and (3.3-81) with
(3.3-82) and (3.3-83), we can write the relations

( / A
2DP Io L - D	 = —erfc	 So 	

(3.3-84a)

r P
q jrL. = D = 2 erfc 

C 2D (1 - S o )
	

(3.3-84b)
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Fig. 3-31. A Markov state representation of a lock detector algorithm for declaring
out-of-lock given an in-lock condition

Eliminating the normalized threshold S o between the above two equations and
rewriting the lock detector signal-to-noise ratio pLD in the form

_A	 P S BL __ Rd S Rs

pLD — \4NOBL l L gLD) 4 L (BLD)>

where

PT

	

Rd	
o

= 
Ns

and

R = 1

	

s	 y'
s

(3.3-85)

gives the lock detector performance equation

erfc 1 (2 A) + erfc` 1 (2 D) = 8d SL ^Bs ) (3.3-86)
LD

Figures 3-32 and 3-33 illustrate the behavior of (3.3-86) for NRZ data and
two different values of false alarm probability. In each case the squaring loss
has been minimized by proper selection of arm-filter-bandwidth-to-data-rate
ratio as per the discussion previously given for Costas loop carrier tracking.
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Chapter 4
Radio Tracking System

Julian C. Breidenthal and Tomas A. Komarek

4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the principles and techniques of deep space radio

tracking. The emphasis here is on the measurement functions of radio tracking,
since the problems of establishing and maintaining radio contact are well covered
elsewhere in this book.

The organization of this chapter is deductive, that is, it proceeds from a gen-
eral description to increasing levels of detail. An effort has been made, however,
to stop at the level of detail that might be found in the "Theory of Operation"
section in a particular instrument's operation manual. This section briefly
describes the tracking system and how it is used. Section 4.2 describes the uses
of tracking data, which motivate the specific measurements made. Section 4.3
focuses on measurement techniques, while Section 4.4 examines the errors
inherent in these measurements.

4.1.1 Purpose

The radio tracking system has a dual purpose for deep space exploration.
First, the radio tracking system performs radiometric functions in which infor-
mation is obtained on spacecraft position, the radio propagation medium, and
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the properties of the solar system. This information makes important contribu-
tions both to the navigation of spacecraft and to the scientific value of deep
space missions. Second, the tracking system provides radio frequency carriers
and additional reference signals that are used for telemetry and command func-
tions. The latter function is discussed elsewhere in this book.

4.1.2 System Description

The tracking system consists of all equipment that is used to generate radio
signals to and from the spacecraft and to receive, track, and record the proper-
ties of these signals. The actual elements of the system differ depending on
whether two-way (round-trip) or one-way measurements are ` being made.

The two-way system begins with a Deep Space Station frequency standard,
exciter system, transmitter, and microwave system, which are used to generate
an S-band (2-GHz) radio frequency carrier signal.' This signal can be modulated
by command or ranging signals and is then amplified to a power level of 20 kW or
more (Fig. 4-1). The resulting radio wave is then collimated and directed toward
the spacecraft by a 34- or 64-m parabolic antenna and an associated pointing
system. The radio wave from the earth is intercepted and focused by an antenna
on the spacecraft.

The spacecraft receiver uses a phase-locked loop to lock on to and track the
uplink carrier, producing a reference signal whose phase is coherent with the
uplink carrier (Fig. 4-2). This reference signal is used to demodulate ranging and
command signals from the uplink carrier.

The ranging signal demodulated by the receiver is passed through a bandpass
filter with a typical bandwidth of 1.5 MHz. This baseband ranging signal is
controlled in amplitude to provide a constant power of the signal and uplink
noise combined. Additionally, sine wave signals in the range 0.5 to 20 MHz are
generated for differential one-way ranging (DOR). These DOR signals are ob-
tained by frequency division from either the received carrier or from another
oscillator on board the spacecraft. Both baseband ranging signals, the ranging
signal from the uplink and the DOR signal, can be used to modulate the down-
link carrier.

The downlink exciters coherently multiply the receiver reference frequency
to obtain S- and X-band carrier signals that are slightly higher in frequency than
the received carrier signals, by the ratio 240/221 for S-band and 880/221 for
X-band. Alternatively, fixed frequencies unrelated to the uplink carrier, from
either an auxiliary crystal oscillator or an ultrastable crystal oscillator, can

1 Or possibly also X-band (8 GHz) on some spacecraft.
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be used to generate the downlink carriers. The exciters also phase modulate the
downlink carrier signals with ranging and DOR modulation. The phase-
modulated signals are then amplified by a transmitter and collimated by an
antenna for transmission back to earth.

The radio waves from the spacecraft are intercepted and focused by a 34- or
64-m antenna on the earth and are immediately amplified by a low-noise maser
amplifier. The amplified signal can then be received in one of two distinct
manners: either open loop, in which a programmed local oscillator is used to
translate the received signal to an intermediate frequency for subsequent record-
ing, or closed loop, in which a phase-locked loop is used to produce a reference
signal coherent with the received signal. In the latter case, the reference signal is
used to demodulate telemetry and ranging signals and estimate the difference in
frequency between the reference signal and the received signal (doppler fre-
quency). Separate equipment can be used to estimate the time delay between
the transmitted and received ranging modulation (ranging) or the relative time
delay between two stations (DOR).

The one-way tracking system begins with the spacecraft oscillator and pro-
ceeds through the ground system in the same manner as the two-way system,
with the exception that round-trip ranging cannot be performed.

The tracking system produces the following outputs:

(1) Coherent carrier reference signals.

(2) Frequency of received signal (doppler).

(3) Round-trip time delay to spacecraft (range).

(4) Direction of received signal (angles).

(5) Intensity of received signal (AGC).

(6) Recordings of waveform and spectrum of received signal (open-loop
recording).

4.1.3 Tracking Technique
The following paragraphs describe the various ways in which the telecommun-

ication link can be configured for radio tracking. An often used equivalent
description of tracking mode specifies the type of measurement being made. For
instance, guided by the list of outputs above, the terms are "coherent carrier
tracking," "doppler tracking," "range tracking," "angle tracking," etc.

(1) One-way tracking. The spacecraft generates a radio signal (a downlink)
from an onboard oscillator that is then received and tracked by an earth-
based receiver. No transmission is made to the spacecraft.
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(2) Two-way tracking. An earth-based transmitter generates a radio signal
(an uplink) that is tracked by the spacecraft receiver. The spacecraft
transmits a downlink that is coherent with the uplink, which is then
tracked by an earth-based receiver using the same frequency standard
and antenna as the original earth-based transmitter (Fig. 4-3).

(3) Three-way tracking. Two-way tracking is performed by one earth-based
station, while another station using either a different frequency standard
or a different antenna tracks the downlink.

(4) Two-way noncoherent tracking. Identical to two-way tracking, except
that the spacecraft transmits a downlink that is not coherent with the
uplink, but is derived instead from a free-running onboard oscillator,
usually an ultrastable crystal oscillator.

4.2 Uses of Tracking Data
4.2.1 Navigation

4.2.1.1 Doppler frequency. Consider the distance between a spacecraft and an
earth-based tracking station. Under the assumption that the distance to the
spacecraft is large compared to the radius of the earth, Hamilton and Melbourne
have shown that this distance obeys the formula [4-1, 4-2]

o(t) = r(t) + awrs cos s o sin (wt + 0 + a+ ao)	 (4.2-1)

where

p(t) = time derivative of distance between spacecraft and tracking station

r(t) = time derivative of distance between spacecraft and center of earth

co = angular rotation rate of earth, rad/sec

rs = distance of tracking station from earth rotation axis

S o = declination of spacecraft

t = time past epoch

0 = phase angle that depends on epoch

A = longitude of tracking station

ao = right ascension of spacecraft
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The coordinates to which the Hamilton-Melbourne equation applies are
described in Fig. 4-4.

It is possible to measure p (t) by observing the change in frequency intro-
duced on a radio link between the spacecraft and the tracking station. This
change in frequency arises as a consequence of the Lorentz transformation in
the special theory of relativity. In the simplest possible case the spacecraft
would transmit a constant known frequency fT , and the tracking station would
receive a frequency [4-3]

fR = 'yfT (1 - R cos 6)	 (4.2-2)

where

	

fR =	 received frequency

	

fT =	 transmitted frequency

	

V =	 magnitude of spacecraft velocity

	

C =	 speed of light
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a =	 v/c

y =	 1/ 1 - a

B =	 angle between spacecraft velocity vector and vector from receiver
to spacecraft

If the spacecraft motion is purely along the line of sight, then the received
frequency is

c-o	 p
fR -	 c + p f7 = ( 1 - -!C) fT	 (4.2-3)
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if p «c. The one-way doppler frequency is then

fD 1 — fR - fT = - p fT	 (4.2-4)

Substitution of (4.2-1) shows that the doppler frequency will undergo a
sinusoidal variation due to the rotation of the earth, about a mean which varies
slowly due to the relative motion between the spacecraft and the earth (Fig. 4-5).
Whenever the station location and the transmitted frequency are known, the
declination of the spacecraft may be found from the amplitude of the sin-
usoidal variation, and the right ascension from the phase of the sinusoid. The
geocentric velocity may be found from the mean value, and the geocentric
acceleration from changes in the mean value of the sinusoid [4-4, 4 -51.

Practical measurements of doppler frequency almost always make use of two-
way or three-way techniques, in which an earth-based reference oscillator trans-
mits a signal to the spacecraft, where it is coherently multiplied in frequency,
retransmitted, and subsequently received at the original transmitter (two way)
or another earth station (three way). These two round-trip techniques are
preferred because the most stable reference oscillators, e.g., a hydrogen maser,
are too massive for spacecraft use. Then (4.2-2) must be modified for practical
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Fig. 4-5. Schematic illustration of doppler observable
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measurements to take into account several other effects. These are the change in
radial velocity between the tracking station and spacecraft during the time of
flight of the radio signal, the spacecraft coherent frequency multiplication,
general relativistic effects, and errors in frequency introduced by hardware and
refractive media. The first three items are discussed in detail in [4-6] ; the obser-
vation errors are discussed in Section 4.4.

It is possible to determine the orbit of a spacecraft inside the solar system
using measurements of doppler frequency alone. Three parameters are needed to
describe the position, and three parameters are needed to describe the velocity of
the spacecraft, giving a total of six independent parameters that must be ob-
tained from observations of the doppler frequency. A single day's observation
can provide the right ascension, declination, and geocentric radial velocity;
differencing the results with a second day's observation indirectly gives the
velocity in right ascension and declination and the geocentric radial acceleration.
Thus, we have found within a short time six parameters describing the location
and motion of the spacecraft. However, only five of these parameters relate di-
rectly to the parameters describing position and velocity. The radial distance to
the spacecraft has not been measured directly, but remains hidden in a combina-
tion of the radial acceleration with the other observed parameters.

In this case a model of the dynamics of the solar system is constructed, and
the equations of motion for the spacecraft are integrated forward from some
instant when the spacecraft position and velocity are known (e.g., immediately
after launch) to obtain a predicted trajectory. Then the actual measurements are
compared to the measurements that would have been obtained had the space-
craft followed the predicted trajectory, and the parameters of the original model
are adjusted to minimize the weighted squares of the differences between the
actual and predicted measurements. The radial distance to the spacecraft can
then be determined from the model trajectory. This process is termed orbit
determination and is usually repeated frequently for any one spacecraft. (see
Fig. 4-6). The accuracy of orbit determination depends on the accuracy of the
measurements, the geometric characteristics of the trajectory, the time span
over which the observations are made, and the accuracy of earlier knowledge of
the model parameters.

4.2.1.2 Ranging. As described previously, it is possible to determine the posi-
tion of a spacecraft inside the solar system using only measurements of doppler
frequency and the equations of motion of the spacecraft. However, in the pres-
ence of noise and limited spans of data, and in some geometries, the position can
be determined much more accurately if an independent measurement of the
distance to the spacecraft is made [4-2, Table 1 ] .

Furthermore, the velocity given in (4.2-1) has approximately the same sinu-
soidal component for all declinations with cosines near unity, making it diffi-
cult to measure declinations less than 5 deg [4-7] . In this case it is desirable to
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measure the difference in range from two stations simultaneously or near-
simultaneously (Figs. 4-7 and 4-8). For ideally located stations this would give

P2 P 1 = D sin 8
	

(4.2-5)

where

Pi = distance between station i and spacecraft

D = distance between stations perpendicular to the earth's equator

8 = declination of spacecraft

which is much less sensitive to errors near zero declination.
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Fig. 4-7. Simultaneous ranging from two stations

The distance between a spacecraft and a tracking station may be measured by
impressing modulation on the radio signal from the station to the spacecraft. If
the modulation is retransmitted by the spacecraft and received on the ground, it
will have been delayed by a time equal to the time of flight of the radio signal.
For instance, suppose that a continuous sinusoidal modulation A cos cot is
placed on the carrier to the spacecraft. The modulation subsequently received at
time t will be B cos co It - (pu + pd )1v9 ] , and the cross-correlation between the
transmitted and received modulation will be

77 = T 
fto+T

	
Pu gPd 

f)
r

A cos co t B cos w t-	 / dt	 (4.2-6

0

AB cos 
v 

(pu + Pd) ' if T >> W	 (4.2-7)
s

where

T? = cross-correlation between transmitted and received waveforms

A,B = amplitude of transmitted and detected modulation, respectively

co = angular frequency of modulation
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T = correlation interval

to = start of correlation interval

pu = distance to spacecraft on uplink

Pa = distance to spacecraft on downlink

vg = velocity of propagation of modulation

The round-trip distance may then be found from

pu + pd = W [COC 1 
AB + 2zrN

l	(4.2-8)
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The ambiguity factor N, which arises in any modulation of finite period,
must in general be determined by independent means, e.g., by extrapolation
from previous knowledge of the spacecraft trajectory. There is an obvious
tradeoff between how accurately N can be predicted and the precision with
which the round-trip distance can be measured; higher modulation frequencies
can yield more precise determination of distance, but place more stringent
demands on the fractional error of N. This tradeoff is usually circumvented by
using a succession of frequencies, in which the highest frequency determines the
precision of the measurement, the lowest frequency determines the required
accuracy of prediction of N, and the intervening frequencies provide enough
information to determine the precise ambiguity of the highest frequency [4-8] .

It should be noted that the time delays introduced by hardware must be
removed so that the measured time delay corresponds to a distance, and that
certainly some assumption must be made about the speed of propagation of the
ranging modulation. This calibration process is described in detail in Section 4.4.

4.2.1.3 Very long baseline interferometry. This subsection, as edited, is adapted
extensively from an article by D. W. Curkendall [4-7] .

In very long baseline interferometry (VLBI), each of two widely spaced
antennas observes a single (broad band) radio source, e.g., a quasar, simultane-
ously recording the received signal over a specified frequency interval. The
recordings of the received voltage (Fig. 4-9) are digitized at the one-bit level,
and timing information is added so that the recordings may be cross-correlated
later when brought to a central site. The (expected) cross-correlation function
can be shown to be approximately [4-9]

E(R (t, Ar)) = 
sin it WA T  

cos (t)	 (4.2-9)
7rWOT	 1

where

OT = Tg - Tm

a = 
geometric delay as shown in Fig. 4-8

Tm = a priori delay estimate inserted to bring the correlation function to
near its maximum during data processing

W = bandwidth of recorded signal

01 = 1.J10T

w 1 = frequency at the center of the bandpass
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sin B

Fig. 4-9. Measuring differenced time delay with VLBI

Using typical values of 2300 MHz and 2 MHz as the RF and recorded band-
width, respectively, this correlation function goes through one complete cycle
for every change in AT equal to the period of the RF frequency (<5.0 nsec).
In addition it also manifests a (sin x)lx characteristic envelope reaching its first
null at 0.5 µsec delay. These two components are called, respectively, "fringes"
and the "delay resolution function." For these same typical values, s (or
equivalently Op/c, Fig. 4-8) can be measured directly, by adjusting Tm so as to
maximize the delay resolution function, to an order of 10-nsec precision (3 m
in one-way distance). More powerful measurements can be obtained, however,
in each of two conceptually different ways:

(1) Observation of the source continuously over the common visibility
period of the two stations (approximately 4 hr on the baseline afforded
by the DSN for sources near the ecliptic) produces a continuous record
of the phase of the fringes versus time. The record thus obtained will
contain a diurnal sinusoidal modulation term due to the earth's rotation,
whose phase and amplitude are parametric in the source location and
baseline parameters. This is exactly analogous to the single-station
coherent doppler tracking, except that the equatorial baseline projec-
tion and longitude play the roles of the distance off the spin axis, r s , and
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station longitude, A, respectively. The differential frequency of the two
clocks replaces the geocentric velocity term observed by the coherent
data.

(2) Observation of the source at a second center frequency, W2 , produces a
second measurement of the fringe phase, 02 , at a single instant of time.
Because

ao 
= 1,9

= 02- 01
Wa 	

cat - W1

a direct measurement of T can be obtained in the short time required to
achieve a high S/N for the 0 measurements (typically 10 min). This is the
"bandwidth synthesis" technique, so-called because large effective band-
widths can be obtained without the need for commensurate high record-
ing rates [4-9, 4-10] . The geometry is exactly as for the differenced
range measurement already discussed (cf Figs. 4-6 and 4-8); the g
measurement obtained can be used directly to estimate either the base-
line projection or source location.

Equivalently r may be determined by cross-correlating a modulated
spacecraft carer received at the two VLBI antennas, and applying
(4.2-7) and (4.2-8) with the quantity (pu + pd )1v g replaced by g. Repeti-
tion of this technique, alternating between a spacecraft and a quasar,
reduces several error sources (notably clock and media effects), and is
known as differential one-way ranging (DOR). Again, the geometry is
the same as for differenced range, but DOR is usually only used to
estimate the spacecraft location; quasar location and baseline projection
are assumed known.

With spanned bandwidths, ca t - ca l , on the order of 40 MHz, the preci-
sion of the measurement can easily be brought to the centimeter level;
its accuracy is dominated by other effects such as clock performance and
systematic calibration errors.

When estimating source locations with this method, a second baseline
is usually employed for the second component of position. An effective
combination for the two baselines is to have a large polar component
associated with the first and a large equatorial projection associated with
the second so that they can produce largely uncorrelated estimates of
right ascension and declination.

Thus, these two methods, often referred to as narrow- and wide-band VLBI,
respectively, have a one-to-one correspondence with the two coherent modes,
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doppler and differenced ranging, normally used for spacecraft tracking. Their
normal applications complement each other in a bootstrap process. VLBI is
usually employed to estimate the station baselines; precise source coordinates
are needed to enable this. Coherent tracking is normally used to estimate the
spacecraft coordinates; precision station locations are needed for this task.

4.2.2 Radio Science

Each of the parameters of an electromagnetic wave that may be measured,
namely, its frequency, phase and group delay, intensity, and polarization, is
affected by the properties of the media traversed by the wave. Because the radio
waves to and from the spacecraft traverse so many media, these signals have
proven to be a rich and complex source of information about the solar system.
This is especially true when measurements of several electromagnetic param-
eters are combined together or combined with some other complementary
observation.

The following sections describe the most important of the uses to which
tracking data have been put so far. New uses are constantly being devised;
therefore, the reader is also encouraged to take advantage of the scientific
literature. Comprehensive descriptions of the uses of spacecraft radio signals
are contained in [4-11] , [4-121, and [4-131. A more extensive guide to refer-
ences appears in the appendix.

4.2.2.1 Mass and gravity fields of planets and satellites. The motion of a space-
craft over almost all of its journey through the solar system is governed by the
gravitational fields it encounters. The motion can, of course, be discerned
through doppler, ranging, and VLBI measurements, so the spacecraft becomes a
test probe for the gravity fields through which it moves. The acceleration in-
duced during planetary encounters or orbits is usually large enough so that the
total mass of a planet can be determined, as well as several moments of the mass
distribution. This information can be used to limit the class of plausible interior
models of the planet, including its chemical composition. Due to their smaller
effects, it has only been possible to measure the total mass of satellites, although
some higher moments might be determined for the largest satellites in the future.

4.2.2.2 Pressure, temperature, and composition of atmosphere. Measurements
of the received frequency of the radio signals from a spacecraft during planetary
occultation can provide information on the angle of refraction in a planetary
atmosphere. Knowledge of this angle and the spacecraft trajectory makes it
possible to estimate the index of refraction as a function of height, which in
turn can determine the relative temperature and pressure as a function of height.
Knowledge of atmospheric composition can make these profiles absolute.

The intensity of radio signals passing through an atmosphere provides an
independent measurement of the index of refraction as a function of height, in
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this case because differential refraction leads to defocusing of the signal colli-
mated by the spacecraft antenna. In addition, the loss due to microwave absorp-
tion or scattering by cloud condensates, vapors, or primary atmospheric constit-
uents at low altitudes can provide information on the location, density, and
other characteristics of the absorbing or scattering material.

4.2.2.3 Electron density of ionospheres, solar corona, and the interplanetary
medium. The velocity of propagation of radio waves in a tenuous plasma depends
on both the average density of electrons in the plasma and, inversely, on the
frequency of the wave squared (4.4-6, 4.4-7). Knowing the distance to the
spacecraft, and measuring the difference in arrival time of signals at two fre-
quencies, one can infer the average electron density along the ray path. If this
difference is observed over a period of time, it is possible to infer the density
distribution of plasma about the solar system or within the solar corona. Simi-
larly, the difference in doppler frequency during a planetary occultation can be
used to infer the distribution of plasma in an ionosphere.

4.2.2.4 Experiments in general relativity. The gravitational field of the sun
induces an extra time delay on radio signals passing near the sun. The photons
comprising the radio waves to and from the spacecraft are deflected in a manner
similar to the deflection of massive particles in a hyperbolic trajectory around
the sun, although the effect has a different magnitude. The effect is largest for
ray paths that graze the solar limb, and measurements of the round-trip signal
delay to a spacecraft have provided the most sensitive test so far of ray bending
by the sun's mass.

An important experiment in general relativity that has not yet been per-
formed, but which is in development at the time of this writing, concerns the
detection of gravitational radiation. Hypothetical bursts of gravitational radia-
tion, arising possibly from the collapse of galactic nuclei into extremely massive
black holes, would induce a characteristic three-pulse response in the measure-
ments of two-way doppler frequency. This response is due to small changes in
ground and spacecraft oscillator frequency caused by a temporary general rela-
tivistic red shift within the passing gravitational wave. If sufficient frequency
stability of spacecraft radio signals can be obtained, it is possible that the char-
acteristic signature of gravitational radiation may be found in two-way doppler
frequency.

Finally, it is also possible to measure the general relativistic red shift of
spacecraft oscillators within the gravity field of Jupiter and Saturn to an accuracy
of approximately 1%. While this is not competitive with experiments performed
on earth-orbiting spacecraft, measurements at Jupiter and Saturn constitute
independent and simpler tests.
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4.3 Measurement Techniques
Measurements with the tracking system are made with several hardware

assemblies which are described below: the Metric Data Assembly, the Ranging
Demodulator Assemblies, the Planetary Ranging Assembly, and the Radio Sci-
ence Subsystem (Fig. 4-10).

4.3.1 Metric Data Assembly

The Metric Data Assembly (MDA) measures the frequency of the doppler
signal obtained from the doppler extractor of the Receiver-Exciter Subsystem
(Fig. 4-11). Additionally, the Metric Data Assembly controls many of the
ground elements of the tracking system and provides radiometric data transfer
to and from a ground station, although these functions are not discussed here.

The measurement of doppler frequency is performed by doppler counters
and resolvers within the MDA. The phase 0 (t) of the doppler signal is continu-
ously measured by counting positive zero crossings of sin 0(t), and the count
is sampled at fixed time intervals T. ranging from 0.1 to 60 sec (Fig. 4-12). The
resolver further refines the phase reading by measuring the elapsed time between
the latest sample point and the next following positive zero crossing. The time
interval is measured by a clock of a relatively high frequency 2 (100 MHz) so
that only a small quantization error results.

The doppler signal obtained from the Receiver-Exciter Subsystem is a biased

doppler signal. That is, instead of from (4.2-4), a one-way doppler signal is
obtained from

fD = fR — fT + fB = fD + fB 	(4.3-1)

where

fD = biased doppler frequency

fD = unbiased doppler frequency

fR = earth-received carrier frequency

fT = spacecraft transmitted carrier frequency

fB = doppler bias frequency (±1 to ±5 MHz)

The bias frequency is introduced to distinguish between the positive and nega-
tive doppler frequencies caused by approach or recession of a spacecraft.

2 500 MHz in the future.
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sin OW

T	 T
to - T i	 to

Fig. 4-12. Doppler counter and resolver parameters

The count of zero crossings performed by the doppler counters and the time
measured by the resolvers translate directly into an increment of phase during
the sampling interval given by

06 = 21r [N(to ) - N(to - T.) - 10-$ fD (n(t) - n(to - T.))]	 (4.3-2)

where

OB = phase increment

to = time at end of sampling interval

T. = length of sampling interval

N(t) = doppler count at time t

n(t) = t (t) X 108 = doppler resolver count at time t

tr(t) = time measured by the resolver, sec

Since frequency is the time derivative of phase, the average biased doppler
frequency can be obtained from

fD 
QT.	

(4.3-3)
t
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and the average unbiased doppler frequency from

fD - fD - fB	 (4.3-4)

4.3.2 Ranging Demodulation Assemblies

Two Ranging Demodulator Assemblies (RDAs), one for S-band and one for
X-band, cross-correlate the received ranging signals with a ranging signal from the
Planetary Ranging Assembly (Figs. 4-13, 4-14, and 4-15). The ranging signal
from the Planetary Ranging Assembly is a square-wave model of the expected
received ranging signal, and is provided in two versions differing in phase by
90 deg. An intermediate frequency consisting of a 10-MHz carrier phase modu-
lated by the received ranging signal is provided by the Receiver-Exciter Subsys-
tem. This intermediate frequency is passed through a 1-MHz single-sided band-
width band-pass filter centered at 10 MHz and mixed with the model ranging
signals. The output of the mixers is a 10-MHz sine wave whose phase depends on
the relative phase between the model and received ranging signal. This phase
difference is then detected and averaged by mixing with a 10-MHz reference
signal and passing the signal through a low-pass filter to yield the final correla-
tion voltages [4-141.

4.3.3 Planetary Ranging Assembly

The Planetary Ranging Assembly (PRA) measures round-trip group delay
from the correlation voltages provided by the Ranging Demodulation Assemblies
(Fig. 4-13). The PRA generates a square-wave ranging signal, which is phase-
modulated on the uplink carrier by the Receiver-Exciter Subsystem, and also
generates a square-wave model of the ranging signal for use by the Ranging
Demodulation Assemblies. The PRA then estimates the time delay between the
transmitted and received ranging signal, the signal-to-noise ratio of the received
ranging signal, and the differenced range versus integrated doppler [4-141.

The transmitted ranging signal is generated by coherent frequency division
from the frequency reference used to generate the uplink carrier. Usually a code
consisting of a succession of frequencies is generated, starting with approximately
1 MHz and decreasing by factors of two to as low as approximately 1 Hz. This is
done in order to provide a precise determination of time delay up to an unavoid-
able ambiguity of 1 µsec, and subsequently increase the size of the ambiguity to
a value which could easily be determined by other means.

The generation of the model ranging signal is similar to the generation of the
transmitted signal, although two factors complicate this process. First of all, the
received ranging signal has been shifted in frequency by coherent multiplication
in the spacecraft, by the doppler effect, and to a much smaller extent by inter-
vening refractive media. Obviously, it would be useless to attempt to measure
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CODE PHASE
-^ DISPLACEMENTT

I-	 T	 -,,^
SPACECRAFT CODE

T' I 	 RECEIVER CODE

TIME -40-

Fig. 4-15. Ranging Demodulator output

range by cross-correlating two signals of different frequencies; therefore, a pro-
cess known as "doppler rate aiding" is used. In doppler rate aiding the reference
frequency used to generate the model code is modified to take account of the
downlink frequency shift. The reference frequency is identical to that used for
the transmitted code until a designated time To , when the doppler signal from
the Receiver-Exciter Subsystem is mixed with the reference signal to obtain a
frequency equal to the reference plus the doppler frequency. Thereafter the
model code is coherent with the received code and cross-correlation becomes
meaningful.

Secondly, the received ranging signal necessarily is available for correlation
only after travelling to and from the spacecraft, possibly as long as several
hours after transmission. Thus, it is necessary to record the time of transmission
of a range code and arrange the model code to coincide with the predicted
arrival of the received code.

The time delay between the transmitted and received ranging signals and the
noise on the received signal are estimated by sampling the outputs of the Rang-
ing Demodulator Assemblies every 1/4 sec for a period of time and applying the
following formulas (see also Fig. 4-16):
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VCH1

2UAREWAVE
RP WAVE

VCH2

Fig. 4-16. Ranging Demodulator outputs with time delay as a parameter

For square-wave-square-wave correlation [4-14] :

t.

VCH2
t=o	 T	 T

z=	 , 0< T< 4
t i	t=	

4
E VCHI + E VCH2
t=o	 t=o

(4.3-5)

t.

LVCH2
t= o

T =	 2-
t.	 t.

VCHI +	 VCH2
t=o	 t=o

4 , 4 <T< 4
(4.3-6)
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Vcxz

T =	 4+ r.
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z.	 4 ,	
<T<Tq.

	

t
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^

VCHI + L.r VCH2

	

t= 0	 t= 0

(4.3-7)

t i	t1

P	 E VCH1 + E Vcxz 

z

	Y 
= Bandwidth •	

r=o	 t=o	
(4.3 8)

NO	
6CHi + ^CH2

For sine-wave-square-wave correlation [4-16] :

t.

LVCHI

	

T = 2^ tan-1 
tt 0	

(4.3-9)
i

LVCHz
t= o

where i = correlation interval, and T = period of ranging signal.

In the presence of time varying dispersive media, for instance, when the
ranging signal passes through the interplanetary plasma, the doppler rate aiding
scheme described above will not be exact. This is because the phase delay mea-
sured by doppler will evolve differently from the group delay measured by
range, causing the received code to drift from the model code. This drift
between successive estimates of range is called differenced range versus inte-
grated doppler (DRVID) and is measured continuously by the Planetary Ranging
Assembly.

4.3.4 Radio Science Subsystem

Open-loop recording performed by the Radio Science Subsystem is usually
considered to be part of the Radio Science System rather than the tracking sys-
tem, but is included here because of its importance in the use of tracking data,
for both navigation and radio science.
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The open-loop recorders in the Radio Science Subsystem are used to record
on tape spacecraft waveforms that have been translated to baseband by the
open-loop receivers (Fig. 4-17). Open-loop recordings are used to determine
the spectrum of a spacecraft signal in radio science experiments, or to deter-
mine the group delay of quasar or spacecraft radio signals in VLBI or DOR
measurements. Additionally, these recordings are made for two orthogonal
polarizations for each frequency band recorded, e.g., in right-circular and left-
circular polarization. This makes it possible to determine the orientation of a
received linear polarization (from the relative phase between the circular com-
ponents) or the degree of depolarization of any initially known polarization
(from the relative amplitude, or noise on the relative phase between the circular
components).

Two types of recording devices are employed, which may be used indepen-
dently or in combination. The Occultation Data Assembly (ODA) performs an
8- or 12-bit analog-to-digital conversion of the voltages applied to four input
channels and records the results on a computer-compatible tape, up to a band-
width of 10 kHz per channel (narrow bandwidth recording). The ODA also
controls the local oscillator for open-loop receivers and records frequency
control and measurement information along with the digitized voltages.

The Digital Recording Assembly (DRA) performs an 8-bit analog-to-digital
conversion of one channel, or 1-bit conversion of up to 28 channels, up to a
bandwidth of 2 MHz per channel. The DRA can be used to record a single wide-
band signal from an open-loop receiver (wide bandwidth recording), or the
signals of four receivers which have been stacked in frequency by the ODA to
form a single composite signal (medium bandwidth recording).

4.4 System Error Control
The tracking system capability allows measurement of the combined effects

of spacecraft velocity and propagation media variation with an accuracy of
better than 0.1 mm/sec rms for frequency observations integrated for 60 sec.
Range measurements of the combined effects of spacecraft position and media
time delay can be measured to. an accuracy of better than 2.0 m rms, for range
measurements integrated over 60 sec [4-17] . It is expected that VLBI measure-
ments will yield angular accuracies of a few tens of milliareseconds. Each of
these numbers assumes signal-to-noise ratios typical of deep space missions.

Actual measurements of spacecraft position and velocity do not achieve these
accuracies because of errors introduced in calibration for the media effects
discussed in Subsections 4.4.1.1 and 4.4.1.2. Final determinations of velocity
and range achieve accuracies of approximately I mm/sec and 30 m, respectively.
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4.4.1 Sources of Error

4.4.1.1 Troposphere. The effective path length of an electromagnetic wave in a
refractive medium is

S

 = f
n dl	 (4.4-1)

ath

where

s = effective path length

n = index of refraction = c/v < 1

dl = element of length along the ray path

In general, the index of refraction is a function of frequency and location,
but the frequency dependence may be neglected for spacecraft radio signals in
the earth's troposphere. The dependence on location cannot be neglected, and
through Snell's law leads to bending of the ray path. The increase in path length
due to the troposphere ranges from 2 m at the zenith to 100 m at the horizon,
and the angular deflection ranges from zero at the zenith to 1/2 deg at the
horizon [4-181. The difference in path length between S-band and X-band is
less than 1 cm.

The refractivity of the troposphere at a given location was approximated by
Smith and Weintraub [4-19] as

ri 77.6 X 10-6(T +4810 2)	 (4.42)
T

where

t? = refractivity

n = index of refraction = 1 + n

P	 pressure, mbar

T = temperature, K

U = water vapor partial pressure, mbar

The first term gives the refractivity of a dry atmosphere, and within 7 km of
the earth accounts for 90% of the total refractivity. The second term gives the
refractivity due to water vapor.
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The total refractivity at the zenith can be related to the surface weather con-
ditions, provided that the troposphere is assumed to be (1) in hydrostatic
equilibrium, (2) an ideal gas, (3) spherically symmetric, and (4) subject to con-
stant gravitational acceleration. Under these assumptions, the one-way range
corrections at the zenith for the dry and wet components of the atmosphere
are, respectively [4-18] ,

Apdry (900) = 2.27 Po	(4.4-3)

U
Apwet (90°) = D 3.733 X 10- 3 T	 (4.4-4)

0

where

Ap(90°) = increase in one-way range at zenith, mm

Po = surface pressure, mbar

To = surface temperature, K

Uo = surface water vapor partial pressure, mbar

D = troposphere vertical dimension, mm

The one-way range correction for an arbitrary elevation angle can be obtained
by scaling Ap(900) with the function R(0), which is approximately 1/sin 9. An
empirical function for R (9), which is accurate to within a few percent3 , is

R (0) - [sin 9 + A/(tan 6 + B)] -1	 (4.4-5)

where

8 = elevation angle

A = 1.43 X 1073 (dry), 3.5 X 10-4 (wet)

B = 4.45 X 10-2 (dry), 1.7 X 10-2 (wet)

Systematic errors in phase and group delay measurements calibrated with
the above equations arise to the extent that the assumptions mentioned pre-
viously fail to describe the troposphere. Systematic errors in one-way range at
zenith of at least 2 cm for the dry component or 2 to 4 cm for the wet compo-
nent have been noted [4-18] . The zenith errors are correspondingly increased
by R (0) at smaller elevation angles.

3 Numerical tables of greater accuracy can be obtained.
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4.4.1.2 Charged particles. It can be shown that the phase and group velocity of
an electromagnetic wave within a tenuous plasma have the following form
[4-201:

vp = c 1 + A Ne(x, t)^	 (4.4-6)P

Vg = c C1 - A Ne(x, 0	 (4.4-7)
L f
	

I

where

vp = phase velocity

vg = group velocity

c = speed of light in vacuum

f = frequency of wave, Hz

N(x,t) = number density of electrons, M7

A = e2 /8 7r2 me = 40.3 (mks)

e = charge on an electron, coulomb

Me = mass of an electron, kg

Hence, the phase velocity is increased, and the group velocity is decreased by
the same amount, in the presence of a tenuous plasma.

4.4.1.2.1 Phase delay. The signal transmitted to a spacecraft is

g(t) = sin (27rfu t) = sin 0 T(t)	 (4.4-8)

The phase of the signal received at the spacecraft at time t is the same as that
transmitted at time t - T

U

0 (t) = 27rfu (t - Tu)	 (4.4-9)

where

0 (t) = spacecraft received signal phase

f = uplink frequency
U

u = uplink phase transit time
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The transit time from a station (x = 0) to a spacecraft (x = p) may be found
from

U = p(t) A— I P(t) AA e xT(t)	
C1- 

—N(X,t- p 
o	

vp	
0	

c L	 f2 	 cU

C 
^— P(t) f2 u (t) )U

where

(4.4-10)

t = time of arrival at the spacecraft

lu(t) = integral of electron density along uplink ray path, or columnar
electron density, m-2

f P(t) N (x,t- A-
c 

x 
1 dx

0
/

Substituting Tu into (4.5-9), one obtains for the received phase

0SR = 21r fu
 Ct- Pct) + A2 u(

u

t)1	 (4.4-11)
L	 Cf	 JJ

corresponding to an instantaneous frequency

_ 1 dOSRp (t)	 A
fSR 27r dt = fu C 

1 - c + 2 u (t)I (4.4 12)
L	 ^f u 

This is identical to (4.2-4) except for the last term, which is due to the time rate
of change of the columnar electron density.

The spacecraft received frequency is coherently multiplied by the spacecraft
and, neglecting the very small change in the downlink charged-particle effect
due to uplink radial motion and charged particles, yields the following equation
for the earth-received phase:

0R (t) = 27r A	 _ 
2 A(t - Td) + ,q 

	 - Td) + 1 Id(t)ll

Ct

	

c	 cf 2
 (Vt
 K2	 /JU

(4.4-13)

-
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where

0  (t) = earth-received phase

p (t - Td) = spacecraft range at (t - Td)

t = time of arrival at earth station

Td = downlink phase transit time

p(t - Td ) _	 A
C	 Cf S7 (t - td) Id(t)

Id (t) = downlink columnar electron content

K = transponder turnaround ratio
= 240/221 (S-band); 880/221 (X-band)

The instantaneous received frequency is, therefore,

_ 1 dex 	 r 2p	 A	 1
fR 27r dt - Kfu 

C1 - 
C + c f2 (l + KZ Id)1 (4.4 14)

	

U	 JJ

Thus, the frequency of the received signal will be altered by any changes in
the columnar electron content. This change in frequency typically reaches
values at S-band corresponding to a velocity of about one millimeter per second
[4-18] due to the diurnal variation of the earth's ionosphere, but can be cali-
brated by several means. For instance, since the effect of charged particles is
dependent on frequency, the difference in frequency between the S- and X-band
downlinks on some spacecraft yields a measure of the variation of the columnar
electron content on the downlink.

4.4.1.2.2 Group delay. Proceeding in the same manner as for phase delay, and
using (4.4-7), it is possible to show that the uplink group transit time is

f
p(r)

u= 	dg = L(t) + f.2 IU (t+TU)	 (4.4-15)
c

U

where

u = uplink group transit time

p (t) = true spacecraft range
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A = 40.3 (mks)

c = speed of light in vacuum

Iu = uplink columnar electron density

t = time of transmission from earth

t + u = time of reception at spacecraft

fu = uplink frequency

The round-trip group transit time is

p(t)+ p(t+ u)	 A	 1
u+a =	 C	

+— ^I^(t+ u)+ — Id(t+T^+Td))

	

C f2	 K2
U

(4.4-16)

where

K = transponder turnaround ratio

= 240/221 (S-band) or 880/221 (X-band)

As in the phase delay measurement, it is possible to measure the downlink
columnar electron content on spacecraft which have two downlink frequencies

A u+d = A 
12 _ 12 

Id(t + u+ Td)	 (4.4-17)
 )

	

fl	 f2

The magnitude of the S-band group delay due to charged particles in the
earth's ionosphere ranges from about 0.5 to 15 m [4-18] , while the group
delay due to interplanetary plasma ranges from about 10 m for spacecraft at
opposition at a distance of a few AU to 1 km or more for spacecraft at superior
conjunction.

4.4.1.2.3 Differenced range versus integrated doppler (DRVID). As the name
suggests, DRVID is defined as the difference between changes in the apparent
range as measured by phase and group delay [4-21]. The apparent phase delay
rate Pp is the output observable of doppler measurements. Integrating the phase
change between to and t,, and subtracting it from the difference between two
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measurements of the group (ranging) delay, we get DRVID:

DRVID (t) = jog(t I ) - pg(to ) - f
tr pp

 (
t) dt	 (4.4-18)

to

where

pp = time derivative of range measured with phase delay

pg = range measured with group delay

It is possible to show that, like doppler frequency, DRVID depends on the
time rate of change of columnar electron content. However, DRVID measure-
ments of plasma change can be made with a single carrier frequency and also
measure uplink as well as downlink effects:

t
DRVID (t) = 

f2 
f 1 I

Iu(r- Td)+ 
K2o 	 J

Id(T)1 dr	 (4.4-19)
U 

where

A = 40.3 (mks)

fu = uplink frequency, Hz

c = speed of light, m/s

t l = end of integration period

to = start of integration

uld = time derivative of uplink/downlink columnar electron content

Td = downlink time delay

K = transponder turnaround ratio

= 240/221 (S-band); 880/221 (X-band)

4.4.1.3 Thermal noise

4.4.1.3.1 Doppler. It is shown in Chapter 3 that the phase-locked-loop receivers
used in spacecraft and in the Deep Space Network develop a random phase error
when the received signal is corrupted by white gaussian noise. The variance of
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the doppler phase difference at the ground receiver in two-way tracking, and
under strong signal conditions [4-22] , is

	

02 
= 1 + 1	 (4.4-20)

Od2	 71	 p2

where

^d2 = doppler phase difference = 0 2 - 00

9 2 = DSS receiver estimate of the received carrier phase

8 0 = transmitted uplink carrier phase

Q2 = variance of doppler phase difference
^d2

d 1 =	
pl

zGf KD

G  = downlink carrier frequency to uplink carrier frequency ratio

	

I	 Y2(Y1 + 1)+Y 1 (Y 1 +Y2 +Y1Y2) (^+ $2)+Yl(r,r2 +Y 1) 53IY2

	

KD	
Y1 + I	 Y2 

+Y1Y2 
^+Y 1 (Y 1 +Y2 - 2) ^2 +Yi 53+Yl 54/Y2

ri = loop damping parameters (defined in Chapter 3), i = 1, 2

	

r	
WL1 (Y2 + 1)

	

S	 WL2 (Y 1 + 1)

WLi = receiver loop bandwidths (defined in Chapter 3), i = 1, 2

p 1 = uplink input signal-to-noise ratio in bandwidth of the linearized
spacecraft receiver loop

P2 = downlink input signal-to-noise ratio in bandwidth of the linearized
ground receiver loop

and i = 1 indicates uplink and i = 2 indicates downlink.

The doppler frequency estimated by the tracking system is

I 'Ad2 (t I )- Od2 (t 0)	 1 'Od2	 )

fd	 21r	 t1 - t0	 27r	 At	
(4.4 21
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with the corresponding variance

2
62 	 ^	 a2 	(4.4-22)
fD	

2rr At )	
d2

where

fD = estimated doppler frequency

ti = end of doppler sampling interval

to = start of doppler sampling interval

At = length of doppler sampling interval

4.4.1.3.2 Ranging. The variance of the time delay estimated by the Planetary
Ranging Assembly can be shown to be [4-15]

	

aT 32T. f2 (T) Po	
(4.4-23)

1	 r

for square-wave ranging (strong signal case) or

2	
T  Na

QT 64T Pr

	

(4.4-24)

for sine-wave4 ranging [4-16] , where

T = time delay estimate

a. = variance of time delay estimate

T = period of ranging signal

T. = correlation interval

Pr = power of the received ranging signal, W

No = one-sided spectral density of input noise, W/Hz

4 Actually square-wave versus sine-wave correlation, also known as 1-MHz filtered ranging.
This is the current DSN technique.
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f2 (r) = function that depends on measured time delay

_ (32 Tm^T2 ) - (8 rrn	 + 1

rm = r modulo T14 (0 < rm < T14)

4.4.1.4 Instrumentation errors

4.4.1.4.1 Doppler sampling interval. The timing signals generated by the Deep
Space Station frequency and timing subsystem contain an rms error of 5 nsec.
For biased doppler frequencies near 1 MHz, a 5-nsec error in sampling time cor-
responds to an error in phase of 1.8 deg.

4.4.1.4.2 Doppler resolver quantization error. The doppler resolver uses a
100-MHz (500 MHz in the future) clock to measure the phase of the biased
doppler frequency, leading to a 10-nsec (2 nsec in the future) uniformly distrib-
uted error in the measured phase. Assuming a biased doppler frequency near
1 MHz, this results in a uniformly distributed error of a 3.6-deg width, or an rms
error of 3.6/-\/-12 = 1.0 deg.

4.4.1.4.3 Reference oscillator instability. Reference oscillator instability has
two effects: a drift in frequency that occurs during the time of flight of the
signal to the spacecraft (described in Fig. 4-18), and an accumulated phase error
during a doppler sampling interval (described in Figs. 4-19 through 4-22).

4.4.1.4.4 Path delay instability. Figure 4-23 shows the error requirement for
path delay for the Receiver-Exciter Subsystem. Since the actual distribution of
the path delay variation is not known, it is assumed to be uniform within the
given bounds. The corresponding doppler frequency variance is

6fD = (360 P(T)/ 12 X)2	 (4.4-25)

where

Q2 = doppler frequency variance, deg2

P(T) = peak delay variation, m

T = sample time

X = wavelength of received signal, m

4.4.1.4.5 Total path delay. The two-way group delay measured by the Tracking
Subsystem contains elements of delay due to spacecraft and ground hardware
(Fig. 4-24). This systematic error is removed by the following technique [4-23] :
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RTPT = D - BIASSC - BIASDSS - ZCORRECTION	 (4.4-26)

where

RTPT = round-trip propagation time from DSS reference location
to spacecraft reference location back to DSS reference
location

D = time delay measured by tracking system

BIASSC = spacecraft turnaround delay

BIAS DSS = two-way time delay to a DSS turnaround device in An-
tenna Microwave Subsystem

ZCORRECTION = time delay correction which takes account of the distance
from the turnaround device to the DSS reference location

This technique leaves several residual errors:

(1) Random error due to thermal noise on measurement of BIASDSS and
BIASSC with magnitude given by (4.4-24).

(2) Systematic error due to path delay uncertainty during ranging measure-
ments, magnitude given in Fig. 4-23.
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Fig. 4-23. Instrumental path delay error requirement

(3) Systematic error due to aging of the spacecraft transponder with magni-
tude unknown, but believed to be less than 6 nsec.

(4) Systematic error due to calculation of ZCORRECTION from measure-
ments on individual components, magnitude unknown, but believed to
be less than 1 nsec [4-24] .

4.4.1.4.6 Waveform distortion. Filtering of a square-wave ranging signal by the
1.5-MHz spacecraft transponder bandwidth and nonlinearities in modulators and
power amplifiers lead to a systematic error when time delay is determined by
correlation between assumed perfect square waves. This error depends on time
delay and has a peak value of about 7.4 nsec for 500-kHz unfiltered ranging, but
less than 0.6 nsec for 1-MHz filtered ranging [4-251. The current mechanization
of the Planetary Ranging Assembly measures waveform distortion and plasma
variation simultaneously with the DRVID mode, so this error can be removed
when there is small plasma activity, with an accuracy limited by thermal noise.

4.4.1.4.7 Multipath. Reflection of received carrier signals from antenna supports
and microwave interfaces and subsequent superposition with the main signal can
result in systematic error in group delay measurements. Several studies have
shown that these effects are less than 5 nsec for 64-m antennas, and less than
0.5 nsec for 26-m antennas when the signal source is in the far field [4-26 to

	

4-281 but can be as large as 10 to 15 in 	 near-field measurements [4-29] .
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Fig. 4-24. Removal of hardware delay from range measurement

4.4.2 The Radiometric Design Control Table
The performance of the tracking system is controlled in a manner similar to

that used for control of the performance of the telemetry and command Sys-
tems, namely, through a design control table (DCT) [4-30] . In principle, all
three types of DCTs tabulate the properties of a number of random variables
that are summed to obtain the random variable of interest. In the case of telem-
etry and command DCTs, the variable of interest is a signal-to-noise ratio or per-
formance margin; for radiometric DCTs the variable of interest is the value of a
measurement of frequency, range, or angle, etc.

A slight difference in technique arises because radiometric system perfor-
mance cannot be measured in terms of the mean or "true" value of a radiometric
measurement in the way that communication system performance can be mea-
sured in terms of the mean value of a performance margin. In radiometric sys-
tems the performance is measured in terms of the standard deviation of a mea-
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surement, and hence the standard deviation is the only value tabulated in a
radiometric DCT.

Ideally, the probability distributions of all sources of random error would be
known, and calibration schemes leaving at most a random error of known distri-
bution would exist for all forms of systematic error. Then the expected measure-
ment error could be determined by convolution of all the known probability
distributions. This is far from the case in the radio tracking system, and, al-
though the situation has been consistently improved, we are forced to make
several simplifying assumptions.

Assumption 1. All random errors are stationary, Gaussian, and zero mean. This
is true for random error due to thermal noise, but is justified for other random
errors by the fact that the combination of a number of independent probability
distributions tends toward a Gaussian probability distribution, in the limit of
large numbers of probability distributions (Central Limit Theorem). This
assumption leads to the root sum of square (RSS) technique for determination
of the expected standard deviation of a measurement. Specifically,

z
Q(q) _	 ax Q(x

t)
	

(4.4-27)

where

Q (q) = standard deviation of the quantity being measured, q

v(x,) = standard deviation of a random variable x i that generates error in q

axX . 
= rate of change of q with respect to xl

The quantity tabulated in radiometric DCTs is always (8q13xd Q(xz), except for
totals, which are always Q(q).

Assumption 2. Calibrated systematic errors leave a residual random error which
is assumed to be stationary, Gaussian, and zero mean. This is motivated by the
experience that over many days or years systematic error appears to be ran-
domly distributed. In some cases, such as calibration of plasma effects through
dual-frequency measurements, or calibration of ground station group delay, a
significant fraction of the remaining systematic error arises from thermal noise
during the calibrating measurement, and hence may be considered to be random
over a large number of measurements.
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Assumption 3. Uncalibrated systematic error is assumed to be uniformly distrib-
uted within a certain region. The standard deviation of the uniform probability
distribution is then used as an entry to the table:

a (xd	
12	

(4.4-28)

where a is the width of uniform distribution.

One final comment is required concerning the radiometric DCT. Generally,
the DCT applies only to a single, specific combination of link, spacecraft,
ground, and processing parameters. However, several combinations of parameters
may appear in a single table under the guise of adverse and favorable tolerances.
For instance, in the representatives DCT in Table 4-1, the adverse column uses
the assumption of a heavily modulated carrier (telemetry at 8.5 dB and ranging
at 6 dB carrier suppression) and relaxed spacecraft temperature control (4.0°C
peak to peak). These factors lead to increased thermal noise and decreased space-
craft frequency stability, respectively. The favorable and adverse tolerances
shown do not represent uncertainty in the assignment of standard deviations,
but rather they represent the range of conditions that might occur during
mission operations.

S A note of caution: This table does not apply to an existing system.
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Table 4-1. International Solar Polar Mission doppler frequency stability design control
table (adapted from [4-311)

Error source
Nominal

Sigma (Delta F/F) 10- 15

Favorable	 Adverse Note

Spacecraft RSS 5.03 0.53 20.0 Calibrated
Cables, microwave 0.09 0.09 0.2
VCO 0.50 0.50 1.0
Transponder path 5.0 0.5 20.0
Power amplifier 0.13 0.13 0.22

Link RSS 1.5 1.1 5.4 Gaussian
Polarization - - -
Thermo noise 1.5 1.1 5.4

Spacecraft - -- -
Ground station - - -

Propagation media RSS 17.7 6.1 51.4
Troposphere

Uplink 11.0 3.9 32.0 Uncalibrated
Downlink 11.0 3.9 32.0 Uncalibrated

Ionosphere
Uplink 0.83 0.26 2.6
Downlink 0.83 0.26 2.6 Calibrated

Solar plasma
Uplink 8.3 2.5 17.0
Downlink 0.8 0.2 17.0 Calibrated

Ground station RSS 4.6 3.6 43.0 Calibrated
Frequency standard 1.1 1.1 -
Frequency distribution 0.1 0.1 -

Receiver path - -
Maser, microwave 1.8 1.8 -
System cables 0.1 0.1 -
Receiver (w/o VCO) 0.9 0.9 -
VCO - -
Doppler extractor 0.8 0.8 -

Transmitter path Calibrated
Exciter 2.5 2.5 -
Power amp., buffer 0.3 0.3 -
System cables - -
Microwave 0.1 0.1 - Uncalibrated

Antenna mechanical
Gravity 3.0 1.0 -
Conscan - -
Wind loading - -
Vibration - -

Data acquisition
Timing 0.1 0.1 - Uniform
Quantization 0.3 0.3 - distribution
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Table 4-1 (contd)

Error source
Nominal

Sigma (Delta F/F) 10`15

Favorable	 Adverse	 Note

Unmodeled motion RSS 0 0	 0
Spacecraft - -	 -
Platform - -	 -

Total 19.0 7.1	 70.1

Requirement 3.0 3.0	 3.0

Performance margin 0.16 0.42	 0.043

Conditions:

Spacecraft: ISPM
Mission phase: 2nd opposition
Range: 4.2 AU
Sampling interval: 1000 sec
Frequency: X-up, X-down

Tropospheric cals: none

Plasma call: X-down
Freq source: H 2 maser

DSS: 34 m
Link: HGA, 20 kW
Elevation: 45 deg
Cmd modulation: off
Tlm modulation: off (Nom & Fav),

8.5 dB (Adv)
Rng modulation: off (Nom & Fav),

6 dB (Adv)
S/C temp deviation: 1.0/0.1/4.0°C

(Nom/Fav/Adv)
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Appendix
Uses of Tracking Data for Radio Science

Frequency or Phase Delay
Doppler frequency

(1) Mass and mass distribution of planets and mass of satellites [4-32, 4-33,
4-34, 4-351.

(2) Planet spin axis orientation, motion, spin rate [4-36] .

(3) Planet size, shape, and gravity field [4-32, 4-37).

(4) Gravitational waves [4-38, 4-391.

(5) Pressure, temperature, and density of atmospheres [4-401.

(6) Electron concentration of ionospheres and the interplanetary plasma
[4-11].

Spectrum

(1) Turbulence of atmospheres [4-11] .

(2) Turbulence of the solar wind [4-41] .

(3) Distribution of planet surface slopes [4-42] .

(4) Size and velocity distributions of planetary ring particles [4-11 ] .

Group Delay
(1) Electron concentration of ionospheres, and the interplanetary plasma

[4-11].

(2) Solar corona shape, density [4-43] , large scale flow patterns in the solar
wind [4-44] .

(3) Parameters of general relativistic theory [4-45, 4-46] .

Intensity
(1) Pressure, temperature, and density profiles of atmospheres [4-111.

(2) Orientation of gravitational equipotential surfaces in an atmosphere
[4-111.

(3) Location, density, and composition of clouds [4-11

(4) Sizes of planetary ring particles [4-11 ] .
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Polarization
(1) Shape of planetary ring particles [4-111.

(2) Electron density and magnetic field in ionospheres and the solar corona
[4-47] .

(3) Dielectric properties of planetary surfaces [4-42, 4-481.

(4) Test of the weak equivalence principle [4-491.
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Chapter 5
Telemetry System

Joseph H. Yuen, Dariush Divsalar, Peter W. Kinman, and Marvin K. Simon

5.1 Introduction
A telemetry system conveys data collected by scientific instruments, as well

as engineering information on the status of spacecraft, to the Deep Space Net-
work (DSN). These days, telemetry systems are entirely digital. Not since the
Rangers and the Lunar Orbiters of the 1960s has an analog telemetry system
been designed into a deep-space mission. Of course, an analog information
source can be made compatible with a digital telemetry system through the
processes of sampling and quantization. Accordingly, this chapter addresses the
means of telemetering digital data from a spacecraft to the DSN.

5.2 Description of the Telemetry System

A typical deep-space telemetry system is illustrated in Fig. 5-1. The data are
encoded for energy efficiency, then used to phase-modulate a square-wave sub-
carrier, which in turn phase-modulates a microwave sinusoidal carrier. Upon
reception by the DSN, the signal is routed from antenna to receiver. The receiver
tracks the carrier and translates the signal down to an intermediate frequency
(IF) coherent with the station reference. The Subcarrier Demodulator Assembly
(SDA) translates the signal down to baseband and demodulates the subcarrier.
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Fig. 5-1. Typical deep space telemetry system

The output of the SDA is synchronized by the Symbol Synchronizer Assembly
(SSA), then decoded by a Maximum Likelihood Convolutional Decoder (MCD)
if the spacecraft uses a convolutional code.

5.2.1 Deep Space Telemetry Phase-Shift-Keying Modulation
A class of modulation schemes has proven best for the deep-space channel.

The most typical telemetry modulation for deep space is to phase-shift-key the
data onto a square-wave subcarrier and then phase-modulate onto a sinusoidal
carrier (PCM/PSK/PM). This is the scheme depicted in Fig. 5-1. However, an
alternate scheme phase-modulates the data directly onto the carrier. In this latter
case, the data being binary phase-shift-keyed is called PCM/PM. In the abbrevia-
tions PCM/PSK/PM and PCM/PM, the acronym PCM means "Pulse Code Modu-
lation" and serves as a reminder that the information is digital. PCM/PSK/PM
and PCM/ PM are well suited to the deep-space channel because: (1) phase-shift-
keying is the most efficient binary signaling scheme [5-1 and 5-2] and (2) a
phase-modulated carrier has a constant envelope.

The constant envelope property is important because the final downlink
amplification stage on the typical spacecraft is a traveling-wave tube operated in
a nonlinear (saturation) mode. If the modulated downlink carrier does not have
a constant envelope, distortion will result.

Before proceeding to the mathematical descriptions of PCM/PSK/PM and
PCM/PM, the issue of data formats needs to be addressed. Various data formats
are illustrated in Fig. 5-2. With a Non-Return to Zero-Level (NRZ-L) data for-
mat, a logical "one" is represented by one level and a logical "zero' by the
other. With NRZ-M (Mark), a logical "one" is represented by a change in level
and a logical "zero' by no change. NRZ-S (Space) is the same as NRZ-M but
with the roles of "one" and "zero" reversed. NRZ-M and NRZ-S are often
referred to as differential encoding. It is important to note that differential
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Fig. 5-2. Data formats

encoding is not an example of error-correction encoding. With Bi-Phase-Level
(Bi-O-L), a logical "one" is represented by one cycle of a square wave and a
logical "zero" by one cycle of a square wave with reversed polarity. Bi-O-L is
often called a Manchester code; but, again, it is not an example of an error-
correcting code. Bi-O-L is identical to NRZ-L when the latter's data are phase-
reversal-keyed (i.e. phase-shift-keyed with a signaling level of ±90 0) onto a square-
wave subcarrier whose cycle period equals the bit period, so that a transition
occurs at mid-bit. Thus, PCM/PM with Bi-O-L data formatting is a special case of
PCM/PSK/PM with NRZ-L data formatting.

A modulated carrier, in the cases of both PCM/PSK/PM and PCM/PM, may
be (assuming nothing else modulates the carrier) represented mathematically
by

M

ST(t) =	 2P Sin rWot +	 Bt si(t)	 (5.2-1)
L	 i= 1

where P = total signal power; coo = carrier angular frequency; B i = modulation
index, i = 1, 2, - • • , M; M = total number of subcarriers or data channels; and
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si(t) represents a normalized data sequence (in the case of PCM/PM) or a
normalized modulated square-wave subcarrier (in the case of PCM/PSK/PM).
In the latter case, the telemetry is invariably phase-reversal-keyed (i.e., phase-
shift-keyed with signaling levels of ±90°) onto the subcarrier. Furthermore,
phase-reversal-keying a square wave with a data sequence is the same as multi-
plying the square wave by the data sequence. So

PCM/PM

si(t) _	 (5.2-2)

di(t) Sin wscit, PCM/PSK/PM

and

si(t) = ±1,	 i = 1, 2, • • • , M	 (5.2-3)

where di (t) = ±1 is the normalized data sequence (one of the waveforms of
Fig. 5-2), and Sin wscit = ±1 is the square-wave subcarrier. Using trigono-

	

metric identities with the fact that s i (t) = ±1, i = 1, 2, 	 , M, (5.2-1) may be
expanded for M = 1 as

sT (t) = Y 2 cos 0 1 sin coo t + N^2_Ps 1 (t) sin 01 cos coo t	 (5.2-4)

If 0 0 < 0 < 90 0 , this phase-modulated carrier comprises a pilot tone (residual
carrier) and a Double-Sideband (DSB) modulated carrier. A system with
0 < 90° is called a residual carrier system. A system with 0 = 90 0 is called a
suppressed carrier system. A residual carrier receiver employs a phase-locked
loop to track the pilot tone and provide a coherent reference for demodulat-
ing the DSB-modulated carrier [5-3] . A Costas loop may be used as a sup-
pressed carrier receiver [5-31. Up until now, all deep-space-probe-DSN digital
telemetry systems have been of the residual carrier type.

For M= 2, (5.2-1) may be expanded as

sT (t) =	 2P cos 0 1 cos 02 sin wot

+ 2P s1 (t) sin 0 1 cos 02 cos Coot

+ 2P s.(t) cos 01 sin 02 cos Coot

-	 2P s1 (t) s2 (t) sin 0 1 sin 02 sin wot	 (5.2-5)

Similar expansions may be carried out for the cases M 3 3.
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When we have a single data channel, as in (5.2-4), the first term is the
carrier, while the second term is the data channel. Hence the modulation
index B l has allocated the total power P in the transmitted signal sT(t) to the
carrier and to the data channel, where the carrier power and the data power
are, respectively,

P = P cost B1
(5.2-6)

PD = P Sin t B1

When we have two data channels, as in (5.2-5), the first term is the carrier
component, the second term is the modulated subcarrier s l (t) component, the
third term is the modulated subcarrier s2 (t) component, and the fourth term
is the cross-modulation loss component. Hence, the corresponding powers in
these four components are allocated by the modulation indices 0 1 and 02,

with

P = P cost o  cos2 B2

P, = P sing 6 1 cos 2 62

P2 = P cos2 B r sine ©2

	 (5.2-7)

PM = P sing er sin2 62

Similar interpretations can be given to the cases when M> 3. Table 5-1 lists
the power allocations for phase modulation using square-wave subcarriers.

5.2.2 Uncoded Quadriphase-Shift-Keying (QPSK) Modulations

5.2.2.1 QPSK and staggered QPSK. The QPSK and SQPSK modulations are
basically dual binary systems. An input binary bit sequence {dk} arrives at a
rate of 11T baud (bits/sec) and is separated into two bit streams consisting,
respectively, of the even and odd bits in the original stream. An example of
this procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5-3, where dk(t), dr(t), and dQ (t) are the
binary-valued (±1) waveforms corresponding to the three bit sequences. The
inphase and quadrature pulse trains modulate two carriers which are in phase
quadrature and the sum s(t), the modulated QPSK signal, can be represented
as

s(t) = -slP dI(t) cos coat + V P dQ (t) sin coot	 (5.2-8)

The two terms in (5.2-8) represent two BPSK signals and can be demodulated
and detected independently due to the orthogonality of the carriers cos wot
and sin coot.
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Table 5-1. Power allocations for phase modulation using square-wave
subcarriers

Type of channel	 Power allocation for each component

Single data channel	 PC = P cost 91

PD = P sing 
91

Two data channels	 PC = P cost o 1 cost 92

PD r = P sing B r cost 9 2

PD2 = P cost B 1 sin2 02

Three data channels P,, = P cost 9 1 C082 9 2 cost B3

PD  = P sin2 9 1 cos2 92 COS 
20 

3

PD2 = P cos2 B 1 sin2 B 2 cos2 93

PD3 = P cos2 B 1 cos2 B 2 sin2 9 3

The SQPSK signal can be represented similarly to (5.2-8), the only' differ-
ence being in the alignment of the two bit streams. The odd and even bit
streams, transmitted at the rate of 112T baud, are synchronously aligned in
QPSK (Fig. 5-3), such that their transitions coincide. SQPSK modulation is
obtained by a shift or offset in the relative alignments of dj(t) and dQ (t) by

an amount equal to a bit time T. Figure 5-4 shows the offset, and the follow-
ing equation defines the SQPSK signal.

s(t) = N/P dl(t + T) cos coot + V-P— dQ (t) sin coot 	. (5.2-9)

Using a well-known trigonometric identity (5.2-8) can also be written as

s(t) =	 2P cos (wot + 9(t))	 (5.2-10)

where, as shown in the state space diagram of Fig. 5-5, 9(t) can take on the
values 45 0 , 135 0 , 225 0 , and 315 0 , corresponding to the four combinations of
dj(t) and dQ(t).

In QPSK, due to the coincident alignment of dj(t) and dQ(t), the carrier
phase can change only once every 2T. The carrier phase over any 2T interval
is any one of the four phases shown in Fig. 5-5, depending on the pair of
values for {dj(t), dQ (t)}. In the next 2T interval, if neither bit stream changes
sign, then the carrier phase remains the same. If one component (dj(t) or
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S(t)

dQ (t)) changes sign, a phase shift of ±90 0 occurs. A change in both compo-
nents results in a phase shift of 180°. Figure 5-6(a) shows a typical QPSK
signal waveform for the sample bit streams shown in Fig. 5-3.

In SQPSK, the binary components cannot change states simultaneously.
One component has transitions in the middle of the other symbol and hence
only one component can switch at a time. This eliminates the possibility of
1800 phase changes. Furthermore, these changes are limited to 00 , ±900 , every
T seconds. Figure 5-6(b) shows a typical SQPSK waveform for the example bit
streams in Fig. 5-4. When an SQPSK signal undergoes band-limiting, the result-
ing intersymbol interference causes the envelope to droop slightly in the
region of 90 0 phase transitions. Since 180 0 phase transitions have been
avoided, the envelope does not go to zero as it does in the band-limited QPSK
case.

The advantages of QPSK or SQPSK over BPSK is that, with both data rate
and power being fixed, QPSK or SQPSK achieve the same power efficiency as
BPSK using only half the bandwidth.
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Fig. 5-6. (a) QPSK waveform; (b) SQPSK waveform
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With symmetrical bandpass Gaussian noise, the inphase and quadrature
noise terms are independent and the bit error probability performance of
QPSK is the same as that of BPSK.

Since the phase changes in SQPSK occur in smaller step sizes than in
QPSK, SQPSK would tend to suffer less degradation due to bandpass filtering
than QPSK.

5.2.2.2 Unbalanced quadriphase-shift-keying (UQPSK). The UQPSK modula-
tion is similar to QPSK modulation. Here two independent binary data
streams, dl (t) and d2 (t), with different rates and powers, modulate the two
quadrature components of the carrier. The UQPSK modulator (suppressed
carrier) is shown in Fig. 5-7.

The output of the modulator can be represented as

s(t) =	 2P1 d, (t) sin (swo t + Bo) + 2P2 d2 (t) cos (coo t + Ba)

(5.2-11)

P 1 M

1 7-11

Fig. 5-7. UQPSK modulator
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where PZ, i = 1, 2 is the channel power, Bo is the unknown carrier phase, and
coo is the carrier frequency in rad/sec. The data waveforms can be expressed
as

d.(t) _	 anzpt (t - (n - 1) T - ed,	 i = 1, 2	 (5.2-12)
n=-^

where anl , i = 1, 2 are independent binary sequences of ±1's; pi(t), i = 1, 2 is

the unit-power, symbol pulse in the ith channel and is defined to be nonzero
on the interval (0, T;), i = 1, 2, where T, is channel symbol time. Since, in
general, the two channels are asynchronous (not aligned), we assume that the
pulse epoch e1, i = 1, 2 is uniformly distributed in the interval (0, TI), i = 1, 2,

and that el is independent of e2.

5.2.3 Description of the Subcarrier Demodulation Assembly (SDA)

This section follows the treatment in [5-4] . Another useful reference is
[5-5] .

The Subcarrier Demodulation Assembly (SDA) is an integral part of the
multiple mission telemetry system now incorporated in the DSN. The primary
purpose of the SDA is to provide a demodulated noisy data stream to the
SSA for detection. Figure 5-1 shows where the SDA fits into the overall
communications system. Its inputs are the received radio signal, at an inter-
mediate frequency, and a phase-coherent reference, both of which are fur-
nished by the receiver/exciter subsystem. The following is a brief simplified
mathematical description of how the SDA works.

With reference to Fig. 5-1, let the input to the subcarrier modulator be
d(t), the binary waveform representing the data bits; then the output of the
modulator can be written as:

d(t) Sin ws,,t

where wS, is 21r times the subcarrier frequency in rad/sec and Sin represents a
square wave having the same zero crossings as sin ws,t. Let both d(t) and Sin
have values of +1 or -1 (see (5.2-3)). The output of the carrier phase modu-
lator can then be written as:

2P sin [cot + Ad(t) Sin co.t]

where wo is the carrier angular frequency, A is the modulation index, which
determines the phase deviation of the modulation (compare with (5.2-1); we
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have set 0 1 = A). This signal is then transmitted through space and received by
one of the DSN stations. The received signal is a replica of the transmitted
signal with the addition of noise and can be written as:

2P sin [coo t + Ad(t) Sin c, ,t + B] + n"(t)

where 0 is an arbitrary phase angle and n"(t) is the additive noise.

The receiver now translates this signal in frequency to an intermediate
frequency (IF) so that the IF signal passing to the SDA is just:

2P sin [wlF t + Ad(t) Sin cos t + B] + n'(t)

The receiver has a phase-locked loop (PLL) that tracks the frequency and
phase of this signal and provides a reference signal to the SDA, which is
phase-coherent with the received signal (see Chapter 3). Its form is:

sin [co F t + e]

where 9 is the PLL estimate of 0. The cosine version of this signal is sent to
the SDA. For the purpose of discussing the SDA, the assumption will be made
that 0 = 9 = 0. Also the amplitude \T2—P is not important in the discussion, so it
can be taken as unity. Thus, the two signals entering the SDA from the
receiver are:

IF Signal:

s(t) = sin [cwlF t + Ad(t) Sin wsc t] + n'(t)

Coherent Reference:

r1F(t) = cos co Ft

It is the goal of the SDA to take these two signals and furnish the following
signal to the SSA:

d(t) + n(t)

The signal s(t) can be rewritten in a more convenient form. First, expand-
ing by a trigonometric identity, s(t) is (ignoring noise):

s(t) = sin wlF t cos [Ad(t) 5in cost]

+ cos co F t sin [Ad(t) Sin wsct]
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But d(t) Sin (co,,,t) takes on only the values of +1 or -1 so that

cos [Ad(t) Sin ws,t] = cos A

sin [Ad(t) Sin cos t] = d(t) Sin cos,, t sin A

Thus s(t) is just

s(t) = cos A sin co, ,,t + d(t) Sin cos t sin A cos w, ,t

Since A is only a constant, the first term is just the carrier component. The
second term contains all the sideband modulation components displaced spec-
trally on either side of the carrier frequency.

A basic principle in coherent demodulation is the idea of translating a
frequency by "multiplying" it by a coherent signal. This multiplication is
variously referred to as heterodyning, conversion, mixing, or phase detection,
depending on the application, but mathematically it can be thought of as
multiplying two signals of the same or different frequencies. Only three trigo-
nometric identities will be needed for the rest of the discussion:

cos x cos y = 1/2 [cos (x - y) + cos (x +y)]

sin x sin y = 1/2 [cos (x - y) - cos (x + y)]

sin x cos y = 1/2 [sin (x - y) + sin (x +y)]

As an example, suppose a radio signal is received having the form:

d(t) cos coo t

and it is desired to recover the modulation, d(t). If a coherent reference,
cos coo t, can be generated in the receiver, then the signal can be coherently
demodulated by "multiplying" the signal and the reference together, namely,

d(t) cos coo t cos coot

From the first trigonometric identity this is

1/2 d(t) [cos 0 + cos 2coo t] 
= d(t) + 

4(t) cos 2coot

The second term is a high-frequency term that can easily be eliminated by a
low-pass filter, thus leaving simply modulation d(t) times a scale factor.
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With this basic principle, the operation of the SDA is more easily under-
stood. Figure 5-8 shows the present functional block diagram of the SDA in a
simplified form. The Mark IV configuration is somewhat different, but func-
tionally the same. The configuration shown accomplishes two things simul-
taneously:

(1) The data, d(t), is coherently demodulated and sent (with noise) to the
SSA

(2) A tracking loop provides the coherent reference needed for demodula-
tion

Note that item (1) depends on item (2). Moreover, in the type of tracking
loop used in the SDA, an estimate of the data, d(t), is needed. Thus, item (2)
depends on item (1).

In explaining the loop operation, the assumption will be made that the
loop is in lock, that is (see Fig. 5-8),

sC(t) = Sin ws,,, t 	 (5.2-13)

and also that the rest frequency of the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is
equal to the subcarrier frequency, ws..

The upper branch of the loop provides the data demodulation. Ignoring
noise, the output of the first multiplier is

s(t) i sC(t) = cos A Sin cos t sin wlFt

+ d(t) Sin ws^t Sin cos t sin A cos wlF t	 (5.2-14)

The first term has frequency components greater than wsC + colF and less
than wsc - co F , as can be seen from the trigonometric identity. These com-
ponents will be filtered by the bandpass filter (BPF). Also, in the second
term, Sin X Sin equals unity for all time so that the output of the top BPF is

d(t) sin A cos wlFt

As in the above example, this signal is coherently demodulated by multiplying
by rIF(t) = cos wIF(t). The output of the coherent demodulator is thus

sin A 
d(t) [1 + cos 2wot]

2
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Fig. 5-8. Block diagram of SDA
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This signal is low-pass filtered to obtain d(t) and is sent to the SSA for
detection and synchronization.

Proceeding along in the loop, the above signal is filtered to optimize the
signal-to-noise ratio and then hard-limited' to produce a replica of the data
stream, d(t). This concludes the data-detection branch of the loop. The rest of
the loop provides the coherent subcarrier reference.

At multiplier C the output is just

d(t) Cos cost

where Cos cjs t is a square wave with the same zero crossings as cos cost.
This signal goes to multiplier D, where it is combined with the input signal to
produce

S(t) d(t) Cos cos,,, t = d(t) cos A sin CJIF t Cos cost

+ d(t) d(t) sin OSin coSC t Cos cos t cos co Ft

(5.2-15)

Again the first term has components outside the bandpass of the BPF. Also,
we note that

d(t) d(t) = d2(t) = 1	 for all t	 (5.2-16)

Thus, the important output of multiplier D is

Sin 'A Sin cws t Cos cos t cos WIFt

The term Sin X Cos is just a square wave having a frequency of 2w,,. Thus,
the above term has frequency components greater than wIF + 2co, and less
than wIF - 2cws, . Accordingly, this whole term is filtered by the BPF leaving
the output of multiplier E as zero and the input to the VCO as zero. But this
is in agreement with our first assumption that the loop was in lock which
implies a zero error signal going to the VCO.

In actuality, however, some phase error 0 will exist between the two sub-
carrier terms above due to noise. The product of the Sin X Cos will now be a

1 A hard limiter puts out +V volts for any input signal greater than 0 volts and —V volts for
any signal less than 0.
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2w. term with a duty cycle not equal to 50%. This gives the product a do
bias which can be called e(t). Thus, the important output of multiplier D is

sin 0 Sin ws,, t Cos(w SC t - 0) cos co Ft = sin 0 [e(t) + 2wSc terms] cos wlFt

(5.2-17)

Now the output of the BPF is

sin 0 e(t) cos w,,Ft

Multiplying at E by rIF(t) we get

sin 0 
e(t) (1 + cos 2wrFt)

2

The second term is low-pass filtered by the loop filter, leaving only the error
signal e(t) going to the VCO. The VCO output frequency is proportional to
the input error voltage, and thus any phase error 0 will produce an error
signal e(t), which will tend to correct the phase error and bring it back to 0.
This completes the closed loop, which provides a synchronous reference for
the coherent demodulation.

5.2.4 Description of the Symbol Synchronizer Assembly (SSA)

This section follows the treatment in [5-6] . Another useful reference is
[5-71.

The Symbol Synchronizer Assembly (SSA), which is part of the Telemetry
and Command Data Handling Subsystem, has two primary functions: (1) to
detect uncoded data or, alternatively, to provide symbol integrations of coded
data and (2) to provide the timing or synchronization needed to perform
function (1). While the SSA performs a number of other functions, this sec-
tion will be concerned with a description of how these two functions specifi-
cally are accomplished.

Binary data (1's and 0's) can be transmitted over an uncoded telemetry
channel as the same sequence of 1's and 0's, which in this case are called bits.
If the data are coded by forming a different sequence, the 1's and 0's are
called symbols. The bits (or symbols) are represented by a modulating wave-
form consisting of two levels, +A or -A, as shown in Fig. 5-9(a). This signal
waveform (referred to as non-return to zero (NRZ) modulation) is transmitted
on a radio frequency (RF) carrier and is demodulated (recovered) by the DSN
receiver. The received waveform has been corrupted, however, with the addi-
tion of noise, as shown in Fig. 5-9(b). The function of the SSA is the extrac-
tion of the original signal waveform from this noisy waveform. It is to be
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Fig. 5-9. Telemetry signal waveforms

emphasized that the SSA is configured to operate only on an NRZ data
format. Thus the use of a Manchester code requires modification to the basic
structure.

To understand how the SSA recovers the desired bits, it is necessary to
understand the method for detecting a single bit. This is accomplished by
integrating the signal over the bit time and choosing a one if the integral is
positive or a zero if the integral is negative. This circuit is referred to as an
"integrate and dump" circuit because it integrates for a bit time and then
resets to zero at the end of each T second interval. Figure 5-10(a) shows the
bit and its integral value at the end of the T second integration. Fig-
ure 5-10(b) shows the same decision made on a noisy signal. Figure 5-10(c)
shows the noise being such that an error is made.

Naturally, a communications link is designed such that the probability of
noise-caused errors is low. This is accomplished by maintaining the signal level
at a relatively high value compared to the noise level. One assumption that is
made, however, is that the beginning of the bit must be known to start the
integration properly. An example of integration over a bit time beginning
before the actual start of the bit is shown in Fig. 5-11, where the "1" bit is
preceded by a "0" bit. The correct decision is made with no noise, but with a
small amount of noise the probability is great that the wrong decision will be
made, as shown in Fig. 5-11(b). Thus, it can easily be seen that accurate time
information as to the start of each bit is necessary to keep the probability of
making an error as low as possible. This is the second function of the SSA;
i.e., to provide bit (or symbol) synchronization to the data detector circuits.
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The functional block diagram of the synchronizing circuitry of the SSA is
shown in Fig. 5-12. The in-phase integrate and dump circuit followed by the
decision device compose the bit detector described above. This is followed by
a transition detector, which outputs a plus or minus one if a transition occurs
in the data (e.g., a "1" followed by a "0") and a zero if no transition occurs.
The lower mid-phase integrate and dump circuit integrates symmetrically
around the estimated data transition point for an integrating period equal to
1/4 the symbol period. The selection of a 1/4-symbol-period integration inter-
val for the lower (quadrature) integrate-and-dump represents a good com-
promise between tracking and loss of lock performance. This output is
delayed-so that the outputs of the upper and lower branches appear at the
multiplier simultaneously. The correct timing is shown in Fig. 5-13. The pur-
pose of the loop filter is to smooth out the error signal from the multiplier,
thus leaving only the slowly varying component of the error signal. The timing
generator is essentially a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) whose frequency
is controlled by the input voltage. The timing generator controls the timing of
the integrate and dump circuits shown in Fig. 5-13.

For the purposes of explaining the operation of the loop, the loop can be
thought of as being in lock with the timing exactly correct and the timing
generator having the same frequency as the incoming data. If the incoming
signal has no noise then the mid-phase integrator will integrate to zero over a

INTEGRATE

 ON PHASE)	
DECISION	 TRANSITION& DUMP	 DEVICE	 DETECTOR

DATA+
NOISE	 TIMING	 LOOP

GENERATOR	 FILTER

INTEGRATE	 DELAY
& DUMP	 7 T
(MID PHASE)	 a

Fig. 5-12. Block diagram of the SSA bit synchronizer
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transition. Thus, for an occurring transition the multiplier output will be zero,
i.e., no error signal to the VCO. If no transition occurs, the output of the
transition detector will be zero and again the multiplier output or error signal
will be zero. If the timing had originally been slightly off, the mid-phase
integrator would not integrate to zero and hence would produce an error
signal at the input to the VCO. The sign of this error signal would be such
that the error voltage would change the frequency slightly so that the timing
signals would be aligned properly and the error voltage would again be zero.

The key point in the operation of the synchronizer is that the error signal
is always zero when no transitions occur; i.e., no correction to the timing can
occur if no transitions occur. The error voltage is only produced when a
transition occurs and the mid-phase integrator does not integrate to zero. For
this reason the following situation could occur. The incoming signal could
have a doppler rate; i.e., its frequency could be changing with time. If a long
string of no transitions occurs in the data, the VCO frequency will remain
constant while the incoming signal will be changing frequency. Thus, the loop
cannot track the incoming signal during this period. When transitions do start
occurring again, many errors in detection will be made while the loop tries to
reacquire the new frequency and timing. This condition puts restrictions on
the data sequence as to the transition density of the data, i.e., how often
transitions occur on the average, and what the longest string of no transitions
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is that can occur in the data stream. Naturally, the greater the transition
density, the greater the ability of the loop to track doppler rates.

A final note is that this section gives a functional description of the SSA;
the actual mechanization of the SSA functions described here is not as shown
in Fig. 5-12. The synchronizing loop is in fact a hybrid design of both digital
and analog components and functions. Also, the SSA performs a number of
other functions not described here.

5.3 Uncoded Phase-Shift-Keying Telemetry System
Performance

The performance of a digital telemetry system is measured as a bit error
probability, Pb , or bit error rate (BER). The BER, in turn, depends on the
bit energy-to-noise spectral density ratio EblNo and the inefficiencies of the
demodulation/detection process. The bit energy-to-noise spectral density ratio
is defined as

Eb/No NOR (5.3-1)
0

where

S = received data power

No = one-sided noise spectral density

R = information bit rate

The demodulation/detection inefficiencies are dominated by the imperfection
with which the receiver achieves carrier, subcarrier, and symbol synchroni-
zation.

If one assumes no demodulation/detection inefficiencies (implying perfect
carrier, subcarrier, and symbol synchronization at the receiver), the resulting
functional dependence of the bit error probability, Pb , upon Eb lNo is termed
the baseline performance. In this chapter the baseline performance is frequently
denoted by f (•):

Pb = f(EblNo)	 (5.3-2)

Of course, f(•) is different for different coding/modulation schemes. In some
cases (see, for example, subsection 5.3.1), f(•) can be determined theoreti-
cally. Otherwise, f(•) must be determined by simulation or a combination of
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simulation and theory. In all cases, the channel is modeled as additive white
Gaussian—an excellent model for the deep-space channel.

5.3.1 One-Way Telemetry Performance
In this section, the baseline performance f( . ) is found for the case of no

error-correcting coding and no differential encoding, i.e., the uncoded case.
The performance of a receiver for a binary digital signal depends on the
phase-coherence of the receiver and the type of modulation employed at the
transmitter. A transmitted signal is expressed as

sk(t) = Ak(t) sin [wo t + mk(t) + 0(t)], 0< t < T , k = 1, 2

(5.3-3)

where T is the symbol period, w o is the signal frequency, and Al and
mk(t) are determined by the modulation scheme, whereas the ability of the
receiver to track B(t) is a measure of its coherence.

The received waveform at the receiver, with additive noise ni(t), is

y( t) = sk ( t) + ni(t)

The optimum detector with minimum error probability is a matched filter, or
correlation detector. It is this type of detector that is employed by the Deep
Space Network (DSN) to detect transmitted data. (For discussions of matched
filter detection, see [ 5-8] and [5-9] ). This correlation operation can be per-
formed by a multiplier-integrator combination with readout at time t = Ts

where TS is the duration of the kth transmitted symbol, or by a matched
filter with readout at t = T. A functional diagram of a coherent correlation
detector for binary signals that uses a carrier reference for detection is illus-
trated in Fig. 5-14, where both the perfect reference and the noisy reference
cases are included. This detector model is predicated on the assumption that
each transmitter symbol is equally likely, and that each symbol has equal
energy.

The energy of each symbol out of the detector is ES . A measure of the
correlation of the two signals is the normalized inner product

T
foX = 	 sl(t) s2 (t) dt	 (5.3 -4)

s

Let the received signal be represented by

y(t) _ V197mk(t) cos [coo t + 6(t)] + ni ( t) 	(5.3-5)
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where 0(t) is the random phase shift, a slowly varying quantity, introduced by
the channel; ni(t) is the additive white Gaussian channel noise with one-sided
spectral density No watts/Hz; and mk(t) represents the ±1 modulation corre-
sponding to the kth signal in the transmitter signaling alphabet. The signal y(t)
is demodulated at the receiver.

For a perfectly matched filter, the receiver obtains perfect knowledge of
the transmitted phase reference 0(t), and of transmitted symbol transition
time. In this case, the carrier reference signal r(t) is exactly in phase with the
signal component of the received waveform, i.e.,

r(t) _ VTcos [cc0 t + 9(t)]	 (5.3-6)

with an estimate of the phase-shift

6(t) = 0(t)	 (5.3-7)

and the readout instances are known a priori at the receiver. Then, as shown
in [5-1] and [5-3] among numerous other references, the symbol error proba-
bility is

P — 1 	 exp	
2 du = 2 erfc( Z)	 (5.3-8)

2rr
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where

z1__L_N_O

and

	

x	 2
erfc (x) = 1 - 2 f e-t dt	 (5.3-9)

'r 	o

If the transmitted symbols are 1 and -1, they are antipodal (N = -1). Anti-
podal signals are ordinarily transmitted by spacecraft.

In an uncoded PSK telemetry system, the binary symbols are the data bits.
If the bits have a signal power S watts and last for Ts = Tb seconds,

	

E = Eb = S Tb 	 (5.3-10)

Thus, using (5.3-10) and a = -1, the bit error probability for uncoded PSK
transmission over a Gaussian channel with white additive noise of one-sided
spectral density No watts/Hz, is

E
Pb = 2 erfc	

N	
(5.3 11)

0

In practice, we rarely have perfect knowledge of the transmitted phase
reference (i.e., a perfectly matched filter), since the channel continuously
changes the phase of the transmitted signal relative to that of the received
signal. Thus the receiver usually derives the reference signal, r(t), by means of
a phase-locked loop (see Chapter 3), and uses this r(t) in the detection process
as though it were noise-free. The reference signal r(t) in (5.3-6) no longer has
the condition in (5.3-7). Instead, r(t) is a noisy reference, and there is a phase
error process

	

^(t) = 8(t) - 8(t)	 (5.3-12)

The accuracy of the estimate 8(t) is dependent on the power allocated to the
residual carrier component. The conditional bit error probability (conditioned
on a given 0) is [5-3] ,

[TLNPb(^}
2 erfc YW 	(5.3-13)
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where

f Tb

Y(0) = 
Tb J	 cos 0(t) dt	 (5.3-14)

0

Then the bit error probability can be obtained by averaging Pb(0) over 0, i.e.,

rPb = 
fr 

Pb (0) p(0) d$	 (5.3-15)

where p(0) is the pdf of 0 given in Chapter 3.

Equation (5.3-13) can be computed if the pdf of the random variable,
Y(0), is known. However, computation of the pdf of Y(0) appears to be
formidable, unless some simplifying assumptions are made. We consider the
following three special cases of practical interest.

5.3.1.1 High-data-rate case. When the data rate is high with respect to the
receiver tracking loop bandwidth, the phase process Xt) varies slowly and is
essentially constant over a bit interval Tb . 2 Hence, the phase process 0(t) can
be approximated as a constant within the bit interval Tb . Thus, the condi-
tional bit error probability as given in (5.3-13) becomes

PO) 2 erfc[1
E

N cos	 (5.3-16)
0

while the average bit error probability as obtained by using (5.3-16) in
(5.3-15) is

f",

r E
Pb = 2	 erfc	 N cos 

01 
p(0) dO	 (5.3-17)

 o

where the pdf p(0) is as given in Chapter 3 and is repeated here for conveni-
ence. In the absence of loop stress or detuning, p(o) may be approximated by
the Tikhonov pdf

For a coded system, we should compare the rate of the variation of the phase process 0(t)
with the time it takes to decode one bit in order to decide if the high data rate case is
applicable or if the following two cases (namely, low data rate and medium data rate) are
more appropriate.
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exp (P cos ^) ; 
115 7r

P(0) =
	

27r I"(P)	 (5.3-18)

0 ;	 otherwise

where

Pc
P = No BL

is the tracking loop SNR defined in Chapter 3.

Using (5.3-18), the bit error probability Pb given in (5.3-17) is evaluated as
a function of bit energy-to-noise spectral density ratio Eb lNO for various
values of p. The results are plotted in Fig. 5-15, illustrating this noisy refer-
ence effect on system performance. System losses including noisy reference
loss (or radio loss) will be treated in Section 5.5 of this chapter. Note that the
presentation in Fig. 5-15 is not valid for suppressed carrier systems, which will
be discussed in Section 5.6 of this chapter.
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Fig, 5-15. Bit error probability performance of an uncoded PSK system
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5.3.1.2 Low-data-rate case. When the data rate is low relative to the receiver
tracking loop bandwidth, the phase process Xt) varies rapidly over the bit
interval Tb . Hence the random variable Y(0), as given above in (5.3-14), is a
good approximation of the true time average of the function cos 0(t). If 0(t)
is an ergodic process, the time average may be replaced by the statistical
mean. Thus

Y(0) - cos 0	 (5.3-19)

and the bit error probability is approximated by

TL ô

Pb = 2 erfccos	 (5.3-20)

5.3.1.3 Medium-data-rate case. When neither of the above two extreme cases
is valid, we have a medium-data-rate case. Here the data rate is comparable,
with the receiver tracking loop bandwidth. We must seek an alternate approxi-
mation for the pdf of Y(0). One technique which is valid in many practical
situations is to employ the assumption that the phase error 0(t) is small
enough so that the linear PLL theory can be used. Then 0(t) is a Gaussian
process. This is a good approximation in high loop SNR situations. Hence

Y(0) - 1 - 2 T fTb 02(t) dt	 (5.3-21)

b

and the computation of its pdf reduces to computing the pdf of the integral
of the square of a Gaussian process. Then the bit error probability can be
obtained by using (5.3-21) in (5.3-13), (5.3-15), and (5.3-18). Another tech-
nique is the interpolation scheme presented in subsection 5.5.1.3.

5.3.2 Two-Way Telemetry Performance

The phase coherent two-way telemetry link can be modeled as in Fig. 5-16.
The ground or reference system transmits an uplink signal

21 , sin (c,wl t + Bo)

where Per is the uplink carrier power, wl is the carrier frequency, and Bo is a
constant phase that can be assumed zero without loss of generality. The
channel introduces an arbitrary and unknown phase shift 01 (t) in the trans-
mitted signal.
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At the spacecraft, the receiver input is

2P 1 sin [wl t + 0 1 (t) + e0 ] + nl (t)

where nl (t) is the additive channel noise, which is assumed to be a stationary
white Gaussian noise process with one-sided spectral density No, watts/Hz.
The spacecraft receiver phase-locked loop coherently tracks the uplink carrier
and produces a local reference signal,

cos [col t + 91(t)]

where 8jt) is the PLL estimate of 0 1 (t) + 00 . The phase error of this one-
way link is

¢1(t) = 81 (t) - 61 (t) - 80 	 (5.3-22)

The spacecraft then transmits a downlink signal that is coherently derived
from the uplink signal—more precisely, from the uplink signal recovered by
the spacecraft receiver phase-locked loop. Because the transponder has a fre-
quency translation ratio Gf, of downlink frequency to uplink frequency, the
downlink signal is

NF_27  2 sin Gf [wl t + 6jt)] =	 2P 
2 

sin [:.02 t + Gf jt)] (5.3-23)

where Pct is the downlink carrier power and w2 is the carrier frequency. The
channel introduces an arbitrary phase shift, 02(t), in the downlink signal.

At the reference system, the receiver input is

2P 
2 

sin [col t + Gf61 (t) + B2 (t)] + n2 (t)

where n2(t) is the additive channel noise, which is assumed to be a stationary
white Gaussian process with one-sided spectral density NO2 watts/Hz.

The ground receiver phase-locked loop (PLL) coherently tracks the down-
link carrier and produces a local reference signal,

COS [W2 t + B2(t)]

where B2 (t) is the PLL estimate of Gf6jt) + 02(t)

There are two important error estimates in this two-way link that are
essential to system design. The first is the two-way phase error, defined as
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02 (t) = e2 (t ) - [Gf6I (t) + 02 (t )]	 (5.3-24)

i.e., the difference between the ground receiver estimate and the received
signal phase. This is important for telemetry analysis. The second is the two-
way doppler phase, defined as

0	 00

i.e., the difference between the ground receiver estimated phase of the turn-
around signal and the original phase transmitted by the ground transmitter.
This is important for doppler considerations (see Chapter 4). Without loss of
generality, one can assume that if 00 = 0, then

	

Od2(t) = 02 (t)	 (5.3-25)

The present practical planetary two-way system employs second-order PLLs
both in the spacecraft receiver and the ground receiver. The transfer function
of the loop filter in the spacecraft PLL is given by

1 +T p

F, (p)	 1 + T 21

	
(5.3-26)

up

and the transfer function of the loop filter in the ground PLL is given by

1 + T22p
F2 (p)	 1 + T	 (5.3 27)

izp

Note that if T2 i = Tl j , i = 1, 2, then FZ (p) is a first-order loop.

From the linear theory given in [5-3] and [5-10], we know that the carrier
phase variance is

G K
Q2=	 f R + 1	 (5.3-28)

P1	 p2

where

pl = carrier loop SNR in spacecraft PLL = 
P 

1
NOIBLI
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P2 = carrier loop SNR in ground PLL = P
c2

NOBL2

rl 	 r2 +rl r2^(1+^) +(1 +^)^2+r1^3
KR	

Y2 ()'l + 1) r2	r ^4
+r2^ +(rl+r2_ 2)^2+r1^3+ 1

1	
r2

BL 1 (r2 + 1)
BL2(rl + 1)

1 + rl
BLl = one-sided loop bandwidth of spacecraft PLL = -

4
T2,

1 + r2
BL2 = one-sided loop bandwidth of ground PLL =

4 T22

V ^Z,K T2i
r=	 i=1,2

Tli

] = loop gain in spacecraft (i = 1) or ground (i = 2) PLL

Of course, if bandpass limiters precede the spacecraft and/or ground PLLs,
then the above set of equations defining o2 needs to be adjusted to account

for the limiter suppression factor and the limiter signal-to-noise spectral den-
sity ratio degradation, as discussed in Chapter 3.

The two-way phase error mode is completed by specifying its probability
density function, p(o2).

exp(
Cos 02

02 )

\ 2	 - 7r5057r

P(02) -	 2rrIa (1 1	 (5.3-29)

Q2
2

0;	 otherwise
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If f(•) represents the baseline probability of error versus Eb INo curve, then
the bit error probability, Pb , for a two-way coherent-system high-data-rate
case is given by

Pb= f
7r f(Lb cost oz) P(02 ) d^z	 (5.3-30)

where P(02) is given in (5.3-29).

5.4 Channel Coding and Coded Telemetry System
Performance

The goal of the channel encoder and decoder is to map the input digital
sequence into a channel input sequence, and, conversely, the channel output
sequence into an output digital sequence, such that the effect of the channel
noise is minimized—that is, such that the number of discrepancies (errors)
between the output and input digital sequences is minimized. The approach is
to introduce redundancy with the channel encoder and to , use this redundancy
at the decoder to reconstitute the input sequence as accurately as possible.
Therefore, if an efficient code is selected and a good decoding scheme is used,
we may require for a given bit error rate and a given data rate less STbINo
than if the data is transmitted uncoded.

For a treatment of channel coding that is more nearly complete than that
given in this section, the reader should consult [5-11] through [5-19].

5.4.1 Types of Codes

The encoder of Fig. 5-17 accepts at its input a continuous sequence of
information digits. At its output, it produces another sequence with somewhat
more digits, which is fed to the modulator. The decoder accepts a sequence of
channel symbols from the demodulator and translates it into a somewhat
shorter sequence of information digits. The rules under which the encoder and
decoder operate are specified by the particular code that is employed.

There are two fundamentally different types of codes. The encoder for a
block code breaks the continuous sequence of information digits into
K-symbol sections or blocks. It then operates on these blocks independently
according to the particular code to be employed. With each possible informa-
tion block is associated an N-tuple of channel symbols, where N>K. The
result, now called a code word, is transmitted, corrupted by noise, and
decoded independently of all other code words. The quantity N is referred to
as the code length or block length.
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DISCRETE CHANNEL

DIGITAL DATA
U m 	 x	 x (t)

—m	 m
ENCODER	 MODULATOR	 TRANSMITTER

MESSAGE
me ( 1, 2	 . , M

1	 WAVEFORM
CHANNEL

=m	 Y	 y(t) TYDECODER	 iEMODULATOR	 RECEIVER
 H

Fig. 5-17. Block-coded digital communication system

The other type of code, called a tree code, operates on the information
sequence without breaking it up into independent blocks. Rather, the encoder
for a tree code processes the information continuously and associates each
long (perhaps semi-infinite) information sequence with a code sequence con-
taining somewhat more digits. The encoder breaks its input sequence into
b-symbol blocks, where b is usually a small number. Then, on the basis of this
b-tuple and the preceding information symbols, it emits an n-symbol section
of the code sequence. The name "tree code" stems from the fact that the
encoding rules for this type of code are most conveniently described by means
of a tree graph.

The class of convolutional codes forms a subset of the class of tree codes.
These codes are important since they are simpler to implement than other
types of tree codes. In this book the convolutional codes are the only tree
codes considered.

Block codes and convolutional codes have similar error-correcting capabili-
ties and the same fundamental limitations. In particular, Shannon's funda-
mental theorem for the discrete noisy channel holds for both types of codes.
This result states that a channel has a well-defined capacity and that by using
suitable codes it is possible to transmit information at any rate less than
channel capacity with an arbitrarily small probability of decoding erroneously.

Since the appearance of Shannon's classic papers 3 in 1948 and 1949, a
great deal of research has been devoted to the problem of designing efficient
schemes by which information can be coded for reliable transmission across
channels that are corrupted by noise.

3 For a reprint of these papers, see [5-201.
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From a practical standpoint, the essential limitation of all coding and
decoding schemes proposed to date has not been Shannon's capacity but the
complexity (and cost) of the decoder. For this reason, efforts have been
directed toward the design of coding and decoding schemes that could be
easily implemented.

For transmission from a spacecraft, for example, where the amount of
equipment at the transmitter is much more important than the total amount
of equipment for the communication system, the encoding equipment should
be as simple as possible, lightweight, and more reliable with respect to equip-
ment failure. The complete decoding procedures can be performed on the earth,
where equipment limitations are not severe.

5.4.2 Linear Block Codes

Block encoding can also be regarded as a table-look-up operation, where
each of the M = qK (q is the alphabet size of information symbols) code signal
vectors xl , x2 , • • • , xyl is stored in an N-stage register of a memory bank
and, whenever message um is to be transmitted, the corresponding signal
vector xm is read into the modulator. Alternatively, we may label each of the
M = qK messages, as in Fig. 5-17, by a K-vector over a q-ary alphabet. Then
the encoding becomes a one-to-one mapping from the set of message vectors

{um = (um i , " - , umK )} into the set of code signal vectors {xm = (xml , - - - ,
xmN )}. We shall concern ourselves primarily with binary alphabets, i.e., q = 2;
thus, initially, we take umn e {0, 11 for all m, n.

For binary-input data, a linear code consists simply of a set of modulo-2
linear combinations of the data symbols, which may be implemented as shown
in Fig. 5-18. The K-stage register stores the K incoming information bits that
correspond to data block um = 

(U M I)' ' ' ^ umK)•

K STAGES

N MODULO2 ADDERS

Fig. 5-18. Linear block encoder
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The encoder then consists of N modulo-2 adders, each of which adds together
a subset of the data symbols uml ' um2' ' . ' , umK to generate one code
symbol xmn where n = 1, 2, • • • ,N as shown in Fig. 5-18. We shall refer to
the vector xm = (Xmi' 'xm2' ' ' ' ' XmN) as the code vector or codeword with
block length N. There are 2K codewords. K is called the dimension of the
code. We call the code an (N, K) block code. This code uses N symbols to
send K message symbols, so it is said to have code rate r = KIN.

Thus the linear coding operation for binary data can be represented by

xml — um	
(D
®um2°21 ®	 ®umKgKl

	' xm2 — umlgl2 
® 

um2g22 ® * * * ® umKgK2	 (5.4-1)

................................
XmN = um1g1N ®um2g2N ®... S 

mKgKIV

where ® denotes modulo-2 addition, and gknE {0, 1} for all k, n. The term

umkgkn is an ordinary multiplication, so that umk enters into the particular
combination for xmn if and only if gkn = 1. The matrix

gll g12	 gVV	 gl

g21 g22	 gZV	 92
G =	 _	 (5.4-2)

gKl gK2	 gKN 	 —9K—

is called the generator matrix of the linear code and Igi l are its row vectors.
Thus (5.4-1) can be expressed in vector form as

K

	

xm = umG = E umkgk.	 (5.4-3)
k=1

where Ej means modulo-2 addition and both u m and xm are binary row
vectors.

An important property of linear codes is known as closure: namely, the
property that the modulo-2 termwise sum of two code vectors x m and xk

x  ® x  — (X`nl ® Xkl' Xm2 ® Xk2' ... XM1V ® x kN)	 (5.4-4)
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is also a code vector. An interesting consequence of the closure property is
that the set of Hamming distances from a given code vector to the (M- 1)
other code vectors is the same for all code vectors. Define the Hamming
weight of a binary vector as the number of ones in the vector. The Hamming
distance between two vectors xm and xk is then just the Hamming weight of
their modulo-2 termwise sum, denoted w(xm E) The minimum distance of
a code is the minimum (Hamming) distance between its codewords. Minimum
distance is an important parameter of a linear code.

5.4.2.1 Systematic linear codes. Consider a linear code whose generator
matrix has the form of (5.4-5).

1 0 0 ... 0 gl,K+l ... glly

G	 0 1 0 ... 0 g2,K+1 ... g21V
	

(5.4-5)

0 0 0 ... 1 
gK.K+ r ... gKv

We note that a linear code (5.4-3) generated by a matrix (5.4-5) has its first K
code symbols identical to the data symbols. A codeword with this property is

x = X  . . . .. . 
xK 

xK+l	
.. . 

xn

message	 check
symbols	 symbols

Such a code, which transmits the K data symbols unchanged together with
N- K "parity check" symbols is called a systematic code. It can be shown
that any one-to-one linear code [5-11, 5-12] is equivalent in performance to a
systematic code.

5.4.2.2 Decoding linear block codes. Suppose the message u = u  • • • uK is
encoded into the codeword x = x l • • • xn„ which is then sent through the
channel. Because of channel noise, the received vector y = y l • • • yN,
yn E {0, 1) may be different from x. Let's define the error vector

	

e = y ® x = (el ... en)	 (5.4-6)

The decoder (Fig. 5-17) must decide from y which message u or which
codeword x was transmitted. Since x = y ® e, it's enough if the decoder finds
e. The decoder can never be certain what e was. Its strategy therefore will be
to choose the most likely error vector e, given that y was received. Provided
the codewords are all equally likely, this strategy is optimum in the sense that
it minimizes the probability of the decoder making a mistake, and is called
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maximum likelihood decoding. For many channels it can be shown that an
equivalent decoding scheme is simply to compare y with all 2 K codewords
and pick the closest in (Hamming) distance. It can be shown that a code with
minimum distance d can correct (d - 1)/2 errors. If d is even, the code can
simultaneously correct (d - 1)/2 errors and detect d12 errors. If more than d/2
errors occur, the received vector may or may not be closer to some other
codeword than to the correct one. If it is close to some other codeword, the
decoder will be fooled and will output the wrong codeword. This is called a
decoding error. When the receiver makes no attempt to correct errors, but just
tests the received vector to see if it is a codeword, this is called error detec-
tion.

It can be shown [5-141 that the maximum likelihood decoding of any
binary code transmitted over the Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) is equiva-
lent to minimum distance decoding. That is

UM = um if w(xm ® y) 5 w(xm , ® y) for all m' * m	 (5.4-7)

We now demonstrate a simpler table look-up technique for decoding systema-
tic linear codes on the BSC. Define the N  (N- K) matrix HT by

g1,K+1 ... g1,N

92, K+1 ... g2, N

HT	gK,K+I ' ' ' gK,N	 (5.4.8)

1 0 ...... 0

0 1 ...... 0

0 0 ...... 1

The matrix H is called the parity-check matrix. Any code vector multiplied by
HT yields the null O vector

xmHT = O	 (5.4-9)

Now consider post-multiplying any received vector y by HT . The resulting
(N- K)-dimensional binary vector is called the syndrome of the received
vector and is given by

s = y HT	 (5.4-10)
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The optimum decoding procedure is outlined below.

Step 1 — Initially prior to decoding, for each of the 2N-K possible syn-
dromes s, store the corresponding minimum weight vector a satis-
fying (5.4-11), below. A table of 2N-K N-bit entries will result.

eHT = s	 (5.4-11)

Step 2 — From the N-dimensional received vector y, generate the (N- K)-
dimensional syndrome s by the linear operation (5.4-10); this
requires an N-stage register and N- K modulo-2 adders.

Step 3 — Do a table look-up in the table of Step 0 to obtain e = e corre-
sponding to the syndrome s found from Step 2.

Step 4 — Obtain the most likely code vector by the operation x m = y ® e.
The first symbols are the data symbols.

Denote the minimum Hamming distance among all pairs of codewords by
d/zi,,. For the maximum likelihood decoder on the BSC outlined above, any
number of errors in a given block that is less than d„ i,,12 will be corrected.

5.4.2.3 Examples of linear block codes. Many linear block codes have been
devised. In what follows we consider two particular block codes that have
recently been employed for the deep-space channel—Golay and Reed-Solomon
codes.

The reader interested in block codes and the algebraic theory behind block
codes may wish to consult [5-211 through [5-29] as a supplement to the
general coding references cited earlier.

5.4.2.3.1 Golay codes. Two linear block codes, the Golay (23, 12) and
(24, 12) codes, have minimum distances equal to 7 and 8 respectively. The
Golay (23, 12) is called a perfect code and Golay (24, 12) a quasi-perfect
code. The Golay (24, 12) code is used more often than (23, 12) for various
reasons including its slightly better performance on the AWGN channel. The
Golay (24, 12) code is capable of correcting all patterns of three or fewer bit
errors. It is known that the parity-check matrix of the (24, 12) Golay code
may be written as

H = [I IA]	 (5.4-12)
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where I is the 12 X 12 identity matrix and

1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1

A =
	 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1

1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

(5.4-13)

The Golay codes are among the few linear codes for which all the code vector
weights are known. These are summarized in Table 5-2.

On the BSC, for the (24, 12) code, minimum distance decoding always
corrects 3 or fewer errors and corrects one-sixth of the weight 4 error vectors.
On the other hand, error vectors of weight 5 or more are never corrected.
Similarly for the (23, 12) code, all error vectors of weight 3 or less, and only
these, are corrected.

Table 5-2. Weight of code vectors in Golay codes

Number of code vectors of weight w, NW
Weight, w

(23, 12) code	 (24, 12) code

0 1 1
7 253 0
8 506 759

11 1288 0
12 1288 2576
15 506 0
16 253 759
23 1 0
24 0 1

Total	 4096 4096
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The performance of the Golay (24, 12) code on the AWGN channel is
shown in Fig. 5-19.

5.4.2.3.2 Reed-Solomon codes. The Reed-Solomon (RS) codes are a particu-
larly interesting class of linear block codes. The block length N of a Reed-
Solomon code is q - 1, with q being the alphabet size of the symbols. It can
be seen that these codes are useful only for large alphabet sizes. RS codes
with K information symbols and block length N have a minimum distance,
d,,nu,, = N- K + 1. This code has been used effectively in a concatenation code
scheme (see Section (5.4.4)), where the symbols in the Reed-Solomon code
are codewords in a smaller, embedded code. The error probability is an expo-
nentially decreasing function of the block length, and the decoding complex-
ity is proportional to a small power of the block length. Reed-Solomon codes
can be used directly on a channel with a small input alphabet by representing
each letter in a codeword by a sequence of channel letters. Such a technique
is useful on channels where the errors are clustered, since the decoder opera-
tion depends only on the number of sequences of channel outputs that
contain errors.

Using symbols with q = 2J for some J, the block length is N= 2J - 1. For
an arbitrarily chosen odd minimum distance d, the number of information

,6
0	 2	 4	 6	 S	 10

BIT SIGNAL ENERGY-TO-NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY, E b/N O. dB

Fig.5-19. Block error probability for Golay (24,12) coded signals on the AWGN channel
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symbols is K = N - d + 1 and any combination of (d - 1)/2 = (N - K)/2 errors
can be corrected. If we represent each letter in a codeword by J binary digits,
then we can obtain a binary code with KJ information bits and block length
NJ bits. Any noise sequence that alters at most (N- K)12 of these J length
sequences can be corrected, and thus the code has a burst correcting capabil-
ity of J [(IV - K)12 - 1) + 1, along with the capability of correcting many com-
binations of multiple shorter bursts. Therefore Reed-Solomon codes are very
appropriate on burst noisy channels such as a channel consisting of a convolu-
tional encoder-AWGN channel-Viterbi decoder. Reed-Solomon codes will be
discussed further in Section 5.4.4.

5.4.3 Convolutional Codes

A constraint length K, code rate r = bin (bits/symbol) convolutional
encoder is a linear finite-state machine consisting of a bK-stage shift register
and n linear algebraic function generators (Fig. 5-20). The input data, which is
usually binary, is shifted at a bit rate of 1/Tb along the register b bits at a
time. The output symbol rate is equal to 1/Ts = ( rTb)-1 . In comparison to
block codes, convolutional codes encode the input data bits continuously
rather than in blocks. The convolutional encoder implementation is simpler
and thus less costly and more reliable for spacecraft operation than a block
encoder. A (b, n) linear block code can be regarded as a special case of a
convolutional code with K = 1.

STAGE 1 ---,	 r--- STAGE 2	 r— STAGE bK

BINARY DATA INPUT
SHIFT REGISTER

b BITS AT A TIME

ADDER 1 Y2Y • b •	 n YMODULO 2 ADDERS

CONVOLUTIONALLY ENCODED
BINARY SYMBOL OUTPUT

COMMUTATOR

Fig. 5-20. Constraint length K, code rate b/n convolutional encoder
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CODE GENERATOR

g 1 = 111
g2 = 101

x k1` xk2
\	 (0, 0), 11, 1), 10, 1) (0, 1)

PARITY BITS

0100

The particular code structure depends on the manner in which the adders
are connected to the shift register. These connections are denoted by a set of
vectors

gi = (9z1, g=z, ... , gjbK ) ,	 i = 1, 2, ... , n	 (5.4-14)

where gii = 1 denotes a connection between the j th stage of the shift register
and the ith adder, and gii = 0 denotes the absence of a connection. The
complete set of g i and the parameter b define the code. Figure 5-21 demon-
strates the meaning of gI.

If the data bits are sent as part of the output, the code is termed "sys-
tematic." Otherwise, it is "nonsystematic." Thus, a systematic code is one
which for some 1 < i < n and 0 < m < K - b (usually i = 1 and m = 0)

1;j=1,2,...,b

8 t m+/ _

	

	 (5.4-15)
0; otherwise

Systematic codes have the advantage of the simple quick-look property.
That is, since the data is present explicitly in the symbol stream, it can be
examined without decoding.

0111

Fig. 5-21. Nonsystematic convolutional encoder with K = 3, r =1/2; the code generator
denotes the top positions
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Some of the code structures are transparent to code inversion—that is, if
the signs of the input bits are reversed, the coded output bit sequence is
simply inverted. Thus, if the numbers of "ones" or weights of all g i's are odd,
then the code is transparent to a sign inversion. That is, the decoded output
bit stream has the same sign ambiguity as the input. This transparency is
valuable if biphase-modulated PSK is used with its ensuing sign ambiguity, for
it permits decoding prior to ambiguity removal.

In deep-space telecommunication, data-derived symbol synchronization,
rather than a separate synchronization channel, is used. Inverting alternate
symbols of a convolutional encoder output provides sufficient density of
symbol transitions to guarantee adequate symbol synchronizer performance, a
guarantee otherwise lacking. Although alternate symbol inversion may increase
or decrease the average transition density, depending on the data source
model, it does limit the number of contiguous symbols without transition for
a particular class of convolutional codes, independent of the data source
model. Further, this limit is sufficiently small to guarantee acceptable symbol
synchronizer performance for typical applications. Subsequent inversion of
alternate detected symbols permits proper decoding. In Fig. 5-22, two NASA
Planetary Standard constraint length 7, convolutional codes with code rates
1/2 and 113 and symbol inverters are shown. The maximum number of contig-
uous symbols without transition for the 1/2 and 1/3 code-rates of the con-
volutional codes of Fig. 5-23 are 14 and 12, respectively.

Before turning to the subject of decoding convolutional codes, we call
[5-2] , [5-3] , and [5-30] through [5-32] to the reader's attention. These
references, along with the general coding references cited earlier, are a repre-
sentative cross section of the literature on the subject of convolutional codes.

5.4.3.1 Viterbi decoding of convolutional codes. In this subsection we con-
sider the performance of Viterbi decoders, including the effect of noisy carrier
reference. For discussions on the design of Viterbi decoders, the reader should
consult Appendix A and [5-33] and (5-341.

The Viterbi Algorithm decoder of the Standard NASA K = 7, r = 1/2 con-
volutional codes with 8-level (3-bit) quantization is called the Maximum Like-
lihood Convolutional Decoder (MCD). For the MCD the probability of bit
error baseline (that is, with perfect carrier reference) has been determined by
simulation. If f(•) denotes the probability of bit error, then, according to
[5-52] and [5-53]
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Fig. 5-22. Constraint length K = 7, code rate 112, NASA standard convolutional code
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Fig. 5-23. Constraint length K = 7, code rate 1/3, NASA standard

convolutional code

where ao = 4.4514 and a l = 5.7230. For perfect carrier reference, i.e., the base-
line case, we have x2 = EblN,. This model has been compared with two sets
of experimental data and shown to yield excellent agreement, as illustrated in
Fig. 5-24.

A modification to the use of this model for computing bit error probability
performance over channels with carrier tracking was suggested in [5-53] .
Basically this modification accounts for the effect of symbol stream inversion
when the absolute value of the carrier tracking phase-locked loop phase error
is between 7r/2 and 7r. Since in a biphase suppressed carrier system with
perfectly resolved ambiguity this cannot occur [see (5.6-23)] , then the above
modification is unnecessary.

The effect of carrier phase jitter on the Viterbi decoding of convolutionally
encoded data can be found [5-34] as
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f0

7r/2 Eb	

f/'T2

	E
Pb = 2	 f N cost o)p($) dO + 2 	 1 - f ^N cos2 p(0) dO

0 	 0

(5.4-17)

where p(0) is a one-way or two-way carrier phase error density function. For
one-way tracking we can use a model for the pdf of phase error in (5.3-18),
with loop SNR

P
P	 N B	

(5.4-18)
No L 

I,

for PLL preceded by a bandpass limiter (see Chapter 3). In (5.4-18), P,, is the
carrier power, BL is the noise loop bandwidth and r is the performance factor
of a bandpass limiter (see Chapter 3). The loop SNR can easily be related to
carrier margin. This relation depends on loop noise bandwidth at threshold
BLO . The relation between p and the carrier margin is shown in Fig. 5-25. The
effect of a noisy reference on Pb is shown in Fig. 5-26.
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Fig. 5-25. Relation between loop SNR and carrier margin
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Radio loss for a given bit error rate Pb is defined as the excess of E6 /No
required under noisy reference to achieve the same Pb as under perfect refer-
ence; i.e., given Pb , let (Eb lNo) 1 satisfy

E
Pb = f N	 (5.4-19)

0 1

and (Eb /NO )2 satisfy

E`
Pb = f N 1 cost	(5.4-20)

oz

where the average is over (P and is given by (5.4-17). Then

radio loss in dB = \
N - (TO_)I

5.4 21)
0 / 2 

For a given Pb , the radio loss curves are shown in Fig. 5-27. Radio loss will be
further discussed in Section 5.5.1.

For two-way tracking we can use a model for phase error in (5.3-29), with

P.
Pi	 N B I; i

= 1, 2	 (5.4-22)
0. L..

I	 t

The index i = 1 indicates the uplink and i = 2 indicates the downlink. Using
p(0) given by (5.3-29) and (5.4-22) in (5.4-17) we can get the effect of
two-way carrier tracking on Pb . The performance of the system when two-way
carrier , tracking is used for various link conditions is given in Figs. 5-28
through 5-37.

5.4.3.2 Sequential decoding of convolutional codes. In this subsection we con-
sider the performance of sequential decoders for convolutional codes, includ-
ing the effect of a noisy carrier reference. For more details on the perfor-
mance of sequential decoders, the reader should consult [5-35] through
[5-381. For discussions on the design of sequential decoders, the reader
should consult Appendix B, [5-21, and [5-39] .

From a performance point of view there are two types of decoding failure.
The first, called an undetected error, occurs when the decoder accepts a
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number of wrong hypotheses and moves ahead anyway. The probability asso-
ciated with this event is called the undetected error probability or the bit
error probability. The second, called a buffer overflow, occurs when the num-
ber of computations permitted per frame 4 is exceeded. In this case, the frame
cannot be decoded, and is considered an erased or deleted frame. The fre-
quency with which this event happens is called the frame deletion probability
or frame erasure probability. At this point, the decoder is forced into a
resynchronization mode, and until the decoder is again decoding normally,
uncorrected data are delivered to the user, containing the original channel
errors.

Currently, for the Deep Space Network (DSN), decoding is possible for
either of the two encoding implementation configurations shown in Figs. 5-38
and 5-39.

The convolutional codes, which are sequentially decoded, typically have a
large enough constraint length so that the undetected error probability of the
decoder is negligible compared to the probability that a block cannot be
successfully decoded in the time allowed. Thus the limiting factor for sequen-
tial decoding is the probability that large amounts of computation are
required to decode a frame of the code, rather than the probability of error.
Thus, in this part we only consider the effects of noisy carrier reference on
deletion probability, although the results can easily be extended to undetected
error probability with the same procedure that is going to be used for deter-
mining deletion probability.

5.4.3.2.1 Sequential decoding with noisy carrier reference: high-rate model.
Before going to the derivation of the effect of a noisy carrier on deletion
(erasure) probability, we should note two facts. The first fact is that whenever
the number of computations needed to decode a code frame is large, its
distribution is dominated by single long computations, representing decoder
penetration from node level j - l to j, for some j, 1. The second fact is that
whenever the number of computations is small, the distribution function
represents the sum of many small computations.

Now, for high-data-rate systems, if the ratio S = R/2 BL is very large, where
BL is the phase-locked loop bandwidth and R is the data symbol rate, then it
is reasonable to assume that the phase error 0 is essentially constant over a
frame of data. Thus, in this situation we can average the deletion probability
curves conditioned on bit SNR (which depends on phase error 0) over the
distribution of the phase error, to derive an estimate of decoding performance

4 The encoder is.set to a known state at the beginning of each L bits of data. Each L -bit
block of data constitutes a frame.
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with noisy reference. The pseudo-theoretical distribution of decoding compu-
tations, which results from treating phase error as constant over an entire
frame by averaging the perfect-reference computation distribution over the
phase error distribution, has thus two levels of validity: it is an accurate
estimate of the low probability, long computation events, which correspond to
erasures in a typical system; and it represents an upper bound to the degrada-
tion due to phase error for the sums of several short searches, which occur
with higher probability and which seldom represent erasures. To obtain
numerical results, the baseline deletion probability curves should be approxi-
mated by a function of bit SNR = E,,INo and an average number of computa-
tions per bit N (if we fix the decoder speed µ, which is the number of
computations per branch, and the buffer size B branches, we should get NL =
p^ The chosen approximating function [5-35 and 5-36] is

1	 2

	

P f deletion ISNR } = exp 
E 

E A,,(SNR) 1 (ln N)'	 (5.4-23)
i=-1 i=0

The coefficients A te were determined by a two=dimensional, least-square poly-
nomial fit. The coefficients depend on frame length L. The coefficients A Z, are
given in Table 5-3 for frames where L = 192 bits, used in Pioneer spacecraft,
and in Table 5-4 for frames where L = 1152 bits, used in Project Helios. This
function for frame length L = 1152 bits is shown in Fig. 5-40. Therefore, using

Table 5-3. Coefficients A ii for L = 192

j	 -1	 0	 1

0	 -4.48	 5.81	 -0.329
1	 4.91	 -5.01	 0.806
2	 -1.25	 0.995	 -0.685

Table 5-4. Coefficients A ii for L = 1152

j	 -1	 0

0	 2.397	 8.824	 -0.9887

1	 -0.5331	 -6.788	 1.569

2	 0.02303	 0.8848	 -0.8543
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an approximated function (5.4-23), we can find the probability deletion (given
1, µ and B) as

P{deletion) = EP  deletion 
EbN cost 0 p(0) dO	 (5.4-24)

 o

where P {deletion I (Eb lNo) cost 4)) is given by (5.4-23), replacing SNR = EblNo
with SNR = (EblNo) cost 0, and p(0) is the probability density function of
the phase error 0 in a phase-locked loop [5-3] (see also Chapter 3), as given in
(5.4-18). Finally, note that evaluation of decoding performance from the
high-data-rate models always can serve as an upper bound on decoding perfor-
mance even if the phase error 0 is not constant during the entire frame.

5.4.3.2.2 Sequential decoding with noisy carrier reference: low-rate model. If
the ratio

S= 2 B	
1T	 (5.4-25)

L 
2 B 

L b

is small, we can assume that the phase error is independent from bit to bit
and can compute the expected loss in signal amplitude into the decoder by
averaging over the distribution of 0. Therefore [5-371, approximating

P

T 	 cos 0(t) dt = 1 - 2 (5.4-26)
m 

where Tm is the integration time and x is defined as

1 fo
x = T m 02 (t) dt	 (5.4-27)

m

we get effective bit SNR (Eb/No)e ff as

2

No)	 No J (1 2 ) 
p(x) dx	 (5.4-28)

eff	 ^

where p(x) is the probability density function of x. Noting that the auto-
correlation function of phase error O(t) is approximately

R"(T) ^_ v2 exp (-4 BL 1TI)	 (5.4-29)
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it can then be shown [5-36] and [5-38] that p(x) is approximately

p(x)_	 ! exp ( 2ab) px exp (- apx - 
px 

l ; 0 < x	 (5.4-30)

where

a = B4) Cl+ 1+B(S)J

b = a- I+41
(5.4-31)

1

S=2Bi m

B(S) =	 1

5-AL 
C

1-exp(S)]

for the low-rate model. Where 0 is independent from bit to bit, clearly the
integration time is equal to bit time Tb , i.e.,

	

TM = Tb	 (5.4-32)

Now, if we replace (Eb/N° )e ff of (5.4-28) with the bit SNR in (5.4-23) we
get the deletion probability of sequential decoding for the low-rate model.

5.4.3.2.3 Sequential decoding with noisy carrier reference: medium-rate
model. For medium data rates between 10 to 1000 bps an approach has been
suggested for obtaining the effect of noisy carrier reference on sequential
decoding [5-36] as

P{deletion} = f P deletionlSNR = N (1 - 2I	 p(x) + J p(x) A
,J o 

2	

°	 /2

	
dx
	 2

(5.4-33)

where P{deletionjSNR} is given by (5.4-23) and p(x) is given by (5.4-30).
Here, integration time Tm is not Tb and should be chosen appropriately. It
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has been argued that Tm for rate l/n convolutional codes should be approxi-
mated by

TM = 2 C1 - ^ 1092 I 1 + ^)

J
 T1,	 (5.4-34)

Effects of noisy carrier reference on deletion probability as a function of
the total power-to-noise spectral density (PINQ) are shown in Figs. 5-41
through 5-44 using (5.4-24) and appropriate data-rate models. We note that

.c	 cv	 to	 3b	 44
P/N 0, dB

Fig. 5-41. Modeled deletion probability for Helios, MI = 42 deg
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this method for the medium-rate model can also be used for Viterbi decoding
if the integration time Tm is properly redefined.

5.4.4 Reed-Solomon/Viterbi Concatenated Coding

This subsection discusses a particular concatenated coding scheme of impor-
tance for deep-space communication. It is the Reed-Solomon/Viterbi concate-
nated code, consisting of a Reed-Solomon outer code and a convolutional
inner code (which is Viterbi decoded). The reader may wish to consult [5-40]
for the theory of concatenated coding and [5-41] through [5-46] for more
information on the Reed-Solomon/Viterbi concatenated code.
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Fig. 5-44. Modeled deletion probability for Pioneer 10, 11, MI = 65.9 deg

A block diagram of the concatenated coding system is given in Fig. 5-45.
The binary input data sequence is divided into J bit sequences to form sym-
bols over a 2 1=ary alphabet. The Reed-Solomon (RS) code then encodes the
symbols such that any combination of E or fewer symbol errors per RS word
(2J - 1 symbols per word) can be corrected. A very simple block diagram of a
Reed-Solomon (RS) block coder is shown in Fig. 5-46.
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DATA
SOURCE	 REED SOLOMON	 SVMBOLCONVOLVTIONAL

OUTER	 INTERLEAVING	 INNER	 MODULATOR
ENCODER	 BUFFER	 ENCODER

DECODED
DATA	 SYMBOL	 VITERBIREED$OLOMON	

DEINTE RLEAVING	 INNER	 DEMODULATORDECODER	
BUFFER	 DECODER

Fig. 5-45. Concatenated coding system block diagram

CHANNEL

INPUT	 REED-SOLOMON
ENCODER

INFORMATION
SYMBOLS

OUTPUT

2- - (1 + 2 E) --►J [-4- 2E --V^
INFORMATION	 PARITY
SYMBOLS	 SYMBOLS

CODEWORD SIZE = 2 1 - 1

Fig. 5-46. Reed-Solomon encoder input-output relations

The RS code is nonbinary. An RS symbol consists of a sequence of J bits
so that there are 2 J possible RS symbols. All coding and decoding operations
involve RS symbols, not individual bits.

K = 2J - (1 + 2E)	 (5.4-35)

information symbols (or J[2 J - (1 +2E)) information bits) from some data
source enter the RS coder to the left. The result of coding operations is a
codeword of length

N = 2j - 1	 (5.4-36)

symbols, of which the first 2 J - (1 + 2E) are the same symbols as those
entering to the left. This makes the code systematic. The remainder of the
codeword is filled in with 2E parity symbols. An RS symbol is in error if any
of the J bits making up the symbol are in error. E represents the number of
correctable RS symbol errors in an RS codeword. That is, if E or less RS
symbols are in error in any way, the decoder will be capable of correcting
them.
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We put attention on the specific system with J = 8, E = 16. The basic
codeword structure of this specific codeword with J = 8, E = 16, is given in
Fig. 5-47. Note that the overhead associated with the parity symbols is only
around 15 percent. If desired, a "quick look" at the data (information bits)
would still be possible since the code is systematic. Typically, the inner con-
volutional code corrects enough errors so that a high-code-rate outer code can
reduce the error probability to the desired level.

The interleaving buffers are required because the inner Viterbi decoder
errors tend to occur in bursts, which occasionally are as long as several con-
straint lengths. Without interleaving, Viterbi decoder burst error events would
tend to occur within one RS codeword. That one codeword would have to
correct all of these errors. Thus over a period of time there would be a
tendency for some codewords to have "too many" errors to correct (i.e., greater
than 16).

Figure 5-48 [5-41] illustrates two interleaver methods with an encoder
code array of I RS codewords (for I levels of interleaving). The figure gives
the sequence for reading and writing symbols from interleavers represented by
the code array. Interleaver B has the advantage that all of the data symbols of
the code array do not have to be stored before the symbols can be trans-
mitted to the convolutional encoder. However, when an RS word error is
made, it will, in general, cause more source block errors than interleaver A.
The purpose of interleaving and de-interleaving is to make the RS symbol
errors, at the input of the RS decoder, independent of each other and to
distribute the RS symbol errors uniformly; in other words, to distribute the

CODE WORD SIZE = 2040 BITS
iF

r—	
1784 1 = 8 n 2231 INFORMATION BITS	 .^ 	256 PARITY BITS

	

I	 I

I

— j8 BITS {F—

	

I	

IL

RS 1	RS,	 RS3	 RS
222 R8223)	 RS224	 •	 •	 •	 •	 R5255 )

223 RS INFORMATION SYMBOLS
	

32 RS PARITY SYMBOLS

Fig. 5-47. Reed-Solomon codeword structure, J = 8, E = 16
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2 j - 1 - 2E	 2E
INFORMATION	 CHECK
SYMBOLS	 SYMBOLS

t I+t •	 •	 •

2 I+2 •	 •	 •

•

•

I 2I •	 •	 •

I
RS WORD

INTERLEAVER A

WRITE SYMBOLS INTO LOCATIONS 	 1,1+ 1, 2I+
2,I+2,...,I(2^-1)

READ SYMBOLS FROM LOCATIONS	 1, 2, 3, ..., V2  - 1

INTERLEAVER B
WRITE SYMBOLS INTO LOCATIONS 	 1, 2, 3,...,I1 21 - 11
READ SYMBOLS FROM LOCATIONS 	 1, I + 1, 2I + 1, •.• , 2, I+ 2, ... , V2  - 11

Fig. 5-48. Encoder code array representation of interleaving methods

burst errors out of the Viterbi decoder among several codewords. The perfor-
mance of the RS decoder is severely degraded by highly correlated errors
among several successive symbols.

The level of interleaving I corresponds to the number of RS codewords
involved in the interleaving and de-interleaving operation. Interleaving and
de-interleaving operations over a channel can be explained simply by consider-
ing two I X 2J - 1 matrices, one at the input of the channel and one at the
output (see Fig. 5-48). For interleaving, put the codeword with length 2J - 1
in rows 1, 2, • • • , I of the matrix, then transmit the symbols of columns 1,
2, • • -, 2 J - 1 through the channel. For de-interleaving, do the reverse opera-
tion. For the Reed-Solomon code (255, 223), simulation results have shown
that the interleaving level of I= 16 is adequate for making the RS symbol
errors independent of each other. Thus, henceforth we can assume that the
interleaving, convolutional code, AWGN channel, Viterbi decoder, and
de-interleaving in tandem create an equivalent 2 ,1 ary Discrete Memoryless
Channel (DMC) with transition error probability 7r.

In decoding the RS codewords, essentially three events may happen. The
first event happens if there are E or less RS symbol errors in a codeword. In
this case the decoder successfully corrects the errors and outputs the correct
information block. The second event happens if the number of RS symbol
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errors in a codeword are more than E but the corrupted codeword is not close to
any other codeword within the distance of E symbols. In this case the RS
decoder fails to decode and outputs the first Y - 1 - 2E undecoded informa-
tion symbols that may contain symbol errors. The third event happens if the
number of RS symbol errors in a codeword is more than E, and the corrupted
codeword is closer to some other codeword within the distance of E symbols.
In this case the decoder is fooled, decodes incorrectly, and outputs a wrong
information block. In other words, it claims the decoded block as a correct
one and by doing this it may add up to E more symbol errors to the decoded.
output. Fortunately for most of the RS codes of interest with large alphabet
size, in particular for the (255, 223) RS code, the probability that the third
event happens is very small [5-471. This probability has very little effect on
the error probability performance of an RS code in the range of interest. In
[5-47] it has been shown that the probability of the third event, i.e., an incor-
rect decoding event, is less than 10-13 . Therefore, for the practical range of
interest in error probability performance, it almost surely can be assumed that
only the first and second events happen.

5.4.4.1 Error performance.

(1) RS codeword error probability:

Denote the word error probability for an (N, K) RS code by P ,(N, E).
An RS codeword is in error when there are more than E channel
symbol errors in a received codeword y. Therefore, we should consider
all combinations of j symbol errors within the 21 - 1 symbol, for all
j >E.

The RS codeword error probability is (see also [5-41])

N

P (N, E) = P(zm 0 xm) =E (N) 
7rj(1 - 7r) N-j	 (5.4-37)

j=E+1

where 7r is the RS decoder input symbol error probability; i.e., 7r is
the probability for one or more bit errors occurring in a string of J
consecutive bits. For the experimentally determined statistics of Tr with
a non-noisy carrier reference, the resulting RS word error probability is
shown in Fig. 5 -49.

(2) RS information-block error probability:

Note that if a codeword is in error it is not necessary that the corre-
sponding information block be in error. This error probability is impor-
tant for source coding (data compression). Denote the information-
block error probability by PI. Based on our assumptions, we should
subtract the probability of all possible patterns of symbol errors that
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Fig. 5-49. Concatenated Reed-Solomon/Viterbi decoder performance curves

happen only in parity check symbols, from PW . This implies that the
information block is still correct. Thus, we have

N
PI = P(um =k- um ) _	

(N) 7r
i (1 - 7r)N-j

j=E+1

2E

-

	 (

2E) 'j(1 - ^)N-j
1

	

j=E+1 	 (5.4-38)
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Obviously, in the practical range of error probability, the last term can
be ignored and we have approximately,

PI - P (N, E)	 (5.4-39)

(3) RS symbol error probability (out of the RS decoder):

Denote the RS symbol error probability by Ps . When the RS decoder
fails to decode, the symbol error pattern is exactly the same at the
input and output of the RS decoder. Now, in order that an output RS
symbol at, say, position k, k = 1, 2, • • • , 2 J - 1 - 2E be in error, the
input RS symbol at the same position . k should be in error. In addi-
tion, there should be E or greater input RS symbol errors in the
remaining N - 1 symbols of the received codewords out of the Viterbi
decoder, i.e., other than at the position k. The probability that the
input RS symbol at position k be in error is zr. The probability that
there will be E or more input RS symbol errors in the remaining
positions, i.e., N - 1 places of received codeword, is

N-1
P (N- 1, E- 1) _ E (N- 1) 7r j(1 - ^) N- i-j (5.4 40)

j =E 1

Thus

P = ^r P (N - 1, E - 1)	 (5.4-41)

(4) RS bit error probability:

Denote the RS bit error rate by Pb (RS). In order that a bit at, say,
position m, m = 1, 2, - • • , J within the RS output symbol at, say,
position k, k = 1, 2, • • • , 2 J - 1 - 2E be in error, the bit at the posi-
tion m within the input RS symbol at position k of an uncoded code-
word should be in error and there should be E or more RS symbol
errors in the received codeword out of the Viterbi decoder in m other
positions than k. But the probability that a bit would be in error in an
undecoded RS codeword is the bit error rate of the Viterbi decoder
denoted by Pb (Viterbi). The probability that there are E or more RS
symbol errors in an undecoded codeword in positions other than k is
given by (5.440). Thus, the RS bit error probability is [5-47]

Pb(RS) = Pb(Viterbi) P(N - 1, E - 1)	 (5.4-42)
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5.4.4.2 A functional model for the RS decoder input -symbol error probability.
Based on simulation results of Linkabit for 7r given in [5-42] and using a least-
squares curve fit, we proposed a simple model for 7r as

exp (ao - 01 N
o	 N	 ao;

E	 o	 al

1-2-J ;	 0< 7- Sao
o	 R1

where go = 4.9551, 01 = 5.2275 and Eb/No is the bit SNR of the Viterbi
channel (inner code). Figure 5-50 shows the baseline symbol error probability
7r for the (255, 223) RS code vs Eb lNO of the Viterbi channel.

Based on our functional model for rr, Pb (RS), Ps , and Pw are shown in Fig.
5-51 for concatenated coding with the (255, 223) RS code and the (7, 1/2)
convolutional code, versus the Eb lNo of the concatenated channel. Note that
the code rate of the RS code is

RS code rate = 2	 1 2E = N	 (5.4-44)
2, 1 

BIT SNR (INNER CODE), d8

Fig. 5-50. Symbol error probability ar for (255, 223) Reed-Solomon code vs bit SNR of
the Viterbi inner code
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S.4.4.3 Effects of phase jitter. If the data rate is large enough compared with
the PLL loop bandwidth so that the phase error does not vary significantly
during the Viterbi decoder error bursts, then the phase error can be assumed
to be constant during one RS symbol. In addition, since we have I = 16 level
of interleaving, the phase errors affect RS input symbols approximately inde-
pendently. Noting the approach we have taken for derivation of P w , P, and
Pb(R,S), we have

N

P = E JP (^1 , ^2, ... , On,) t _	 (iN) (0)l (1 - rr (0))N-1 (5.4-45)
j=E+7

tV"-1	 1
Pb = Pb Viterbil ^) 37(N1

i=E	

1 I rr(^)^ (1 - ^r(^))^'_1_i	 (5.4-46)
/

J rr N(Eb  cos t 0) p(0) do	 (5.4-47)
7T	 No /

p(0) is the probability density function of the phase jitter given by (5.4-18),
and rr(•) is given by (5.4-43), replacing Eb /No with (Eb /No) cos t ^. rr(^) is
shown in Fig. 5-52 for various values of loop SNR p. The effect of a noisy
carrier reference on the Reed-Solomon/Viterbi bit error rate performance
given by (5.4-46) is shown in Fig. 5-53. Note that in (5.4-46) Pb (Viterbi l 0)
can be computed from (5.4-17). For the effect of a noisy carrier reference on
RS/Viterbi, we also recommend [5-46] to the interested reader. The effect of
node synchronization loss of the Viterbi decoder on RS bit error probability
is discussed in [5-47] .

5.4.4.4 Effects of slow fading on the RS/Viterbi decoder performance. The
RF telemetry signal can be expressed as

s(t) = \/-2-A sin (coo t + m(t))	 (5.4-48)

where m(t) contains the telemetry information that can be a subcarrier,
phase-modulated with a binary data stream. Now if this signal is passed
through a fading channel, at the output we have

r(t) = ^Ta(t) sin (coo t + m(t) + B(t)) + n(t) 	 (5.4-49)

and

where
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Fig. 5-52. Effects of noisy carrier reference on symbol error probability ar

where a(t) is a random amplitude process and 0(t) is a random phase process.
If a(t) and 0(t) change slowly with time, and the spectral bandwidths of a(t)
and 0(t) are narrow with respect to the average loop bandwidth of the
receiver PLL, then 0(t), together with the carrier phase, will be tracked.

Here we consider a slowly varying fading channel with perfect tracking. We
can have Rayleigh, Rician, or Lognormal channels. Consider first the Rician
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channel, since it is Rayleigh with an added specular component. If we pass a
transmitted signal (5.4-48) through a Rician channel we get

r(t) = -\/-2A sin (wo t + m(t)) + NF2 nC(t) cos (coo t + m(t))

+ -\/-25n(t) sin (cwa t + m(t)) + n(t)	 (5.4-50)

where n, and ns are zero mean Gaussian random processes, each with variance
92 . Then the received signal amplitude a(t) has the Rician probability density
function.

a 
exp 

(a 2 +A 
2)) 0I	 a>0

U2	 2 a2	 a2 )
p(a) =	 (5.4-51)

0 ;	 otherwise

Define

o
y2	

A2
 =	 (5.4-52)

2 a2

as the ratio of the specular power to the fading power. Suppose the received
power is P where

P = A 2 + 2 02	 (5.4-53)

Let's normalize a(t) as

Y(t) = a	 (5.4-54)

Then

2y(1 + y2 ) exp [-(1 + y2) y2 - y2 ] Io [2 y2 (1 + y2 )] ; Y 0

P(Y)
0;	 otherwise

(5.4-55)

with

Y2 = 1	 (5.4-56)
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For a Rayleigh channel, we don't have a specular component, which means
A = 0 or y2 = 0; then the pdf for y is

2y exp (-y2); y > 0
P(Y) _	 (5.4-57)

0 ;	 otherwise

Figure 5-54 shows p(y), given in (5.455) and (5.4-57). For a Lognormal
channel the received signal amplitude is of the form

a(t) = A ex(')	 (5.4-58)

where x(t) is a Gaussian random process with variance ax and the pdf of
normalized a(t) as in (5.4-54) is

	

1	 (ln y + ax)2
exp -	 Y >0

y 27r a	 2 ax

P(Y) _	 (5.4-59)

0;	 otherwise

Therefore in all cases we can assume the received signal is

r(t) _ V^-Yy cos [swo t + m(t) + B(t)j + n(t)	 (5.4-60)

where the pdf of y is given by (5.4-55), (5.4-57), or (5.4-59).

If the signal amplitude changes very slowly in comparison to the bit rate, y
will remain constant over a large number of bits. On the other hand, E levels
of interleaving make y affect RS symbols independently. Therefore, we have

	

f

E
7T = rr y 	 7T (N

0 
y2

) p(Y ) dy	 (5.4-61)
0 

and

'E
,(Viterbi) = Pb(Viterbi l y2) = J f

(No
 y2 p(y) dy (5.4-62)

o

where f(•) is given by (5.4-16).
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Using these averages in (5.4-37), (5.4-4), and (5.4-42) we can get the per-
formance of a concatenated coded system in the presence of a slow fading
channel. The corresponding performance curves are shown in Figs. 5-55 and
5-56.

5.5 Telemetry System Losses
When the carrier phase, the subcarrier phase, and the symbol and word

timing references are all derived perfectly at the Deep Space Station (DSS),
the bit error probability, Pb , is a well-defined function of E INo . It is conve-
nient to denote that function as f(•).

E
Pb = f 

N 
no system losses	 (5.5-1)

0

where f(•) is the system's bit error probability as a function of bit SNR in the
case of perfect carrier tracking. Of course, f(•) will depend on the particular
modulation, coding, and decoding schemes used.

In general, the carrier phase, the subcarrier phase, and the symbol and
word timing references are not derived perfectly at the DSS. Under these
circumstances, it is necessary to define telemetry system loss 4 S as

E
Pb = 

f \N ??S)	 (5.5-2)
0

Or, equivalently,

f— 1(Pb)

El,

No

In the analysis of telemetry system loss, the assumption is generally made
that the total system loss is the product of four independent subsystem losses
[5-48] . This assumption allows the analysis to proceed with four separate,
tractable problems. Thus, with the subcarrier phase and the symbol and word
timing references assumed to be perfectly derived at the DSS, the telemetry
performance degradation resulting from imperfect carrier phase recovery deter-
mines radio loss or noisy reference loss 77RL . Subcarrier demodulation loss
??SDL and symbol (or bit) synchronization and detection loss ??8SDL are
similarly defined. Waveform distortion loss 77wDr is a transmitter/channel
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effect whereby the subcarrier is not a symmetric square-wave. Telemetry sys-
tem loss is conceptually defined as in (5.5-2) and (5.5-3), and these are useful
definitions if the loss is to be determined experimentally. However, for analy-
tical determinations of rls, the operational definition shall be

"S 7 '?RL '?SDL '?BSDL '?WDL	 (5.5-4)

General mathematical models for rIRL, %DL I TIBSDL, and 'gWDL are given in
the subsections to follow. An approach discussed in section 5.6.6 in connection
with suppressed carrier systems can also be applied here to obtain good approxi-
mate results for these losses. The carrier and subcarrier synchronization (sync)
are the principal source of performance degradation in deep space telecom-
munications. The further deterioration of performance, due to the lack of
perfect sync information such as symbol, word, and frame sync, is negligible
relative to the carrier and subcarrier sync in most applications.

5.5.1 Radio Loss

When only the carrier phase is imperfectly derived at the DSS, the telem-
etry bit error probability Pb(o) conditioned on the carrier phase tracking error
0 is

Pb = f No CT fo
T cos 0 dt

-
2 (5.5-5)

where T = detector integration time. 0(t) is a stochastic process whose proba-
bility density [5-10] (see also Chapter 3) is given in (5.3-18).

At this point, three cases must be distinguished: low data rate, high data
rate, and medium data rate. For coded communication systems, in order to
determine whether a high-, medium-, or low-data-rate model should be used,
one should consider the phase error dynamics (how fast it is changing) and
the time it takes to decode one bit. For our discussion here, the use of a data-
rate-to-carrier tracking-loop bandwidth ratio is sufficient to illustrate these three
cases.

5.5.1.1 Radio loss—low-data-rate case. If the data-rate-to-carrier tracking-loop
bandwidth is low enough that 4t) varies rapidly during time T, then the
following low-rate approximation is appropriate.

T

^° T

	

	 +a
J cos 0 dt =	 cos 0 p(0) d1	 (5.5-6)

o	 .	 7T
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From which it follows that

2

,?RL(LR)	 [I0(P)]	
(5.5-7)

5.5.1.2 Radio loss—high-data-rate case. If the data-rate-to-carrier tracking-loop
bandwidth ratio is high enough so that any resulting carrier phase error, 0(t),
changes slowly over the interval (0, T), then ^(t) can be assumed constant
over this interval. Hence,

1rT

	

T 
J cos 0 dt = cos ^	 (5.5-8)

0

The high-rate radio loss then becomes

t`1If

n E
f N cost P(0) dO

7r

	
(5.5-9)

No

5.5.1.3 Radio loss—medium-data-rate case. If neither the high-rate nor the low-
rate assumptions are appropriate, then the following interpolation scheme is
employed.

'?RL(MR)	 '?RL(HR) ac +'7RL(LR) 
(1 — a.)	 (5.5-10)

where [5-48]

	

a = 4 1 - -8 Cl - exp 
(s8/	

(5.5-11)L	 c /^

and

5^	 B 1 7	 (5.5-12)
L

Examples of high-, medium-, and low-data-rate radio losses as a function of
carrier loop SNR are plotted in Fig. 5-57 for the case of uncoded telemetry.
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The radio loss as a function of carrier loop SNR for the convolutionally coded
high-rate telemetry using a Viterbi decoder was plotted in Fig. 5-27.

5.5.2 Subcarrier Demodulation Loss
When only the subcarrier phase is imperfectly derived at the DSS the

telemetry bit error probability Pb (Osd conditioned on the subcarrier phase
tracking error 0s, is

^T
	 2

Pb ( Ŝ^)	 f No T J	 \1 	I0SQI) dt]	
(5.5-13)

	

0	 0

where T = detector integration time.

0sc (t) is a stochastic process whose probability density is [5-5]

^2

	

p(ose) =	 1 exp - 2
	 (5.5-14)

2IT02	2a2
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where

rr z
rSL 2ce

	

Q2 =	 (5.5-15)psc

1.2
0.877+0.2 

Eb

	N 	 ^--E--

	

°	 ^? b	 (5.5-16)Eb i.z 	 3(No )
a' = 0.769	 erf

1.0+0.2(No/

1+0.345p +50 p5
I'SL 

_	 sc	 sc	 (5.5-17)
0.862+0.690Pc+50ps

psc 
= SNR in the subcarrier loop bandwidth	 (5.5-18)

Again, three cases must be distinguished: low data rate, high data rate, and
medium data rate.

5.5.2.1 Subcarrier demodulation loss—low-data-rate case. If the data-rate-to-
subcarrier-tracking-loop bandwidth ratio is low enough that 0sc (t) varies
rapidly during time T, then the following low-rate approximation is appro-
priate.

TfT 
1 1-, 10" I

/ 
dt = +_ I 1 - ^ I0"I  P(0sc)dOw

 
(5.5-19)

From which it follows that

8 
2 l2

	

 1	 (5.5-20)

	

SDL(LR)	 1	 P/
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and

a^
0.09135 S SA + 52

1+3.37185 +52
SC	 SC

(5.5-24)

S =	 l
sc	

BLscT
(5.5-25)

5.5.2.2 Subcarrier demodulation loss—high-data-rate case. If the data-rate-to-
subcarrier-tracking-loop bandwidth ratio is high enough that any resulting sub-
carrier phase error is constant over the time interval (0, T), then

f (1 -

	

2-10 " 1) dt = 1 - ^ 10SC I	 (5.5-21)
0

The high-rate subcarrier demodulation loss then becomes

+°° E	 ll

	

f l 
J

f
[NO (1 -	 10S^ I) 2

J 
P (^sc) d OsciT

??SDL(HR)
	

E 
No

(5.5-22)

5.5.2.3 Subcarrier demodulation loss—medium-data-rate case. If neither the
high-rate nor the low-rate assumptions are appropriate, then the following
interpolation scheme is employed.

17SDL(MR)	 '7SDL(HR) asc + "SDL(LR) (1 — asc)

	
(5.5-23)

where

BLS, is the SDA loop bandwidth (one-sided). Subcarrier demodulation loss for
uncoded telemetry is plotted in Fig. 5-58 for several data rates.

5.5.3 Symbol or Bit Synchronization and Detection Loss

The symbol (for coded system) or bit (for uncoded) synchronization error
is defined in Fig. 5-59. Symbol synchronization and detection loss is the result
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of the SSA operating imperfectly. The problem of symbol sync deals with the
estimation of the time of arrival of the received data symbols. Symbol sync is
important, for it is necessary to maintain a high efficiency in the data detec-
tion process; inaccurate symbol sync directly reduces the probability of
making correct decisions. The symbol sync and detection loss is

+T

f-1 J	 ['b
(- I T flq(T) dT

T	 0
ri	 =

	
(5.5-26)

BSDL	 Eb
No

Assuming a 50% transition density, the function q(T) in (5.5-26) can be repre-
sented as

	

q(T) = 2 5(T) + 2 p(T); - T < T < + T	 (5.5-27)
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Fig. 5-59. Bit synchronization and detection loss

where 5( • ) is the Dirac-delta function and p(T) is the pdf of sync error and
approximately Gaussian; [5-49] gives standard deviations for p(T) for several
bit synchronizers.

The most common form of data-derived symbol sync is where the receiver
includes a device that extracts the sync directly from the information-bearing
signal. The principal advantage of extracting sync from the data-bearing signal
is that no additional power expenditure and frequency spectrum are required.
Thus, all the transmitter sideband power is available to the data and sync
signals simultaneously. Hence symbol sync and detection loss is generally very
small. In deep space telecommunications systems, it is usually less than
0.1 dB.

5.5.4 Waveform Distortion Loss

The predominant source of subcarrier waveform distortion loss is asym-
metry, illustrated in Fig. 5-60. The resulting loss is given by

20T 1z
^WDL = (1 - 7 se I	 (5.5-28)

sc

where T e is the subcarrier period and OTC is as defined in Fig. 5-60.

5.6 Noisy Reference Performance for Suppressed Carrier
Receivers

In Section 3.2 of Chapter 3, we considered the phase tracking performance
of various suppressed carrier synchronization loops corresponding to BPSK,
QPSK, and UQPSK modulations. The measure of performance used in each
case was the mean-square phase jitter caused by the presence of thermal noise
at the receiver front end. The purpose here is to tie together these mean-
square phase jitter results with their degrading effect on system error probabil-
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Fig. 5-60. Waveform distortion loss arising from subcarrier asymmetry
(Tsc = subcarrier period)

ity performance. For small values of mean-square phase jitter, simple-to-use
closed form formulas will be presented that allow quick evaluation of the
noisy reference loss (or radio loss) corresponding to each of the above modu-
lation techniques. Numerical evaluations corresponding to both uncoded and
convolutionally coded systems will be given as illustrative examples of the
application of the theory.

5.6.1 Bit Error Probability Performance of BPSK in the presence of
Carrier Sync Error (Phase Jitter)

In the absence of carrier sync error, the average bit error probability Pb is
well-known [5-3] to be given by

	

b = 2 erfcI
E

N 	(5.6-1)
0

where Eb /N0 °= CTb /N0 is the bit energy-to-noise ratio. Assuming that the
ratio of data-rate-to-carrier sync-loop bandwidth is large (the usual high-rate
assumption), then in the presence of carrier sync error we have

('7r
/2 	

Eb
Pb = J	 Pb(0) P(0) dO =

f 7r/2

	

 2 erfc 	 cos ¢ P(0) dO

	

zr/2	 7r/2	 0

(5.6-2)
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where

2 exp [(2a,)-2 cos 20]
I01 c —

	

27r Io [(2a0)-2 ]
	 2

0	 otherwise

is the Tikhonov probability density function for the phase error process 0.
Note that since the synchronization loop indeed tracks the 20 process defined
on (-7r, 7r), the standard Tikhonov density has been appropriately scaled so as
to apply to the 0 process. Also assumed is that the 180 0 phase ambiguity
caused by this division of the 20 process by a factor of two has been per-
fectly resolved either by a "magic genie" or more appropriately by differential
encoding of the input data." Finally, in (5.6-3) we have substituted for the
equivalent loop signal-to-noise ratio p r (which normally appears in the
Tikhonov density) an evaluation of that ratio based on linear theory, namely,

	

p l = (2a0)-2 =	
r 2	

(5.6-4)
4 a2

where a; is obtained from (3.4-26b), i.e., a; _ (PSis

It is important to note, at this point, that a 2 is a function of Eb/No
through (3.4-28) and (3.4-20) (here TS = Tb for uncoded BPSK). Thus, a plot
Of Pb versus Eb /No for constant a

'
, (as is commonly done for discrete carrier

loops) is unjustified in the suppressed carrier case. More will be said about this
later on.

For small a0 , we can make the following simplifications:

2

PW - 1 exp -
o

27r a;	 2a;

F

E
Pb

=2 
erfc

+2

Ideal performance
(perfect sync)

FNo exp \- No/ 
a^	 (5.6-5)

Degradation due to /
imperfect carrier sync

(phase jitter)

"The result in (5.6-2) must be modified when differential encoding of the BPSK modula-
tion is employed, as will be seen shortly.
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The result for Pb in (5.6-5) was obtained by expanding Pb (0) of (5.6-2) in a
Maclaurin (power) series in 0, keeping only terms of second order or lower
and using (5.6-5) rather than (5.6-3) to perform the required averaging over 0.
Equation (5.6-5) is in a highly desirable form from the standpoint of compu-
tation in that it avoids the necessity of numerical integration and, in addition,
clearly isolates the degradation due to the imperfect carrier synchronization
reference.

An important point to note is that even if o0 were to be held constant as
Eb lNo varies, evaluation of (5.6-2) or (5.6-5) does not result in an irreducible
bit error probability as occurs in discrete carrier receivers. The principal reason
for this is that here 0 is restricted to lie in the region (-rr/2, 7r/2) insofar as
the evaluation of (5.6-2) is concerned. Thus cos 0 is always positive, and
hence, for any 0 in this interval, erfc ( Eb jNo cos 0) will approach zero as
Eb /No approaches infinity. Certainly since, as previously mentioned, a. is not
constant as Eb /No , the plot of Pb versus Eb /No will be even steeper yet.

If differential encoding is employed to resolve the 180 0 phase ambiguity
associated with the carrier synchronization loop (Costas loop), then Pb (o) of
(5.6-2) must be replaced by

Pb(o) = erfc[F
E

cos 	 1 - 2erfcV
E

cos	 (5.6 6)

For small 0, one obtains a result analogous to (5.6-5) except that the degrada-
tion term due to the imperfect carrier sync reference is now twice as large and
the perfect sync term is obtained by setting 0 = 0 in (5.6-6).

Figure 5-61 illustrates Pb as computed from (5.6-2) vs Eb lNo with 8 b =
1 /BL Tb as a parameter (note that from (3.3-27), we can write p=
(Eb /N0 0b). The Costas loop which provides the noisy synchronization refer-
ence is assumed to have integrate-and-dump arm filters so that the squaring
loss is related to R d = Eb /No by the simple formula in (3.3-36) Superimposed
on these curves in dashed lines are the results corresponding to evaluation of
Pb from (5.6-5). Figure 5-62 illustrates the same results assuming differential
encoding is employed for resolution of the 180 0 phase ambiguity associated
with the Costas loop. In both of these cases, we note the presence of
extremely small noisy reference losses even for a value of 5 as low as 10.
Typical systems have values of S on the order of hundreds or thousands, in
which case the noisy reference loss becomes vanishingly small. It is to be
emphasized that the reason this occurs is that, contrary to discrete carrier
systems, p now varies directly with Eb jNo for fixed BL and Tb.
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Fig. 5-61. Noisy reference loss performance of BPSK with Costas-loop tracking;
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5.6.2 Bit Error Probability Performance of QPSK in the Presence of
Carrier Sync Error (Phase Jitter)

In the absence of carrier sync error, the average bit error probability per-
formance of QPSK is identical to that of BPSK, namely, (5.6-1). In the
presence of carrier sync error and the high-data-rate assumption made pre-
viously, we have

f
Pb(0)

rr/4

	

Pb = 	 P(0) dO
xr/4

	

FP
b(0) = 

1

4 
erfc	 (cos -sin

[FE
+ 4 er fc(cos 0 + sin

exp [(4a(0)-2 cos 40]
101 < —

27r 10 [(4a0)-2 ]	
4

	

P (0) =<	 (5.6-7)

otherwise

where a0 is now determined from (3.4-72). For small cr we again get the
simplified results:

z
ex

	

1	

\

	

P(0) = 27ra	 2

	

^ p
	

a

R

	

Pb = 2 erfc^/Rb + 2	
7r (1 + 2Rb) exp (-Rb) ao	 (5.6-8)

	

Idea! performance	 Degradation due to

	

(perfect sync)	 imperfect carrier sync
(phase jitter)

where

E
Rb °= 

N =No
energy-to-noise ratio	 (5.6-9)

0
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Figure 5-63 illustrates Pb as computed from (5.6-7) vs Eb /No with 5 b =
1/BL Tb as a parameter. The quadriphase Costas loop which provides the noisy
synchronization reference is again assumed to have integrate-and-dump arm
filters so that the squaring loss is related to R d = 2Eb /No by the simple
formula in (3.3-58). Also superimposed in dashed lines is the approximate
result from (5.6-8). Although for a fixed value of 8 the noisy reference loss
for QPSK is larger than that for BPSK, once again one observes that practical
values of 5 on the order of hundreds or thousands will produce negligible
degradation. Furthermore, since for 1 0 1 < 7r/4 we have cos 0 - sin 0 > 0, then
the argument of the complementary error function in the first term of (5.6-7)
will never go negative; hence, an irreducible error probability cannot occur.

5.6.3 Bit Error Probability Performance of UQPSK in the Presence of
Carrier Sync Error (Phase Jitter)

In the absence of carrier sync error, the per channel average bit error
probability performance is given by

1 erfc	 i = 1, 2	 (5.6-10)Pbt = 2
	

P

No

where

Pl = average signal power in channel i; i = 1, 2

T1 = baud interval on channel i, i = 1, 2

P= P I  +P2 = total transmitted power	 (5.6-11)

In the presence of carrier sync error, we now get

Pbi
 f

7r/2

Pb,(0) P(0) dO; i = 1, 2
7r/2

1	 P ^z	 P ^
Pbt(0) 

= 4 
erfc	 N cos 0 +	 N d

11 sin 0
0	 0

1

[FLNO^L
+ 4 erfc cos 0 -	 N

P ^ 
d Ẑ sin	 ; i = 1, 2

 0
(5.6-12)
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where the overbar denotes average over dzi , and i is the "complement" of i,
i.e.,

1; i=2

i =	 (5.6-13)

2; i = 1

d-: = crosstalk of channel i on channel i

1	 Tsi
= 7,	 m{t) pi (t) dt	 (5.6-14)

Data modulation 	 Pulse shape of modulation
on channel i	 on channel i

Finally, consider the following two cases.

(1) The case when ao is small.

In this case, the phase error probability is

2
P(0) = I exp - ^

2rra0 	2a;

1

 FLNO!^_
Pbi = 2 erfc

1	 PTo	 `Po)	 Po/
+ 2	

^N C1 
+ 2 d.. 1 N ] exp	

N 
ao; i = 1, 2

L	 (5.6-15)

and

dÛ  = mean-square crosstalk of channel i on channel i	 (5.6-16)

Depending on the data formats on the two channels, d 12 is evaluated
in Tables 5-5 and 5-6. Furthermore,

d2 1 = n die	 (5.6-17)
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Table 5-5. Evaluation of d 122(t); synchronous symbol clocks; (n is integer)

M2(t)

MI(t)	 Manchester	 NRZ

0; n even	 1	 n even

Manchester
n; n odd	 n

n 
1 ; n odd

NRZ	 0	 1

Table 5-6. Evaluation of d 122 (t); asynchronous symbol clocks; (n need not be
an integer)

rn2(t)

MI(t)	 Manchester	 NRZ

1 [n 2 - 5 +12-6n];	 n-ln2-1+ 1
6	 n	 6	 3n'

Manchester	 Rs1 < Rs2 < 2R 	 RA < Rs2 < 2R 

2n' R s2 > 2R s1	 1 - 	 R > 2R
n	 s2	 sl

NRZ	
6n	 1 3n

where

n o Rs2/RS1	 (5.6-18)

is the ratio of data rates on the two channels.

(2) The case when n is large.

For deep-space applications, the ratio of data rates of the high-rate
channel to the low-rate channel is usually very large, n > 20. Then, for
an uncoded UQPSK, the conditional bit error probability performance
[5-50] of the low-data-rate channel (Channel 1) is

1 OR— cos

Pbi (^) —erfc	 (5.6-19)
2	 1 + 2RS2 sin 
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and the high-data-rate channel is

Pb 2 (0) - 2 erfc (N SZ cos ¢)	 (5.6-20)

We get the unconditional bit error probability by averaging Pbi(0)'

f^

"^2 exp (a cos 2 0)
Pbe = 	 Pbi(o)	 dO; i = 1, 2	 (5.6-21)

^2	
7T Io (a)

where a is the Costas loop parameter related to the signal-to-noise ratio
in the loop p and to the squaring loss SL [5-511, with

a = pL	 (5.6-22)4 

P1 +P2	 P

NoBL NoBL

BL is the single-sided Costas loop bandwidth.

Figures 5-64 and 5-65 illustrate the bit error probabilities vs bit SNRs of
the low-data-rate channel and the high-data-rate channel respectively. Figures
5-66 and 5-67 plot the bit error probabilities of both channels as a function
of n, and bit SNR of the higher-data-rate channel, respectively.

When n, given in (5.6-18), does not satisfy the condition n > 20, the above
approximation does not hold. A performance analysis of a UQPSK system,
which does not depend on the approximation n > 20, has been documented in
[5-50] .

5.6.4 Bit Error Probability Performance of Convolutionally Coded
BPSK in the Presence of Carrier Sync Error

In this section, we compute the noisy reference performance of convolu-
tionally coded BPSK using a Costas loop for carrier tracking. The procedure
for accomplishing this is as follows. Suppose that f(Eb /No) is the bit error
probability for a convolutionally coded channel with a perfect carrier refer-
ence. The particular form of the function f(•) depends on the specific code in
use. Then, again assuming that the bit rate for the channel is very much
greater than the bandwidth of the receiver suppressed carrier tracking loop,
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the bit error probability for the channel with an imperfect (noisy) carrier
reference is, analogously to (5.6-2),

it/2 E
Pb = f f ^N cos2 0 p(0) dO	 (5.6-24)

,f ,r/z	 o

where p(o) is again given by (5.6-3). Similar methods have been used by
others to compute the bit error probability performance of convolutionally
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coded channels with a discrete carrier tracking loop (i.e., a phase-locked loop)
acting as the source of noisy reference. In particular, such performance of a
rate 1/2, constraint length 7 convolutionally encode d/Viterbi-decoded channel
during one-way operation is given in [5-52] and [5-53] , and has been dis-
cussed in Section 5.4.3.1. For the perfect carrier, case f(Eb /N0) is given in
(5.4-16).

Figure 5-68 illustrates Pb as computed from (5.6-24) vs Eb /N0 in dB with
8 S = 1/BL TS as a parameter with TS denoting the code symbol duration. Here,
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since the convolutional code is rate 1/2, we have TS = Tb 12, and likewise Rd =
Eb l2N0 is used in the squaring loss formula of (3.440). Once again we
observe that reasonably large values of 5. will result in very small noisy
reference losses.

5.6.5 Bit Error Probability Performance of Convolutionally Coded
UQPSK in the Presence of Carrier Sync Error

In this section we compute the performance of convolutionally coded
UQPSK in the presence of a noisy carrier reference, using a Costas loop for
carrier tracking. A block diagram of this coded UQPSK system is depicted in
Fig. 5-69.

Let f(Eb /No), i= 1, 2, be the bit error probability of a convolutionally
code d/Viterbi-decoded channel with a perfect carrier reference. For deep-space
communication, n (5.6-18), the ratio of the high-data-rate channel (Channel 2)
to the low-data-rate channel (Channel 1) is usually large, say n >_ 20. And the
data rates of both Channels 1 and 2 are much greater than the suppressed
carrier tracking loop bandwidth. Thus, the bit error probabilities of the two
channels [5-54] are

^/2

P b i = f Pb j(0)  p (0) dpi	 (5.6-25)
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where the Costas loop phase error density p(0) is given by (5.6-7). For the
high-data-rate channel, we have

1 rPb2 < 2 f cos
	 Rs2 Eb2

	

1 r

b2	 bl sin 02
+ 

2 f 	
cos 0 +	 (5.6-26)

	

o	
Rs2 Eb2

where R2 is the code rate. For the low-data-rate channel, we have

	

2	
Eb22

PbI= f[(Lb'N cos	 1 - No sin 0)	 (5.60-27)

Note that for large n, (5.6-18), the bit error probabilities in (5.6-25), (5.6-26),
and (5.6-27) are valid whether the data streams in the two channels are
synchronized or not.

Using the results in [5-10], it can be shown that for moderate to high loop
SNRs and small static phase error 0ss < 200 , the Costas loop phase error
probability density function is well approximated by

	

1	 exp (-2a 0,22 + 2a Oss + a cos 2 0);	 - 2 < 0 < 2
7r I9(a)

P(0) =

	

0;	 otherwise

(5.6-28)
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where

a = 
PNo BL l \ S\	 4 /

SZo 	(5.6-29)

ass K
T

no = 27rfo is the doppler frequency offset in rad/sec, KT is the total loop
gain (including AGC and suppression factors), BL is the one-sided loop band-
width, and SL is the- Costas loop squaring loss (see Chapter 3). Here we are
able to use the squaring loss derived for the uncoded case because we deal
with uncorrelated convolutional codes [5-55] and the performance of the
Costas loop depends only on the second order statistics of the signal stream.
Hence, uncorrelated code symbols mean independent code symbols.

For a constraint length 7, code rate 1/2 convolutionally coded/Viterbi-
decoded UQPSK channel, the function f (•) is given by (5.6-16). Using (5.6-26)
through (5.6-29) in (5.6-25), we obtain the bit error probabilities of the high-
rate and low-rate channels; these are illustrated in Figs. 5-70 and 5-71, respec-
tively. Figure 5-72 plots the bit error probabilities of both channels vs the total
received power-to-noise spectral density ratio for various values of doppler
frequency offset.

5.6.6 Direct Evaluation of Noisy Reference Loss

Often one is interested in directly computing the additional bit energy-to-
noise ratio required in the presence of a noisy synchronization reference to
produce the same error probability as the perfectly synchronized system. This
additional bit energy-to-noise ratio is referred to as the noisy reference loss for
the specified error probability and as such represents a horizontal displace-
ment of a given point on the ideal performance error probability vs the bit
energy-to-noise ratio curve (see Fig. 5-73). In mathematical terms, letting 17
denote the dB equivalent of E1,/No , then at the particular bit error probability
Pb 

0 , 
the noisy reference loss (in dB) denoted by L, would be given by

L = 770 - rllo	 (5.6-30)

Unfortunately, the approximate relations of (5.6-5), (5.6-8), and (5.6-15)
give us the additional error probability at a given bit energy-to-noise ratio
caused by the synchronization reference being imperfect; i.e., a vertical dis-
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placement of a given point on the ideal performance curve. Thus, we present
here a simple technique that allows transformation of this vertical displace-
ment into the horizontal displacement required for directly evaluating noisy
reference loss.

When the noisy reference is small and likewise the system error probability,
then a curve of log lo Pb vs 17 will be essentially parallel to the corresponding
ideal performance curve, namely, log lo Pbl vs 17. This behavior can easily be
observed by looking at Figs. 5-61, 5-62, and 5-63 as examples. Thus, in view
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of the above observation, one can approximate the slope of the ideal perfor-
mance curve as follows:

d log in Pb

di?
I = slope of ideal performance curve at point of interest

Pb

login Pb - login Pbz	

logio 

Pbr (5.6-31)
ri - ril	L

or

Pb
log in pb

L — d login PI	
(5.6-32)

br

drl

'7I0 770

	 ► 	 log,,)  RbAn

L= +70—
n^o

Fig. 5-73. Illustration for the evaluation of noisy reference loss
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For BPSK, the slope of the ideal performance curve is obtained by differ-
entiating (5.6-1); thus,

login PE = log 10 
C 

1 erfc-, Rb	
`J = 

log lo 12 erfc l( b
/ro l

El	 J

d log lo PEI
	 1	 JR—b exp (-Rb)	

(5.6-33)
ddb	 10 ,f7T- 	 erfc Ynb

Since for large arguments,

erfc x = exp (x 2)	 (5.6-34)
Nf7T x

then (5.6-33) simplifies to

d loglo Pbi R 

d"l b	 10
(5.6-35)

Furthermore, applying (5.6-34) to (5.6-5) results in

R	
2

Pb = 1 + 2
	 rr eXp ( 

Rb) Q0 
= 1 

+Rb 6
2
	

(5.6-36)

PbI	 2 erfc ,,/Rb

Finally, substituting (5.6-35) and (5.6-36) in (5.6-32) gives the desired simple
result for noisy reference loss, namely,

10 log lo (1 + Rb Q2)

L =	
R	

Rb = [erfc-1 2PEI] 2	 (5.6-37)
b

By a similar procedure, we can obtain expressions for noisy reference loss
for QPSK and UQPSK modulations. The results are as follows:

* QPSK

10 log lo [ 1 + R  (1 + 2 Rb) o0]

b
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where L 1 and L2 are the noisy reference loss in Channels 1 and 2 respectively.

e UQPSK

r	 T

	

101og lo CI +Rs,2 1 + 2Rs1 T
1 die
)	 c^^

L =	2 	 R
2

(5.6-39)

10 log,, [1 +Rs1 (1 + 1Rs2 die ) 02

	

Ll	
Rsl

where

P.T .
R. = N S`	 i = 1, 2	 (5.6 40)

0

5.7 Effect of Doppler on Telemetry Performance

The uncompensated doppler shift of the downlink produces a doppler
stress in the receiver. Stated mathematically, the phase error has a nonzero
mean [5-10] . Of course, this means a performance degradation to the telem-
etry channel. In this section, the performances of an uncoded (subsection
5.7.1) and a convolutionally coded (subsection 5.7.2) telemetry channel
operating with doppler-stressed receivers are considered. Both theoretical and
simulation approaches are taken, and the results from distinct approaches
compared. This section follows the treatment in [5-561. Only the high-data-
rate case, which is the one of most practical interest under this situation, is
discussed.

5.7.1 Uncoded PSK Telemetry Performance in the Presence of
Uncompensated Doppler

Uncoded PSK telemetry performance is specified in terms of bit error
probability Pb , which is given by (5.3-15). For the high-data-rate case under
discussion, the conditional probability function Pb (0) is given by (5.3-16). In
the presence of uncompensated doppler, the pdf p(o) of the receiver PLL
steady-state phase error may be approximated [5-10, p. 489] by

exp (00 + P cos ^) ,	 I $ I c rr
27r Io (P)

p(^) =	 (5.7-1)

0;	 otherwise
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where a = psin 0.S, p is the SNR in the PLL noise bandwidth BL , 0ss is the static
phase error in the PLL. A more accurate normalization constant for the pdf is
obtained by replacing 10 (p) in (5.7-1) with

Co = 2, f exp [p (0 sin 0ss + cos 0)] dO
,J .1T

Hence

C exp [p (0 sin 0, , + cos	 5 rr
0

P (0) =	 (5.7-2)

0;	 otherwise

The resulting expression for the uncoded PSK bit error probability is

	

P, := J 7r 
Pb(0) 

exp [p (0 sin 0., + cos 0)] 
dO	 (5.7-3)

COIr 

where Pb(0) is given by (5.3-16) and Co is given by (5.7-2).

This expression is evaluated as a function of EblNO for constant values of
receiver tracking loop SNR, p and static phase error (B). The results are
plotted in Figs. 5-74 through 5-76. For each figure a constant value for the
loop static phase .error was selected (0. = 5, 10, and 20 degrees corresponding
to Figs. 5-74 through 5-76, respectively) and seven curves of constant loop
SNR were plotted (p = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 dB). For reference, base-
band bit error probability versus Eb lNO was also plotted in each figure. Base-
band bit error probability for an uncoded channel is given by (5.3-11). Radio
loss at a selected probability of bit error may be determined from these plots
by taking the difference (in Eb/No ) between the baseband curve and a
selected constant p curve at the desired Pb.

5.7.2 Convolutionally Encoded/Viterbi-Decoded PSK Telemetry
Channel Performance (High-Data-Rate Model)

The convolutionally encoded (K = 7, r = 1/2) Viterbi-decoded telemetry
channel bit error probability, Pb , is of the same form as for the uncoded
channel case and is given by (5.3-15).
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Again, in this expression, Pb(0) is the conditional probability of a bit error,
given a time-varying receiver tracking-loop phase error, q5, that is constant over
several code-symbol times, and p(0) is the probability density function (pdf)
for the receiver PLL steady state phase error. The Pb (0) for a convolutionally
encoded/Viterbi-decoded PSK channel is approximated by (5.4-16) with
x2 = (E INo ) cos 0; i.e.,

E
exp a° - al 

N 
cos ^);	 0 < 1 0 1 < 00

0

Pb (^) =	 E 
1 -exp a° - al 

N 
cos 0 I;	 rr - O <101<7T

No
exp 

(1 0 /	
o

0.5;	 00<101<7r- 00

(5.7-4)6

where 00 is determined by

1n2+a	 1/2

00 = cos -1 	 °	 (5.7-5)E b
al
No

The expression for the pdf, p(0), is the same as for the uncoded case, and,
again, may be approximated by (5.7-3).

Substituting (5.7-1), (5.7-2), and (5.7-4) in (5.3-15), we obtain the bit error
probability Pb , which is evaluated as a function of Eb /No for constant values of
receiver tracking-loop SNR and static phase error 0ss,. The results are plotted
in Figs. 5-77 through 5-79. For each figure, a constant value for the loop static
phase error was selected (0., = 5, 10, and 20 degrees corresponding to Figs. 5-77
through 5-79, respectively) and seven curves of constant loop SNR were plotted
(p = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 dB). For reference, baseband bit error prob-
ability versus Eb IN° was also plotted in each figure. Baseband bit error prob-
ability for a convolutionally encoded (K = 7, r = 1/2) Viterbi-decoded channel
is approximated by

E

	

Pb = exp ao - al 
N	

(5.7-6)
0

6Note: [5-53] discusses the need to account for the effect of symbol-stream inversion for
7r/2 < 10 1 < vr.
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where ao , al and EbINO are as defined above for (5.7-4). Radio loss at a
selected bit error probability may be determined from these plots by taking
the difference (in Eb INO ) between the baseband curve and a selected constant
p curve at the desired Pb.

5.7.3 Simulation Results

The simulation results [5-56] shown in Figs. 5-80 through 5-82 were
obtained by replacing the theoretical probability density function p(o) of the
loop phase error 0 with one derived from computer simulation of the RF
receiver phase-locked loop. As the "bin" size for forming the histogram during
the computer simulation was 0.1 degree, the maximum quantization error was
±0.05 degree, and the probability density function derived from the computer
simulation will have the form

1800

	

PW -	 Pk	 -k1800)	
(5.77)

k=-1800

For -1799 < k 5 1799, pk is the fraction of the time during the computer
simulation that the phase-locked loop phase error is between k110 - 0.05 and
k110 + 0.05 degree. P,,w is the fraction of the time that the phase error is
between 179.95 0 and 1800 , and P 1800 is the fraction of the time that the
phase error is between -180 0 and -179.95 0 . Then, using (5.7-12) in (5.7-7),
the bit error probability calculated using the phase error probability density
function from the computer simulation would be

1800

	

Pb	
PkPb (1800)
	

(5.7-8)

k=- 1800

where Pb (0) is specified in (5.3-16).

The RF receiver phase-locked loop considered herein is assumed to have
finite gain K and loop filter transfer function given in (3.2-13).

The inputs to the computer program are the one-sided threshold loop band-
width BLO , the threshold damping factor rLO , the threshold loop gain KLO ,

the noise bandwidth BLI of the filter and receiver stages preceding the limiter
in the bandpass filter, and the threshold signal-to-noise ratio yLO in BLO at
the receiver input. For all the data presented in this section, yLO is equal to
two. Note that this is equivalent to 0 dB in the two-sided threshold loop
bandwidth. Given these parameters and the carrier margin ML (above thresh-
old) at which the RF receiver phase-locked loop is operating, the computer
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program, using the linear theory for a phase-locked loop preceded by a band-
pass limiter (see Chapter 3), calculates T 1 , T2 , K, and the one-sided noise band-
width BL and loop signal-to-noise ratio p.

The computer simulation of the RF receiver numerically solves the differ-
ential equations for the loop phase error 0(t) for a phase-locked loop driven
by the normalized noise process n(t). For convenience, the differential equa-
tions are expressed in state variable form. Thus, according to [5-10] ,

	

^ = -E2a - ^/PK FO [sin 0 + n] + y	 (5.7-9)

where y is the state variable,

	

y _ - 1 y - (1 - FO) ^K [sin 0 + n]	 (5.7-10)
T 1	 T1

and FO is the ratio r2 lT 1 of the loop filter time constants. The time interval
between successive iterations was

At = B 10-01	 (5.7-11)
L

and 16,220,160 iterations were used for each simulation.

The variance of the Guassian process n(t) was adjusted to be

	

an = 2pBLOt	
(5.712)

In (5.7-9), S20 is the angular frequency (radians/sec) offset between the
received RF frequency and the RF receiver "best lock" frequency. For the
simulation data presented herein, 2 0 was selected so as to make

S2

where 0,rs, is the loop static phase error that would be observed with loop gain
N/PK in the absence of noise. Simulation data are presented for 0ss equal to 0,
5, 10, 15 and 20 degrees.

The simulation results are plotted in Figs. 5-80, 5-81, and 5-82. For each
figure a constant value of receiver tracking loop SNR (p) was selected (p =
11.5 dB, 14.5 dB, and 18.0 dB for Figs. 5-80, 5-81, and 5-82, respectively)
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and five curves of constant loop static phase error were plotted (B = 0, 5, 10,
15, and 20 degrees). The curves were plotted using (5.3 . 15) (with appropriate
substitutions for Pb(o) from (5.7-3) and for p(o) from (5.7 .2)), and provide
bit error probability as a function of Eb/No . For reference, baseband bit error
probability versus EblNo was also plotted in each figure, using (5.7-6). The
simulation data are indicated on these plots by symbols. A unique symbol is
used to identify each of the five loop static phase errors considered. Note that
all three figures show good agreement between the theoretical curves and the
simulation results. Agreement improves with increased loop signal-to-noise
ratio (p), and with decreased EblNo . Perturbations in the simulation results
for bit error rates less than 10` 5 are probably due to too few trials per
simulation point.

5.8 Arrayed System

There are two types of arraying pertinent to the DSN: baseband combining
and carrier arraying. $aseband combining is the combining at baseband of
received telemetry streams from several geographically separated DSSs. The
purpose of baseband combining is to improve overall bit error rate perfor-
mance. Carrier arraying is the combining at RF of received carrier signals from
several geographically separated DSSs. The purpose of carrier arraying is to
improve overall carrier loop SNR.

5.8.1 Baseband Combining

When baseband combining is the only arraying technique being used, the
arrayed system configuration is as diagramed in Fig. 5-83.

As indicated in Fig. 5-83, the baseband signal from each DSS must be
properly delayed and weighted, to ensure optimum combining. If EbilNo=
denotes the energy-per-bit-to-noise spectral density ratio for the ith station in
the array, then the optimum weighting factor Qt for the ith station is given by

0i - V T"-1  of

Under the conditions of strong carrier loop SNR at each contributing sta-
tion and optimum combining, the effective bit energy-to-noise spectral density
ratio Eb /No after the combiner is

Eb 	N Ebi
(5.8-2)

No	 t= i Not
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If the carrier loop SNR at each contributing station is not strong, then the
bit error probability Pb for the arrayed system is given by

M 
Ebr COs Oi 2

	

Pb

	 ^	 Noi	 )

	

b	 N
-7r -7r	 -7r	 Ebi

i=1 No 

p(O,)p(02) ... p(ON)dO,dO2 ... dON	 (5.8-3)

where

f(•) = the baseline bit error rate performance

0i = the carrier tracking phase error of the ith station

and the Oi are distributed according to the Tikhonov pdf (replacing 0 by 0i,
and p by pi in (5.3-18)). The parameter pi denotes the carrier loop SNR for
the ith station.

Figure 5-84 plots Pb , as given in (5.8-3), versus Eb /No (the effective bit
energy-to-noise spectral density ratio after combining) for an arrayed network,
with the following assumptions applying:

(1) convolutional code K = 7, r = 1/2, with Viterbi decoding, Q = 3, f(x) is
given by (5.6-30)

(2) the optimum weighting factors are

a1 = 1

02 = 0.513

03 = 04 = 0.589
	

(5.8-4)

The intent of assumption 2 is to model a four-station array composed of a
64-m, and three 34-m antennas, with Station 1 being the station with the
64-m antenna.

For a derivation of the results of this subsection, the reader should consult
[5-571.

5.8.2 Carrier Arraying

When an arrayed system has the capability for both baseband combining
and carrier arraying, its configuration is as diagramed in Fig. 5-85.
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Telemetry performance with simultaneous baseband combining and carrier
arraying will be deferred until the next subsection. In this subsection, carrier
arraying alone is considered. So, for the purposes of this subsection, the
switches SW2 through SWN of Fig. 5-85 are open.

The loop-SNR improvement factor of carrier arraying (relative to the car-
rier loop SNR of Station 1 unaided) [5-58) is

G(z + gal ) Fl
Improvement in loop SNR =pl = («o + 2a') P 	

(5.8-5)

where

pl = the loop SNR of Station 1 unaided

al = the limiter suppression factor of Station 1 unaided

Pl = the limiter performance factor of Station 1 unaided

0.7854p^ + 0.4768p2
a=	 (5.8-6)

1 + 1.024p^ + 0.4768p&

l + Pin
r 0.862 + Pin

— = a evaluated at carrier threshold

PIG 2

Pin 
= N
	

(5.8-8)

02 N01 BIF
i=1

N

G =	 Qt-y,	 (5.8-9)

F—t	
(5.8-10)
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BI. = the one-sided bandwidth of the IF filter preceding the limiter

P = the carrier power at station i

and the optimum weighting factors for carrier arraying are

	

Nol	
5.8-11

of

With a 64-m station considered as Station 1, the loop-SNR improvement fac-
tor is plotted in Fig. 5-86. For more details and a derivation of the carrier
loop SNR improvement factor, the reader should consult [5-581.

5.8.3 Simultaneous Baseband Combining and Carrier Arraying

This subsection considers telemetry performance with simultaneous base-
band combining and carrier arraying. In Fig. 5-85, the switches SW2 through
SWN are to be considered closed. With optimum weighting factors employed,
the bit error probability performance is

7r/2

Pb = 2 o Pb(O1)P(01)dO1 + 2f [1 - Pb (01 )] P(Or)dO,
o	 2

(5.8-12)

The bit error probability conditioned on 01 , Pb(01 ), is

 (
Pb(O1 )  f ^

1v 

Ebr COs2 ^ 1	 (5.8-13)

-• i Not

The carrier arrayed tracking phase error 01 has the Tikhonov pdf (see
(5.3-18), replacing 0 by 01 ), where

P. cost 6
P =	

m	
(5.8-14)

t=1 
NoBL F

9m = telemetry modulation index 	 (5.8-15)

	

R= 1+? 	
(5.8-16)L 4T 21
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-vc, rl

7	 cos Bm

2

rl = (^P_I K1 
721 

cos Bm 	 (5.8-18)
711

K1 = loop gain at Station 1 	 (5.8-19)

721 and 7- 11 are the time constants of the Station 1 loop whose loop filter
has the transfer function

Fl (s) =	 21 S	 (5.8-20)1 
+ 7

11
S

For the assumptions (1) and (2) of subsection 5.8.1 and with simultaneous base-
band combining and carrier arraying, telemetry bit error probability perfor-
mance has been calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 5-87. The horizontal
axis is Ebi /No , which is the bit energy-to-noise spectral density ratio at
Station 1 (the 64-m station). This is unlike Fig. 5-84 whose horizontal axis is
the Eb /No of (5.8-2). For derivation of the equations of this subsection, see
[5-581.
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Appendix A

The Viterbi Algorithm

1. Preliminary
Before proceeding to the Viterbi algorithm, a discussion of the trellis-code

representation of the convolutional encoder is desirable.

For a constraint length K, code rate r = b/n convolutional encoder, the
state is defined by the b(K - 1) most recent bits in the shift register. The
output bits and transitions between states can be recorded by the trellis dia-
gram of Fig. A-1. The diagram starts in the all-zero state, node a, and makes
transitions corresponding to the next data bit. These transitions are denoted
by a solid line (branch) for an "0" and dotted line (branch) for a "1". Thus,
node a proceeds to node a or b with outputs bits 00 or 11. A branch weight
is the number of "1 "s in the n code symbols in the branch.

2. The Algorithm
The maximum-likelihood or Viterbi decoding algorithm is an efficient and

practical decoding technique for short-constraint-length convolutional codes
[5-31]. It has been shown [5-33] that the Viterbi algorithm is, in fact,
maximum-likelihood decoding. A brute-force maximum-likelihood decoder
would calculate the likelihood of the received data for code symbol sequences
on all paths through the trellis. The path with the largest likelihood would
then be selected, and the information bits corresponding to that path would
form the decoder output. Unfortunately, the number of paths for an L bit
information sequence is 2L ; thus, this brute force decoding quickly becomes
impractical as L increases.

With Viterbi decoding, it is possible to greatly reduce the effort required
for maximum-likelihood decoding by taking advantage of the special structure
of the code trellis. Referring to Fig. A-1, it is clear that the trellis assumes a
fixed periodic structure after trellis depth K is reached.

The paths are said to have diverged at some state, and some depth!, if at
depth j+ 1, its b information bits disagree. Later, paths can remerge after
b(K - 1) consecutive identical information bits.

The maximum-likelihood sequence estimation problem is formally identical
to the problem of finding the shortest route through a certain graph. The
Viterbi algorithm then arises as a natural recursive solution. Consider a rate
b/n convolutional code. Let uo • • • uk_ 1 uk uk+1 • • • denote the information
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bits to the encoder where uk = (Ukl 	 Ukb)• At time k define the encoder
state as

sk = U 	 Uk-k+1	 (A-1)

Given a sequence of observations, yl, y2 , • ' • , yL; yi = (yi1 • • • yin), every
path may be assigned a "length" proportional to metric -In p(yls), where
p(yls) is the likelihood function and s = (s o , • sL ) is the state sequence
associated with that path.

This will allow us to solve the problem of finding the state sequence for
which p(yls) is maximum, or equivalently, by finding the path whose length
-In p(yls) is minimum. Note that to every possible state sequence s there
corresponds a unique path through the trellis, and vice versa. If the channel is
memoryless, then

L
— In p(y I s) = 1:X(sk , sk-1)	 (A-2)

k=1

where

X(sk, sk-1) = -Inp(yklsk, sk-1) = -Inp(yklxk)

is the branch "length" or metric. ^ k(sk , sk-1 ) denotes the transition from
state sk-1 to sk associated with branch symbols xk = (Xkl ' ' ' Xkn), Which
correspond to the information sequence

U  ... 
Uk-K	 (A-3)

Therefore, we can define the state transition as ^k(Sk, S
k-1 ) = Uk ' * * Uk—K'

We denote by s(sk) a segment (so , s1 , • • • , sk) consisting of the states up to
time k of the state sequence s. In the trellis, s(sk) corresponds to a path
segment starting at the state so and terminating at state sk . For any particular
time k and state sk , there will in general be several such path segments, each
with some length

k

X(s (sk)) = D(Si,si,)	 (A-4)
i=1

The shortest such path segment is called the survivor, corresponding [5-31] to
the state sk , and is denoted s(sk). For any time k > 0, there are 2b(K-1)

survivors in all, one for each sk.
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Thus at any time k we need remember only the 2b(K-1) survivors s(sk)
and their lengths I'(sk) A(s (sk)). To get to time k+ 1, we need only extend
all time k survivors by one time unit, compute the lengths of the extended
path segments, and for each state sk+1 select the shortest extended path
segment terminating in sk+1 as the corresponding time (k+ 1) survivor. Recur-
sion proceeds indefinitely without the number of survivors ever exceeding
2b(K-1)

We illustrate the algorithm for a simple four-state trellis covering 5 time
units in Fig. A-2 [5-33] . Figure A-2(a) shows the complete trellis, with each
branch labeled with a length for some received data. (In a real application, the
lengths would be functions of the received data.) Figure A-2(b) shows the 5
recursive steps by which the algorithm determines the shortest path from the
initial to the final state. At each stage only the 4 (or fewer) survivors are
shown, along with their lengths. A formal statement of the Viterbi algorithm
[5-31 and 5-33] follows.

Storage:

k (time index)

s(sk); 1 5 sk 5 2b(K-1) (survivor terminating in sk)

r(sk); 1 5 sk 6 2b(K-1) (survivor length)

Initialization:

k=0
s(so) = so

s(m) arbitrary; m O so

r(so ) = 0

r(m) =	 m =)L- so

Recursion:

Compute

_
SI
/ 	

A	 /
X(S"	 S,)) = r(Sk) + X(Sk+1' Sk)

for all possible transitions ^k+1(sk+1 ' Sk)'

Find

r(Sk+1) = min X(Sk+1' S(Sd

S 
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Fig. A-2. (a) Trellis labeled with branch lengths 1 for code of Fig. A-1 (L = 5);
(b) recursive determination of the shortest path via the Viterbi algorithm
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For each sk+1 ; store P(sk+l ) and the corresponding survivor s(sk+1); set
k to k + 1 and repeat until k = L.

With finite state sequence s, the algorithm terminates at time L with the
shortest complete path stored as the survivor s(sL).

In summary, a Viterbi decoder calculates the length (likelihood or metric)
of each of the 21 paths entering a given state and, except for the most likely
(shortest length) path, eliminates from further consideration all paths that lead
to that state. This is done for each of 2b(x-1) states at a given trellis depth;
after each decoding operation only one path remains leading to each state.
The decoder then moves one level deeper into the trellis and repeats the
process.

The great advantage of the Viterbi maximum-likelihood decoder is that the
number of decoder operations performed in decoding L bits is only L2bIK-0
which is linear in L. Of course, Viterbi decoding as a practical technique is
limited to relatively short-constraint-length codes due to the exponential
dependence of decoder operations, per decoded bit, on K.
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Appendix B

Sequential Decoding

The complexity of the Viterbi algorithm is an exponential function of the
code's constraint length K. A decoding algorithm that will work on convolu-
tional codes with very large values of K is needed. There is a class of such
algorithms, called sequential decoding algorithms. They are not quite as good
as maximum-likelihood algorithms for a fixed code, but that defect is largely
compensated for by the fact that they can be used to decode some codes with
very large K.

The key to understanding sequential decoding algorithms is the tree dia-
gram. In a shift register encoder for a bin convolutional code, b information
bits entering the decoder cause n encoded bits to leave. Thus it is possible to
view the encoding process conceptually as a walk through a tree, as depicted
in Fig. B-1 (b = 1, n=2).

The encoder begins at the INITIAL node and after j inputs it will be at
some node in the tree at depth j. If the next input is "0", it moves to depth
j + 1 along the branch in the upward direction; if it is "I", in the downward
direction. For example, if the input is 01100 • • • , the encoder will follow the
path (solid line) indicated in Fig. B-1. In general, each branch of the tree will
be labeled with the n bits the encoder will output as it travels the branch. The
tree in Fig. B-1 apparently extends to infinite depth, but for any concrete
realization of a code the tree will be finite. If the Lth truncation of the code
is being used, the tree will terminate at depth L+K- 1; and beyond depth
L - 1 there will be no bifurcation of the paths, since the last K - 1 inputs to
the encoder will always be "0". Figure B-1 is the completely labeled tree
corresponding to the code of Fig. A-1. A code sequence is a path through the
tree. The encoding operation can be viewed as a process in which the encoder
traces a particular path through the code tree according to the instructions of
the input message blocks. Conversely, the decoding operation may be regarded
as a process in which the decoder, based on the received sequence and the
channel statistics, attempts to retrace the transmitted path through the code
tree.

From this viewpoint, each transmitted sequence corresponds to a path
through the tree, beginning at the INITIAL node and ending at depth
L + K - 1. The received sequence will be a noisy version of this path, and the
decoder's job will be to guess which path the encoder actually took. Since
there will be a total of 2L possible paths, if L is large it will not in general be
possible to compare the received message to each of these paths. The
approach taken to this problem by sequential decoding algorithms is to
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explore a very small subset of the possible paths. The idea of sequential
decoding is to program the decoder to act much as a driver who occasionally
makes a wrong choice at a fork in the road, but quickly discovers his error,
goes back, and tries the other.

Sequential decoding is a procedure for systematically searching through a
code tree and using received information as a guide, with the objective of
eventually tracing out the path representing the actually transmitted informa-
tion sequence. The two best-known -sequential decoding algorithms are the
stack algorithm [5-59 and 5-601 and the Fano algorithm [5-611.

Most sequential decoder implementations to date have used some modifica-
tion of the Fano algorithm. Briefly, the Fano algorithm operates as follows.
Starting at the INITIAL node in the code tree, a path is traced through the
tree by moving ahead one node at a time. At each node encountered, the
decoder evaluates a branch metric for each branch stemming from that node.
The branch metric is a function of the transition probabilities between the
received symbols and the transmitted symbols along the hypothesized branch.
The decoder will initially choose the branch with the largest metric value
(corresponding to the closest fit to the received symbols). The metric is then
added to a path metric, which is the running sum of branch metrics along the
path presently being followed. This path metric is called the Fano metric
[5-30] and is given by

k

r(x(k), Y(k)) _	 Xi(xi, Yi )	 (B-1)
t=1

where Xi(x i, yd are branch metrics and are given by

r	 p(Yij l x..) 1
	AZ (xi 

yd 
_ E11092 

9 1 _ r
J	

(B 2)
i=1	

p(Y^,)	 J

D
x(k) _ (x l ,	 xk) is k branch path stemming from the initial node of the
code tree, and y(k) _ (y l , y21 • • • , yk) is the first k block segment of the
received sequence y. The p(yLi lxi ) are the channel transition probabilities. The
p(yr,) are the probability distributions on the channel output alphabet, and r
is the code rate. The x iis and yil 's are the channel input and output symbols,
respectively, corresponding to the ith branch.

Along with the path metric, the decoder keeps track of the running thresh-
old T. As long as the path metric keeps increasing, the decoder assumes it is
on the right track and keeps moving forward, raising T to lie within a fixed
constant A, below the path metric. If, on the other hand, the path metric
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decreases at a particular node, such that it becomes Iess than T, the decoder
assumes it may have made a mistake and backs up. It will then systematically
search nodes at which the path metric is greater than T until it finds a path
that starts increasing again, or until it exhausts all nodes lying above T. At
this point it is forced to lower T, by A, and search again. Eventually the
decoder will find a path that appears to have an increasing path metric, and
will penetrate sufficiently deeply into the tree that there is a high probability
the first few branches followed will be correct. These branches will not be
returned to by the decoder in a backward search. At this point, the informa-
tion bits corresponding to these branches can be considered decoded, and the
decoder may erase received data pertaining to these branches.

In summary, at every stage the decoder is located at some node in the tree.
From this node the decoder looks forward (i.e., deeper) into the tree. If it
sees a node it likes, it moves forward to that node. If not, it moves backward
and then tries to move forward along another branch. It decides whether or
not it likes a given node by comparing the metric of that node to a running
threshold T. The decoder stops as soon as it reaches a terminal node (say, one
at depth L + m) and outputs the information sequence corresponding to the
branch ending at that node. If the channel is quiet, the decoder can trace the
correct path through the termination node. However, when the channel gets
noisy, it may happen that the decoder is fooled and traces an incorrect path.
In this case we have undetected errors made by the decoder. Correct and
incorrect paths and nodes of divergence of two paths are shown in Fig. B-1.
For example, if 0110 • • • is the transmitted sequence and 0100 • • • is the
decoded sequence (see Fig. B-1) then we have an undetected error at
position 3.

The decoder consists of a buffer to hold quantized received samples, a
copy of the encoder, and equipment to measure the merit of the encoder's
output relative to the received symbol sequence. For any given sequence of
information digits u, the decoder can run u through the replica encoder, find
the associated x, and calculate r(x, y), which is the value of the node asso-
ciated with u. Now we reexamine the three kinds of moves from one node to
another: forward, sideways, and backward. On a forward move, the decoder
goes one branch to the right in the received value tree from the previously
hypothesized node. Instrumentally, this corresponds to shifting the replica
encoder shift register to the right and inserting "b" new hypothesized infor-
mation bits at the left. The new value for the metric can be found as

rk+1	 r(x(k + 1 ), y(k + 1)) = r(x(k), y(k)) + Ak+1 (xk+i' yk+i)

(B-3)
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The digits involved in this calculation are simply the n channel input digits
coming out of the replica encoder. A sideways move is a move from one node
to another node differing only in the last branch of the tree. Instrumentally,
this corresponds to changing the "b" left-most bits in the replica encoder shift
register. Again, the change in value from one node to the other is determined
by the change in the last n channel input digits. A backward move is a move
one branch to the left in the received value tree. Instrumentally, this corre-
sponds to shifting the encoder shift register to the left and reinserting the last
"b" bits to pass out of the shift register on the right. The new value is
calculated from the old value by subtracting off the last term in the summa-
tion over i. Thus, for each possible move, the change in value from the old
node to the new is a function only of the last n hypothesized channel inputs.
The typical behavior of Fk for the correct path and incorrect paths is shown
in Fig. B-2. This behavior of Pk will be used to indicate whether the decoder
is tracing the correct path or an incorrect path. As the decoder traces a path
x(k) through the code tree one branch at a time, it computes the Fano metric
Pk of x(k). When Pk increases as k increases, x(k) is presumably the correct
path. However, when Fk starts to decrease with increasing k, the decoder is
presumably tracing an incorrect path. The node of divergence is where an
incorrect path branches off from the correct path.

se

5A

4A

3A

2A

CORRECTPATH

-0

-2D INCORRECT PATH

-3A

-4A

-5D	 INCORRECTPATH

Fig. B-2. Typical behavior of F kfor correct path and incorrect paths
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The Fano decoding algorithm is then a set of rules by which the decoder is
able both to recognize whether it is tracing the correct path or an incorrect
path and to initiate a systematic search for the node of divergence when the
decoder senses the possibility that it is tracing an incorrect path. For each
node of the code tree at level k we assign a metric value that is equal to the
Fano metric rk of the path leading to the node. Obviously, the metric value
ro of the initial node is zero.

The essential features of the Fano decoding algorithm [5-2, 5-12, and 5-621
are described below:

(1) The decoder begins searching for the correct path from the initial node
of the code tree. It moves one branch at a time.

(2) The decoder must first order the 2b branches (for rate 1/n convolu-
tional codes we have 2 branches) stemming from node at depth k in
accordance with their branch metrics A k corresponding to the kth
block of the received sequence. The branch with largest metric is first,
the branch with the next largest metric is second and so on. Note that
for large b or for a saving in computation we may choose not to order
the branch metrics. In this case the Fano algorithm will be slightly
changed from its original version.

(3) Suppose that the decoder has traced a path x(k) up to a node Nl at
depth k, as shown in Fig. B-3. From node N1 , the decoder either
moves along a branch forward to a node N2 at depth (k+ 1) or steps
back to the node N3 at depth (k - 1), which was accepted previously.

(4) As the decoder moves from one node to another, it maintains a run-
ning threshold T = 1A, where l is an integer and A is the threshold
spacing, which is a design parameter. The running threshold at the
initial node is set to zero.

(5) Suppose that the decoder is at node Nl at depth k and that the
current running threshold is Tk . First, the decoder attempts to make a
forward movement. It looks forward (computes the next node metric
and compares it with the threshold) and considers the node N2 at
depth (k + 1), which is connected to node Nl by the first branch
stemming from node N,. The metric value of node N2 , denoted

rk+i (N2 ), is computed and compared with the current running thresh-
old Tk . If rk+l (N2 ) > Tk , the decoder moves forward (increasing k)

and accepts node N2 . If this is the first time that the decoder has ever
reached node NZ (this is true if rk (NI ) < Tk + A), the running thresh-
old is raised to Tk+l = Tk + j A, where j is an integer such that Tk +

j0 < rk+i < Tk + (j+ 1)A. We say that the running threshold is
tightened. In the same manner, the decoder attempts to move forward
to a node at depth (k + 2) from node N2 . If rk+1(N2) < Tk , the
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Fig. B-3. The motion of a decoder from the Node N 1

decoder looks back (computes the previous node metric and compares
it with the threshold) from node Nl to the node N3 at depth k - 1,
from which the decoder moved to Nl in a previous forward movement.
The metric value of node N3 , rk_ 1 (N3 ), is compared to Tk . If
rk-1 (N3 ) > Tk , the decoder moves back (decreasing k) to node N3.
From node N3 , the decoder looks forward to the node N4 at depth k
(looks sideways), which is connected to N3 by a branch whose order is
one higher than the order of the branch that connects node N1 to

node N3 . If Fk (N4) > Tk , the decoder accepts node N4 (moves side-
ways). From node N4 , the decoder attempts to move forward again.

(6) If both rk+1(N2) and rk-1 (N3 ) are less than the current running
threshold Tk at node Nl , the decoder can neither move forward nor
backward. In this event, the running threshold Tk is reduced by A.
Thus, the running threshold at node Nl becomes Tk - A. We say that
the running threshold is loosened. With this reduced running threshold,
the decoder looks forward to node N2 again.

The running threshold is tightened when and only when the decoder
moves forward to a node that has never been examined before. The
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running threshold is never tightened during backward motion. The run-
ning threshold is reduced when and only when the decoder is trapped
at a node that can move neither forward nor backward. Before tighten-
ing the threshold after accepting N2 , we have to check that the metric
of the previous node satisfies rk (Nl ) < Tk + A. This corresponds to
checking that we are visiting the current node N2 for the first time.

The purpose of the restriction Fk (NI ) < Tk + A is to prevent the
threshold from being raised again on one of these nodes that has been
previously hypothesized. In fact, if this restriction were not imposed,
the decoder would quickly find itself in a loop, hypothesizing the same
node again with the same threshold.

The detailed movement of the decoder is illustrated by the flow chart
shown in Fig. B-4.
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Chapter 6
Command System
Nathan A. Burow and Man K. Tam

6.1 Introduction

The Command System (CMD) provides the means by which a project controls
the activities of its spacecraft from the earth. This chapter presents an overview
of the Multimission Command (MMC) System. The major components within
the MMC System are discussed, with the emphasis on the telecommunication-
related implementations. Two versions of the spacecraft command detection
system — the Viking heritage command detector and the NASA standard com-
mand detector — are discussed in detail. The former prevails in the existing flight
projects and the latter will likely be adopted by the missions of the near future.
The preparation of Design Control Tables for the control of command link
performance between Deep Space Stations (DSSs) and the spacecraft is also
discussed.

6.2 Multimission Command System

The Multimission Command System [6-1] extends from the point at which
validated commands are entered at the Mission Operations Center (MOC) to the
point on the spacecraft where commands, after error detection and correction,
are distributed to spacecraft subsystems. Thus, the MMC System includes the
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command functions performed by the MOC, the Deep Space Network (DSN),
and spacecraft command detector and command decoder. The MMC System
does not include the project-dependent Mission Sequence System, where com-
mands are formulated and validated, nor does it include the spacecraft subsys-
tems which intepret and respond to the commands. The Command System, thus
delimited, performs a multi-mission command delivery and accounting function.
A block diagram showing the boundaries of the MMC System is given in Fig. 6-1.

The MCC System employs a "store-and-forward" method for delivery of
command sequences to a spacecraft. The ability to store commands at various
points in the command delivery system eliminates time criticality from the
transport of commands. Large files of spacecraft commands may be generated
by a project, sent by the MOC to the DSS, and correct receipt verified before a
command is to be "forwarded" to the spacecraft. This allows a project to pre-
pare large files of spacecraft commands in advance and then to forward several
files to the DSS at the beginning of a spacecraft track. The same store-and-
forward concept is employed between the DSS and the spacecraft. Commands
may be radiated from the DSS to the spacecraft, correct receipt verified, and the
commands stored onboard the spacecraft for later execution. It should be noted
that this store-and-forward mode of operation does not preclude near-real-time
commanding of the spacecraft. The MCC store-and-forward operations are
represented functionally in Fig. 6-2.

For discussion purposes, the Command Systems may be divided into a
ground segment and a spacecraft segment. The functional operations for these
two portions are briefly described below.

6.2.1 Ground Portion of Command System Operations

On the ground side of the Command System, command sequences generated
by the projects for the different spacecraft are stored at the MOC. Commands
for a particular spacecraft are selected from the command files, formatted into

1
(GROUND

CMD
SEQUENCE

MOC DSSCMDDETECT

SPACECRAFT

(DECODED
CMD COMMANC
DECODE

i	 i

I	 TELECOM DATA	 I
SYSTEM	 SYSTEM

MISSION i _	 ^ iSUBSYSTEM
USERS li	 MMC	 USERS

Fig. 6-1. MMC system uplink block diagram
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messages, and stored for transmittal, via the Ground Communication Facility
(GCF), to a specified DSS. The command messages contain the commands to be
radiated to the spacecraft, timing instructions to the DSS for the radiation of
the commands, and error detection/ correction coding. The DSS verifies correct
receipt of the command files or requests retransmission of files containing
errors. The spacecraft commands are extracted from the messages by the DSS
Command Processor Assembly (CPA) and stored in the CPA until the time
specified for their radiation to the spacecraft. When a command is to be radiated
from the DSS to the spacecraft it is placed in a queue in the CPA and sent to the
DSS Command Modulator Assembly (CMA). The CMA modulates the command
bits onto a subcarrier which then modulates the DSS transmitter for radiation
of the command to the spacecraft.

6.2.2 Spacecraft Portion of Command System Operations

The spacecraft portion of the Command System consists of two subassem-
blies: the command detector and the command decoder. Upon receipt of the
composite command signal from the spacecraft receiver, the command detector
removes the modulated subcarrier, detects the binary command bit stream, and
presents the bit stream to the command decoder. The decoder then determines
the validity of its input and, if it is a valid command, decodes it and passes the
decoded command to the addressed spacecraft subsystem. The decoder, there-
fore, depends only on command format and tends to be oriented toward a
specific mission. The detector, on the other hand, is dependent on the uplink
modulation scheme and tends to be less mission-dependent.

6.3 DSN Command System Capabilities
The capabilities of the DSN Command System that affect spacecraft designs

are described in this section. More detailed information is contained in [6-2]
through [6-4] . The DSN Command System provides the capability for com-
manding one spacecraft from each Deep Space Station. The functions performed
by the DSN Command System include the following:

(1) Establishing the DSN configuration for the specified spacecraft.

(2) Receiving the command data from the MOC and storing it at the DSS.

(3) Queuing command data to be radiated to the spacecraft.

(4) Radiating the command data to the spacecraft.

(5) Monitoring and reporting DSN Command System status and events.

A detailed diagram of the DSN Command System (Mark III-80) is presented
in Fig. 6-3.
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The DSN Command System at each DSS consists of a Command Processor
Assembly (CPA) for software functions, a Command Modulator Assembly
(CMA) for generating the command waveform, and the exciters, transmitters
and antennas for RF carrier modulation and transmission. Note the redundancy
of these units at each DSS in Fig. 6-3. The DSN Command System produces a
pulse code modulation (PCM) non-return-to-zero (NRZ-L) data waveform. This
waveform is then used to bi-phase modulate a subcarrier in the phase-shift-
keyed (PSK) mode, or to switch between two subcarriers in the frequency-shift-
keyed (FSK) mode. Data rates are variable from 1 to 128 bits per second. An
upgrade to 2000 bps is planned [6-5] . PSK data rates can be either noncoherent
or coherent with the subcarrier frequency. PSK and FSK subcarrier frequencies
may be selected in the range of 100 Hz to 16 kHz, with a resolution of 0.1 Hz.
PSK subcarriers may be either sinewave or squarewave. For FSK modulation,
only sinewave subcarriers are available. The RF carrier may be modulated at
modulation index angles from 0.1 to 1.5 radians peak, for both sinewave and
squarewave subcarriers. Complete performance specification for the CMA is
presented in [6-6] .

Command carrier power suppression and data power suppression as functions
of modulation index angle are:

Sinewave subcarrier:

PC
( dB) = 10 log [Jo (BD)]

T

PD
( dB) = 10 log [2Ji (9D)]

T

Squarewave subcarrier:

PPC 
(dB) = 10 log [cost (aD)]

T

(6.3-1)

(upper and lower sidebands) (6.3-2)

(6.3-3)

D (dB) = 10 log [sine (6)]P

T	
D (all sidebands)	 (6.3-4)
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where

BD = data modulation index, radians peak

PT = total power

PC = carrier power

PD = data power

Jo = zero-order Bessel function

Jl = first-order Bessel function

The nominal total RF power output available for single-channel command
modulation is 20 kW at the output of the transmitter. At the 64-meter antenna
stations (DSS 14, 43, and 63), an additional transmitter is available for emer-
gency operation having a nominal carrier output power of 100 W. A more
complete definition of existing and planned DSN command capabilities is
contained in [6-4] and [6-5] , respectively.

6.4 Spacecraft Command System Capabilities and
Performance

The capabilities and performance of the spacecraft command system are, in
general, characterized by the choice of the command detector configuration and
the link design. The following specifications are important factors for the hard-
ware design of the command detector:

(1) Maximum bit rate.

(2) Minimum preamble to acquire synchronization.

(3) Requirement for external data ambiguity resolution.

(4) Modulation characteristics.

(5) Subcarrier characteristics.

(6) Data transition dependency.

The performance of the command link is specified by the following param-
eters:

(1) Required per bit energy-to-noise spectral density ratio (STB/No) to
achieve a given bit error rate (BER).
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(2) Required duration (bit-times) to achieve bit synchronization, with an
associated false acquisition probability at a given STBINO.

(3) Error statistics for in-lock and out-of-lock indications.

Past spacecraft missions have employed the following types of command
detectors: a single-channel analog command detector, a two-channel PSK com-
mand detector and a single-channel digital command detector (Viking Heritage).
A new single-channel digital command detector (NASA standard) has been
developed and will probably be used on new missions of the near future. Table
6-1 shows the general capabilities and performance of these four command
detectors and indicates their usage in terms of past and expected future space
missions. At present, only the two digital command detectors are in use. The
operation of these two command detectors is described in detail below.

6.4.1 Viking Heritage Command Detector Operation

The Viking Heritage command detector was originally developed for the
Viking Mission, and was later adopted by the Voyager and Galileo Projects. It
accepts a 512-Hz squarewave subcarrier modulated by data bits from the RF
receiver output. The bit rate is defined by selecting the number of subcarrier
cycles per bit (denoted by M), where M is constrained to be an even integer.
Command data bit rates in the range of 1 bps through 256 bps may be selected
(hardwired prior to launch) based on use of the 512 Hz squarewave subcarrier
and a requirement to have at least two subcarrier cycles per bit.

The Viking Heritage command detector first establishes two levels of syn-
chronization, i.e., subcarrier sync and bit sync, before data bits are detected.
To accomplish this synchronization, transmitted commands are prefixed by a
length of unmodulated subcarrier, and then by a length of subcarrier modu-
lated by bit sync only. The Viking Heritage command detector first establishes
subcarrier sync by comparing the unmodulated subcarrier with a reference
signal. Then a replica of the bit-sync modulated subcarrier is used as a reference
to establish bit sync. After establishing these references the system can detect
data. All of the functions of synchronization and data detection are performed
by the process of cross-correlation. One unique design feature of this system
is the use of a method of discrete-step phase tracking which compensates for
small frequency offsets due to Doppler shifts and/or oscillator instabilities.
This method of phase tracking is performed by accumulating, for an interval
of one data bit period, a sum of samples taken near the transitions of the signal.
The polarity of the sum determines the direction of the adjustment made to the
demodulation reference. The detailed performance analysis for the subcarrier
tracking system is presented in [6-7] .

The block diagram for the Viking Heritage command detector is presented
in Fig. 6-4. The system requires a lock detector to ensure the presence of the
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proper signal. The in-lock condition is determined by comparing the sum of the
absolute values of five consecutive bits against a preset threshold value.

6.4.1.1 Detection algorithm. The Viking Heritage command detector is basic-
ally a correlation device. During subcarrier acquisition the correlator estimates
the peak point on the correlation curve by cross-correlating the input signal
with internally generated, phase-shifted estimates of the subcarrier. The estimate
whose phase most closely agrees with that of the input signal is chosen as the
subcarrier demodulation reference. The command input waveform is sampled
16 times per subcarrier cycle and correlated with 16 reference waveforms which
are offset with respect to each other by increments of one sample period. Thus
the digital correlation curve seen by the system is the staircase function shown
in Fig. 6-5b, which approximates from the continuous correlation curve of
Fig. 6-5a.

Subcarrier and bit sync acquisitions are performed in sequence according to
the basic system algorithm shown in Fig. 6-6. In its initial state, the system
simultaneously correlates 16 phase-shifted replicas of the subcarrier with the
incoming signal for 5 bit periods. A correlation period of 5 bit times is required
to make each of the threshold tests reliable. At the end of the 5 bit times, if the
largest correlation value exceeds a preset threshold value, the system advances
to mode 2. Othewise, the system stays in mode 1 and repeats the subcarrier
correlations.

In mode 2 the correlation against the subcarrier reference is repeated, and
threshold is again checked. If the check is confirmed the system enters mode 3,
where the replica having the largest correlation value is chosen as the subcarrier
estimate and the subcarrier clock is "jammed" to correspond to this phase. The
system then leaves mode 3 and automatically enters mode 4, which is a wait
period of 50 bits. During mode 4 the system tracks subcarrier phase offsets
between the transmitted signal and its internally generated replica caused by
Doppler shifts and/or oscillator instabilities. The 50 bits are needed to accom-
plish this tracking with a small steady-state average phase error. Entry into
mode 5 is automatic after completion of the 50 bits.

In mode 5 the system attempts to determine if bit sync is present. During
this mode the system continues the subcarrier threshold tests. As long as thresh-
old tests are successful, the system assumes that bit sync is not present on the
incoming signal and continues tracking the subcarrier. If a test fails, the system
assumes bit sync is on and enters mode 6.

In mode 6 the system attempts to establish bit synchronization between the
local bit sync estimates and the received command signal. During this mode the
incoming signal is correlated for 5 bit periods against the 16 phase-shifted
sequences of the bit sync squarewave, which is synchronous in a preset way with
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+1

(a) CONTINUOUS CORRELATION CURVE

(b) DISCRETE APPROXIMATION

+1

T	 --^{

SUBCARRIER +1
SIGNAL _1

T

REFEREBCE +1

REPLICA 1

Fig. 6-5. Correlation properties of the subcarrier signal for the Viking Heritage
command detector

the data bits. If threshold is not exceeded, the system goes to mode 10; other-
wise it goes to mode 7, where the bit sync clock is jammed to its proper phase
in the same manner as for subcarrier phase selection. The system then enters
mode 8, where it waits for the start of the next data bit and then proceeds to
mode 9. In mode 9 the system tracks both subcarrier and bit sync phase offsets
for 10 bits. After 10 bit times all synchronization is complete and the system
begins to detect data bits. During mode 9 the system tracks both subcarrier and
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Fig. 6-6. Viking Heritage command detector operation flow diagram
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bit sync phase offsets. Tracking is accomplished by forming a sum of samples
taken near the known transitions of signal. The sum is compared to zero at the
end of 1 bit of accumulation time, and the sign of the sum determines the
direction of the clock bump. The clock is bumped a fixed discrete amount in
either direction (advance or retard).

Detection of data is accomplished simply by performing the correlation
operations described earlier. With all phases now determined, however, only the
in-phase correlation is of concern. This in-phase correlation is an approximation
to the output of a matched filter, which is known to be the optimum detector.

In mode 9 the system also monitors the presence of command signal by the
process of lock detection. The lock detector acquires the sum of the magnitudes
of 5 data bit correlations and compares this sum to a threshold. If threshold is
not exceeded, the system declares "out-of-lock" and goes to mode 10. In mode
10 a subcarrier threshold test is performed. If threshold is exceeded, the system
enters mode 5; if not, the system returns to mode 1.

6.4.1.2 Command prefix. The acquisition procedures described in Section
6.4.1.1 cannot succeed unless the proper signal component is present .during
each of the correlation modes. Specifically, during modes 1 and 2 unmodulated
subcarrier must be present, and during mode 6 subcarrier modulated by the bit
sync must be present. To meet these requirements, the prefix shown in Fig. 6-7
is sent before each series of commands.

In designing this prefix signal, all the worst possible conditions are considered
to assure that incorrect interpretation of the signal is minimized. When the sys-
tem is initially in mode 1, it has no sync information and may begin to correlate
at an arbitrary time with respect to the transmitted prefix. Consequently, there
may exist a mode 1 correlation for which the prefix is only present for part of
the correlation time. If this first correlation does not exceed threshold, mode 1
must be repeated and a situation such as that shown in Fig. 6-8a will exist. To
allow for successful completion of mode 1 and mode 2 in this case, 10 more
command bit times (10 X M subcarrier cycles) of unmodulated subcarrier will
be required after the unsuccessful mode 1 correlation is completed. Therefore,
15 command bit times of the prefix are allowed for unmodulated subcarrier.

A different situation occurs if the mode 1 correlation is successful, even
through the prefix is only partially present. This condition is shown in Fig. 6-8b.
(Note that the "jam" modes consume a negligible amount of time and therefore
are not shown.) In such a case, mode I and mode 2 have more than ample time
for completion, but the timing of the mode 5 bit sync correlation becomes
critical. If the mode 1 correlation were completed very early in the prefix, it
might be possible for the system to enter mode 5 before the bit sync portion of
the prefix arrived. This situation is prevented by the mode 4 waiting period. As
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Sc	 Sc	 SC	 SC	 SC	 Sc

MODE 1 1 MODE 1 1 MODE 2

I	 1	 1
0	 5	 10	 15	 20	 25	 30

NUMBER OF COMMAND BIT TIMES ---^►

(a) INITIAL MODE 1 UNSUCCESSFUL

Sc	 SC	 SC	 SC	 BS ® SC

MODE 1 1 MODE 2	 MODE 4	 MODE 5 MODE 5 MODE 6

0	 5	 10	 15	 60	 65	 70
NUMBER OF COMMAND BIT TIMES

(b) INITIAL MODE 1 SUCCESSFUL

BS ® SC	 BS ® SC	 I	 BS ® Sc
MODE 81 WORST-CASE DATA

ACQUISITION AT
MO DE 6	 MODE 6	 MODE 9 90 BIT TIMES

1
70	 75	 80

NUMBER OF COMMAND BIT TIMES	 ►

(c) MODES 8 AND 9

Fig. 6-8. Viking Heritage command detector prefix timing diagram

a very conservative worst-case design, it may be assumed that the mode 1 corre-
lation is completed at the very beginning of the prefix. In this case the required
waiting period would have to be 50 bits, which is the time allotted for mode 4.
Figure 6-8b also points up the reason for the existence of mode 2; if the mode 1
correlation is successful with only partial correlation with the prefix, the result-
ant correlation values are likely to be very bad estimates of the subcarrier
phase. The existence of mode 2 guarantees that prefix will be present over the
entire subcarrier phase-determining correlation.

Bit sync acquisition occurs in modes 6 through 8. From Fig. 6-8b, we see that
if worst-case conditions prevail, the mode 4 waiting period will consume 50
command bit times of unmodulated subcarrier. In this case 20 command bit
times of bit-sync-modulated subcarrier would be needed to successfully com-
plete modes 5 and 6. To allow for this eventuality, 20 command bit times of
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the prefix are allotted to bit sync modulated subcarrier. Thus, with the prefix
signal shown in Fig. 6-7, the system should be able to successfully acquire sub-
carrier sync and bit sync. However, it should be noted that modes 5 and 6
(including the small amount of time for mode 7) may be completed at any point
during an actual transmitted data bit period, since the initial phase offset is
random. Even though sync has been established, it will be necessary for the
system to wait until the start of the next bit before it begins to detect data.
This is the purpose of mode 8, as shown in Fig. 6-8c. After mode 8 the system
tracks the phase offsets of subcarrier and bit sync for 10 command bit times.
This 10 bits of tracking ensures that all synchronization is complete and that
the system is ready to output data.

6.4.1.3 Command detector power allocation. The Viking Heritage command
detector must detect and acquire both subcarrier and bit sync references in
sequence before detecting data. To accomplish this synchronization in sequence,
commands transmitted from the Deep Space Stations are prefixed by a short
burst of unmodulated subcarrier and of the subcarrier bi-phase modulated by the
bit sync. During the data detection mode the command information bits are
bi-phase modulated by the subcarrier and the bit sync. The signal transmitted
by the DSS for each mode described above can be written as

sin [wi t + 0 D Sq (cos t)] 	for subcarrier
detection and
acquisition modes	 (6.4-1)

sin [wi t+ 0 BS®Sq (cos t)]	 for bit sync
detection and
acquisiton modes	 (6.4-2)

and

r sin [w, t + B DD(t)®BS®Sq (wst)]	 for data detection
mode	 (6.4-3)

where

w, = RF carrier frequency

cos = subcarrier frequency

BD = data modulation index

D(t) = data bits
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BS = bit sync squarewave of frequency ws/M

Pt, = transmitted power

Sq(wS t) = squarewave subcarrier of frequency ws

The ratio of data power PD to total receiver power PT is determined by the
modulation index as

P= sin  o 	 (6.4-4)
T

The ratio of carrier power PC to total power with command modulation on
is given by

P= cos2 eD	 (6.4-5)
T

where 9D, PD, PC and PT have been defined in Section 6.3

6.4.1.4 Command detector channel performance. The performance of the com-
mand channel is measured in terms of its overall acquisition time, its bit error
rate, and its ability to detect the presence of the transmitted signal. Since sub-
carrier and bit sync acquisition are performed in sequence according to the basic
system algorithm, the overall probability as well as the probability associated
with each mode must be specified. For phase-coherent, uncoded demodulation,
the bit error probability PBE , is given by

PBE = 2e rfc ( STB /No)	 (6.4-6)

The received signal at the input to the command detector is degraded by the
system losses. Therefore,

No 
(PT)o  

(PD \ l T
B	(6.4rIS	 -7)

where

ris = system efficiency
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The system loss is primarily composed of losses due to a noisy carrier refer-
ence riRL , low-pass filtering loss 77LPF, analog-to-digital quantization loss '?AID,
subcarrier demodulation loss nSDL, and bit synchronization and detection loss

'?BSDL • Thus,

77s — '?RL nLPF 7AID '?SDL '?BSDL	 (6.4-8)

6.4.1.4.1 Low-pass filter loss and choice of sampling time. The subcarrier
demodulation process of the Viking Heritage Command Detector can be
modeled as a second-order all-digital phase-locked loop as shown in Fig. 6-9. The
low-pass filtering loss can be estimated by assuming a squarewave input to a flat,
sharp cutoff, low-pass filter model. In this design, the low-pass filter bandwidth
W is chosen to be

W = 161T ,e, 	(6.4-9)

where Ts, (= TB/M) is the subcarrier period. With this choice, the first seven
harmonics of a squarewave input pass the filter, and the low-pass filter loss, riLpF,
is 0.2 dB.

The choice of W also determines the optimum sampling time of the A/D con-
verter. The mean and variance of the signal amplitude leaving the A/D are given
by:

µ = K ^	 (6.4-10)

02 = KW 
N

2	
(6.4-11)

K = TB/ts = number of samples per bit time

S = signal power

N012 = two-sided noise spectral density of the Gaussian noise process enter-
ing the A/D

is = sampling time and is an integer fraction of Ts, when the loop is in
lock

and

where
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and we have assumed that the loop is synchronized and that the samples are
independent. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) into the PLL is then given by
P2 /0 2 , or,

KS	 (2WSTB 	K	 2STB)t
SNR= 	

=Q/\TBW/_ \No/(W)	
(6.412)

2 W

The autocorrelation function of the noise samples from an ideal low-pass
filter is

2 sin(7rWt)

	

Rn(t) — Q	
7T Wt

 
(6.4-13)

Sampling with period 11 W, 2/W, 3/W, etc., ensures that the samples are uncor-
related, which is equivalent to independence for a Gaussian process. Clearly; the
SNR is maximized if sampling is done at the fastest rate, or

T
is	 W	 16

se
 

(6.4-14)

This yields a SNR of 2STB1No , which is the theoretical maximum.

6.4.1.4.2 Analog-to-digital quantization loss, r?AID . By converting an analog
signal to a digital form, some loss in effective signal energy to noise spectral
density ratio occurs.

Reference [6-8] shows that, for a quantizer (A/D converter) of infinite range,
the quantizer may be considered to add independent random noise with variance

2	 — q2	 (6.4-15)oAID	 12

when the width of a quantization level q is a small fraction of the dynamic range
of the quantized variable. If the quantized variable is Gaussian, this criterion is
equivalent to requiring that q c a, where a is the standard deviation of the noise
process into the A/D converter, a = NOW/2.

When the range of the quantizer is adjusted so that saturation occurs only for
noise of amplitude greater than 3Q, the quantizer may be modeled as an infinite
quantizer with the results quoted above.
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In the system described, a 4-bit A/D is used, with 16 quantization levels, and
the gain of the A/D is adjusted to conform to the 3a criterion, and the loss,

nAIDI is 0.1 dB.

6.4.2 NASA Standard Command Detector Operation

The NASA standard command detector was developed as an integral part of
the NASA standard transponders. It was designed to be in compliance with the
NASA Planetary Program Flight/Ground Data System Standards [6-9] . The unit
is operable in two modes—the NRZ mode without a subcarrier for TDRS appli-
cation and the PSK mode with a 16-kHz sinewave subcarrier for near-earth and
deep-space applications. This chapter is concerned with the PSK mode only. A
total of nine command data bit rates are in-flight selectable. The allowed bit
rates are specified as 2000/2', where N = 0, 1, 2, ... 8.

Unlike the Viking Heritage system, the NASA standard command detector
establishes subcarrier and bit synchronizations simultaneously, thus eliminating
the cumbersome multimode acquisition process required by the former. For
the NASA standard command detector, detections of subcarrier, bit sync and
data are performed simultaneously with a single correlation process. The sub-
carrier and bit sync phases are coherently related and are controlled by a quad-
rature subcarrier tracking loop and a data-transition bit synchronization loop,
respectively.

A block diagram for the NASA standard command detector is shown in
Fig. 6-10. Functionally, this command detector consists of a coherent auto-
matic gain control (AGC) unit, a sample-and-hold (SH) circuit, an analog-to-
digital converter (ADC), a second-order data-aided subcarrier tracking loop, a
data transition bit synchronization loop, and a lock detector. Structurally, it
consists of the signal conditioning assemblies, i.e., AGC, SH, and ADC, read
only memory (ROM.), random access memory (RAM), and a digital processing
assembly employing a custom-LSI approach. Figure 6-11 illustrates the func-
tional architecture of this command detector.

6.4.2.1 Subcarrier tracking. The NASA standard command detector utilizes a
coherent sampling scheme to implement a second-order suppressed subcarrier
data-aided loop. The theory and analysis of the data-aided loop configuration
have been documented [6-101. The subcarrier tracking loop utilizes a perfect
integrator and a quasicontinuously variable phase correction (resolution 1/64 of
one subcarrier cycle). The maximum subcarrier phase correction step is 45 de-
grees. The entire tracking algorithm is stored in ROM, with ROM-resident loop
coefficients selected during the acquisition and the tracking phases so as to
meet the acquisition time requirements and minimize steady-state phase jitter.

6.4.2.1.1 Coherent sampling. The sampling process of the NASA standard com-
mand detector takes place at the subcarrier level as illustrated in Fig. 6-12. Two
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AGC CONTROL	 DIGITAL
PROCESSOR

SAMPLE

CLOCK
PROGRAMMABLE
ALGORITHMS:

INPUTAGC
SIGNAL	

AGC	 ADC	
BIT SYNCHRONIZATION	 LOCK
SUBCARRIER ACQUISITION

AND TRACKING	 TLM
16 kHz	 LOCK DETECTION

TELEMETRY

DATA RATE

Fig. 6-11. NASA standard command detector functional architecture

samples 90 deg apart are taken in each subcarrier cycle. This process effectively
removes the subcarrier and translates the input sequences to baseband. By sam-
pling in quadrature, one channel represents the in-phase or data channel and the
other the quadrature phase or error channel. The integrated sampling results of
the error channel are used to maintain subcarrier synchronization, and those of
the data channel are used to maintain bit synchronization and detect the data
bits. Subcarrier phase corrections are executed at the end of each detected bit.
The amounts of correction or bump sizes for various conditions are predeter-
mined and are stored in ROM.

With this demodulation scheme, the subcarrier reference has two possible
stable lock points. As a result, the polarity of the detected bits may be in phase
or 180 deg out of phase. This ambiguity of data polarity must be resolved in the
decoding process. This function is usually performed outside of the command
detector domain (see section 6.4.3.1 below).

6.4.2.1.2 Tracking loop model. The command detector subcarrier tracking loop
may be modeled as shown in Fig. 6-13. Sampled values of the error channel are
used to estimate the instantaneous phase error of the subcarrier zero-crossing.
It is readily seen that if the zero-crossing phase error is 0, the sampled value at
that instant is A,, sin 0, where A,, is the voltage amplitude of the input sinusoid.
These samples are converted into eight-bit digital numbers which are accumu-
lated over one bit period. A total of N samples are taken for each accumulation,
where N is the ratio of the bit and subcarrier periods. At the end of the accumu-
lation, the integrated value is scaled according to the bit rate and dumped into
the loop filter. The scaling is used to maintain a constant subcarrier loop dynamic
range at all permissible data rates. The subcarrier loop filter is a first-order digital
filter. The output of this filter is the summation of two branches. One branch is
simply the scaled input value and the other is a scaled running accumulation of
the input. The loop filter output, together with the data estimator from the bit
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ERROR
B(t)	 SAMPLER	 CHANNEL N-SAMPLE

(ADC)	 ACCUMULATE	 SCALING
AND DUMP

6(nT)	 k
1

DIGITALLY	 d(nT)
CONTROLLED	 +
OSCILLATOR

k 	 £

Fig. 6-13. NASA standard command detector subcarrier loop model

sync loop, provides a quantitative value to the digitally controlled oscillator to
either advance or retard its phase so as to reduce the zero-crossing phase error of
the subcarrier. An analysis of this tracking loop has been documented [6-11] .

6.4.2.2 Bit sync tracking. For bit sync tracking and data detection, the sampled
values of the data channel are accumulated over a bit interval. A measure of the
normalized bit sync phase error is obtained by integrating over a bit period cen-
tered at the expected data transition point. This process is called the mid-phase
accumulation, as distinguished from the in-phase accumulation normally per-
formed for data detection.

6.4.2.2.1 Bit sync algorithm. Proper detection of the demodulated data stream
requires the use of a matched filter. Implementation of this matched filter, in
turn, requires the generation of accurate end-of-bit estimates.

The bit sync configuration of the NASA standard command detector utilizes
a digital data transition tracking loop which consists of two parallel branches.
The in-phase branch, from which the data estimates are produced, monitors the
polarity of any data transition, while the mid-phase branch obtains a measure of
the lack of bit synchronization.

The theories of the digital data transition tracking loop have been extensively
analyzed [6-12, 13, 14] . The implementation of the NASA standard command
detector bit sync loop was largely based on the results of these analyses.

6.4.2.2.2 Bit sync loop model. Figure 6-14 illustrates a model for the bit sync
loop. The data samples are taken from the data channel which is in quadrature
to the subcarrier tracking error channel. If the subcarrier zero-crossing phase
error is 0, then the instantaneous input value of the data sample is A, cos 0.
These samples are taken once per subcarrier cycle and are converted into digital
numbers in the same manner as the subcarrier tracking process and are accumu-
lated into two separate accumulators—one in-phase and one mid-phase. At the
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end of each in-phase bit period, the sign of the in-phase accumulator represents
the bit estimate. If there is a data transition between two adjacent bits of data,
the contents of the mid-phase accumulator will be retained and further inte-
grated into a third accumulator. Here, K transitions are required to determine
the relative phase error of the bit sync estimate, where K is a constant of the bit
sync loop residing in the ROM, and an advance or retart correction is made pro-
portionately. (K equals 4 is currently being used.) Correction can be made to
the nearest subcarrier cycle. This resolution is augmented by the subcarrier
tracking loop performance to provide adequate overall bit sync resolution.

6.4.2.3 Automatic gain control. Automatic gain control establishes a constant,
predetermined input signal amplitude to the command detector over a wide
dynamic range of received carrier signal power. The NASA standard command
detector employs a coherent AGC system which, designed with a log-linear
characteristic, provides a dynamic range in excess of 40 dB with loop perfor-
mance independent of signal amplitude and scaled with data rate. A block dia-
gram for the AGC loop model is shown in Fig. 6-15.

The central element of the AGC system is the gain controllable amplifier
which precedes the signal sampler. The data for AGC processing are taken from
the output of the in-phase accumulator as described in the bit sync tracking
loop. The magnitude of M consecutive values from the in-phase accumulator is
integrated in a second accumulator and the result, after appropriate scaling, is
compared against a predetermined reference value. The value M is a loop con-
stant programmable in the resident ROM (M equals 9 is currently being used.)
The difference between the actual and the reference magnitude is continuously
integrated in another digital integrator, the output of which operates on an AGC
function circuit which produces the desired gain setting of the AGC amplifier.

6.4.2.4 Lock detector. The lock detector of the NASA standard command
detector determines whether or not a command signal is present and provides
this decision to the command decoder. In the NASA standard command de-
tector, the lock detection algorithm and threshold coefficients are ROM-resident,
providing complete flexibility in tailoring the detector to meet mission-specific
acquisition and deacquisition performance requirements.

6.4.2.4.1 Lock detector specifications. The general performance requirements
for the NASA standard command detector in-lock indication for all data rates
are given in Table 6-2.

6.4.2.4.2 Lock detector model. The lock detection algorithm is closely related
to the AGC algorithm discussed in the preceding section. The model used in
describing the lock detector operation and in determining its lock thresholds is
shown in Fig. 6-16. As can be seen from this model, the same information used
for the AGC function (i.e., output values of the bit magnitude accumulator) is
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Table 6-2. NASA standard command detector lock detector specifications

Parameter	 Condition	 Probability

Probability of not acquiring	 In the presence of 132-bit acquisi-	 1 X 10-4
tion sequence

Probability of false acquisition	 In any 18-bit interval of noise 	 5 1 X 10-4

Probability of dropping lock	 Within 27 bits of signal removal 	 5 2 X 10-2

Probability of false drop lock 	 In any 18-bit interval of signal	 5 2.5 X 10-9

also used for the in4ock condition evaluation. To determine the presence or
absence of command signal, the magnitude of the matched filter for each bit
time is taken and is integrated over M bit times. Then, after appropriate scaling,
the integrated value is compared with a lock threshold ("LKTH") if the detector
has been out of lock, or with an unlock threshold ("ULKTH") if it has been
in-lock. The possible outcomes of these tests are summarized in Table 6-3.
Notice that a single test result is not sufficient to change the lock indication.

A change in lock indication, whether from out of lock to in lock or vice
versa, requires at least two consecutive threshold tests indicating the same
result. The choice of the number of consecutive tests to effect a lock indication
change dictates the probabilities for various parameters regarding acquisition and
dropping lock, and determines the response time of the lock detector loop.

When the command detector is out of lock, the AGC amplifier is driven to its
maximum gain setting and held fixed. Only after lock has been achieved is the
AGC permitted to seek its quiescent point of operation.

6.4.2.5 Command prefix. The NASA standard command detector does not
require a fixed transmission procedure to acquire lock. However, to insure that
no valid data bits are lost before in-lock indication is declared, a sequence of
alternate 1's and 0's is transmitted prior to the data bit stream to assist rapid
bit sync acquisition. To meet the lock statistics specified in Table 6-2, a 132-bit
preamble is required.

6.4.2.6 Power allocation. Since the NASA standard command detector assumes
a sinewave subcarrier, the ratios of data power and carrier power to the total
received power as a function of the modulation index are

PC
P 

= j20 (6(6.4-16)
T
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P = 2J2 (0(D)
T

(6.4-17)

Table 6-3. Lock indication threshold test summary

In-lock condition	 Test	 Result	 Implication

Previously out of lock	 Compare with LKTH
	 Zn > LKTH
	

Indicate in lock

Zn < LKTH
	

Remain out of lock

Zn > ULKTH
	

Remain in lock
Previously in lock	 Compare with ULKTH

Z < ULKTH	 Indicate out lockn

and

where 9D , PD, Pc, PT, Jo and JI have been previously defined in Section 6.3.

6.4.2.7 Channel performance. As mentioned previously, the design concepts are
based on theoretical results of related works [6-8] , [6-101, [6-11], [6-131, and
[6-141. No rigorous analyses were attempted to identify the degradation due to
the various individual command detector components. However, the aggregate
detector degradation was obtained through simulation and tests. Table 6-4 shows
the observable performance and degradation of the NASA command detector
under various bit rates and frequency offset conditions.

6.4.3 Command Decoding

The functions of the spacecraft command detector are limited to demodula-
tion and detection of the composite command signal. The contents of the com-
mand sequence are transparent to the command detector. In order to process
the command sequence and deliver the individual commands to the users, the
detected command bit stream must be decoded and distributed. These functions
are the responsibility of the spacecraft command decoder.

The proper decoding of the command sequence requires a complete under-
standing of the command structure, word format, and contents. These elements
are mission dependent. Though the command decoding process is an important
discipline of spacecraft system design, it is beyond the scope and purposes of
this chapter. The only detector-related decoding problem is the data ambiguity
inherent in the NASA Standard Command Detector.

6.4.3.1 Real-time decoder ambiguity resolver. Since the NASA standard com-
mand detector may deliver either normal or inverted data bits, depending upon
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Table 6-4. NASA standard command detector performance summary
(with PN data pattern)

BER = 10—' BER = 10-5

Bit rate, Frequency offset, STB/N0, STB/iV0'
bps PPM dB

degradation, degradation,
dBdB dB

2000 0 8.8 0.4 10.2	 0.6
2000 3906 8.8 0.4 9.8	 0.2

125 0 8.9 0.5 9.9	 0.3
125 244 9.0 0.6 9.9	 0.3
7.8 15.3 9.4 1.0 10.5	 0.9

the axis at which the subcarrier is locked, care must be exercised to assure that
the right commands are executed. For an elaborate command decoding system
utilizing a sophisticated computer, the data ambiguity may be simultaneously
resolved when the command frame sync is detected. However, with a decoder of
less sophistication, a real-time ambiguity resolver may be implemented.

To resolve the data ambiguity on a real-time basis, a sync word must precede
the command bit stream following the alternate 1 and 0 preamble. Careful selec-
tion of the sync word will minimize the probability of error at a given length of
the sync word. When the detector indicates an in-lock condition, the ambiguity
resolver will first search for this sync word and determine whether it is in its
normal or inverted position. The subsequent command bits will then be accepted
in the polarity as indicated by the sync word polarity decision. A seven-bit
Barker code has been employed for such a sync word for near-earth applications.

6.5 Command Channel Design Control
As a major function of the spacecraft telecommunications system, the com-

mand channel is subject to the provisions of the telecommunications design
control policy [6-15] . This section identifies the parameters relating to the
command function and presents an example of the command channel design
control table.

6.5.1 Carrier Channel

This section presents the definitions of all the parameters which affect the
performance of spacecraft receiver carrier tracking.

6.5.1.1 Total transmitting power at antenna. This parameter is the total power
into a DSS antenna. The nominal ground transmitted power is 20 kW. However,
100 kW (and possibly 400 kW) transmitted power may be used for emergency
and other occasions.
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6.5.1.2 Transmitting (ground) antenna gain. This is the peak gain of a DSS
antenna including pointing and circuit loss, and wind and gravity deformation
loss. Two antenna nets are normally in use: 34- and 64-m antennas.

6.5.1.3 Space loss. This is the loss due to the transmission medium. In a normal
mission, space loss is a function of carrier frequency and spacecraft-earth range.
The absorption loss due to atmospheric and plasma effects represents addi-
tional losses and should be taken into consideration.

6.5.1.4 Polarization loss. This is the loss due to mismatch in polarization be-
tween the ground and the spacecraft antennas. A measure of ellipticity is used
to determine the polarization loss.

6.5.1.5 Receiving (spacecraft) antenna gain. This parameter represents the gain
of the spacecraft antenna in the direction of the incoming signal. Traditionally,
the value of this parameter is derived by factoring the expected loss due to
antenna pointing error into the boresight antenna gain.

6.5.1.6 Spacecraft circuit loss. This is the loss due to transmission cables or
waveguides from the spacecraft antenna terminal to the receiver input port.

6.5.1.7 Total received power. This is the realizable power at the receiver input
port.

6.5.1.8 System noise spectral density. This is the Gaussian white noise power
per unit frequency (No) introduced by the environment, cabling, switches, an-
tenna and receiver. This parameter is proportional to the spacecraft circuit loss
and the effective system noise temperature. The latter is a function of the
receiver noise figure, circuit loss, cable physical temperature, and antenna noise
temperature.

6.5.1.9 Ratio of total receiver power to noise spectral density. This is the ratio
of total received power to noise spectral density (PT/No) at the input of the
receiver.

6.5.1.10 Ratio of carrier power to total received power. This parameter reflects
the allocation of power to the carrier as a fraction of the total power. It is deter-
mined by the modulation indices for the command and ranging (if present)
signals.

6.5.1.11 Carrier threshold tracking bandwidth, 2BLO . This is the two-sided
noise bandwidth of the carrier tracking loop at threshold PC/No.

6.5.1.12 Signal-to-noise ratio in 2BLO . This is the signal-to-noise power ratio
into the spacecraft carrier tracking phase-locked loop for a bandwidth of 2BLO'
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6.5.1.13 Threshold signal-to-noise ratio in 2BLO . This is the minimum value of
the signal-to-noise power ratio defined in 6.5.12 acceptable for the required
accuracy of carrier tracking.

6.5.1.14 Carrier margin. This is the amount of carrier power in excess of the
minimum acceptable value for proper carrier tracking.

6.5.2 Command Channel

This paragraph presents the definitions of all the parameters relevant to com-
mand detection.

6.5.2.1 Bit rate. This parameter refers to the number of command bits trans-
mitted over a period of one second.

6.5.2.2 Ratio of command power to total received power. This power ratio
reflects the allocation of power to the command channel as a fraction of the
total power. It is determined by the modulation index for the command signal.
The power available to the command detector is readily computable with this
allocation.

6.5.2.3 Command detector losses. This is the aggregate loss within the com-
mand detector. Factors contributing to the command detector losses include
radio loss, waveform distortion, subcarrier demodulation loss, bit sync detec-
tion loss and circuit loss.

6.5.2.4 Ratio of command detector per bit energy to noise spectral density.
This ratio reflects the net energy over one bit period at the output of the com-
mand detector to the noise spectral density (STB/No).

6.5.2.5 Threshold STB/No. This is the minimum acceptable value of the STB/
No defined in 6.5.2.4 to achieve a given bit error rate.

6.5.2.6 Performance margin. This is the amount of command power in excess of
the minimum acceptable value required to achieve the specified bit error rate.

6.5.3 Command Function Design Control Table

Table 6-5 is a typical design control table for the uplink command function.
It consists of two parts — the carrier channel and the command channel. The
signal-to-noise ratio in relation to the bandwidth for both channels must exceed
their respective thresholds for the command link to be established.
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Table 6-5. Typical command design control table

Uplink carrier

Design	 Favorable Adverse	 Mean Variance
tolerance tolerance

Transmitter parameters
(1)	 RF power, dBm 73.00 0.00 0.00 73.0 0.00

Power output = 20.0 kW
(2)	 Circuit loss, dB 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00
(3)	 Antenna gain, dBi 60.60 0.30 -0.70 60.3 0.08

Elevation angle =
10.00 deg

(4)	 Pointing loss, dB -0.10 0.05 -0.05

Path parameters
(5)	 Space loss, dB -267.19 -267.2 0.00

Frequency = 2115.00 MHz
Range = 2.581 + 08 KM

= 1.73 AU
(6)	 Atmospheric -0.02 0.00 -0.00 -0.0 0.00

attenuation, dB

Receiver parameters
(7)	 Polarization loss, dB -0.10 0.05 -0.05
(8)	 Antenna gain, dBi 34.50 0.40 -0.40 34.4 0.03
(9)	 Pointing error, dB -0.06 0.03 -0.03 -0.1 0.01

Limit cycle, deg 0.20 -0.20 0.00
Angular errors, deg 0.00 0.00 0.00

(10) Receiver circuit loss, dB -1.50 0.50 -0.50 -1.5 0.08
(11) Noise spectral density, -169.26 -0.21 0.87 -168.9 0.03

dBm/Hz
Operating temperature, K 860.00 -40.00 190.00
Hot body noise, K 0.00 0.00 0.00

(12) Carrier threshold noise BW, 12.55 -0.97 0.79 12.5 0.13
dB-Hz

Total power summary
(13) Received power, P 7., dBm -101.1 0.21

(1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10)

(14) Received PT/NO, dB-Hz 67.9 0.24
(13-11)

(15) Ranging suppression, dB 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00
(16) Command suppression, dB -3.06 0.10 -0.10 -3.1 0.00
(17) Carrier power/total power, -3.1 0.00

dB (15+16)
(18) Received carrier power, -104.1 0.21

dBm, (13+17)
(19) Carrier SNR in 2BLO, dB 52.3 0.37

(18-11-12) 3S = 1.8
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0.00 0.00 14.9 0.00

0.10 -0.10 -3.3 0.00

-104.4 0.21

49.6 0.25

0.50 -0.50 -3.0 0.04
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

	46.6	 0.29

0.00	 0.00
	

9.6	 0.00

	

37.0	 0.29

3S = 1.6

Table 6-5. (contd)

Command channel

Design	
Favorable Adverse	 Mean Variancetolerance tolerance

Data channel performance

(20) Data bit rate, dB 14.95
Bit rate = 31.3 bps

(21) Data power/total -3.35
power, dB

(22) Data power to receiver, dBm
(13+15+21)

(23) STB/NO to receiver, dB
(22-20-11)

(24) System losses, dB -3.00
Radio loss, dB 0.00
Demodulator, detect loss, dB 0.00
Waveform dist loss, dB 0.00

(25) STB/NO output, dB
(23+24)

(26) Threshold STBINo, dB 9.60
Threshold bit error rate 1.00-05

(27) Performance margin, dB
(25-26)
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Chapter 7
Spacecraft Radio

Frequency Subsystem
Man K. Tam and Carroll F. Winn

7.1 Introduction
The flight Radio Frequency Subsystem (RFS) is a vital component for the

three spacecraft telecommunications functions of tracking, command, and
telemetry. It is the radio and the signal processing equipment residing in the
spacecraft that interfaces with the Control & Data Subsystem and performs
two-way communications With the earth-based Deep Space Network. The
RFS consists of all the elements for RF reception, demodulation, modula-
tion, and transmission, including those for command detection and telemetry
modulation.

This chapter reviews briefly the historical background for the development
of the planetary RFS, and describes the performance capabilities of the various
functional subassemblies.

7.2 Historical Background
Since the initiation of the nation's space exploration program in the late

fifties, the spacecraft RFS design has experienced several stages of evolution,
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both in parametric improvement and in component technology breakthrough.
While no dramatic changes in microwave hardware have been evidenced during
the brief history of the spacecraft radio development, the progress of the flight
RFS has been dominant in the areas of the transponder and power amplifier
design. The continual increase in the carrier frequency, increase in RF power
amplifier output, and improved modulation techniques have all contributed
to the improved performance of the telecommunications links.

During the infant period of the space program exemplified by the Pioneer
and Ranger missions, the RFS consisted of an L-band radio and a three-watt
cavity amplifier. The Mariner-class spacecraft of the sixties and early seventies
witnessed the implementation of the S-band link, and traveling-wave tube
amplifiers (TWTA) prevailed in obtaining RF power amplification. It was not
until the Mariner 73 and the Viking 75 missions that an X-band experimental
transmitter was introduced. Prior to the Viking era, the flight RFS was con-
structed predominantly with discrete component parts.

A major advancement in RFS fabrication was attained shortly after the
Viking launch when a miniature transponder replaced its discrete component
counterpart for the Voyager 77 mission. The miniature transponder was the
forerunner of the NASA standard transponder which was developed subse-
quently. The Voyager RFS also marked the beginning of the full-up S/X-band
dual frequency downlink capabilities, and solid-state RF amplifiers (SSA) had
reached the maturity to compete seriously with the TWTAs for planetary
applications. This generation of RFS is expected to service the Galileo mission
scheduled to launch in 1985.

Up to the miniature transponder era, the command detector unit (CDU)
and the telemetry modulation unit (TMU) had been implemented separately
as the Modulation Demodulation Subsystem (MDS). However, due to the
technological breakthrough in large-scale integration of digital circuitry, it was
possible to incorporate the CDU in the transponder proper when the NASA
standard planetary transponder was developed late in the seventies. The stan-
dard transponder had been chosen by the International Solar Polar Mission
and the Halley Intercept Mission, and will likely be employed by new projects
started during this decade.

While the standard transponder does not include the TMU, it is conceivably
a simple task (as well as a cost-effective one) to combine the TMU into the
RFS implementation. This arrangement will likely be favored for future flight
projects. Therefore, this document includes the CDU and TMU as parts of the
RFS description.
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The next generation of RFS transponder is now being investigated. Features
of the new transponders will probably include an X-band receiver and an adap-
tive phase-locked loop with digital control.

Aside from the transponder and power-amplifier domains, the RFS has also
seen significant changes in the modulations of the information channels. The
ranging channel has evolved from its primitive tone-ranging scheme to PN
sequence and to the current sequential-ranging implementation. The command
and telemetry channels have also progressed from the simple FM system to the
advanced pulse-code-modulation schemes. Data rates on both links are much
higher than they used to be especially on the telemetry link where megabit
capability is now forthcoming. Sophisticated coding techniques are also imple-
mented for the telemetry channels.

7.3 RFS Description
The RFS comprises the following principal subassemblies:

(1) S/X-band transponder

(2) S-band power amplifier

(3) X-band power amplifier

(4) Command detector unit (CDU)

(5) Telemetry modulation unit (TMU)

(6) Control and interface unit

Complementary microwave hardware such as switches, diplexers, filters, and
hybrids provide the architecture for the desired RFS configuration.

7.3.1 RFS Block Diagram

A typical RFS block diagram is shown in Fig. 7-1. This configuration is
applicable to the dual-antenna spacecraft (usually a low-gain and a high-gain
antenna) prevalent in past projects. For other antenna subsystem arrangements,
RF switches and diplexers may be changed to provide the proper signal paths.
Redundant subassemblies are indicated in the diagram to reflect compliance
of the traditional planetary mission's requirement that no single failure shall
cause the loss of any required spacecraft function. Failure detection is provided
to allow switching to the redundant units.

7.3.2 RFS Functional Operation

As shown in Fig. 7-1, the S-band uplink signal is directed to the transponder
receivers from the antenna subsystem via the appropriate diplexers and the RF
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switch. The receiver acquires and tracks the uplink carrier by means of a phase-
locked loop and produces a reference signal whose phase is coherent with the
uplink carrier. With the aid of the reference signal, the ranging and command
components of the composite uplink signal are demodulated. The ranging
component is delivered to a turnaround ranging channel for downlink modula-
tion, and the command component is delivered to the CDU for subcarrier and
baseband detections.

When a coherent downlink transmission is required, the receiver reference
signal frequency is multiplied in the exciters to obtain coherent S-band and
X-band carriers which are modulated by the turnaround ranging signal and the
telemetry signal from the TMU. When coherency is not required, the downlink
carrier is derived from an internal frequency source provided by the spacecraft.

Because of the distance involved for planetary missions, the power levels of
the exciters are generally inadequate. Sufficient power levels are attained by
employing RF power amplifiers such as TWTAs or SSAs. The outputs of the
power, amplifiers are filtered and directed to the antenna subsystem for radia-
tion via the appropriate RF switches and diplexers.

The RFS housekeeping chores are performed by the control/interface unit.
This subassembly sets the configuration of the RFS as commanded by the
spacecraft Control and Data Subsystem (CDS), and provides to the CDS the
RFS engineering telemetry to form a part of the downlink data package.

7.3.3 RFS Subassembly Description

The following subsection presents detailed descriptions for the major RFS
subassemblies.

7.3.3.1 S/X-band transponder. There are two versions of S/X-band transponder
currently in use for planetary missions. They are the Voyager-class miniature
transponder and the NASA standard transponder. Functionally, the two trans-
ponder versions are essentially the same. Both versions accept only S-band uplink
and both provide a coherent frequency translation with the ratio 240/221 for
S-band downlink to S-band uplink and 880/221 for X-band downlink to S-band
uplink. Uplink and downlink data, ranging signal, and carrier turnaround are
processed in the transponder. A block diagram showing the typical modules in
a transponder and the frequency generation scheme are shown in Fig. 7-2 and
Fig. 7-3, respectively. The receiver is implemented as a double-conversion
superheterodyne radio. The two local oscillators are generated from a voltage-
controlled oscillator (VCO) which is phase locked to the uplink carrier. The
downlink carriers are generated by frequency multiplication from the VCO for
the coherent mode or from a spacecraft frequency standard for the noncoherent
mode.
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7.3.3.1.1 Transponder receiver. The transponder's receiver is mechanized as
a second-order phase-locked loop (PLL). The loop is locked to the incoming
carrier component. The transfer function of the receiver's automatic phase-
control loop is designed to be approximately equivalent to the low-pass filter
form of

H(s)design

where

4^0+1
	1+ 4B

	 S
LO

. 
2 + 1	 a	 4^2 + 1 2O	 0 0 ) 2

1+ 4 BLO 
S+ a (8^OBLO S

2BLO = double-sided loop noise bandwidth at carrier threshold

a = limiter suppression factor

ao = limiter suppression factor at carrier threshold

^O	= loop damping factor at carrier threshold

The mechanization of this design has a closed-loop transfer function of:

1+TZS
H(s) _

T

1+(K
v 

+T2 1 S+K SZ

/J
	

v

where K„ is the total loop gain and T 1 and T2 are the time constants of the loop
filter as shown in the simplified loop of Fig. 7-4. The mechanized filter achieves
the design if 1/K„ «T2 , which is the case in practice.

This mechanization is for maximally flat dampling (or ^ O = 0.707) at carrier
threshold with 2 BLO = 18 Hz. (Carrier threshold is defined as zero signal-to-
noise ratio in the carrier loop.) A second mechanization that is used in deep
space receivers is to set the point for maximally flat damping at a threshold
defined by the data error rate in the uplink command data channel. The usual
threshold is a command-channel bit-error rate of 1 in 10 5 bits. The transfer
function of the loop in terms of ^ and W7z (the natural frequency) is
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Fig. 7-4. Simplified receiver phase-locked loop
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1

The phase-locked loop receiver has been documented in a number of books
and papers [7-1 through 7-7] .

The limiter suppression factor was used in the above equations without
definition. The effect of this variable is to reduce the total loop gain of the
receiver's phase-locked loop as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the bandpass
limiter becomes less than one. The closed-loop bandwidth of the receiver is
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reduced as the signal-to-noise ratio decreases. Thus, we have an adaptive-loop
bandwidth with signal level which, in typical deep space designs, gives more
than a 10-to-1 bandwidth reduction from strong signal to threshold. The signal-
to-noise ratio and the signal reduction in a bandpass limiter have been analyzed
by a number of authors. One of the first was Davenport [7-8] who studied
the variation in an output signal as a function of input signal-to-noise ratio. He
found that the loss in output SNR is small for any input SNR less than one.
The limiting value of this loss is about 1.05 dB.

Tausworthe [7-5] developed a convenient and very close approximation for
signal suppression, which is given by:

0.7854PC. + 0.4768P2 z
C

1 + 1.024P. + 0.4678P?

where Pi = limiter input signal-to-noise ratio. This works well over the region of
interest in most transponder problems. For a complete analysis of the bandpass
limiter in a PLL, see the work done by Lindsey [7-2] .

The receiver's IF amplification is gain-controlled in the early stages and
limited, as discussed above, in the stages before the carrier is detected. Input
signal powers may vary from -154 to -70 dBm, giving an 84-dB range. To assure
that limiting occurs only in stages designed as limiters, and to provide a linear
ranging channel, automatic gain control (AGC) of the carrier signal is used. The
AGC error signal is produced by a phase detector whose reference is shifted
90 deg from the carrier PPL phase-detector's reference. The signal used for
AGC is picked off before the limiters. The AGC loop acts as a first-order loop
with a bandwidth in the order of 1 Hz. For an analysis of the AGC loop see
(7-1], (7-2], and [7-4] .

7.3.3.1.2 Ranging channel. In addition to maintaining a carrier lock, the trans-
ponder is also required to handle the ranging signal. The ranging signal is
detected by a separate phase detector in phase with the carrier phase-locked loop
in a wide-band channel. Due to changes in modulation indexes on the uplink
carrier, changes in distance to the spacecraft, and the wide channel bandwidth,
the ranging signal is gain-controlled with a limiter or a second AGC loop after
it is separated from the carrier channel. The channel separation takes place just
after the last stage that is controlled by the carrier AGC.

When AGC is used to control the ranging signal, the total power (signal
plus noise) in the ranging channel is detected using a square-law detector. The
current transponders use ranging channels with about 1.5 X 10 6 Hz noise band-
widths, which results in SNRs less than one for most ranging-signal levels. Since
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the ranging code is not recovered in the transponder and signal-plus-noise is
retransmitted, the ranging signal strength varies as the range to the fourth power
when detected back in the DSN.

7.3.3.1.3 Command channel. Two command-modulation methods are currently
employed which differ in the choice of subcarrier frequency. The Viking-
vintage 512-Hz subcarrier version is used with the Voyager-class miniature trans-
ponder. The command subcarrier is detected along with the carrier in the phase-
locked loop where the command signal is split off before the loop filter. A
disadvantage of this method is that the command signal cannot be completely
eliminated from the carrier loop and an undesired feedthrough is experienced
on the downlink as the reference VCO frequency is being multiplied. The
degradation on the X-band downlink due to command feedthrough is quite
pronounced. Another disadvantage is that the command bit rate is limited to
256 bps because of the low subcarrier frequency.

The second version is the 16-kHz subcarrier which is used with the NASA
standard transponder. A command rate of 2 kbps is possible and the command
feedthrough problem is eliminated. The command signal, however, must be
detected in a separate channel in the same manner as ranging. The detected
composite command signal is routed to a command detector for data recovery.

7.3.3.1.4 Exciters. There are two exciters (an S-band and an X-band) used in
the transponder and they employ the same design concept. An exciter is
a series of frequency multipliers which bring the transponder reference fre-
quency to the desired downlink frequency. Within the multiplier chain, a phase
modulator is implemented to permit modulation of the ranging and/or the
telemetry data. Figure 7-2 shows the construction (schematically) of the two
exciters. The modulating signals are first combined by a summing amplifier
before being applied to the phase modulator. In the S-band and the X-band
exciters, the phase modulators are operating in the low "hundred-MHz" region
which allows low indexes to be modulated. The frequency multiplication that
follows increases the indexes by the factor of the multiplication ratio. In this
fashion, the transponder is able to provide modulation of square wave in excess
of 90 deg.

7.3.3.2 Power amplifiers. As pointed out previously, two types of RF power
amplifiers have been and continue to be used for planetary missions. They are
the TWTA and the SSA. Despite the tedious and sometimes difficult procedures
in trimming the amplifiers to the required specifications, an RF amplifier is in
fact, configuratively speaking, a relatively simple device. For the TWTA, it
consists of a power supply to provide the various voltages required for TWT
operations and a traveling-wave tube which performs the RF power amplifica-
tion. The SSA consists of a power converter and a solid-state amplifier. Some
supplementary circuits are provided for power switching and other housekeeping
purposes.
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The RF amplifiers are used to raise the exciter outputs to a power level
sufficient for RF transmission. Different amplifiers must be designed for differ-
ent frequency bands. At the present time, S-band TWTAs up to 28 watts,
X-band TWTAs up to 20 watts, and S-band SSAs up to 20 watts have all been
flown.

7.3.3.3 Command detector unit. As with the case of the transponder, there
are also two command detector versions currently in use for planetary missions.
They are the Viking Heritage CDU which is compatible with the Voyager-class
transponder and the NASA standard CDU which was developed with and became
an integral part of the NASA standard transponder. Since both transponder-CDU
combinations will be used in future missions, both CM are described.

7.3.3.3.1 Viking Heritage CUD. The Viking CDU is the first generation of all-
digital bit synchronizers used for spacecraft command-detection purposes. The
only analog elements in the detector are the front-end signal-conditioning
circuits and the analog-to-digital converter. The command baseband signal for
the Viking CDU consists of a 512-Hz subcarrier modulated by the bit sync which
in turn is modulated by the data bits. The composite command signal may be
represented by

composite command signal = SC® BS® D

where

SC is the 512-Hz subcarrier

BS is the 512/n -Hz bit sync or clock, 	 n = 2 to 512 in binary steps

D is data bits

In order to detect the command bits, two levels of synchronization, sub-
carrier sync and clock sync, must first be established. To accomplish these
synchronization, the transmitted commands are prefixed first by a short burst
of unmodulated subcarrier, followed by a period of subcarrier modulated by
bit sync. Hence, the detections of subcarrier, bit sync, and data are performed
sequentially with a multimode correlation process. In other words, the CDU
first establishes subcarrier lock when the unmodulated subcarrier is present;
then it uses the detected subcarrier to extract the bit sync during the period
when no data (SC(D BS only) are present. Finally, the knowledge of SC and BS
enables the CDU to detect data bits when they subsequently appear. The three-
level (SC, BS, and data) detection process is accomplished by means of digital
correlation. A block diagram for the CDU and a detection flow diagram are
given in Fig. 7-5 and Fig. 7-6, respectively.
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X (513T)	 DETECT
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SC TRACKING

YES

SC TRACKING
CORR AT 1/8 BIT

S/C
VERIFY	 (5 BT)
MODE 10

NO
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(1 BT MAX) WAIT
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DATA	 YES
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NO TRACKING

S > T	 SC AND BS
TRACKING

Fig. 7-6. Viking Heritage CDU mode flow diagram
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7.3.3.3.2 NASA standard CDU. Like its Viking counterpart, the NASA standard
CDU is an all-digital bit synchronizer. Unlike the Viking CDU, the NASA stan-
dard composite command signal consists of a 16-kHz subcarrier modulated by
data only. Bit sync estimates are derived based on the knowledge of data transi-
tions. Detections of subcarrier, bit sync, and data are performed simultaneously
with a single correlation process. To facilitate acquisition, the transmitted com-
mands are prefixed by a string of alternate is and Os. Because of the higher sub-
carrier frequency, the maximum bit rate for the NASA standard CDU is 2 kbps.

The NASA standard CDU is constructed with dedicated MOS-LSI chips
organized in the form of a microprocessor. Quadrature samplings are performed
directly at the composite command signal to detect the zero crossings of the
subcarrier from which the subcarrier phase lock is established. Correlations of
subcarrier, bit sync, data, and in-lock indication are performed by the micropro-
cessor in a manner similar to that of the Viking CDU. A block diagram for the
NASA standard CDU is shown in Fig. 7-7.

7.3.3.4 Telemetry modulation unit. The current TMU design owes its origin to
the Viking Modulation Demodulation Subsystem. Perhaps because of its relative
simplicity, there have been no attempts to standardize the TMU or to recon-
struct the unit with LSI circuitry. Therefore, within its basic structure, the TMU
may be tailored to suit a specific project's needs.

In general, the TMU consists of a convolutional coder which may or may not
be used, a subcarrier generator, modulators, and modulation-index select cir-
cuits. Two telemetry channels are normally provided to offer data mode flexi-
bility. A typical TMU block diagram is given in Fig. 7-8.

In terms of the receiving station, the TM.0 provides two telemetry modes,
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) and Deep Space Network (DSN). The
fundamental difference between the two modes is simply that the subcarrier is
not used in the TDRS mode.

7.3.3.5 Microwave hardware. A set of microwave components is normally re-
quired in an RFS. These microwave components include diplexers, filters,
hybrids, and switches. The diplexer is used to combine the uplink and downlink
signals into a single signal. It is a set of filters that prevents the transmitter power
from saturating the receiver input and the wideband noise out of the power
amplifiers from degrading the receiver SNR. Most diplexers use a bandpass
filter at the uplink frequency in the receiver arm that rejects the transmitter
power. A band-reject filter at the uplink frequency in the transmit arm prevents
power amplifier noise from degrading the receiver SNR.

The hybrid is a power divider which couples energy from multiple sources
to multiple loads. It is constructed with the conventional transmission-line
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principles and is traditionally used to cross-strap the redundent exciter outputs
and the redundent power amplifier inputs. The switch is a signal-directing
device. Ferrite circulating switches are commonly used in the RFS. In general,
there is no standard configuration for the microwave components, as they are
mission-dependent.

7.4 RFS Subassemblies Performance Specifications
The following section compiles the performance specifications for the major

RFS subassemblies. The data are provided from [7-91 through [7-15).

7.4.1 RFS Transponder Specifications
The specifications for elements of the RFS transponder are listed in the

tables which follow.

7.4.1.1 Carrier channel. The parameters and specifications for the carrier
channel are tabulated below.

Parameter	 Specification

Uplink frequencies	 Any NASA-designated S-band channel

Coherent transponding	 S-band: 240/221 times uplink frequency
X-band: 880/221 times uplink frequency

Noncoherent operation	 S-band: 120 times internal oscillator
(one-way downlink)	 frequency

Internal oscillator frequency	 19.1 MHz depending on channel assignment

Receiver frequency setting	 ±2 ppm at 24 t 2°C
accuracy

Receiver frequency stability

Short-term (15 hr)	 ±1.5 ppm at any constant temp ±0.5°C in
range of 10 to 40°C

Aging (1 yr)	 ±3 ppm at any constant temp ±0.5°C in
range of 10 to 40°C

Temperature	 ±0.4 ppm per °C, 10 to 40°C
±14 ppm per °C, -10 to 55°C (flight accept-

ance range)
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Parameter Specification

±20 ppm per °C, -20 to 65°C (type approval
range)

Receiver signal level -154 to -70 dBm

Antenna terminal input 50 ohm, VSWR < 1.5 to 1
impedance

Receiver preselector input 50 ohm, VSWR < 1.2 to 1
impedance

Receiver noise figure < 5.5 dB with 50 ohm VSWR < 1.1 to 1

PLL noise bandwidth 18 Hz ±10%, 10 to 40°C
(2BL0) 18 Hz ±20%, type approval range

PLL filter damping factor 0.707 SNR = 1 in 2BLo

Predetector bandwidth 2-stage, single-pole filters
250 kHz ±20% cascaded with 3 kHz ±10%

Tracking threshold -154 dBm min at best lock frequency

Tracking capture range ±1.3 kHz, >,--90  dBm carrier

Tracking range ±150 kHz min, > -90 dBm carrier

Acquisition and tracking rate 600 Hz/sec min, > - 90 dBm carrier

Tracking error (SPE) < 1 deg per 30 kHz, > -90 dBm carrier

Carrier AGC loop bandwidth 1.8 ± 0.9 Hz
(2-sided)

Carrier AGC linearity Within 10% from -140 to -70 dBm

VCO frequency 19.1 to 19.2 MHz determined by uplink
frequency

Internal oscillator frequency	 ±2 ppm at 24 ±2°C
setting accuracy
(for one-way)
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Parameter Specification

Internal oscillator frequency
stability

Short-term 2 X 10-9 rms fractional frequency devia-
tion of 10 min, with 10 sec integration
time at any constant temp ±0.5°C in range
of 10 to 40°C

Aging (1 yr) ±3 ppm at any constant temp ±0.5°C in
range of 10 to 40°C

Temperature ±0.3 ppm per °C, 10 to 40°C
±10 ppm per °C, flight acceptance range
± 15 ppm per °C, type approval range

Exciter residue phase noise 	 30 rms max at S-band
11° rims max at X-band

S-band exciter output power 	 +21 dBm ± 1 dB flight acceptance
+21 dBm ± 2 dB type approval
at 50 ohm resistive load

S-band exciter output	 50 ohm nominal VSWR < 1.5 to 1
impedance

X-band exciter ouput power	 +12 dBm ±1 dB flight acceptance
+12 dBm ±2 dB type approval

at 50 ohm resistive load

X-band exciter output	 50 ohm nominal VSWR < 1.5 to 1
impedance

7.4.1.2 Ranging channel. The parameters and specifications for the ranging
channel are tabulated below.'

Parameter
	

Specification

Linearity
	

5%

Channel nonsymmetry 	 2%, 10 to 40°C
5%, flight acceptance range
10%, type approval range

' All specifications are under specific test conditions
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Parameter
	

Specification

Downlink RG modulation	 0.2 to 1 rad peak
index

Downlink RG modulation index

Stability	 ±5%, 10 to 40°C
±10%, flight acceptance range
±13%, type approval range

RG channel frequency response 1 kHz to 1.2 MHz
(-3 dB)

RG delay variation

S-band up, S- or X-band < 20 nsec peak-to-peak, 10 to 40°C
down < 30 nsec peak-to-peak, flight acceptance

range
< 40 nsec peak-to-peak, type approval

range
Differential S- and X-band < 8 nsec peak-to-peak, 10 0 to 40°C

down < 12 nsec peak-to-peak, flight acceptance
range

< 16 nsec peak-to-peak, type approval
range

Phase delay variation

S-band up, S- or X-band < 1.5 nsec peak-to-peak, 10 to 40°C
down < 3 nsec peak-to-peak, flight acceptance

range
< 3.5 nsec peak-to-peak, type approval

range
Differential S- and X-band < 0.75 nsec peak-to-peak, 10 to 40°C

down < 1.5 nsec peak-to-peak, flight acceptance
range

< 1.8 nsec peak-to-peak, type approval
range

7.4.1.3 Telemetry channel. The parameters and specifications for the telemetry
channel are tabulated below.

Parameter Specification

TLM channel frequency response 100 Hz to 3 MHz (-3 dB)
1.5 to 500 kHz (flat within 1 dB)
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Parameter	 Specification

Input signal level	 1.8 V rms

Input impedance	 50 ± 5 ohm, 100 pf shunt max

Asymmetry	 1% max up to 2 rad mod index

Amplitude nonlinearity 	 2% max to 1 rad mod index
5% max to 2 rad mod index

Modulation sensitivity	 2 rad peak/volt peak

Modulation index stability 	 ±5% flight acceptance range
±7% type approval range

7.4.1.4 Command channel. The parameters and specifications for the command
channel are tabulated below.

Parameter	 Specification

Implementation	 Voyager-class external to transponder
NASA standard internal to transponder

All other parameters and characteristics listed under CDU.

7.4.2 Power Amplifiers Specifications
The specifications for elements of the power amplifiers are listed in the

tables which follow.

7.4.2.1 20-watt S-band SSA. The parameters and specifications for the 20-watt
S-band SSA are tabulated below.

Parameter	 Specification

Primary DC voltage source	 30 ± 3 V

Primary voltage ripple	 25 mV peak-to-peak max

Primary voltage source over- 	 15% max
voltage
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SpecificationParameter

Primary DC power

Power converter efficiency

RF amplifier efficiency

Input frequency

Input carrier modulation

Modulation bandwidth
(one-sided)

Input carrier suppression

Input power level

Input power level variation

Input impedance

Output impedance

Output power level

Output power variation

— temperature
— frequency
— short term
— aging

Output amplitude modulation

Output spectral purity

Output noise power spectral
density

33.5 W max low power
87.5 W max high power

Not specified

24% min low power
27% min high power

2,290 to 2,302 MHz

Phase modulated square wave

3 MHz

19 dB from unmodulated level

3to7dBm

±1.5 dB

50 ohms VSWR < 1.3 to 1

50 ohm VSWR < 1.3 to 1

6 W min low power
20 W min high power

0.2 dB per 10°C
±0.1 dB (input frequency range)
±0.1 dB (30-min interval)
Degraded < 0.4 dB (5 yr)

0.5% mod index 83°

2nd harmonic 30 dB down
3rd harmonic 40 dB down
> 3rd harmonic 40 dB down

-35 dBm/MHz (2,013 to 2,213 MHz)
-30 dBm/MHz (2,245 to 2,345 MHz)
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Parameter Specification

Phase stability

— input level 14.4 psec per dB
— primary voltage 3 psec with 1 V change
— temperature 12 psec per 10°C
— frequency 0.0003 psec per 1 kHz (input frequency

range)
— short term 0.5 psec over 12 hr

Group delay stability

— input level	 0.1 nsec per dB
— primary voltage	 0.1 nsec with 1 V change
— temperature	 0.1 nsec per 1°C
— frequency	 0.00001 nsec per 1 kHz (input frequency

range)
— long term	 0.1 nsec over 5 yr

7.4.2.2 28-watt S-band TWTA. The parameters and specifications for the
28-watt S-band TWTA are tabulated below.

Parameter	 Specification

Primary do voltage source

Primary voltage ripple

Primary voltage source over-
voltage

Primary do power

Power converter efficiency

RF amplifier efficiency

Input frequency

Input carrier modulation

30±3V

25 mV peak-to-peak maximum

15% max (20 msec or less)

33 W ±6% low power
86 W ±6% high power

88% min low power
90% min high power

38% min low power
41% min high power

2,290 to 2,302 MHz

Phase modulated square wave
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Parameter	 Specification

Modulation bandwidth 	 3 MHz
(one-sided)

Input carrier suppression	 19 dB from unmodulated level

Input power level	 3 to 7 dBm

Input power level variation	 ±1 dB

Input impedance	 50 ohm VSWR < 1.3 to 1

Output impedance	 50 ohms VSWR < 1.3 to 1

Output power level 	 9.5 W low power
(worst case)	 26.7 W high power

Output power variation

— temperature	 0.1 dB per 10°C (0 to 55°C)
— frequency	 ±0.1 dB (input frequency range)
— short term	 ±0.1 dB (30-min interval)
— aging	 Degraded < 0.4 dB (5 years)

Output amplitude modulation	 0.5% mod index = 83°

Output spectral purity 2nd harmonic 10 dB below fundamental
3rd harmonic 20 dB below fundamental
>3rd harmonic 30 dB below fundamental
Total 9.5 dB below fundamental

Output noise power spectral 	 -35 dBm/MHz (2,013 - 2,213 MHz)
density	 -30 dBm/MHz (2,245 - 2,345 MHz)

Phase stability

input level
primary voltage
temperature
frequency

short term

14.4 psec per dB
3 psec with 1 V change
12 psec per 10°C
0.0003 psec per 1 kHz (input frequency

range)
0.5 psec over 12 hr
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Parameter Specification

Group delay stability

— input level 0.1 nsec per dB
— primary voltage 0.1 nsec with 1 V change
— temperature 0.1 nsec per 1 °C
— frequency 0.00001 nsec per 1 kHz (input frequency

range)
— long term 0.1 nsec over 5 yr

Warmup time 180 sec max.

7.4.2.3 20-watt X-band TWTA. The parameters and specifications for the
20-watt X-band TWTA are tabulated below.

With the following exception, the 20-W X-band TWTA has the same specifi-
cations as indicated in 7.4.2.2.

Parameter	 Specification

Primary do power

Power converter efficiency

RF amplifier efficiency

Input frequency

Input power level

Output power level
(worst case)

Output power variation — aging

Output noise power spectral
density

Phase stability — input level

47 W ±6% low power
65 W ±6% high power

89% min low power
90% min high power

38% min low power
45% min high power

8,400 - 8,442 MHz

0 to 4 dBm

12.7 W low power
21.6 W high power

Degraded < 0.4 dB (10 years)

-30 dBm/MHz (8,315 - 8,515 MHz)

3.3 psec per dB
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7.4.3 Command Detector Unit Specifications
The specifications for elements of the command detector unit are listed in

the tables which follow.

7.4.3.1 NASA standard CDU. The parameters and specifications for the NASA
standard CDU are tabulated below.

Parameter	 Specification

Modulation	 Non-return-to-zero bi-phase-modulated

Subcarrier	 16 kHz sine wave

Bit-rates	 2000/2n , n = 0, 1, 2, ..... , 8

Bit error rate	 c 1 X 10-5 at command threshold

Command threshold (EbINO )	 9.6 dB, -1.0 dB + 1.1 dB

Lock detection

— probability of false 6 1 X 10-4
acquisition

— probability of > 0.98 within 27 bits of command
deacquisition removal

— probability of out-of-lock < 2.5 X 10-9 at command threshold
indicate

— probability of failure to < 1 X 10-4 at command threshold
acquire

Maximum frequency offset for 1.95 times bit rate at command threshold
acquisition and tracking

Maximum frequency offset rate 0.396 times (bit rate) 2 at command
for acquisition and tracking threshold

Acquisition sequence 132 bits of alternate is and Os

Probability of acquisition 0.9999 at bit rate = 31 bps

Command data output Non-return-to-zero data (polarity unresolved)

Command bit sync Square wave at data rate

Lock indicator Bilevel signal
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7.4.3.2 Viking Heritage CDU. The parameters and specifications for the Viking
Heritage CDU are tabulated below.

Parameter	 Specification

Modulation	 Manchester coded bi-phase-modulated

Subcarrier	 512-Hz square wave

Bit rates	 1 to 256 bps in binary steps

Bit error rate	 < 1 X 10-5 at command threshold

Command threshold (EblNO )	 9.6 dB, -1.0 dB + 1.1 dB

Lock detection

— probability of false	 < 1 X 10-11
acquisition

— probability of out-of-lock 	 < 1 X 10-5 at command threshold
indicate

— probability of failure to	 < 1 X 10-4 at command threshold
acquire

Frequency offset	 ±0.04%

Acquisition sequence 	 Subcarrier only (65 bit times),
Subcarrier ®BS (15 bit times)

Probability of acquisition 	 5.9 X 10-6
failure

Command data output	 Non-return-to-zero data sequence

Command bit sync	 Square wave at data rate

Lock indicator	 Bilevel signal

7.4.4 Telemetry Modulation Unit Specifications

The specifications and parameters for the telemetry modulating unit are
listed in the table which follows.
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Parameter	 Specification

Modulation	 Non-return-to-zero or convolutional coded
Non-return-to-zero, biphase modulation

Subcarrier	 Low rate 1.5 times data rate min square wave
High rate 1.5 times data symbol rate min

Data rates	 Low rate 40 bps uncoded for Voyager
High rate up to 134 kbps

Subcarrier frequency tolerance	 Initial frequency set c 0.005%

Subcarrier frequency stability 	 0.00217o over flight acceptance
0.0005%, 12 hr, ±5°C

Subcarrier phase jitter	 Low rate, 0.2 rad rms in 0.03-Hz BW
High rate, 0.2 rad rms in 2-Hz BW
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Chapter 8
Spacecraft Antennas

Yahya Rahmat-Samii and Gary K. Noreen

8.1 Introduction

The theoretical foundations of antennas rest on Maxwell's equations pre-
sented before the Royal Society of London in 1864 by James Clerk Maxwell
(1831-1879). These equations have proven to be one of mankind's greatest
discoveries for predicting and describing nature's electromagnetic phenomena.
In 1886 Heinrich Hertz (1857-1894) was able to verify experimentally the
existence of electromagnetic phenomena and their propagation characteristics.
This added a new chapter to human history since the electromagnetic spec-
trum, outside the visible region, could be employed for communication pur-
poses through the use of radio. Figure 8-1 presents the names of some renowned
scientists who contributed to the advancements and applications of the theory
of electromagnetism in the era spanned from Gilbert to Einstein [8-11.

A radio antenna is a device for radiating or receiving electromagnetic waves
which provides a transition between a free-space wave and a guided wave (re-
ceiving) or vice versa (transmitting). The electromagnetic characteristics of
antennas can be accurately predicted using Maxwell's equations. Since the
science of antennas is mature, there are numerous publications devoted to
this topic and the interested reader is referred to some of the most recent ones
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[8-2 through 8-8] . As technological needs have demanded more advanced
antennas, many newly developed analytical, numerical and experimental meth-
ods have emerged, and a variety of antenna configurations have been built and
examined. Among them one may refer to linear antennas, log periodic antennas,
horn antennas, reflector antennas, arrays, lenses, microstrip antennas, etc.
Obviously, not all of these can be examined here, and it is the responsibility
of the design engineer to keep himself updated to make sure that the choice
of antenna is optimum for the task.

In this section, a tutorial description is given for spacecraft antennas used
for deep-space-to-earth communication. For this reason, this discussion is
focused primarily on reflector antennas as they are used most frequently in
deep-space spacecraft. The objective is to present some fundamental defini-
tions, tables, and graphs to enable the system engineer to originate a preliminary
design for a specified task. The discussion is by no means exhaustive, and the
user must consult more detailed sources and references to refine a design.

8.2 Radiation Pattern Parameters
8.2.1 Radiation Pattern, Beamwidths and Sidelobes

To permit the transfer of information between a spacecraft and earth, the
radio signal is radiated into space by an antenna. The radiation characteristics
of an antenna as a function of direction are given by the antenna pattern. By the
principle of reciprocity, this pattern is the same for both receiving and trans-
mitting conditions in most circumstances. The simplest antenna, hypothetically
speaking, is the isotropic radiator, which distributes the radiated power uni-
formly into space. Thus, for a total radiated power of W,,, one observes a radi-
ation intensity of

W
Uo = 

4^	
(8.2 1)

per unit solid angle independent of the angular position with respect to this
hypothetical antenna. However, with a known target direction or directions, it
becomes desirable to concentrate the radiated power into specific areas. For
this purpose, a directional antenna may be designed so that the radiation inten-
sity is a function of the direction.

If the radiation intensity pattern is measured at a sufficient distance from
the antenna (typically larger than 2D2 /X, where D = antenna diameter and
A = wavelength) so that an increase in distance causes no change in the relative
intensity, the pattern will be the far-field pattern. Closer measurements yield
Fresnel and near-field patterns which are functions of both angle and distance.
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For instance, Fig. 8-2 shows how the radiation pattern can change as a func-
tion of the distance from an antenna [8-91. Notice that after a large distance
(2D 2 1A), the pattern does not change appreciably, which indicates a far-field
pattern. This is an important observation since the use of increasingly large
antennas (in terms of wavelength) makes it difficult to measure their true
far-field patterns using standard far-field ranges. In the discussion of this section,
only the far-field patterns are considered.
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Fig.8-2. Evolution of reflector antenna pattern as a function of distance R. Atadistance
of R > 2D2/X, the far-field pattern is formed
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The pattern may be expressed in terms of the field intensity (field pattern)
or in terms of the Poynting vector or radiation intensity (power patterns). The
latter is used most often. A typical antenna power pattern is shown in Fig. 8-3
as a polar plot in linear units, and is shown in Fig. 8-4 in rectangular coordi-
nates on a dB scale. The latter presentation shows the minor-lobe structure in
more detail. In most cases, the main lobe is the desired lobe and, thus, the
sidelobes are the minor lobes. Typically, the sidelobes have alternately positive
and negative values. In fact, the far field in its most general form may be com-
plex-valued and its magnitude and phase will then be used to define the power
and phase patterns. A single pattern (single cut) would be sufficient to com-
pletely specify the angular variation in the radiation pattern provided the pattern
is symmetric. If the pattern is not symmetric, a three-dimensional diagram or
contour plot will be required to show the pattern in its entirety. However, in
practice, two patterns (one through the narrowest part of the lobe; the other,
perpendicular to it through the widest part of the lobe) may suffice. These
mutually perpendicular patterns through the main-lobe axis are called the
principal-plane patterns and, based on their polarizations, sometimes are referred
to as the E- and H-plane patterns. Since one encounters vector fields when
working with antennas, there are occasions for referring to the copolar and
cross-polar patterns in order to demonstrate two orthogonally polarized com-
ponents of the far field.

HALF-POV
(e HP left)

Fig. 8-3. Normalized antenna pattern in polar coordinates and linear power scale
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Fig. 8-4. Normalized antenna pattern in rectangular coordinates in dB power scale

An important numerical specification of the pattern is the angular width of
the main lobe at a particular level. The angle at the half-power level or half-
power beamwidth (HPBW) is most commonly used and defined as

HPBW = 10 HP  left ) + 10 HP right )

where OHP left and BHP right are angles at half-power levels down from the left
and right of the peak, respectively, as shown in Fig. 8-3. The antenna HPBW can
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be different in different pattern cuts for nonsymmetric patterns. Also defined
are the beamwidth between first nulls (BWFN) or the beamwidth at -10 or
-20 dB below the pattern maximum. Another important parameter is sidelobe
level, which is the ratio of the pattern value of a sidelobe peak to the pattern
value of the main lobe peak and typically is expressed in dB. For example, in
Fig. 8-4 the first sidelobe level is at -24 dB.

8.2.2 Directivity, Gain, and Aperture Efficiency

An important characteristic of an antenna is how well it concentrates energy
in one direction with reference to radiation in other directions. This character-
istic is most easily described using the Poynting vector concept defined as

P = EX H*	 (8.2-2)

where E and H are the electric and magnetic fields and * designates the con-
jugate operator. The total average power radiated by an antenna is

W = 1 Reff(EXH*) • rdE2r 2 (8.2 3)

in which r is the unit vector in the propagation direction, dS2 defines the differ-
ential of the solid angle, and Re is the operator which takes the real part of a
complex number. Furthermore, the radiation intensity can be defined as

U(2) = 2R e (E X H*) • r2r 	(8.2-4)

where r2 is introduced to make U(S2) independent of distance. Furthermore,
using (8.2-3) in (8.2-1) one can obtain the average radiated power. The direc-
tivity pattern is now defined as

D(0) = U(Q)	 (8.2-5)
Y

and its maximum value, called directivity, is given by

D = max LD(S2)1	 (8.2-6)

which is typically in the main beam direction.

The directivity is solely determined by the radiation pattern of an antenna.
However, when an antenna is used in a system (say, transmitting), one is actually
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interested in knowing how efficiently the antenna transforms available power at
its input terminals to radiated power in a particular direction. Obviously, be-
cause of resistive losses, the radiated power is always less than the total input
power. To this end, power gain (or simply gain) is defined as 47r times the ratio
of the radiation intensity in a given direction to the net power accepted by the
antenna from the connected transmitter; i.e.,

G(S2) = 4 WW. (8.2-7)
to

where Win is the input power (this definition does not include losses due to
mismatches of impedance). The maximum value of power gain, called gain,
is

G = max [G(2)]	 (8.2-8)

which is typically in the main beam direction.

Comparison of (8.2-5), (8.2-1), and (8.2-7) prompts one to define radiation
efficiency, e, as

W
e = 

W	
(8.2-9)

in

which results in

G = eD	 (8.2-10)

where

0 < e < 1	 (8.2-11)

From (8.2-10) one concludes that the maximum power gain of an antenna is
equal to its purely directional characteristic of directivity reduced by its radia-
tion efficiency. Furthermore, one can easily establish that

	

ffG  (92) d E2 = 47r e	 (8.2-12)

Since gain is a power ratio, it can be calculated in decibels as follows:

	

GaB = 10 log la G	 (8.2-13)
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. Unfortunately, the terminology found in the literature is inconsistent on the
topics of directivity and gain, and they are often confused and sometimes used
interchangeably. Thus, the reader should be careful to understand the proper
usage.

For aperture-type antennas, the gain can be related to the geometrical area
of the aperture by the following well-known expression:

G = 77QP 
z 

A P 	 (8.2-14)

where 77ap and AP are the aperture efficiency and aperture area of the reflector,
respectively. The aperture efficiency riaP may further be expressed by its con-
stituent components as

17ap = er1 t?7 1 712 77 3 ...	 (8.2-15)

where

	

e =	 radiation efficiency due to ohmic losses, which are usually very
small, except for lossy devices included as part of the feed system.

ri t = aperture taper efficiency due to the gain losses based on an aperture
illumination that is tapered relative to uniform illumination, which
produces maximum gain. For example, Fig. 8-5 (from [8-71) shows
the variation of ri t as a function of illumination taper.

77 1 = spillover (or feed) efficiency due to the portion of the feed radia-
tion which is not intercepted by the reflector. As the aperture taper
increases, the spillover decreases while the aperture taper efficiency
rl t decreases. The tradeoff between rl t and 77 1 has an optimum solu-
tion as indicated by the combined curve in Fig. 8-5. Typically, this
optimum solution occurs at about -11 dB edge taper [8-71, and the
value of -10 dB edge taper is frequently quoted.

	

rig =	 random surface error efficiency due to surface rms errors. This
efficiency can be obtained from

71
2 = e 

(4arK6/X)2	 (8.2-16)

where 5 is the surface rms error and k is a factor which depends on
the f/D ratio as shown in Fig. 8-6.

7i3

	

	 aperture blockage efficiency due to the presence of a feed system or
a subreflector. Values of ri 3 are given in Fig. 8-7 as a function of the
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Fig. 8-5. Aperture taper and spillover efficiencies as a function of edge illumination

ratio of the diameter of the blocking structure near the focal plane
to the main reflector diameter. Also shown are the effects of the
aperture blockage on the sidelobe levels.

174 = strut blockage efficiency due to the presence of struts. Values are
given in Table 8-1 for various main reflector sizes and a number of
half-wavelength-thick struts [8-7] .

	

77 5 =	 squint efficiency due to the lateral displacement of the feed. If the
beam shifts off-axis by one half-power beamwidth,17 5 = 0.98.

	

17 6 =	 astigmatism efficiency due to axial displacement of the feed. This
is a function of frequency and the f/D ratio and may take the values
of 0.996, 0.98, and 0.93 for a 0.1 A axial displacement and for
f/D's 1/2, 1 13 and 1/4, respectively (8 -71.
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Fig. 8-6. Correction factor K as a function of the surface rms (in the normal to the
surface direction) a rmg/a for different f/D values

777 =	 surface leakage efficiency due to mesh-type surfaces. It is typically
0.99 for a mesh with several grid wires per wavelength.

178 = depolarization efficiency due to the power generated in the polari-
zation state orthogonal to that desired. It typically takes a value
greater than 0.98.

For antennas with high efficiency feeds, the overall efficiency 17ap is typically
quoted to vary between 0.45 and 0.70.

8.2.3 Simple Models for Pattern Functions

The majority of well-focused circular aperture antennas, such as reflector
antennas, can be approximated as circular apertures with aperture field ampli-
tude distributions which are tapered from the center gf the aperture toward
the edge. Furthermore, for many applications (with feed at the focal point)
the circular aperture distributions are close to being radially symmetric. With
these assumptions, one can obtain a simplified mathematical model which
describes the antenna pattern function. To this end, an aperture amplitude
distribution of the type

E(P) = C + (1 — C)
11
 — \afl 	 (8.2-17)
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Table 8-1. Blockage efficiency 714 due to the struts

D
N	 10x	 look	 20OX

3	 0.946	 0.995	 0.9994	 0.935	 0.994	 0.998
D = reflector diameter; N = number of support struts which are X/2

thick.

is used in which C is a parameter which controls the reflector aperture edge
taper (i.e., ET = 20 log C), a is the radius of the reflector aperture, n is a param-
eter which controls the amplitude shape, and p is the radial distance such that
0 G p 5 a. Using the above distribution, one can determine the normalized far-
field patterns as [8-7]

Cf(B,n=0)+ 1-C f(B, n)
P(B, n, C) =	

C+ 

1 n +C 1	
(8.2-18)

n+1

where

2n+1(n + 1)! n+1 [2Tr(a/X) sin B]
f(8, n) _

	

	 (8.2-19)
[27r(a/X) sin 0] n+l

and where n+1 is the (n + 1)thorder Bessel function. From the foregoing
expressions one can also determine the aperture taper efficiency nt as

CC+ (1_C) J 2n+1

C2 +2C(
1-C + (1-C)2

\n+ll	 2n+1

The plots of E from (8.2-17) for various values of C and n are depicted in
Figs. 8-8 and 8-9. For these cases, the far-field patterns, normalized to the
0 dB taper case, are constructed using (8.2-17) with final results as shown in
Figs. 8-10 and 8-11. These plots clearly demonstrate how the relative gain and
sidelobe levels can vary as functions of the illumination tapers and shapes.
Based on these results, one can also tabulate the important characteristic
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parameters of the patterns as shown in Table 8-2. These patterns and tabu-
lated data can be used as a good approximation for many reflector antenna
patterns in the angular regions close to the main beam.

In order to demonstrate the applicability of the foregoing simple expres-
sions, a realistic case of the Viking Orbiter high-gain antenna is discussed. The
geometry of this antenna is shown in Fig. 8-12. The antenna diameter is 2a =
58 inches and the operating frequency is set at X-band (f = 8.415 GHz). The
far-field patterns of this reflector as measured in two different cuts are shown
in Fig. 8-13. Clearly, owing to the effects of the struts and other components,
the patterns in two planes are not the same; however, they demonstrate similar
features, particularly about the main beam. These measurements are obtained
by both measuring the antenna in a standard outdoor far-field range, and also
in the near-field range, using a new technique developed by Rahmat-Samii,
et al. [8-10] . This technique is finding an ever-increasing application in measur-
ing the far-field patterns and gain of large directive (high-gain) antennas. Fig-
ure 8-14 demonstrates the basic experimental setup of this near-field procedure.
The prime advantages of the near-field technique are: (1) the antenna can be
measured in the controlled environment, and (2) true far-field patterns can be
obtained independent of the size of the antenna. Briefly explained, the near-
field amplitude and phase data of the antenna are measured in a distance typi-
cally less than a diameter. These data are then used via some computer programs
[8-10] to generate the true far-field patterns of the antenna. As shown in
Fig. 8-13, the comparison between the far-field patterns using the near-field
technique and the direct far-field measurement is very good. The gain of this
antenna is 38.8 dB with an aperture efficiency of R,,p = 44.91%, which includes

Table 8-2. Characteristics of tapered circular aperture distribution
(8.2-17 through 8.2-20)

Edge
illumination

ET (dB)	 C
HPBW,

rad

n = 1
Sidelobe

level,
dB 77t

HPBW,
rad

n =2

Sidelobe
level,

dB "fit

0 1 1.01 A/2a -17.6 1 1.01 X12a -17.6 1

-8 0.398 1.12 A/2a -21.5 0.942 1.14 X12a -24.7 0.918

-10 0.316 1.14 X12a -22.3 0.917 1.17 X/2a -27.0 0.877

-12 0.251 1.16 X/2a -22.9 0.893 1.20 X12a -29.5 0.834

-14 0.200 1.17 X/2a -23.4 0.871 1.23 X/2a -31.7 0.792

-16 0.158 1.19 A/2a -23.8 0.850 1.26 1/2a -33.5 0.754

-18 0.126 1.20 X/2a -24.1 0.833 1.29 X/2a -34.5 0.719

-20 0.100 1.21 X12a -24.3 0.817 1.32 X12a -34.7 0.690
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Fig. 8-13. Far-field patterns of the Viking Orbiter high-gain antenna measured in two
different cuts using both the direct far-field and near-field measurement techniques.

the waveguide losses. For this reflector the feed is designed to provide an edge
taper of about -10 dB. This measured pattern can be approximated with good
accuracy using the simple formula of (8.2-18). In this case, C = 0.316 (-10 dB
taper) and n = 1. The normalized far-field pattern based on these values can
be constructed from (8.2-18) with the final result plotted in Fig. 8-15. As is
evident, a good approximation for the actual pattern is obtained in the main
beam region. Note that due to the blockage effects, the sidelobes cannot be
accurately predicted by the simple model. It is worthwhile to mention that
the simple model presented by (8.2-18) is based on a simplified scalar descrip-
tion of circular reflector antennas. There are vector-diffraction analysis tech-
niques available which accurately predict both the copolar and cross-polar
patterns of reflector antennas. The reader may refer to [8-2] or to the more
recent works of Rahmat-Samii, et al. [8-11 and 8-12]

Although equation (8.2-18) provides a first-cut estimate of the pattern, on
many occasions it will be useful to have a quick estimate of the reflector's gain
and beamwidth. Table 8-3 provides such information for a variety of antennas.
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Fig. 8-15. Comparison between the results of the simple model (8.2-18) and the
experimental data of Fig. 8-13. In (8.2-18) the values of a = 58'72 = 20.68x, n = 1
and C = 0.316 (-10 dB taper) are used

8.2.4 Choice of Antenna

For a telecommunications system, one of the least expensive methods of
obtaining increased performance per dB is to vary the antenna gain, provided

proven antenna types are used. The only other method that rivals antenna choice
is bit rate, but this is generally set by other system requirements. For a given
power-gain product there is a particular combination of antenna gain and trans-
mitter power at which the spacecraft weight is minimized. Thus, in weight-
critical vehicles, it may be necessary to increase transmitter power rather than
antenna gain, despite a possibly higher cost.

The telecommunications designer must obtain an idea of the minimum
antenna gains necessary to accomplish the mission for each mode by using state-
of-the-art values for spacecraft parameters and the committed DSN parameters
for the mission data which provide a starting point for antenna choice. Typical
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Table 8-3. Approximate antenna gain and 3-dB beamwidths for different antennas

Configuration Gain above
isotropic radiator

3-dB beamwidth, deg

Isotropic radiator 1 360

Infinitesimal dipole or loop 1.5 89.9 (toroidal pattern)

Half-wave dipole 1.64 78	 (toroidal pattern)

Paraboloid (6.3 to 8.8) A /X2 (60 to 70) A/D
(area A, diameter D)

Open mouth waveguide 10 AI X2, BE = 50 X/dE

(area A, E-plane dimension
dE, H-plane, dH) OH = 77 XldH

Optimum horn 7.5 A/a2 BE = 54 X/dE
(mouth area A, E-plane
dimension dE, H-plane dH) OH = 78 X/dH

Optimum biconical horn
(height h)

Vertical polarization 1.2 h/X 56 A/h (toroidal pattern)

Horizontal polarization 1.6 h/X 67 Xlh (toroidal pattern)

antenna gain capabilities for several types of antennas are shown in Fig. 8-16.
In order to maximize the reflector antenna gain, antenna designers have used
dual-shaped reflector antennas. The surface of these shaped reflector antennas
departs from the classical shapes such as the paraboloid (for main reflector)
and the hyperboloid (for subreflectors). For example, the 1977 Voyager space-
craft used a 3.7-m shaped-dual-reflector system for high data-rate telemetry
transmission [8-131. The system was optically shaped for high efficiency at
X-band. The dichroic subreflector was transparent to radiation from an S-band
prime-focus horn nestled behind it. The geometrical layout of this dual-shaped
reflector is shown in Fig. 8-17. A photograph of the model is shown in Fig. 8-18.
The gains of this reflector antenna at X-band and S-band are 48.2 dB and
35.3 dB, respectively.

In order to further improve the pattern characteristics of reflectors and
eliminate the effects of unwanted struts and subreflector blockages, the antenna
designers have started using the concept of offset (clear aperture) reflector
antennas [8-14] . This concept is particularly useful when there is a need for a
low sidelobe reflector design such as satellite communication antennas [8-2
and 8-121.
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Fig. 8-16. Gain capabilities of several types of antennas

8.3 Pointing Errors
The maximum spacecraft telecommunications performance is obtained when

the target is aligned with the maximum-gain point of the spacecraft antenna. It
is difficult, if not impossible, to maintain exact target tracking. Therefore, an
acceptable pointing error is usually specified. This determines the positioning
requirements for a given antenna. Total pointing error is a function of mission
time and is usually specified by degrees away from boresight.

Discussions of pointing error sources and statistics are presented here, fol-
lowed by a discussion on pointing loss. Total pointing error and pointing loss
are analyzed (see appendix) for a spinning spacecraft. The analysis was speci-
fically developed for the Galileo spacecraft, but adaptation to similar pointing
dynamics is simple.

8.3.1 Pointing Control Errors

A change in target positions over the antenna gain pattern occurs with mis-
sion time due to the basic limitations of the antenna pointing system. For
example:

(1) For a fixed antenna position, the spacecraft-to-earth vector is aligned
with the peak gain for only short periods of time.

(2) For a single-axis pointing system, the antenna does not track earth
exactly.

(3) In a discrete pointing system, pointing error will occur because of non-
continuous position updating.

(4) Optimizing antenna position for a range of trajectories may result in
pointing errors for a particular flight vehicle trajectory.

Spinning antennas also suffer from:

(5) Misalignment between the mechanical boresight and spacecraft spin
axis.

(6) Misalignment between the antenna electrical and mechanical boresight.
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Fig. 8-17. Voyager high-gain antenna overall layout
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Fig. 8-18. Photograph of the Voyager high-gain antenna

(7) Wobble arising from center-of-gravity offsets and coupling between
axes of inertia.

(8) Nutation arising from external torques.

An unacceptable aiming error results if the antenna position is not changed
to compensate for spacecraft-earth motion. A change in antenna position usually
requires the use of an attitude control system equipped with gas jets if the
antenna is body-fixed. In order to keep gas consumption to realistic levels, the
attitude control system typically operates in a "bang-bang" mode whereby a
restoring torque is exerted whenever the pointing error grows to a specified
level. The spacecraft is free, then, to point only within a designated cone.

The Galileo spacecraft, for example, controls its pointing offsets within a
1.64-mr deadband. Whenever the angular momentum vector estimator — used

a

A 
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for attitude determination — drifts beyond the deadband, the spacecraft re-
orients itself toward earth.

These pointing errors are not errors in the usual sense. They are planned
deviations from peak antenna gain to lower costs and increase the reliability of
the antenna subsystem. Since they are due to limitations in the ability to control
the antenna pointing direction, they are referred to as pointing control errors.

8.3.2 Pointing Knowledge Errors

There are several types of errors that contribute to uncertainty in pointing
direction and hence to antenna pointing error. These are referred to as pointing
knowledge errors.

Some pointing knowledge errors occur because the positions of the high-gain
antenna and the attitude sensing devices that detect the correct spacecraft
orientation are not precisely known. Other pointing knowledge errors are due
to limitations in ability to resolve sensor outputs. These errors result in an
antenna attitude that differs slightly from the nominal position in an unpredict-
able way. For a typical vehicle, these errors include:

(1) Alignment uncertainty between the mechanical boresight and the space-
craft principal axis.

(2) Alignment uncertainty between the antenna electrical and the mechani-
cal boresight.

(3) Sun sensor alignment uncertainty.

(4) Star tracker alignment uncertainty.

(5) Sun sensor digital resolution.

(6) Star tracker digital resolution.

8.3.3 Pointing Error Statistics

Each contributor to pointing error must have a probability distribution asso-
ciated with it which translates to antenna clock and cone coordinate distributions.
The sum of these angular errors forms the uncertainty component of pointing
error. By combining the probability distributions of all contributions to pointing
error appropriately, the probability density function pe (B) of the total off-
boresight pointing error 6 can be computed.

8.4 Pointing Loss

Pointing loss is found by locating the spacecraft-earth vector on the antenna
pattern. The magnitude of this vector is referred to as the pointing error, which
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is discussed in Section 8.3. Nominal pointing loss, usually called pointing loss, is
determined by

PL = G(6, 0)— Gm 	(8.4-1)

where G(B, 0) is the nominal antenna gain function in dB, B is the antenna cone
angle and 0 the antenna clock angle of the spacecraft-earth vector, and Gm is
the nominal peak antenna gain in dB.

The mean pointing loss PL is defined as the expected value of pointing loss

PL = I f [G(B, 0) - Gm I p,(B, 0) dB dO	 (8.4-2)

where pe (B, 0) is the joint probability density function of 9 and 0.

The variance a2 of the pointing loss is then

QL = 1 J [G(9, 0) - Gm 12 pe (e ' 0) do dip - PL	 (8.4-3)

PL and oL are inserted into the telecommunication link design control table
(DCT) to account for the pointing loss degradations of the link. As an example,
the pointing loss statistics of the Galileo spacecraft high-gain antenna are derived
in the appendix.

8.5 Polarization Loss
The gain function of an antenna does not completely characterize its per-

formance. G(B, 0) includes information on the magnitude of the electric field
vectors of the antenna radiation, but discards information as to their relative
phase. An antenna transmits an E field in a preferred way which can be described
by the polarization factor p of the wave at each point in space, where p = E /E
in a known coordinate system. By the principle of reciprocity, a receiving
antenna will select incoming waves of the polarization of its transmit pattern
and discard all others (the antenna is said to have a polarization pattern). The
ratio of the power delivered to the antenna terminals PR to the power 

PAvaii
received by an antenna matched to the incident polarization is called the polari-
zation efficiency, v, viz

P
v =	 R	 (8.5-1)

PA.0
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LP (*) = 10 log to
(1 +RR) (1 +RT)+4R 7 RR + ( 1 - R2) (1 - RT) cos 24r

2(1+R2)(1+R2

This is also referred to as polarization loss, measured in dB, and it must be
added to the transmission equation to obtain the true received power.

In general, p is a function of the coordinate system chosen, and is a complex
number. In practice, the antenna is usually designed so that orthogonal E-vector
components are 90 deg out of phase with one another in time. In this case, the
E vector describes an ellipse with major axis R 1 and minor axis R2 . For this
case,

p=±R1	
f AR

2

where j = -\/--I  and AR is called the axial ratio. The sign denotes the direction of
E-vector rotation. The term ellipticity is used to express the axial ratio in dB,
where

	

ellipticity = 20 log lo AR	 (8.5-2)

Generally, the antenna is characterized by a gain pattern and an ellipticity
pattern [8-15] . For example, Fig. 8-19 shows the polarization characteristics of
an antenna as a function of the ratio parameter p. For AR = 1, the E vector
traces a circle, resulting in a circular polarization. If the E vector rotates counter-
clockwise to an observer looking from the receiver to the source, p = - j, and the
wave is right-circularly polarized (RCP). For p = j, the wave is left-circularly
polarized (LCP). Circular polarization is usually desirable for deep-space com-
munication because, ideally, a change in orientation of the spacecraft antenna
with respect to the target antenna causes no polarization loss. However, for
application to landers, or for certain atmospheric experiments, other considera-
tions may dominate. For example, under certain conditions the multipath
from a lander transmitting RCP will be almost entirely LCP and may be rejected
by an RCP antenna.

All antennas have some ellipticity. It may be shown [ 8-4] that the polariza-
tion loss in dB between two antennas with gains specified relative to radiators
with perfectly matched polarization can be written as

(8.5-3)

where

RR = receiving antenna axial ratio
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R  = transmitting antenna axial ratio

q/ = angle between the major axes of the polarization ellipses

If the gain of the transmitting antenna is specified relative to a right-hand
circular isotropic radiator instead, the polarization loss in dB will be

Lp (T) = to loglo
[( 1 +R2 ) ( 1 +R2+4RTRR + ( I-R2 )(1-R2 cost*]

(1 +R 2 ) (1 +RT)2

(8.5-4)
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In general, one does not know the relative orientation of the polarization
ellipses. Thus, xP is random between 0 and 90 deg (for greater than 90 deg, the
pattern repeats since the angular factor is 2f). The mean and variance can be
computed from (8.5-3) or (8.5-4) by assuming a uniform density function for xF.

8.6 Antenna Noise Temperature
and Noise Spectral Density

The noise power component seen by an antenna is due to electromagnetic
radiation generated in the antenna bandwidth by

(1) Celestial bodies within the antenna beam.

(2) Atmospheric absorption and reradiation.

(3) Absorption and reradiation by physical bodies surrounding the antenna.

The effective antenna noise temperature is defined by [8-4]

ae = AI f T(E2) G(n) M	 (8.6-1)
G 47T

where A G = f4 ,R G(S2) M, and 7(2) is the blackbody temperature of the
environment in the direction 92. At 2 GHz, typical spacecraft values of Tae
including noise contributions due to surface finish errors and other antenna
generated sources, are [8-16]

Tae = 50 K, no bright noise sources occupying a significant fraction of the
beam

Tae = 200 K, entire beam intercepted by the moon

Tae = 290 K, entire beam intercepted by the earth

ae ~ 10,000 K, entire beam intercepted by the sun

DSN antennas may have noise temperatures at S-band of 15 K or less when
aimed at a cold sky (no major celestial source) at high elevation angles. At
X-band, Tae is greatly increased by the presence of water vapor. Reference
[8-17] should be consulted for typical values.

Frequently, the antenna noise temperature is divided into the following two
components:
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T = 1 J	
T(S2) G(S2) dO	 (8.6-2)g A

G main lobe

and

Ta = Al f	 T(S2) G(S2) dU	 (8.6-3)
G side lobes

Then

ae = g +a	 (8.6 -4)

This division is particularly useful for ground-based antennas at S-band, since
for a cold sky and elevation angles greater than 10 degrees Tg is constant and Ta
is a function of azimuth and elevation of the antenna. At X-band, T g may be
modeled as the sum of an input temperature dependent on celestial sources and
an effective noise temperature TA, = (LA - 1) TA due to atmospheric attenua-
tion, where TA , is the effective temperature of the atmosphere, LA is the total
loss due to energy absorption, and TA is a density-averaged temperature of the
atmosphere equal to about 280 to 290 K. This is equivalent to regarding the
atmosphere as a passive circuit loss.

For spacecraft antennas, the distinction between Tg and Ta is not usually
made, although it might prove useful for steerable antennas if the spacecraft
effects are large and variable.

The noise spectral density No at the antenna terminal is

No = k ae	 (8.6-5)

where k is Boltzmann's constant, 1.38 X 10-20 mW-sec/K, or -198.6' dBm/Hz K.
By definition (8.6-1), antenna gain is included in the computation of TQe . Fre-
quently, noise contributors such as surface finish errors are lumped into Tae,
since there is no effective way to separately measure these sources when mea-
suring Tae.

8.7 Flight Environment
Mounting antennas on a spacecraft changes their patterns and introduces

interference effects which can be estimated and measured. A typical spacecraft
mounts at least two antennas of the same design frequencies. These are con-
nected by circulator switches to the same receiver. Because of line mismatches
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and imperfect switches, some fraction of power into the receiver comes from
the antenna that is not in use. Similarly, in transmission a fraction of the power
transmitted comes from the nonoperating antenna. Since the path lengths
traveled from the antenna to the receiver are different, the signals will not be
in phase when they are summed. Thus, an interferometer effect will occur.

Figure 8-20 gives a model for interferometer equations, where

a l = unknown electrical path length from antenna 1 phase center to sum-
ming point

a2 = unknown electrical path length from antenna 2 phase center to sum-
ming point

Q = free space distance between antenna phase centers

0 = angle between the spacecraft-to-earth vector and the line joining the
antenna phase centers

d = Q cos 8 = extra distance the wave travels from antenna 1 to antenna 2

kl = voltage gain (loss) for antenna 1 signal between antenna 1 and summing
point

k2 = voltage gain (loss) for antenna 2 signal between antenna 2 and summing
point

The relative voltages received at antenna 1 and antenna 2, respectively, are

V1 = g 1 w 1 )	 (8.7-1)

and

V2 = 
g2(^2 2 ) 

ef0d	 (8.7-2)

where

91 = the voltage gain function of antenna 1

g2 = the voltage gain function of antenna 2

E2 1 = vector angle from the axis of antenna 1 to the spacecraft-to-earth
vector

E22 = vector angle from the axis of antenna 2 to the spacecraft-to-earth
vector

Q = 21T/A
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Thus, at the summing point the received voltage is

VR = kl gl (S2 1 ) E 
iRal 

+K2 g2 (Q2 ) E 
%R(d+a2 )	

(8.7-3)

with average power

PR = I VR 1 2 = kIgi(S21) +k2g2(S22)

+ 2 k  k291(S21)g2 (S22 ) cos (g(d + a2 - al ))	 (8.7-4)

If the operating antenna is chosen as antenna 1, the received power desired is

PR   = ki9pj ) 2 = k'Po G l (S2 1 )	 (8.7-5)

where

Gl (92 1 ) = power gain of antenna 1

Po = power received at the antenna terminals of an isotropic antenna
located at the phase center of antenna 1 (or at the phase center of
antenna 2 since the range difference is negligible)
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which results in

z
PR = 1 + k2 G2 (E22 )

PR1	 kl Gpl)

+2 
(k2 

I F-G 	 cos [R(d + a2 - a l )]	 (8.7-6)

where

G2 (SZ2) = power gain of antenna 2 and PR /PR 1 is the power gain (loss)
due to the interferometer effect.

If the spacecraft attitude is changing, the fading should be examined as a
function of time to ensure that no fades deep enough to cause loss of lock
develop. In addition, for a large effect, the assumption of Gaussian noise breaks
down, and the statistics of data reception must be reexamined.

The above analysis can be easily extended to more than two antennas by add-
ing the appropriate received voltages.
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Appendix

Antenna Pointing Analysis
for Spinning Spacecraft

Shlomo Dolinsky

In this appendix the calculation of the total pointing error for a spinning
spacecraft is summarized. The analysis is developed for the special case of the
Galileo Orbiter X-band high-gain antenna. However, it can be adapted to space-
craft with similar pointing dynamics.

1. Galileo Pointing Errors
The Galileo Orbiter is a dual—spun spacecraft with a spinning high-gain antenna

and as such has pointing dynamics different from a three-axis stabilized space-
craft. Table A-1 lists the errors common to spacecraft in dual- and all-spin mode.
These values are mission-specific and were introduced for computational pur-
poses. Additional errors unique to other missions can be accommodated in a
like manner.

An explanation of each error follows:

(1) Angular momentum (H). The spacecraft angular momentum vector H
should ideally be aligned with the spacecraft—earth line. In practice, it is
impossible to prevent some drift of the spin axis with respect to earth.

Table A-1. Galileo Orbiter X-band pointing errors (3 sigma) a

Error source	 Dual spin, mrad

0 = control deadband size	 1.64

C = attitude determination error 	 0.5

N = steady-state nutation torque exerted by scan 	 0.5
platform slewing

W = wobble	 0.14

Misalignment: (a) M = spin axis/mechanical 	 0.5
boresight

(b) E = mechanical boresight/ 	 0.58
electrical boresight

a ln the context of a spinning spacecraft, "3 sigma" refers to that value which yields 99.73%
confidence level for a Rayleigh distribution. All errors are assumed to be Rayleigh, with
the exception of the deadband, which is deterministic.
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Therefore, a certain amount of drift is permitted. The spacecraft attitude
control system generates an estimate H of the angular momentum vector
to determine when this vector has drifted outside a predefined range, the
deadband.

(2) Deadband (A). The HGA deadband controls the maximum earth-antenna
drift offset. As time passes, the angular momentum—earth angle widens.
When an estimate H of the angular momentum vector H is larger than the
deadband, the Galileo Orbiter motors are fired to reorient the spacecraft
back toward the earth.

(3) Attitude determination error (C). This is the knowledge error associated
with estimating the attitude of the angular momentum vector H. It con-
sists of errors due to computation, drift, resolution, etc., in the gyros,
start-scanner, scan platform, and accelerometers. These units are periodi-
cally calibrated in flight (every 100 to 200 days), and the updates are
incorporated into the onboard control algorithm. In this way built-up
biases are eliminated.

(4) Nutation (N). Nutation is the name given to the circular motion traced
out by the principal axis of inertia under torquing actions (see Fig. A-1).
It rotates at a rate approximately 30 percent higher than the spacecraft
spin rate and is dependent on torques from sources such as scan platform
slewing or motor firing. Dampers attenuate the nutation, reducing it to a
steady-state value. Once the torquing action stops, the dampers will com-
pletely remove any residual nutation.

(5) Wobble (W). This is an error introduced by center-of-gravity offsets and
non-zero cross products of inertia. It rotates at the spacecraft spin rate
(see Fig. A-1) and cannot be reduced without a reorientation of space-
craft mass.

(6) Mechanical misalignments (M). These errors are a result of structural
misalignments in the antenna and the antenna mounting.

(7) Electrical misalignment (E). This error is due to misalignment of the
mechanical boresight and the electrical boresight.

Figure A-2 illustrates the relative positions of these errors. In Fig. A-3 the
magnitude and direction of these errors is shown projected onto the XY plane
tangent to the unit sphere centered at point O as illustrated in Fig. A-2. The
total pointing error is

Z = ep EARTH +C +N+W+M+E	 (A-1)
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Fig. A-1. Nutation and wobble

2. Pointing Error Statistics
It is reasonable to assume that

(1) The five pointing errors defined in Section A-1 are statistically indepen-
dent.

(2) Each error e has ex and ey components which are independent and
identically distributed zero mean Gaussian random variables.

It can be proven that

(1) The magnitude of each pointing error Ie1 = eX + eY is Rayleigh and the
orientation of the error, tari 1 eylex, is uniform on [0, 21rl. These are
natural consequences of assumption 2.

(2) The relationship between the per-axis standard deviation aex of the
Gaussian distribution and the mean and standard deviation of I e I is

mean (I e 1) 
JIT 

ae CF	 (4
 2 

rr) 
a	 (A-2)

X	 x
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Y
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REACH = 2.14 mrad

X

REPOINT TOWARD EARTH
/	 WHEN H EXCEEDS THIS POINT

DEADBAND / \ I//,/	
^— OFFSET DUE TO WOBBLE,

DEADBAN D---/// 	 NOTATION AND MISALIGNMENTS
(1.64 mrad)

O
CONTROLERROR

Fig. A-2. Galileo Orbiter HGA pointing errors

(3) The probability that lei 6 1.15 (3 vex ) is 99.73%. Thus, the 3-sigma
value for each ex or e y is derived by dividing the corresponding error in
Table A-1 by 1.15.

(4) The maximum pointing error Z before spacecraft tests is

Z = A+ICI+INI+IWI+IMI+IEI	 (A-3)

which is approximated by a Gaussian distribution with
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Fig. A-3. Pointing error configuration for Galileo

mean (Z) = A+EICI+EINI+EIWI+EIMI+EIEI

= A +2 (QC + aN + aW + aM + 6E)	 (A-4a)

= 2.45 mrad

and

VARO = VARICI + VARINI + VARIWI + VARIMI + VAR+ IE(

= 142^1(^C+aN+QW+QM +QE) 	 (A-4b)

= 0.040 mrad

Here, Qe is understood to be 6ez or the standard deviation of the X com-
ponent of the error. The Xhas been suppressed in the notation.
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(5) A total pointing error defined by

Z = Q+ICI+INI+ (WX +MX +EX)2 + (WY +MY+EY)2

can be approximated by the deadband size plus a Gaussian distribution
with

Mean (Z) = A+ 2 (QC + aN + 6WX+MX+EX)

A+
	

( QC + ON + 172W + Q^ + 62 ) (A-5a)

= 2.29 mrad

and

4—^	 2	 a	 2VAR(Z) - ( 2 (^C + QN + ^WX+MX+EX)

( 4 2 T )(6C+6N+aW 
+Cr

n2,7 +6E)	 (A-5b)

= 0.040 mrad

The magnitude I W + M + E I is also Rayleigh, thus (A-5a) and (A-5b)
follow.

3. Choosing Design, Adverse,
and Favorable Pointing Errors

Selecting appropriate design values and tolerances for the total pointing loss
means that all possible pointing configurations must be considered. The philoso-
phy applied to Galileo has three different configurations for design, adverse, and
favorable pointing. These, in turn, define the design and tolerances for the
pointing loss.

3.1 Design Value

If the Galileo pointing mechanism was error free, the maximum pointing off-
set would equal the deadband. Thus, the design value for pointing error is at least
as big as 1.64 mrad.
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Furthermore, wobble and mechanical and electrical misalignments are actual-
ized during spacecraft construction. At the conclusion of the spacecraft tests, an
exact measurement of their combined pointing offset will be available. This deter-
ministic error will then be added to the deadband. Before manufacturing, these
errors must be treated statistically. Together they can be expected to contribute
to the design value a total error equal to the mean of the magnitude of their
vector sum.

Finally, the attitude determination error and the nutation occur in random
directions. When aligned with the aforementioned errors, their contribution is
greatest. Thus they can each be expected to add the mean of their magnitude to
the design value.

Stated mathematically, the potentially worst-case design value pointing error is

ZDESIGN = A + E (ICI + IN[ + I W + M + E I) = 2.29 mrad	 (A-6)

That is, ZDESIGN is given by (A-5 a).

3.2 Adverse Pointing

The maximum pointing offset on Galileo happens in the unlikely event that
all errors are aligned. From (A-3)

ZMAx = A +ICI+INI+IWI+IMI+;EI

The mean plus three-sigma value of ZMAX is defined as ZADVERSE. Hence,

Z
ADVERSE - O+ 2 (QC+QN+QW+6M+QE)

+3(4211) C aN+oW + '7f E) (A-7)

= 3.05 mrad

3.3 Favorable Pointing

The worst-case minimum pointing offset on Galileo happens in the unlikely
event that all the errors are aligned away from the deadband toward the earth,
i.e., toward the center of the deadband. Thus,

ZMIN(.,,t-case) = A — ( ICI + INI + IWI + IMI + 1 E D	 (A-g)
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The mean minus three-sigma value of ZMIN(rvorst-case) is defined as ZFAVORABLE•
Stated mathematically,

ZFAVORABLE = A— [J2 (aC + UN + 6 W + UM + CFE)

+3 (±:j

 
2 '

1
) (oC + 6h + o zW + Q + Q2)(A-9)

= 0.23 mrad

4. Galileo High-Gain Antenna Pointing Loss

The Galileo high-gain antenna is modelled by

Relative gain = 10 log	 cos6.26 (^ 0) (dB)	 (A.10)

where

D = 4.8-m-diameter antenna

X = 3.57-cm X-band wavelength

0 = angle offset from peak

Thus, the pointing losses resulting from pointing errors defined in Section 3
in this appendix are shown in Table A-2 below.

5. Galileo Pointing Loss Simulation
Over time the earth-RF beam pointing error on Galileo traces out a complex

ever-widening path (Figs. A-2 and A-3). The path begins with H aligned with the
earth. H is oriented randomly within an area with a 0.5-mrad radius. As time
passes, the H vector slowly drifts away from its initial position. (In reality, it

Table A-2. Design, adverse, and favorable pointing errors and losses

	

Design	 Adverse	 Favorable

Pointing error, mrad	 2.29	 3.05	 0.23

Pointing loss, dB	 -1.31	 -2.36	 -0.01
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is the earth that drifts away from H.) f? follows suit in a locus parallel to that of
H as the onboard computer updates it every 7 seconds. Every 500 msec the HGA
pointing algorithm checks to make sure H has not drifted outside of the assigned
deadband. When this happens, the onboard control system reorients the space-
craft toward earth and the pointing process repeats.

The wobble and misalignments cause the Galileo high-gain antenna to spin
about its angular momentum vector H at the spacecraft spin rate. Nutation can
appear suddenly and in any direction. It induces an additional spin about the H
vector at a rate 30% above the spacecraft spin rate. With continuous torquing
applied to the spacecraft, the nutation will settle down to a steady-state value.
The net effect on the earth-RF beam offset is a circular looping action with a
variable diameter.

A simulation has been written to quantify the pointing losses for Galileo. The
simulation calculates the total pointing error:

9 = A + V	 (A-11)

A = x component of pointing error

= C + rt + R cos 27rft + IN I cos 27rfNt

(A-12)
B = y component of pointing error

= C+ R sin 21rft + I N I sin 21rfN t

R = sum orRSSof(IWI,IMI,IEI)

r = drift rate of earth relative to H = 4.36 mrad/day (maximum rate at
Jupiter distance)

f = frequency of wobble and misalignments = 3.15 per/min (spacecraft
spin rate)

fN = 1.3 f

C, C = x and y components of C

IN  = steady-state nutation

The pointing loss is calculated from (A-10).

where

and
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The HGA pointing simulation begins with the choice of an initial start point
for H, which sits at a Rayleigh 99.73% confidence distance of 0.5 mrad from H
(see Fig. A-4). Cx and Cy are the initial H vector coordinates used and may be
chosen deterministically or according to a per-axis Gaussian distribution with 3
sigma = 0.5/1.15 mrad. As time passes, H drifts to the right. In practice, when H
reaches the deadband, a repointing maneuver is executed. Equivalently, the pro-
gram will repoint the antenna and start over when H reaches D = DEADBAND +

Cx.

The first simulation is representative of the adverse case. The initial position
of H is chosen to be along the X axis, and R is the sum of wobble plus misalign-
ments. Values chosen for the pointing error simulations are given in Table A-3
below. They are chosen to yield a mean plus 3 sigma error of 3.05 mrad (A-7).
In the second simulation R is the RSS of (mean wobble, mean misalignments)
and the values are chosen to satisfy (A-6).

Galileo pointing loss over time is shown in Figs. A-5 and A-6. The former is
the loss under the unusual condition that all adverse pointing errors are periodi-
cally aligned. The second is the expected loss over time. Note that the worst-case
design and worst-case adverse pointing losses of Table A-2 can occur just before
an antenna repointing maneuver. Since these losses can occur, the philosophy
behind choosing the worst-case design and tolerance values is sound. It will not
lead to unnecessarily optimistic telemetry predictions. A simulation with favor-
able pointing was not run since there is little loss with a 0.23-mrad offset.
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ITING ERROR 0

T MANEUVER

Fig. A-4. Galileo HGA pointing

Table A-3. Pointing error values chosen for the simulations

Rayleigh Gaussian

Values chosen
confidence Maximum

confidence Maximum
Error for simulations, level of Pointing

level for pointing
parameter

mrad
each

errors
sum of

loss, dB
parameter, errors,

N, W, M 0.31, 0.087, 0.31, 90.91 ZADVERSE 99.87 -2.36
E, Cx , Cy 0.36, 0.31, 0. = 3.05 mrad

N, W, M 0.18, 0.05, 0.18, 54 ZDESIGN 50 -1.31

E, Cx, Cy 0.21, 0.18, 0 (Rayleigh = 2,29 mrad
mean)
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Chapter 9
The Prediction of Weather Effects on

Telecommunications
Link Performance

Richard L. Horttor and Shlomo Dolinsky

9.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a theoretical model which combines the statistical

description of communications link performance [9-1] with a statistical descrip-
tion of weather effects. The measured effects of weather, namely atmospheric
attenuation and increase in ground receiver system noise temperature, are addi-
tive (in decibels). The combined probability density function is therefore the
convolution of the separate density functions.

The density function for deep space communications link performance (with-
out weather effects) derived in Chapter 1 of this book has been shown to be
Gaussian by application of the central limit theorem. The next step is to derive
the density of the weather effects. Both types of weather effects have been
related to each other and to atmospheric cloud cover [9-21. Since cloud cover is
described by cumulative statistics and both weather effects are related to cloud
cover, weather effects can also be modeled from derived cumulative statistics.

The statistical descriptions of attenuation and noise temperature derived
from cloud cover are given in Tables A-1, A-2, and A-3 and Figs. A-2 through A-8
of the appendix. These same figures show data measured by a radiometer [9-3
through 9-6] . These data are useful for two reasons. They represent actual
measurement of effects (instead of extrapolations of cloud models) and are less
pessimistic than the estimates derived from the cloud cover model.
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At this time, only Goldstone, Calif., has a statistically meaningful collection
of radiometer data. However, the model is flexible enough to accommodate
future measured statistics at the overseas complexes.

As a practical example of the theory developed in this chapter, it is applied
in detail to the Project Galileo telecommunications link performance predic-
tions (Section 9.4). The details of applying the model are rather tedious. How-
ever, the performance improvements, 0.6 dB and 1.8 dB depending on ground
station, are significant and justify the labor.

9.2 Weather Effects at X-Band
Weather effects described in this chapter relate to downlink communications

performance in the 8.4-GHz region of the spectrum. There are two related
effects. One is attenuation of the received signal; the other is an increase in the
ground receiver system noise temperature. The relations of the two effects to
each other and to cloud cover are discussed more completely in [9-2] .

9.2.1 Atmospheric Attenuation of Received Signal Power

The attenuation on received signal power PT at station elevation angle 0 above
the horizon is denoted by A (0). The value varies with ray path length through
the atmosphere. Consequently, the value A(0) is given approximately by

A(0) = A (90) 
(dB) 5° <0 <90°	 (9.2-1)

sin 0

where A (900) is the value at station zenith. The value A (900) is characterized
statistically in the appendix, as will be described later.

The power received at elevation angle 0 is given by

P
PT (0) = A(0)
	

(9.2-2)

9.2.2 Increase in Ground Receiver System Noise Temperature

The increase in system noise temperature at elevation angle 0 is denoted by
OSNT(0). From [9-2] OSNT(8) is related to attenuation at angle 0 by

OSNT(0) = 260 • 10- 0.043/10sinO [1 _ 10—A (B)(dB)/10] /r)	 (9.2-3)
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where OSNT(90 0) is the increase at zenith. The value OSNT(90 0) is charac-
terized statistically in the appendix, as will be described later.

Receiver noise temperature at elevation angle B is given by

	

Tsrs (0) = To + TH + TEL (0)+ ASNT(0)	 (9.2-4)

where To is the RF system temperature, TH is the hot body noise (sun or planet
in the antenna beam), TEL (B) is the deterministic increase caused by ground
terrain in the antenna side lobes [9-7] and ASNT(B) is the weather component.

Receiver noise spectral density is given by

NO (0) = k TSYS

= k [To + TH + TEL (B) + ASNT(B)]	 (9.2-5)

where k is Boltzmann's constant.

The weather-induced change is normalized to the deterministic value at
elevation angle B by

N0(B) = k [To + TH +TEL (B)) 1 +	 ASNT(8)
To + TH + TEL(B)] (9.2-6)

Thus, the weather-induced noise factor can be denoted separately by YASNT in

^SNT(B)

	

YosNT(B) = 1 + 
TO + TH + TEL(0)1	

(9.2-7)

9.2.3 Temperature and Attenuation Relationships

Reference [9-2] gives the relationships between A(B) and OSNT(B). These
are repeated in (9-2.8) and 9-2.9).

OSNT(B) = 260 • 10-0.043 /10sine [ 1 - 10-A (e)(d g)/10 1 (K) (9.2-8)

Or solving for A (B),

A(B) _ -10log11 - 
AS

NO(B) ' 
100.043/10sin91 (dB)	 (9.2-9)
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The factor -0.043 dB is the X-band attenuation at zenith on a clear, dry day.
The S-band factor is -0.035 dB.

9.2.4 Weather Effects on Link Performance

The principal measure of downlink performance is the ratio of received power
PT to noise spectral density No . The complete dependence on elevation angle
and weather effects is given by

N (e) NT	 SNT B	
(9.2-10)

0	 0 ,q (B) 1 + T
o + TH + TEL (0)

where PT is the weather-free received power and No is the weather-free system
noise spectral density k (To + TH + TEL (0)).

The weather degradation factor Y(0) is given by

Y(8) = A(8) C1 +	
AWT(9)	 1	

(9.2-11)To + TH + TEL (8) J
or, if the translation is made to decibels

YB = 10log lo Y(6) (dB)

or	 (9.2-12)

YO = A e + Yo SNT e (dB)

The composite weather loss factor Y., will be modeled statistically and com-
bined with the link performance distribution in later sections.

9.3 The Stochastic Weather Model
The weather degradation factor YB was defined by (9.2-12). It depends on

noise temperature and attenuation, which are related by (9.2-8) and (9.2-9).
Since both are random variables (the inherent randomness of weather has never
been seriously questioned), the cumulative distribution of YO can be constructed
from the cumulative distributions of either system noise temperature increase or
attenuation. An example follows.
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9.3.1 Stochastic Weather Data

The Deep Space Network published the cumulative statistics of cloud attenua-
tion and system noise temperature increase [9.21. The necessary data are con-
tained in Tables A-1, A-2, and A-3 and Figs. A-2 through A-8 of the appendix.

Using the Goldstone June-August quarter contained in Table A-2, (9.2-12)
yields values of Y. at cumulative probabilities 0.50, 0.70, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, and
0.95. These are plotted in Fig. 9-1. Actually, the plot shows 1 - P(YB ) instead
ofP(YB ) to take advantage of the logarithmic scale.

The shape of the curve suggests an exponential distribution would be a
convenient fit. Such a fit is drawn also, with parameters explained below.

The exponential density is defined by (9.3-1):

(1-Po )6 [Y(0)- YO (0 )] + W Vie ) exp L	
W - YO 

(0) Y(0)>Yo(0)
a	

Y(0)

o (0) ^
Pw [Y(0)]

0	 Y(0)< YO (0)

(9.3-1)

The cumulative distribution is defined by (9.3-2):

r
(1- Po )u [Y(0)- Yo (0)1 +Po 1- exp L	 Wo(0

Y(0)- Y) (0)1
I } ; Y(0)%Yp(0)

P  [Y(0)]

0 . ;	 Y(0) < YO (0)

(9.3-2)

where u( •) and 5 (•) are the unit step and delta functions, respectively. The step
allows flexibility in fitting the data nearing zero kelvin. The model parameters
are interpreted as follows: (1 - p o) is the probability of weather losses less than
or equal to Y,(0), and W,(0) is proportional to the reciprocal of the slope of the
plotted cumulative function. In other words, WO(0) is the characteristic weather
loss.

WO(0) = -log lo e/slope

For this example, Yo (900 ) = 0.12 dB, Wo (900 ) = 0.73 dB and the probability
(1 -po) of degradation less than or equal to YO (90) is 0.8.
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Fig. 9-1. Cumulative distribution for weather degradation Y(B), Goldstone,
June — August quarter, elevation angle B = 90 deg

The above exercise must be performed at each elevation angle because the
weather losses are elevation dependent. The resulting values of the parameters at
several elevation angles are listed in Table 9-1. The table includes values at each
complex (Goldstone, Madrid and Canberra) for annual quarters.

9.3.2 Radiometer Data

Results thus far have been based on theoretical models relating visually
observed cloud cover to system temperature increases and attenuation. Two
objections arise. One challenges the theoretical cloud model because direct
physical measurements would be preferable. The other is practical, namely, that
accurate cloud cover estimates are possible only during daylight hours. Conse-
quently, half the time little data is available.

The water vapor radiometer answers both objections. It directly measures
system noise temperature (increases) from which attenuation can be computed,
and it can operate continuously. At this writing, only Goldstone, Calif., has a
reasonably complete statistical base.
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For comparison purposes, four years of measured data are drawn along
with cloud cover data (Table A-2) on Fig. 9-2. The curves labeled model A and
model B represent two possible exponential fits. The succeeding example
chooses model B. The corresponding weather loss cumulative function is drawn
in Fig. 9-3.

Thus, for the Goldstone June-August quarter, the model parameters are
Yo (90°) = 0.36 dB, (1 - po ) = 0.88 and Wo(90 0 ) = 0.37 dB. Again, each eleva-
tion angle has different statistics. Table 9-2 shows the parameter values for
several elevation angles for each quarter at Goldstone.

9.4 The Combined Model for Link and Weather Effects

Downlink telecommunications performance indicators, such as (PT /No),
ground received SNR, and the telemetry performance margin, are aggregates of
10 to 15 independent parameters, each characterized with favorable and adverse
tolerances and a suitable density function. Chapter 1 has shown how to describe
these aggregates statistically by assuming that they are normal with zero mean

INCREASE IN SYSTEM NOISE TEMPERATURE ASNT, K

Fig. 9-2. Cumulative distribution function for zenith noise temperature increase,
Goldstone, June-August quarter
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Fig. 9-3. Cumulative distribution for weather degradation Y., Goldstone,
June — August quarter, elevation angle 0 = 90 deg

and have a standard deviation equal to the rss of the individual parameter stan-
dard deviations. The random variable Z. in the link performance can then be
described by

ZB (M) = X(dB) - Ye (dB)
	

(9.4-1)

where X is the link uncertainty and Y. is the weather-induced degradation.

The density function for the total link plus weather degradation Z B is the
convolution of (9.3-1) and a Gaussian density N(0, a 2 ). The resulting cumulative
function of Z is given in (9.4-2).

PT[Z(6)] = 41 

1Z(6)+ Y0 (0) I + po eXp	 a2 + Z(B)+ YO (0 )

a	 J	 2 wo(e)	 wo(0)

Z(8)+Yo(I)	 a
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where

x

4, (x) = I	 e 
-Y 2

	

v	
dy	 (9.4-3)

2^rf -

The mean value of Z is given by

	

E(Z (B)) _ - [YO (e)+ po wa(B)]	 (9.44)

The density function form of PT(Z(B)) is illustrated in Fig. 9-4 for Goldstone,
June to August quarter at several elevation angles. Figure 9-5 does the same for
PT (Z(9)). Weather model parameters are listed in Table 9-2.

The function Z(8) is the real product of the model. That is, it shows how
much margin in dB the design value of a communications link must have at an
elevation angle B in order to maintain a given level of confidence. Clearly, margin
changes with elevation angle, though not significantly at angles above 30 deg.

By numerically iterating through (9.4-2), Z(B) may be found in terms of a
desired confidence level, defined as 1 - PT(Z), and the specified model param-
eters. For the last example, Z(8) is plotted in Fig. 9-6. It applies to Goldstone in
the June-August quarter, with weather model parameters specified by Table 9-2.

9.5 Time-Dependent Statistics and Performance
Since the weather data base is given only for discrete daily or yearly quarters,

the model parameters can be evaluated only for these periods. To find the total
degradation ZTOTAL (B (t)) for an intermediate time t, the total degradation is
evaluated at two quarters, designated I and II below, adjacent to the intermediate
time t, and then weighted accordingly. Thus,

ZTOTAL (8 (t)) = a r (t) Z(B; quarter I) + a2 (t) Z(O; quarter II)

quarter I G t 5 quarter II (9.5-1)

where

al (t) + a2 (t) = 1	 (9.5-2)

for all t, and a, (t) and a2 (t) are unitary weighting functions.
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All other factors being equal, there can be no continuity in degradation values
calculated by the hour or day, since there is no continuity in the database from
hour-to-hour or quarter-to-quarter. Data appearing in Tables A-1 and A-2 are
only averages over these time periods: 2100-0300 hours, 0300-0900 hours,
0900-1500 hours and 1500-2100 hours; December to February, March to May,
June to August and September to November. Adapting the combined link plus
weather model to intermediate tunes means that the degradations computed at
two adjacent time periods must be weighted. Linear weighting has been the
choice, though nothing in the model precludes another selection, such as cubic
or cost functions.

If hourly resolution is desired, the expression for ZTOTAL (0 (0) is given by

	

ZTOTAL(e(t)) _	 bJ [ e (t)]	 ai [ B (t)] Zii [e(t)]

ai(t)	 _	 bj(t) = 1	 (9.5-3)t

where

Zit [O(t)] = total link plus weather degradation for day quarter i, year
quarter j, at time t

ai(t), b^(t) = unitary weighting functions of Figs. 9-7 and 9-8

In both cases, ZTOTAL is evaluated at each of several elevation angles. By
linearly interpolating between the ZTOTAL(0) values the total degradation Z(t)
corresponding to the elevation profile is computed. Higher-order interpolation
techniques can also be implemented.

9.6 An Example: Galileo Communications Link Design
A telecommunications link prediction program was written for the Galileo

Project utilizing the results described in this chapter. Given a confidence level,
the weather model parameters applicable to the date of interest, a standard
deviation for the link and the ground station elevation profile, a computer search
algorithm computes the total weather plus link degradation as a function of
elevation angle. Since elevation angle is related to time by spacecraft trajectory,
degradation is therefore related to time. However, the weather statistics are

1 Note that the elevation dependence of Z in (9.5-1) and (9.5-2) has been replaced by time
dependence in (9.5-3). Elevation and time are interchangeable since, for a pass, specifying
one also specifies the other.
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Z(B)=-(Y0(0)+P0W0(0))

1 - P T (Z(B ) ) = 0.90

1 - P T (Z(B ) ) = 0.95
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ELEVATION ANGLE 0, decd

Fig. 9-6. Degradation in the deep space end-to-end link uncertainties at mean, 90, 95%
confidence for 6° <_ 0< 90°, Goldstone, June — August quarter, including radiometer

available only for day quarters, year quarters, or all year. The total degradation
at a given hour on a given day must be calculated from a weighted sum of com-
puted degradations on two adjacent day quarters and year quarters. A perfor-
mance prediction at the given confidence level is obtained by subtracting the
total weather plus link degradation from weather-free estimates of PT/No,
ground carrier SNR, symbol telemetry, or other link observables.

Galileo had been using an ad hoc procedure wherein adverse link performance
predictions were computed by subtracting a degradation corresponding to 90%
yearly weather and 2-sigma link uncertainty from weather-free expected value
link performance predictions. Accounting for link tolerances and weather
effects in this manner resulted in optimistic estimates of the mean link perfor-
mance and unnecessarily conservative estimates of the adverse link performance.
Moreover, little flexibility was available for choice of confidence levels or time-
varying weather statistics. As it turns out, the margin between the previous and
current refined link performance predictions is significant. In the example
developed below, the difference between the two measures of adverse link per-
formance ranges from 0.6 dB at Goldstone to 1.8 dB at Madrid.
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Fig. 9-7. The year quarters weighting function
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Fig. 9-8. The day quarters weighting function

9.7 The Galileo Link Prediction Algorithm
The Galileo link prediction program calculates the total link and weather

degradation Z(B(t)) vs time. To run it, the user specifies the Deep Space Station
(DSS), day of year, and desired confidence levels. He must also decide whether
to use day quarters (Table A-1) and/or yearly quarters (Table A-2) data.

After the user specifies which data to use, the program selects the appropriate
weather parameter values. If year quarterly data is desired, Tables 9-1 and 9-2
yield the model parameters. With the chosen confidence levels at hand the pro-

t

t

t
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gram searches for the corresponding Z(6) by iterating through (9.4-2). The Z(6)
is evaluated at several elevation angles ranging from 6 to 90 deg, for each of two
adjacent quarters and then weighted. Sufficient values of Z(B) are now computed
to allow a smooth curve presentation of results.

If the confidence level specified is the mean of Z(B), the program computes
E(Z(B)) directly from (9.4-4). A similar algorithm is followed when Z(B) is cal-
culated for day quarters, only it is evaluated at several elevation angles at two
adjacent day quarters and two adjacent year quarters.

A note of caution is advised. Daily variations, while useful, suffer two disad-
vantages. Six-hour periods are probably too short to average statistical incon-
sistencies. Also the basic data are derived from cloud cover, hence are pessi-
mistic. Table A-2 averages the daily statistics given in Table A-1 and is therefore
more reliable. Choosing yearly quarter data (Table A-2) has the added advantage
that model parameters have incorporated radiometer-measured data for a more
accurate evaluation of weather effects. For the time being these results are
available only at Goldstone.

Once Z(t), the total link plus weather degradation, has been computed for a
given hour and day at the desired confidence level, the Galileo Link Prediction
Program subtracts it from the weather-free estimate of PTINO . The resulting
profile is the link performance at the desired confidence level.

The Galileo project specifies the link design value to be the expected value
(approximately the 50% confidence level) of the overall link performance and
the link adverse value to be the 90% confidence level of the overall link perfor-
mance. The telecommunications predictions for clear, dry and (2-sigma, 90%
weather) appear as profiles A and D, respectively, in Fig. 9-9, while the expected
value and 90% confidence level of the link (including weather) are plotted as
curves B and C, respectively.

Figure 9-10 shows the same conditions, except for curve C, which was com-
puted for 95% confidence. To summarize both figures, profile A is the sum of
the (weather-free) link parameter design values; profile B adds the expected
value weather loss; profile C is the 90 or 95% confidence level, respectively;
profile D is for -2 sigma link deviation plus 90% (yearly) weather loss (Table
A-3) relative to clear, dry, or curve A.

Values used in the link-plus-weather model were taken from Tables 9-1 and
9-2. Goldstone incorporated a combination of the most pessimistic radiometer-
measured data and cloud cover data while Canberra and Madrid used attenua-
tion data only. Since the day for this pass is August 14, Z(6) was first com-
puted for the June-August and September-November quarters over the specified
elevation angles. The weather-free link performance standard deviation is
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0.87 dB. Using a weighted average corresponding to the date, ZTOTAL(B(t))
was derived from (9.5-1). The total degradation Z(t) corresponding to the
elevation profile was computed by linear interpolation of the ZTOTAL(B(t))
values at each angle of 0. These steps were repeated for the mean, 90% and 95%
confidence levels at each of the three DSS stations. Defining profiles B and C
followed subtraction of the quarterly weighted degradations Z(t) from
profile A.

Profile D is the conventional way that Galileo specified adverse link condi-
tions. It is computed by subtracting from profile A the sum of a 90% yearly
weather contribution (Table A-3) and a tolerance contribution equivalent to a
99.72% (two sigma) confidence level. The resulting difference between C and D
at DSS 43 (Fig. 9-9) is attributed to inherent conservatism of the previous
estimates of adverse link performance. Specifically, it is a consequence of the
following:

(1) 0.1 dB more degradation in C due to the incorporation of quarterly
rather than yearly data.

(2) 1.0 dB less degradation in C attributed to the difference between the
90% degradation predicted by the link-plus-weather model and the degra-
dation arising from adding the individual 90% degradations of the link
and weather.

(3) 0.6 dB less degradation in C due to the difference between a 90% (1.28
sigma) and a 99.7% (2 sigma) link performance level.
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Appendix
Visually Measured Atmospheric Attenuation and

Radiometer-Measured System Noise
Temperature Increase Statistics

Table A-1. Distributions of X-band zenith cloud attenuation, dB
(from [9-2])

Complex
Fear-

Quartera
Local
timea

so 70b 80b 85 b 90b 95b

Goldstone, DF 00 0.000 0.000 0.012 0.043 0.083 0.145
California DF 06 0.000 0.000 0.020 0.036 0.078 0.166

DF 12 0.000 0.005 0.048 0.078 0.122 0.189
DF 18 0.000 0.013 0.036 0.057 0.088 0.164
MM 00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.024 0.059
MM 06 0.000 0.000 0.012 0.024 0.041 0.072
MM 12 0.000 0.000 0.022 0.038 0.059 0.093
MM 18 0.000 0.001 0.027 0.043 0.062 0.089
JA 00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.015 0.057
JA 06 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.019 0.071
JA 12 0.000 0.000 0.014 0.023 0.044 0.086
JA 18 0.000 0.002 0.019 0.041 0.074 0.124
SN 00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.020 0.029
SN 06 0.000 0.000 0.014 0.023 0.037 0.067
SN 12 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.019 0.028 0.061
SN 18 0.000 0.000 0.012 0.017 0.024 0.042

Canberra, DF 00 0.000 0.014 0.096 0.163 0.232 0.307
Australia DF 06 0.000 0.014 0.096 0.163 0.232 0.307

DF 12 0.000 0.014 0.051 0.089 0.142 0.222
DF 18 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.020 0.043 0.094
MM 00 0.000 0.013 0.065 0.104 0.145 0.199
MM 06 0.000 0.013 0.065 0.104 0.145 0.199
MM 12 0.000 0.008 0.042 0.076 0.114 0.161
MM 18 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.022 0.057 0.116
JA 00 0.000 0.017 0.059 0.098 0.151 0.240
JA 06 0.000 0.017 0.059 0.098 0.151 0.240
JA 12 0.000 0.014 0.047 0.082 0.133 0.211
JA 18 0.000 0.010 0.037 0.073 0.124 0.198
SN 00 0.000 0.005 0.063 0.140 0.234 0.351
SN 06 0.000 0.005 0.063 0.140 0.234 0.351
SN 12 0.000 0.023 0.070 0.114 0.180 0.288
SN 18 0.000 0.000 0.021 0.046 0.096 0.197
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Table A-1 (contd)

Complex
Year-

Quartera
Local
times

SOb 70b 80b 85 b 90b 9Sb

Madrid, DF 00 0.003 0.019 0.097 0.140 0.189 0.267
Spain DF 06 0.005 0.042 0.139 0.218 0.321 0.479

DF 12 0.010 0.064 0.139 0.190 0.265 0.378
DF 18 0.016 0.053 0.103 0.132 0.166 0.227
MM 00 0.000 0.025 0.079 0.132 0.217 0.320
MM 06 0.000 0.021 0.083 0.216 0.380 0.646
MM 12 0.001 0.079 0.180 0.258 0.357 0.520
MM 18 0.000 0.031 0.114 0.174 0.261 0.394
JA 00 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.021 0.055 0.118
JA 06 0.000 0.001 0.016 0.032 0.070 0.138
JA 12 0.000 0.001 0.025 0.043 0.088 0.192
JA 18 0.000 0.006 0.018 0.025 0.039 0.145
SN 00 0.000 0.002 0.037 0.113 0.181 0.273
SN 06 0.000 0.014 0.105 0.169 0.249 0.364
SN 12 0.000 0.022 0.088 0.123 0.166 0.240
SN 18 0.000 0.021 0.070 0.100 0.138 0.191

aDF = Dec.-Feb.
MM = Mar.-May
JA = June-Aug
SN = Sept.-Nov.

00 = 2100-0300 hours
06 = 0300-0900 hours

Local standard time12 = 0900-1500 hours 
18 = 1500-2100 hours

bProbability (percent) that attenuation does not exceed tabulated value.
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Table A-2. Averaged year-quarter distributions of zenith cloud attenuation for X-band,
dB

(from 19-2))

Complex
Year

50b 70b 80b 85b 90b 95b 
Qua 	 a

Goldstone, DF 0.000 0.000 0.029 0.055 0.094 0.168
California MM 0.000 0.000 0.014 0.028 0.049 0.082

JA 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.017 0.036 0.093
SN 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.017 0.026 0.046

Canberra, DF 0.000 0.009 0.043 0.093 0.065 0.262
Australia MM 0.000 0.006 0.037 0.077 0.120 0.176

JA 0.000 0.014 0.050 0.088 0.140 0.224
SN 0.000 0.010 0.050 0.102 0.186 0.305

Madrid, DF 0.007 0.045 0.116 01159 0.224 0.331
Spain MM 0.000 0.033 0.117 0.191 0.292 0.464

JA 0.000 0.001 0.017 0.029 0.063 0.144
SN 0.000 0.015 0.077 0.123 0.177 0.266

aDF	 =	 Dec.-Feb.
MM = Mar.-May
JA	 =	 June-Aug.
SN	 =	 Sept.-Nov.

bProbability (percent) that attenuation does not exceed tabulated value.

Table A-3. Averaged whole-year distribution of zenith cloud attenuation for S- and
X-band, dB (from 19-21)

Complex 50a 70a 80a 85a 90a 95a

X-Band

Goldstone 0.000 0.000 0.013 0.025 0.048 0.097
Canberra 0.000 0.010 0.045 0.088 0.146 0.241
Madrid 0.000 0.018 0.072 0.122 0.188 0.300

S-Band

Goldstone 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.003 0.006
Canberra 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.007 0.011 0.018
Madrid 0.000 0.001 0.004 0.008 0.014 0.023

aProbability (percent) that attenuation does not exceed tabulated value
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Chapter 10
Telecommunications Performance
Analysis and Monitoring Software

Jim F. H. Taylor

10.1 Introduction

Jet Propulsion Laboratory flight projects and the Deep Space Network re-
quire accurate prediction of telecommunications link capability. Link capability
determines spacecraft command message error rate, science data telemetry error
rate, and radiometric angle, velocity, and position errors during a mission. To
establish link performance capability, the analyst commonly translates these
error rates into corresponding signal-to-noise ratios or received signal power
levels. To validate predicted capability, the analyst compares actual (measured)
signal-to-noise ratios or signal levels with previously predicted values for the
same link configuration and time.

Prediction of link capability begins in the earliest stages of spacecraft com-
munications system design and spacecraft-ground system tradeoffs. The com-
parison of actual and predicted data begins with the first use of the radio links
after launch and continues until the end of the mission. Computations for both
prediction and comparison are repetitive in nature over mission durations that
may exceed a decade. Link analysis software provides the needed accuracy,
consistent computations, and outputs in standard formats. The software accesses
link parameter data bases having traceable updates over the mission duration.
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The JPL Telecommunications Systems Section developed the Telecommuni-
cations Prediction and Analysis Program for use with Mariner spacecraft in the
1960s. The program is known as TPAP for short, with the word "analysis"
meaning the comparison of predicted with actual performance. The program has
evolved from project to project to meet specific needs and to accommodate
changing data input and output interfaces. Flight projects first provided access
to the actual data via computer files in the 1970s. The resulting TPAP link com-
parison occurred days or weeks after data receipt; that is, in non-real-time. In
the same era, the Telecommunications Systems Section added the capability to
profile the maximum telemetry data rate available for Viking and to predict
the effects of weather on X-band links for Voyager. As link prediction and
comparison software requirements have evolved, TPAP has become the Tele-
communications Performance Analysis System (TPAS) in the 1980s. TPAS is a
joint development between JPL flight projects and the DSN, responding to the
needs of both organizations. TPAS capabilities will include access to actual
data via an electrical interface for real-time comparison, as well as link predic-
tion, data rate profiling, and non-real-time comparison.

The utilization of TPAP for the Viking 1975 project and the VoyageM 977
project is described in [10-1] through [10-4] . The functional and design require-
ments for the successor system, TPAS, are given in [10-5] through [10-81. (The
initial version of the real-time comparison portion of TPAS is called "Voyager
Telecommunications On-Line Processing Subsystem," or VTOPS.)

10.2 Prediction of Link Capability Using TPAP
This section describes the prediction functions, data flow, and outputs of

TPAP as the program exists at the end of 1982. The version described produces
predictions for Voyager mission operations and for Galileo preflight spacecraft
and mission design. The TPAP comparison and profiling functions are inactive
on Voyager. Section 10.4 describes comparison and profiling as they will be
implemented in TPAS for post-1984 missions.

The TPAP user may generate any of the following predictions.

(1) Telemetry: downlink carrier and data channel.

(2) Command: uplink carrier and data channel.

(3) Turnaround ranging: uplink carrier, downlink carrier, and data channel.

(4) Trajectory: range, angles, and derived quantities.

10.2.1 Functional Description and Data Flow

TPAP operates in the Univac 1100 computer of the JPL Information Process-
ing Center (IPC). Figure 10-1 is a functional flow diagram of the prediction por-
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tion of TPAP, showing its major interfaces with external data and its major
internal components. Table 10-1 summarizes the information required to make
a prediction run. Card images are commonly input from a demand terminal.
Save tapes are in the project-controlled tape library. TPAP data files are per-
manently catalogued files or tapes; they are project-controlled during mission
operations.

Tables 10-2 and 10-3 define the TPAP data file elements used in uplink pre-
dictions and downlink predictions, respectively. As suggested by their names,
the elements are grouped according to the portion of the link each specifies:
uplink carrier, command data channel, downlink carrier, telemetry data channel,
or ranging data channel. The tables also show the probability density function
type associated with each data element type. Depending on the number of space-
craft and ground station configurations available (for example, S-band trans-
mitter high-power or low-power), TPAP may have one or several individual data
elements of each type.

The telecom analyst controls TPAP by a runstream. The runstream consists of
a series of card images that specify the type of prediction desired, the trajectory
tape identification, the interval over which predictions are desired, the particular
set of data elements that define the link configuration and mode, the times that
DCTs are output, the particular link quantities that are plotted or tabulated,
and formats and scales for the outputs.

10.2.2 Prediction Outputs

Types of link prediction outputs are design control tables (DCTs), plots, and
tabulations. The DCTs display configuration and performance at one given time.

Table 10-1. Inputs to prediction portion of TPAP

Input Typical information included Source of input

TPAP control Type of prediction Card images

Output quantities and formats

Prediction start and stop times

Trajectory Range, range rate Trajectory save tape,

Spacecraft cone, clock angles maneuver save tape

(station-centered or geocentric)

Spacecraft Power levels and system losses TPAP data file or card
and station Spacecraft antenna patterns images
data

Antenna gains, pointing losses,
and ellipticities

Data rates and threshold levels
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Table 10-2. Uplink data element types

Element
name

Description Probability
density function

ULCARR (1,1) Station transmitter power Triangular

ULCARR (1,2) Station transmit circuit loss
(if not included in ULCARR (1,1)) (not currently used)

ULCARR (1,3) Station uplink antenna gain Uniform

ULCARR (1,4) Station uplink antenna pointing loss Uniform

ULCARR (1,5) Uplink polarization loss Triangular

ULCARR (1,6) Spacecraft uplink antenna gain Triangular

ULCARR (1,7) Spacecraft uplink antenna pointing loss Triangular

ULCARR (1,8) Spacecraft receiving circuit loss Uniform

ULCARR (1,9) Spacecraft system noise temperature Gaussian

ULCARR (1,10) Spacecraft carrier noise bandwidth at threshold Triangular

ULCARR (1,11) Uplink ranging carrier suppression Triangular

ULCARR (1,12) Uplink command carrier suppression Triangular

CMDCHN (1,1) Command channel modulation loss Triangular

CMDCHN (1,2) Total uplink system losses
(in lieu of CMDCHN (1,3), CMDCHN (1,4)) Triangular

CMDCHN (1,3) Uplink radio loss (not currently used)

CMDCHN (1,4) Uplink demodulator/detector loss (not currently used)

CMDCHN (1,5) Uplink threshold STB/NO Triangular

RNGCHN (1,1) Uplink ranging power/total power Triangular

RNGCHN (1,2) Uplink ranging control radio loss Triangular

RNGCHN (1,3) Ranging channel noise bandwidth Triangular

A plot or tabulation shows the variation in performance of one or more link
parameters as a function of time.

The TPAP DCT is an orderly listing of the design and tolerance values for all
the parameters defining a link, showing how each individual parameter affects
the link. For the DCT, TPAP calculates the design value link performance as a
linear sum of the design values of the individual parameters, each expressed in
decibels. The design value is the expected link performance. The program also
calculates an adverse value link performance as a specified multiple (n-sigma) of
the statistical standard deviation of the link. The data element probability
density functions determine the mean and variance for each parameter from the
design value and favorable and adverse tolerances. The link variance is the sum
of the individual variances. The DCT threshold parameter values come from
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Table 10-3. Downlink data element types

Element
name

Description Probability
density,function

DLCARR (1,1) Spacecraft transmitter power Triangular

DLCARR (1,2) Spacecraft transmit circuit loss Uniform

DLCARR (1,3) Spacecraft downlink antenna circuit loss Uniform

DLCARR (1,4) Spacecraft downlink antenna gain Triangular

DLCARR (1,5) Spacecraft downlink antenna pointing loss Triangular

DLCARR (1,6) Downlink polarization loss Uniform

DLCARR (1,7) Station downlink antenna gain Uniform

DLCARR (1,$) Station downlink antenna pointing Ioss Uniform

DLCARR (1,9) Station zenith system noise temperature Gaussian

DLCARR (1,10) Clear dry noise temperature increase with
elevation Gaussian

DLCARR (1,11) Station carrier noise bandwidth at threshold Triangular

DLCARR (1,12) Downlink carrier suppression due to ranging
channel Triangular

DLCARR (1,13) Downlink carrier suppression due to telemetry Triangular

DLCARR (1,14) Hot body system noise temperature increase Gaussian

TLMCHN (1,1) Telemetry channel modulation loss Triangular

TLMCHN (1,2) Total downlink system losses (in lieu of
TLMCHN (1,3), TLMCHN (1,4), TLMCHN
(1,5)) Triangular

TLMCHN (1,3) Downlink radio loss Triangular

TLMCHN (1,4) Downlink demodulator/detector loss Triangular

TLMCHN (1,5) Downlink waveform distortion loss Triangular

TLMCHN (1,6) Downlink threshold STBINo Triangular

RNGCHN (1,4) Downlink ranging channel modulation loss Triangular

RNGCHN (1,5) Downlink ranging radio loss Triangular

RNGCHN (1,6) Required rangingPRINo Triangular

theoretical criteria that relate required signal levels to the individual project
telecommunication system mission requirements.

For examples of TPAP-produced DCTs for Galileo command, telemetry, and

ranging performance, see Tables 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 in chapter 1.

The TPAP generates the values for plots and tabulations from DCTs generated
(but not necessarily output) at the interval specified between plotted or tabu-

lated points. Figures 10-2, 10-3, and 10-4 demonstrate TPAP plot capability.
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Fig. 10-2. Long-period TPAP prediction output

Figures 10-2 and 10-3 show, respectively, the long-term and short-term pre-
diction of a selected link parameter. The top curve in each plot is the param-
eter's expected value; the bottom curve is the minus two-sigma value. The long-
term plot is for a single spacecraft and ground station configuration, for one
station and fixed elevation angle of the station antenna. The short-term plot
covers 24 hours for a single configuration, but it shows performance at each
station as the elevation angle of the tracked spacecraft changes.
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Figure 10-4 plots a predicted trajectory quantity. "Predicted" means dis-
played from the trajectory input file. Like other such quantities, the earth-to-
spacecraft range can be predicted relative to the center of the earth (geocentric)
or relative to a station location. Unlike link parameters, trajectory quantities do
not have tolerances associated with them.

Table 10-4 is a TPAP tabulation, showing a selected set of telemetry link
parameters and their tolerances over a mission interval.
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10.3 Mini-TPAP

Mini-TPAP serves the special needs of early spacecraft and mission design. It
facilitates input of trajectory data via card images and the rapid buildup of
data base elements. Its outputs are design control tables, plots, and tabulations
that look similar to TPAP outputs. Mini-TPAP accommodates few-of-a-kind runs
for preliminary design and tradeoffs. TPAP is best for repetitive production runs
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Table 10-4. Typical TPAP telemetry performance prediction tabulation

Year-month-day Days from launch P7ItV0 Downlink
carrier margin

85-05-08 1.0 63.96 4.81 45.59 4.83
85-05-15 8.0 37.46 4.55 19.10 4.57
85-05-22 15.0 35.36 3.91 17.00 3.93
85-05-29 22.0 35.24 3.28 16.87 3•.31
85-06-05 29.0 35.85 2.64 17.48 2.67
85-06-12 36.0 36.53 2.16 18.17 2.19
85-06-19 43.0 37.09 1.98 18.73 2.02
85-06-26 50.0 38.04 1.92 19.68 1.96
85-07-03 57.0 39.21 1.89 20.85 1.94
85-07-10 64.0 40.18 1.98 21.81 2.02
85-07-17 71.0 41.00 2.15 22.64 2.18
85-07-24 78.0 41.71 2.23 23.34 2.26
85-07-31 85.0 42.14 2.25 23.77 2.29
85-08-07 92.0 42.26 2.24 23.89 2.28
85-08-14 99.0 41.96 2.12 23.59 2.16
85-08-21 106.0 41.08 2.08 22.71 2.12
85-08-28 113.0 39.65 2.16 21.28 2.20
85-09-04 120.0 37.96 2.25 19.59 2.29
85-09-11 127.0 36.32 2.28 17.95 2.32
85-09-18 134.0 34.74 2.25 16.38 2.29
85-09-25 141.0 33.29 2.23 14.93 2.26
85-10-02 148.0 31.94 2.23 13.57 2.26
85-10-09 155.0 30.71 2.23 12.35 2.26
85-10-16 162.0 29.60 2.23 11.23 2.26
85-10-23 169.0 28.59 2.23 10.23 , 2.26
85-10-30 176.0 27.68 2.23 9.316 2.26
85-11-06 183.0 26.85 2.23 8.488 2.26
85-11-13 190.0 26.11 2.22 7.742 2.26
85-11-20 197.0 25.45 2.23 7.079 2.26
85-11-27 204.0 24.85 2.23 6.488 2.26
85-12-04 211.0 24.32 2.23 5.954 2.26
85-12-11 218.0 23.84 2.23 5.478 2.26
85-12-18 225.0 23.42 2.23 5.057 2.26
85-12-25 232.0 23.05 2.23 4.687 2.26
86-01-01 239.0 22.73 2.23 4.363, 2.26
86-01-08 246.0 22.45 2.23 4.084 2.26
86-01-15 253.0 22.21 2.23 3.846 2.26
86-01-22 260.0 22.01 2.23 3.646 2.26
86-01-29 267.0 21.84 2.23 3.479 2.27
86-02-05 274.0 21.70 2.24 3.333 2.28
86-02-12 281.0 21.59 2.25 3.220 2.29
86-02-19 288.0 21.50 2.27 3.137 2.30
86-02-26 295.0 21.45 2.28 3.082 2.31
86-03-05 302.0 21.42 2.29 3.054 2.33
86-03-12 309.0 21.40 2.28 3.029 2.32
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using established link configurations specified by runstreams. With a few excep-
tions, the data base element probability density function types and link equa-
tions common to TPAP and mini-TPAP are identical.

In the TPAS era, TPAS will provide capability and ease of operation similar
to the present mini-TPAP.

10.4 Prediction, Profiling, and Comparison With TPAS

TPAS provides project and DSN telecom analysts involved with Galileo and
subsequent projects the capability to predict, profile, and compare the perform-
ance of spacecraft-to-DSN telecommunications links. TPAS prediction capa-
bilities are functionally similar to TPAP capabilities (Section 10.2), with similar
outputs. Profiling is the calculation of the maximum telemetry data rate that
can be supported as a function of time, based on a planned sequence of link
configurations, on a stated degree of link conservatism, and on the underlying
predictions. Comparison is the calculation of the difference between a measured
(actual) link quantity and its predicted value at a given time, the result being a
residual, and the calculation of statistics of the residuals.

TPAS-profile functional requirements originate from the Viking Orbiter
TPAP Playback Opportunities Profile (TPBOP) program. TPAS-compare func-
tional requirements originate from the Mariner 1971 TPAP-compare program
and the Voyager Telecom On-line Processing System (VTOPS). This section
includes typical outputs from Viking TPBOP and Voyager TOPS that show
expected TPAS capability. TPAS-profile and TPAS-compare will be available in
1984.

Figure 10-5 is a functional flow diagram for TPAS. The Deep Space Network
and the JPL flight projects jointly support the implementation and operation of
TPAS. TPAS software resides in the DSN Network Operations Control Center
(NOCC) Support Controller (NSC) computer, in the JPL Information Processing
Center (IPC) Univac 1100 computer, and in a microprocessor called Automated
Office Data Center (AODC). TPAS performs prediction, profiling, off-line
comparison and on-line comparison functions.

The DSN uses the TPAS-predict element called NSC-TPAP to make its pre-
dictions for long-range planning and for each individual station tracking pass.
Flight projects use the TPAS element called U1100-TPAP for prediction and
profiling of available telemetry data rates, and for off-line comparison of space-
craft and station data accumulated in a file against the predictions for the same
pass. On-line comparison for flight projects takes place in the TPAS element,
containing both hardware and software, called the Telecommunications On-line
Processing System (TOPS). TOPS contains link verification (LINVER) software
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that operates in a particular AODC configuration called the Telecommunica-
tions On-line Computer Subsystem (TOCS). On-line comparison requires a
direct electrical connection with the project computer supplying the data for
comparison in real-time.

TPAS will incorporate a data-base system, residing in the IPC 1100, with the
program having a shared link model dictionary interacting with separate link
design data bases for each project. All data bases will have a common struc-
ture and access method. The link model dictionary contains information describ-
ing data entries, processing, and output formats. The link design control docu-
ment for each project is from the Deep Space Network/Flight Project Interface
Design Handbook (a JPL internal document). Each time the U1100 TPAP data
base is updated, a subset is transferred to the NSC as part of NSC-TPAP.

10.4.1 Functional Description and Data Flow

Referring to Fig. 10-5, which omits reference to the different computers
containing TPAS elements, all of the inputs from external systems go to the
TPAP portion except for the on-line actual data. The TPAP inputs include tra-
jectory files, link allocation files, and off-line actual data files. TPAP requires
trajectory and link allocation data to generate a profile. The link allocation data
defines the Deep Space Stations scheduled for the project, the handover time
from one to the next, the spacecraft transmitter power mode, the on/off status
of the spacecraft ranging channel, and other information required to define link
configuration completely. TPAP requires off-line telecom data, and LINVER
requires on-line telecom data to perform a comparison. The telecom data is the
actual spacecraft telemetry and the station performance and status monitor data
received when the spacecraft is being tracked by the station during mission
operations.

The internal TPAS interfaces include the trajectory save file, the prediction
save file, and the actual save file. TPAP creates a trajectory save file from the
trajectory input, and this trajectory save file is used for subsequent predictions
over that time interval. TPAP-predict creates a prediction save file for each of a
series of standard configurations, and these prediction save files are used for the
generation of subsequent profiles. Either TPAP-compare or LINVER can create
an actual save file; it contains the link data accumulated during the comparison,
the resulting residuals (a residual is equal to the actual value minus the predicted
value of a link parameter), the residual statistics, and "alarm" messages flagging
occurrences of the configuration not meeting its standard or the performance
exceeding its limit.

Both U1100-TPAP and LINVER produce outputs for use by the project
telecom analyst, and NSC-TPAP produces predictions for operations controllers
and analysts.
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For the project, U1100 TPAP creates print/plot files that LINVER accesses
to generate DCTs, tabulations, and plots on the TOCS line printer, digital
plotter, or cathode ray tube display. The same outputs may be produced through
U1100 devices. TPAP-profile produces a telemetry data rate profile as an U1100
file. This file contains a header with input identification and link configuration
data for profile verification. It also contains data files having spacecraft times
and the maximum telemetry data rate achievable during each interval. TPAP-
compare and LINVER produce printed tabulations and plots displaying the
predicted, actual, and residual values of selected link parameters. The program
also generates histograms to show the statistical distribution of residuals of
selected link parameters over a specified time span. LINVER will enable the
implementation of link alarms. The standards and limits triggering the alarms
come from the prediction save file. Link parameters in alarm appear on the
TOCS cathode ray tube display and go into the actual save file.

NSC-TPAP produces a prediction data file for each pass; the file contains
quantities to be transmitted to the Deep Space Stations, used by other soft-
ware in the NSC, or provided to DSN cathode ray tube displays.

10.4.2 Profile Outputs

TPAP-profile will produce a downlink events and telemetry signal-to-noise
ratio plot similar to Fig. 10-6. Key station and spacecraft configuration events
from the link allocation file appear at the top as a function of time. The signal-
to-noise ratio that results from the standard predictions and these configura-
tions appear on the plot. (Figure 10-6, for Viking Orbiter, comes from TPBOP.)
TPAP-profile also will produce a printed profile, corresponding to the data rate
profile. Table 10-5 is an example; it was produced by Viking TPBOP. The
TPAS printed profile will display events in both spacecraft and station time,
using one-way light-time from the prediction save file. It will list events from
the link allocation file and their times. Not all such events may cause a data rate
change. Available data rates may differ for different types of downlink data,
according to project criteria.

10.4.3 Compare Output Plot Formats

TPAS-compare plot formats will show the variation of one or several link
parameters or their residuals as a function of time. This section includes some
figures as examples of plot formats. These formats, which were useful on pre-
TPAS projects, will be the basis for the TPAS formats.

Figure 10-7, from Voyager TOPS, is the fundamental plot for on-line link
assessment. This particular plot shows the values of the residuals of the X-band
received carrier power as a function of time. A similar format is available for the
uplink or the downlink received carrier power and for the telemetry symbol
signal-to-noise ratio. Formats are also available that show residuals of two or
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Fig. 10-6. Typical Viking TPBOP downlink events and telemetry SNR plot

three parameters, all on a common time axis, or that show the actual parameters
as a function of time.

Figure 10-8, from TPAP-compare for Mariner 1971, is for long-term trend
analysis. The plot has the predicted value and the actual data on a common time
axis, in this case spanning one month. A similar format, but with the residual as
a single curve rather than the predicted and actual as two curves, appears in
Fig. 10-9. Figure 10-9, from the Viking TPRESD manual non-real-time compare
program, also displays the mean and the standard deviation of the parameter
over the plotted interval. Figure 10-10, from TPAP-compare for Mariner 1971, is
a histogram for the residual of a link parameter over an interval.

10.5 Real-Time Comparison for Voyager Using TOPS

By late 1981, Voyager telecom analysts began making real-time link compari-
sons using the Voyager telecommunications on-line processing system (VTOPS).
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Table 10-5. Typical Viking TPBOP telemetry data rate printed profile

GMT
day/time

Maximum data rates

Type 1 Type 2	 Type 3	 Type 4
Comments

213/00:00: Start of sequence, downlink, DSS 44
Ranging channel is on

OK	 OK	 OK	 OK SNR at 8K = -4.1 dB
01:20 Relay playback end
01:25 Downlink, DSS 44 to DSS 63

8K	 4K	 2K SNR at 8K = 4.1 dB
01:30 4K Resume relay playback
01:58 OK Relay playback end
02:03 Uplink handover, DSS 44 to DSS 63
02:06 8K SNR at 8K = 5.2 dB
02:08 4K Resume relay playback
02:16 16K SNR at 8K = 5.5 dB
02:25 8K SNR at 8K = 5.7 dB
13:31 4K SNR at 8K = 5.7 dB
13:40 OK SNR at 8K = 5.5 dB
13:52 4K SNR at 8K = 5.2 dB
14:23 OK Relay playback end
14:28 Downlink DSS 63 to DSS 11

2K	 OK	 OK SNR at 8K = -2.1 dB
14:30 SNR shifted 0.5 dB

SNR fudged by 4.0 dB
14:31 2K SNR at 8K = -1.6 dB
14:33 Resume relay playback
14:46 Relay playback end
14:51 Uplink handover, DSS 63 to DSS 11
14:56 Resume relay playback
17:53 OK SNR at 8K = -1.8 dB
18:54 Playback end

Enter earth occultation (750 km)
OK SNR at 8K = 0000 dB

19:14 Begin periapsis suppression
Periapsis, orbit number 410
End periapsis suppression

19:28 Exit earth occultation (750 km)
Resume playback

2K SNR at 8K = -2.3 dB
19:30 SNR shifted 0 dB
19:56 Playback end

OK SNR at 8K = 0000 dB
20:01 Resume playback

2K SNR at 8K = -3.0 dB
OK SNR at 8K = -3.0 dB

21:10 Playback end
0 dB, downlink DSS 11 end, no
downlink coverage

21:43 Uplink DSS 11 end, one-way start
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Fig. 10-7. Typical Voyager TOPS real-time residual plot

The VTOPS hardware is a dedicated microcomputer of the JPL automated office
data center (AODC) type. The software, VLINVER, will serve as a prototype for
TPAS LINVER.

VTOPS, as well as the successor TOPS, is a semiautomatic means for calcu-
lating, displaying, plotting, and storing link residuals. Figure 10-11 is a func-
tional flow diagram for TOPS that also shows its interfaces for data and predic-
tions. The predictions come from Voyager TPAP (Section 10.2). Referring also
to the project sequence of events (SOE), the telecom analyst enters predictions
into VLINVER via the VTOCS keyboard prior to each tracking station pass or
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Fig. 10-8. TPAP-compare long-term trend plot, Mariner-Mars 1971 telecommunications
prediction analysis

series of passes. The actual data comes from the same on-line electrical interface
that drives the Voyager telecom character printer. The actual data, a subset of
that used by TPAS-compare, includes uplink carrier signal level, S-band and
X-band downlink received carrier power, symbol signal-to-noise ratio for the
telemetry data channels, and some spacecraft and station status and identifica-
tion words.

Voyager LINVER contains a prediction save file from which it can generate
predictions as a function of time over a station pass. As each actual data channel
updates, LINVER calculates the residuals of the link quantity, using spacecraft
and station configuration data from status words entered by the analyst or in-
cluded in the actual data input. At the end of each pass, it extracts for each
quantity the largest positive and largest negative residual value, and it calculates
the mean and variance. LINVER outputs a pass summary on the line printer.
The summary contains the statistics for each link quantity as well as status and
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error messages accumulated during the pass. LINVER outputs the link residuals
nearly in real-time as plots versus time on the cathode ray tube terminal. The
residual data can be input again to produce tabulations of selected residuals.

10.6 Use of Telecommunications Software
(Operations Scenario)

The JPL Telecommunications. Systems Section is charged with planning and
evaluating telecommunications link performance of JPL flight spacecraft. The
Deep Space Network has the responsibility for the performance of the Deep
Space Stations and for the transport of the data from the stations to JPL.

Activities carried out by the Telecommunications Systems Section and the
DSN in meeting their responsibilities appear in Fig. 10-12. The zero reference
time in the 20-year span of the figure is the acquisition of data at a station
from an in-flight spacecraft. The TPAS software supports the 14 project activities
in the top half of Fig. 10-12. Each activity appears as a time-bar, indicating dura-
tion of the activity. Prediction begins years in advance of mission operations;
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profiling occurs, for most projects, a week to a month before acquisition of data.
On-line link comparison takes place within a minute of data acquisition, while
off-line comparison for anomaly resolution and trend analysis is largely complete
within a month after data acquisition. Each of the 14 project telecom activities
involves the use of one or more of the TPAS capabilities. Table 10-6 shows the
activities, the portion of TPAS involved, and a summary of the important
attributes of each activity.

At a given time on the project side, three or four people are actively using or
supporting TPAS. This number assumes a level of flight support similar to 1977,
when JPL mission operations teams supported two projects and telecom analysts
were working on the preproject definition or prelaunch development of other
projects. Of the 14 activities in Table 10-6, most occur during flight operations.
In terms of the people using or supporting TPAS, most are involved with flight
operations. In units of work months per month during mission operations,
TPAS-predict and TPAS-profile require about 0.5, WAS on-line compare about
1.3, TPAS-predict and TPAS-profile about 0.5, WAS off-line compare about
1.0, and software and TOCS hardware maintenance about 0.4. TPAS-predict for
preproject and prelaunch use is at the level of 0.5 work month per month.

The NSC-TPAP functions appear in the lower left quarter of Fig. 10-12. For
the DSN, the initial plan is to operate NSC-TPAP in the batch mode. The DSN
functions 24 hours a day, seven days a week. NSC TPAP requires the equivalent
of 2 people to maintain the data base (using the U1100), prepare input data
files for the program, run the predictions, and verify the outputs for correctness.
The input files include ephemeris and spacecraft trajectory data and sequence of
event data for each tracking pass. In the late 1980s, the DSN plans to include
NSC-TPAP in an end-to-end system that supports all planning functions for the
tracking passes, including scheduling, sequence of events generation, ephemeris
and trajectory generation, telecommunications link prediction, and generation
of standards for station equipment settings and limits for equipment operating
parameters. The staffing level for NSC-TPAP itself in that era would reduce to
the equivalent of about one-half person, mainly for data base maintenance and
output verification.
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Table 10-6. Fourteen project telecommunications activities supported by software

1. Spacecraft and link design
(TPAP-predict)

Create and update databases
Generate standard case predictions

2. Mission planning
(TPAP-predict)

Predicts for spacecraft design
Predicts for MOS design
Predicts for mission design

3. Initial acquisition coordination
(TPAP-predict)

Predict doppler rates, coverage
Predict signal level profiles

4. Off-earthline sequence planning
(TPAP-predict)

Use cone/clock trajectory data
Generate signal level predicts with

rapid turnaround

5. Data rate profiling
(TPAP-profile)

Predicts for mission plan
Predicts for sequence of events file

(SOE) output to project software
with rapid turnaround

6. Monthly predicts
(TPAP-predict)

Predicts for link verification
Predicts for hypothesized future

situations, project questions
Maintained as Predict Save File

7. Update predicts
(TPAP-predict, profile)

Respond to requests, SOE updates
Plot, tab, or file output may be
required with rapid turnaround

8. Predicts for on-line verification
(TPAP-predict)

Generate from Predict Save Files, SOEs,
for next several passes

Provide as plots, tabulations

9. Residual calculation
(LINVER)

Highly automated process, not labor-
intensive, occurs in real-time

Produce Actual Save Files

10. Sequence Verification
(LINVER)

Utilize TPAS (TOPS) alarms
Human operations, using TOPS outputs

(occurs whenever data are available
at input)

11. Anomaly investigation
(TPAP-compare)

Performed in non-real-time only
Reformat, replot capability emphasized

12. Daily report
(LINVER)

Standardized pageprint format
Minimum operation input, rapid

turnaround

13. Trend analysis
(TPAP-compare)

Standard plots for monthly reports
Actual Save File, Prediction Save

File used

14. Link model update
(TPAP-data base)

Result of in-flight performance and
tests

Data transfer to preflight, study
projects

Refine in-flight prediction accuracy
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Chapter 11
Radio Frequency Selection and

Interference Prevention
Norman F. de Groot

11.1 Introduction
Successful radio communication between spacecraft and earth stations

depends upon the use of appropriate radio frequencies and upon having suffi-
cient freedom from interference. Radio frequencies for deep-space research may
be chosen from bands that are allocated for that purpose. The choice of particu-
lar frequencies within those bands is guided mostly by the need to avoid inter-
ference between deep-space missions. Interference may also result from terres-
trial sources making transmissions not related to space research.

In this chapter we discuss the bands available for deep-space communications,
and the choice of particular mission frequencies. The more general susceptibility
of deep-space earth stations to various kinds of interference is then presented.
An associated topic is the development of protection criteria that specify maxi-
mum allowable levels of interference.

Next, the prediction of interference from near-earth satellites is described,
with particular emphasis on the problems and uncertainties of such predictions.
The chapter concludes with a brief description of other activities aimed at the
prevention or avoidance of interference to deep-space radio communications.
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11.2 International Allocation of Radio-Frequency
Bands

Use of the radio frequency spectrum is regulated by international treaty. The
International Telecommunications Union (ITU), a special agency of the United
Nations, is the body responsible for determining the regulations [11-1]. Over
150 nations are members of the ITU, which has its headquarters in Geneva,
Switzerland.

The radio regulatory action of the ITU is based on work conducted by its
International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR). As a result of the formal
process of adopting technical papers presented at international meetings, the
CCIR quadrennially publishes a set of official reports and recommendations.
These deal with technical issues concerning the use and regulation of the radio
frequency spectrum by all radio services.

CCIR includes 11 study groups that treat the various radio services. Study
Group 2 is concerned with space research and radio astronomy. The technical
basis for the allocation and use of bands for deep-space research is a part of the
work of CCIR Study Group 2. Reports and recommendations concerning tech-
nical requirements, preferred frequencies, band sharing, and interference protec-
tion criteria relating to deep-space communications may be found in [11-2] .

11.3 Bands Allocated to Deep-Space Research

Allocation of radio frequency bands is defined in terms of radio services.
One of these services is space research. Deep-space communications must take
place in bands allocated for space research. In recognition of the special charac-
teristics of deep-space communications, e.g., very weak received signals and very
high-power earth stations, all or part of some space research bands have been
restricted to deep space only. In all cases, the bands allocated to deep-space
research are shared bands. This means that the bands are also used by other
specified services. The characteristics of these other services have been shown to
be generally compatible with deep-space links from the standpoint of interfer-
ence. Continuing analysis of potential interference in connection with increased
usage of the shared bands is necessary for the protection of deep-space commun-
ications. Case-by-case analysis and resolution of actual interference problems is
also required.

The bands that may be used for and that are restricted to deep-space com-
munications in the space research service are listed in Table 11-1. Excerpts of
the more complete language contained in the international Radio Regulations
can be found in Appendix A.
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Table 11 -1. Band allocations for deep-space research

Band	 Direction Classa

2110-2120 MHz	 Earth to space Primary
2290-2300 MHz	 Space to earth Primary
7145-7190 MHz	 Earth to space Primary
8400-8450 MHz	 Space to earth Primary
12.75-13.25 GHz	 Space to earth Secondary
16.6-17.1 GHz	 Earth to space Secondary
31.8-32.3 GHz	 Space to earth Primary
34.2-34.7 GHz	 Earth to space Primary

aPrimary means co-equal rights with other primary users.

Secondary means permission to operate with co-equal rights with respect to other second-
ary users, but without protection from interference from primary users, and without
co-equal rights with respect to interference caused to primary users.

11.4 Band Selection
The selection of a band or bands to be used for a particular mission is based

on several considerations:

(1) Communication reliability

(2) Communication performance

(3) Propagation effects on radio navigation and radio science experiments

(4) Existing or planned DSN capability

(5) Equipment technology

In practice, the choice of bands is limited at present (circa 1982) to the
2-GHz uplink-downlink pair and the 8-GHz downlink. This limitation is imposed
by existing capability of the DSN and the NASA standard transponder for
deep-space applications. A 7-GHz uplink capability is being developed. Applica-
tion and technology studies may be expected to lead to future use of the newer
12-, 17-, 32-, and 34-GHz allocations.

11.5 Channel Plans and Coherence
To provide for orderly selection and assignment of frequencies for deep-space

missions, channel plans have been developed within the United States. The plans
were based on bandwidth, hardware implementation, and frequency ratio con-
siderations. All U.S. deep-space missions utilize frequencies included in the
channel plans.
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For spacecraft navigation and some types of scientific measurement it is
necessary that uplink (earth-to space) and downlink (space-to-earth) transmis-
sions be phase coherent. This means that the uplink frequency and phase re-
ceived by the spacecraft transponder must be translated by a fixed ratio and
used to control the downlink frequency and phase from the spacecraft. The
requirement for coherence applies between the uplink and downlink frequen-
cies of a band pair. The requirement can also apply to simultaneous transmis-
sions in more than one band pair.

Of the four band pairs listed in Table 11-1, channel plans have been devel-
oped for the first two [11-3]'. Table 11-2 shows the associated frequency
ratios.

In the list of channels, Table 11-3, Column 3, we see that there are 27 chan-
nel center frequencies within the 2290-2300-MHz downlink band. Channel
frequencies in the other bands are a necessary result of the frequency ratios.
A particular channel number — for example, channel 17 — specifies frequencies
in all four bands.

Because of the spacing between allocations and the frequency ratios embodied
in the channel plans, some channels in each band may not be usable from the
standpoint of coherence. When complete coherence between the two uplink and
two downlink bands is required, the frequencies selected can only be chosen
from channels 5-27.

Channel planning for the 12-, 17-, 32-, and 34-GHz allocation has not yet
been accomplished.

Table 11-2. Channel frequency ratios

Band pair	
Channel frequency

ratio

2110-2120 MHz uplink 	 221

2290-2300 MHz downlink 	 240

7145-7190 MHz uplink	 749

8400-8450 MHz downlink 	 880

2290-2300 MHz downlink 	 3

8400-8450 MHz downlink	 11

t The 7-GHz uplink channels have been planned but are not shown in TRK-20, Rev. B of
[11-3].
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Table 11-3. Channel center frequencies

2110-2120- 2290-2300- 7145-7190- 8400-8450-
MHz MHz MHz MHz

uplink downlink uplink downlink
Channel channel channel channel channel Remarks

center center center center
frequency, frequency, frequency, frequency,

MHz MHz MHz MHz

1 2290.185185 7147.286265
2 2290.555556 7148.442131
3 2290.925926 7149.597994
4 2291.296296 7150.753857

5 2110.143056 2291.666667 7151.909724 8402.777780
6 2110.584105 2292.037037 7153.065587 8404.135803 T7 2110.925154 2292.407407 7154.221450 8405.493826
8 2111.266204 2292.777778 7155.377316 8406.851853 Channels
9 2111.607253 2293.148148 7156.533179 8408.209876

10 2111.948303 2293.518519 7157.689045 8409.567903 5-27
11 2112.289352 2293.888889 7158.844908 8410.925927
12 2112.630401 2294.259259 7160.000771 8412.283950 are
13 2112.971451 2294.629630 7161.156637 8413.641977
14 2113.312500 2295.000000 7162.312500 8415.000000 fully
15 2113.653549 2295.370370 7163.468363 8416.358023
16 2113.994599 2295.740741 7164.624229 8417.716050 coherent
17 2114.335648 2296.111111 7165.780092 8419.074073
18 2114.676697 2296.481481 7166.935955 8420.432097 in
19 2115.017747 2296.851852 7168.091821 8421.790124
20 2115.358796 2297.222222 7169.247684 8423.148147 all
21 2114.699846 2297.592593 7170.403550 8424.506174
22 2116.040895 2297.962963 7171.559413 8425.864197 four
23 2116.381944 2298.333333 7172.715276 8427.222220
24 2116.722994 2298.703704 7173.871143 8428.580248 bands
25 2117.064043 2299.074074 7175.027006 8429.938271
26 2117.405092 2299.444444 7176.182868 8431.296294
27 2117.746142 2299.814815 7177.338735 8432.654321

28 2118.087171 7178.494597 8434.012344
29 2118.428241 7179.650464 8435.370371
30 2118.769290 7180.814838 8436.738395
31 2119.110339 7181.962190 8438.086418
32 2119.451389 7183.118056 8439.444445
33 2119.792438 7184.273919 8440.802468
34 7185.429783 8442.160493
35 7186.585617 8443.518517
36 7187.741511 8444.876542
37 7188.897375 8446.234566
38 8447.592591
39 8448.950616
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11.6 Channel Selection
For each new deep-space mission it is necessary to select the radio frequencies

that will be used for uplink and downlink communication. The selection has the
objective of avoiding or minimizing the possibility of radio interference between
existing and planned missions. The selection of mission channels within a band is
not influenced by link performance. This is because the frequency-dependent
parameters of link performance, e.g., antenna gain, space loss, etc., do not vary
significantly over the relatively narrow width of band allocations.

11.6.1 Channel Selection Process

The process of channel selection is based on calculation and analysis of
interference-to-signal power ratios (ISR) as a function of time for each possible
pair of missions [11-4] . The initial calculation assumes that both spacecraft in
each pair are using the same channel.

Co-channel operation is often possible because of the very narrow beams of
earth-station antennas and the diverse position and motions of spacecraft
engaged in deep-space missions.

The worst case ISR is compared to a criterion of acceptable interference. If
the ISR meets this criterion for all spacecraft, any channel may be selected for
the new spacecraft. This is true because the co-channel condition was used for
the calculation.

If the criterion of acceptable interference is not met for the co-channel case,
alternatives must be examined. A separate, unused channel may be required.
Another possibility is that interference may be acceptable at certain times during
each mission.

The ISR calculation is made for each of the two spacecraft in a pair. First,
one is assumed to be the desired spacecraft and the other is considered a poten-
tial source of interference. The calculation is then repeated for the opposite
situation.

11.6.2 Modes of Interference

The radio frequency signal for deep-space communications normally includes
a carrier and one or more sets of data sidebands. Examples of two sets of data
sidebands are combined telemetry and ranging signals on a downlink, or com-
bined command and ranging signals on the uplink. When separate data streams
are carried on individual subcarriers, there are additional intermodulation pro-
ducts, compared to the single-data-stream case.
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Given the necessary frequency relationships, the signal components to or
from two spacecraft may interfere in one or more of the following ways:

(1) Carrier-to-carrier

(2) Data-to-carrier

(3) Intermodulation product-to-carrier

(4) Carrier-to-data

(5) Data-to-data

(6) Intermodulation product-to-data

These interference modes can occur between uplinks or between downlinks.
For the uplink case, there is an additional interference mode. Consider the
situation where one uplink signal is being transmitted and intended for a particu-
lar spacecraft. If this signal is received by another spacecraft and has sufficient
strength and the necessary frequency components, it is possible for the receiver
in the unintended spacecraft to lock to the uplink signal. This must be avoided
if independent operation of the two spacecraft is to be maintained. This inter-
ference mode is called one-way uplink interference.

In practice, the carrier and the telemetry sidebands are usually the most
susceptible to interference between downlinks. The predominant mode for
uplinks is the one-way uplink interference.

11.6.3 Interference Protection Ratio

The acceptable ratio of interference to signal power is called the interference
protection ratio. The required ratio is considered to be -20 dB during critical
mission phases and -15 dB at other times. The ratio expresses the maximum
interference power with respect to the power of the desired signal. The powers
in the ratio are those of the spectral components being considered for a partic-
ular interference mode.

A -15 dB ratio will produce a usually negligible effect on carrier tracking
performance [11-5, 11-61, a 0.4 dB degradation of telemetry performance, and
a 1.0 dB degradation of command performance, assuming that both the telem-
etry and command are operating at a symbol error rate of 10-5 . The -20 dB
test provides greater protection for critical times and events.

These protection ratios may seem particularly conservative. They are justified
by the fact that the frequency selection study is usually performed in a very
early phase of a mission when uncertainties exist about many parameters that
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can affect the interference situation. Additionally, it is a goal of channel selec-
tion to provide the safest environment so that mission planners will have maxi-
mum flexibility.

The maximum acceptable uplink one-way interference is called the uplink
one-way threshold. It is considered to be equal to the spacecraft receiver sensi-
tivity. This sensitivity is usually in the range from -155 dBm to -165 dBm.

11.6.4 Interference Analysis

There are four steps in the interference analysis and channel selection process:

(1) Determine power levels of the interference and the desired signal

(2) Determine the likely modes of interference, e.g., carrier-to-carrier inter-
ference, carrier-to-data interference, etc.

(3) Determine the time and duration of potential interference

(4) Select one or more channels to avoid potential interference during
critical mission events and to minimize potential interference at other
times

To achieve these steps, it is necessary to have the following information for
all the missions involved:

(1) Characteristics of the telecommunication system

(2) Expected modes of operation as a function of time

(3) Dates of important mission events

(4) Orbital elements that specify the mission trajectory

A complete list and description of the above items are provided in Appendix B.

A computer program has been developed to assist in the calculations needed
for interference analysis. This program examines two missions at a time. It
accepts as its input a set of orbital elements that completely specify the trajec-
tories of the missions being examined. Based on these orbital elements, it com-
putes for both missions the spacecraft-to-earth range, the doppler rate, and the
angular separation between the two spacecraft. From these data and an assumed
fixed ed.r.p., it then computes the ratio of the total received signal power to the
total received interference power (TSIR) 2 , and also the uplink interference
power level as received by the spacecraft. The calculations are made for selected

2 The program calculates TSIR; the protection ratio is usually specified inversely, that is,
interference-to-signal, ISR.
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intervals of time during the period of operation that is common for a particular
pair of missions.

11,6.4.1 Downlink interference analysis. The earth-station receiving antenna is
assumed to be pointing at the desired spacecraft and to be receiving data from it
(Fig. 11-1). The signal from the other spacecraft is treated as potential interfer-
ence. The downlink TSIR is calculated by the computer program for both
missions, assuming an equal ed.r.p. The equations for the computation are:

TSIR1 = GMAX - G(0) - 20 log 10 (RIIR2)

TSIR2 = GMAX - G(0) + 201og lo (R1/R2)

where GMAX is the gain of the receiving antenna in dBi, R is the spacecraft-to-
earth range, G(0) is the gain of the receiving antenna in the direction of 0, and
the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two missions, with 1 being arbitrarily assigned
to one mission and 2 to the other. The off-axis antenna gain, G(0), is modeled
by the following expressions:

G(0) = GMAX - (GMAX - 32) • 0 dB	 for 00 < 0 < 1 0 ,

= 32 - 25.log lo (0) dB	 for 1 0 < 0 <480

= -10 dB	 for 48 0 < 0.

The next step is to determine the potential modes of interference based on
the spectra of the desired signal and the interference.

The interference modes can be determined by finding out which part of the
unwanted signal can spectrally interfere with which part of the wanted signal,
i.e., carrier-to-carrier interference, data-to-carrier interference, etc. An unwanted
signal can spectrally interfere with a wanted signal if they are close in frequency.
Since Doppler-shift can move the two spectra closer to or farther apart from
each other, it may be necessary to consider the Doppler effects in determining
the modes of interference, particularly when the Doppler rate is significant.

The computer program calculates the total interference power. The analyst
must consider the amount of interference power that applies to a particular
interference mode. The effective interference power of an in-band CW inter-
ference is simply equal to the power of the interference. The effective interfer-
ence power of an interference having a dense spectrum is equal to the power of
the interference reduced by a factor equal to the bandwidth conversion factor.
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SPACECRAFTI

Fig. 11-1. Downlink interference situation with spacecraft 2 as the interferer
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The bandwidth conversion factor is defined as the ratio of the bandwidth of the
interfered channel to the bandwidth of the interference. The maximum value of
the bandwidth conversion factor is unity.

Having determined the interference modes, it is then necessary to calculate
the effective interference-to-signal ratio (EISR). This ratio can be derived from
the total signal-to-interference ratio as follows:

EISR = P  - PI - TSIR

where PW denotes the power of the wanted signal being interfered with and PI
the effective power of the interference. For example, if the interference mode is
carrier-to-data, then the effective interference power is the carrier power of the
unwanted signal and the signal power is the power in the data sidebands of the
wanted signal.

The effective interference-to-signal ratio can then be compared to the protec-
tion ratio. If the protection ratio is exceeded, interference exists. The total
number of days for which interference exists is calculated and used as a measure
of the amount of potential interference between a given mission pair. This
process is repeated for all mission pairs of interest.

A detailed step-by-step analysis of the downlink potential interference for a
hypothetical system is provided in Appendix C.

11.6.4.2 Uplink interference analysis. There are two situations in which an
unwanted uplink signal constitutes an interference to a spacecraft. The first one
is when the effective interference-to-signal ratio exceeds the protection ratio.
The second one is when the level of an uplink signal as received by a spacecraft
exceeds the receiver threshold of that spacecraft for which the uplink signal is
not intended. For the first situation, it is assumed that the two earth stations
have the same antenna gain and pattern, and the same transmitter power. For
spacecraft in deep space, this assumption yields

TSIR = GMAX - G(B)

for both missions.

To evaluate the amount of potential interference for the second situation,
the power of an unintended uplink as received by a spacecraft located in a
direction 6 degrees from the main axis of the DSN transmitting antenna is
calculated:
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PU1 = PT+G(B)+ 201oglo 
('T̂7r) -201oglo(R1),

and

PU2 = PT+ G(8) + 201og10 (-41-71r) - 20loglo (R2)

where PU is the power of the unintended signal, PT is the DSN transmitter
output power, G(B) is the gain of the transmitting antenna in the direction
of 9, A is the wavelength of the uplink signal, and R and the subscripts 1 and 2
are as defined before. The interference power as calculated by the above expres-
sions assumes an isotropic receiving antenna. It is therefore necessary to increase
the interference power by an amount equal to the receiving antenna gain before
it can be compared to the uplink one-way threshold to determine the amount of
potential interference.

11.6.5 Additional Selection Considerations

Deep-space missions usually have periods of intense activity separated by
longer periods of relatively low activity. Interference during the quiet periods
will often be acceptable. The potential interference may be strong and virtually
destroy successful telecommunications, or it may only cause a slight degradation
of performance. The severity of interference therefore affects the choice of
channel.

Often, more than one frequency band is used on a mission. The potential
interference is usually different for different frequency bands. It may be neces-
sary to examine the potential interference for all frequency bands involved
before a selection can be made. Since these frequencies are related to each other
by a fixed translation ratio, the resulting channels may be optimal in one band,
but not the other.

11.6.6 Channel Availability

It has been possible, so far, to make channel selections such that significant
interference between deep-space missions,does not occur. This is because of the
narrow beamwidth of the DSN earth-station antennas and the characteristics
of mission trajectories. Common usage of a single channel is often possible. As
other countries and agencies begin to make use of deep-space bands, there may
be increasing difficulty in finding channels free of interference for the total dura-
tion of each mission. It will then be necessary to accept some interference
during noncritical times.
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11.7 Frequency Assignment
Following the recommendation of channels for a new U.S. mission, formal

application for frequency assignment is made by the JPL Frequency Manager.

In the United States, use of the radio frequency spectrum is managed by two
separate agencies. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) manages
usage for all non-Federal civil purposes, including those of state and local govern-
ments. The National Telecommunications and Information Administration
(NTIA) of the Department of Commerce manages spectrum usage by the Federal
Government [11-71. NASA deep-space missions are considered Federal users.

In order to assure electromagnetic compatibility with existing and planned
telecommunications systems, NTIA requires a four-stage review of proposed new
systems. The various stages are related to the cycle of project development and
procurement. These activities may not begin without favorable action at the
corresponding part of the review process. In practice, JPL prepares two submis-
sions for review. NASA completes the needed interaction with NTIA.

For the first submission, the JPL Frequency Manager prepares a system review
package. The package includes a brief mission description, technical character-
istics of the planned communication links and equipment, and the results of
the channel selection study. The review package is sent to NASA and then on
to the Spectrum Planning Subcommittee (SPS) of NTIA.

Assuming favorable review, SPS will recommend that NTIA grant spectrum
support and that the Frequency Assignment Subcommittee (FAS) of NTIA act
favorably on an application for assignment when such is received. Spectrum
support means that NTIA agrees with the proposed usage of the requested band
for the purposes of the new mission, and will eventually act to assign specific
frequencies.

The initial approval by SPS will include a recommendation that Advance
Publication Information on Planned Satellite Systems be sent to the Interna-
tional Frequency Registration Board (IFRB), a part of the ITU in Geneva. A
draft of this Advance Publication Information document is included in the
first system review package. Upon receipt of the approved document by the
IFRB, it is translated into the three working languages (French, English, and
Spanish) and mailed to member countries.

The purpose of the Advance Publication Information on Planned Satellite
Systems is to inform these countries of the proposed frequency assignment, and
to invite comments. The comment period of ninety days allows any country to
initiate discussions of compatibility.
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For the second submission by JPL, the Frequency Manager will prepare a
new review package, including up-to-date technical data, response to questions
raised by SPS, and a draft formal Notification of Frequency Assignment. This
new package is sent to NASA and on to SPS.

With favorable review, SPS will recommend that NASA apply for a frequency
assignment, that FAS grant the requested assignment, and that a Notification of
Frequency Assignment be sent to IFRB.

Ultimately, the mission and frequencies are published in the Master Interna-
tional Frequency Register. The Register is a large set of catalogs and supple-
ments that include several hundred thousand frequency assignments by countries
around the world. Inclusion of new assignments in the Register is the result of
IFRB procedures aimed at ensuring compliance with applicable regulations and
technical standards. To enjoy the protection offered by the regulations, a new
station or system must be registered.

11.8 Susceptibility to Ratio Frequency Interference

In connection with channel selection, Section 11.6 of this chapter described
the analysis of potential interference between missions. The ISR criteria used to
identify the possibility of downlink interference are based upon the character-
istics of the receiving systems employed at deep-space earth stations. The study
of their interference susceptibility also applies to the more general problem of
RFI from other terrestrial radio services. These problems arise because the bands
used for deep space communication are shared with other users. This shared use
creates the potential for interference that must be analyzed and managed.

The susceptibility of deep-space earth stations and spacecraft to various
kinds of interference is the subject of continuing analysis and test. Mathematical
models of receiver circuits and processes are developed. These models are then
verified by laboratory testing in which the effects of various kinds of interfer-
ence are measured. An overview of the development of susceptibility models
can be found in [11-81.

The verified models may then be used to predict interference that could arise
from known existing and potential sources. An additional use is to provide
information to other agencies that may be concerned with or affected by the
DSN. For example, under an agreement between NASA and the Department of
Defense, JPL provides susceptibility data to the Electromagnetic Compatibility
Analysis Center. That organization is involved in frequency and interference
management for the military services.
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11.8.1 Interference Types

The spectral characteristic of a radio signal depends on the kind of modula-
tion. For assessment of potential interference it is convenient to consider three
classes of spectra: CW, noise-like, and pulse. CW (continuous wave) interference
is characterized by a single spectral line such as an unmodulated carrier. Noise-
like interference refers to complex spectra whose width is greater than the band-
width of the victim receiver — that is, spectra that affect the victim receiver in a
manner similar to noise. Pulse interference generally has a spectrum containing
a number of relatively distinct spectral lines. Many systems have spectral char-
acteristics that do not fall neatly within one of the three classes. A frequency-
hopping pulse radar is an example.

11.8.2 Interference Effects

Radio frequency interference (RFI) can affect deep-space communications
in several different ways, depending upon the strength and nature of the inter-
ference. Interference that falls within the tracking bandwidth of a phase-locked
loop can induce phase jitter and degraded performance. Still stronger interfer-
ence can cause the loop to drop lock and, in some cases, track the interfering
signal. These effects may occur in one or more of the several functional loops
typical of receivers used for deep-space communications: carrier tracking, sub-
carrier demodulation, and symbol synchronization.

Another class of interference is that where the interfering signal is outside
the various loop bandwidths but is of sufficient strength to result in saturation
of one or more receiver stages. The effect of saturation is to cause gain com-
pression and corresponding nonlinearity in the amplification and detection of a
desired signal to which the receiver is tuned. Nonlinearity also leads to the
generation of harmonics, spurious signals, and intermodulation products that
may cause interference.

Several aspects of these interference effects have been studied and reported
in [11-2] , [11-5] , [11-61, and [11-9 through 11-12] . The following sections of
this chapter present information taken from those reports. This is done to
acquaint the reader with a general idea of the CW interference susceptibility of
the Block IV receiving system used in the DSN.

11.8.3 Susceptibility to Saturation

CW signals of sufficient strength can saturate the MASER preamplifier or
subsequent stages of the earth-station receiver. The particular stage or stages
that may be affected depend upon the frequency difference between the inter-
fering signal and the frequency to which the receiver is tuned. The amount of
interference power that causes a particular degree of saturation depends upon
the strength of the desired signal, since that signal determines the gain of several
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receiver stages via the automatic gain control loop. For the purpose of developing
a curve of maximum allowable interference power, a threshold (weakest) level is
assumed for the desired signal.

Figure 11-2 gives a curve that meets the criterion of not more than 1 dB of
gain compression due to saturation. In a somewhat arbitrary manner, 1 dB of
compression has come to be considered an acceptable value.

11.8.4 Carrier Tracking Susceptibility to CW Interference

The effect of CW interference on the carrier tracking function of a DSN
Block IV receiver has been analyzed and modeled [11-6] . Figure ,11-3 illustrates
the analytic relationship between the interference-to-signal ratio that results in
carrier-loop drop lock as a function of the frequency difference between the
desired carrier signal and the interfering CW signal. Curves are given for three
values of margins, i.e., the ratio of carrier power to noise power in the tracking-
loop bandwidth. Figure 11-4 shows tracking-loop phase jitter as a function of
interference-to-signal ratio for several values of frequency offset.

Combining these and similar analytic relationships with laboratory test data
results in a curve of maximum allowable CW interference ratios and levels. An

FREQUENCY, MHz

Fig.11-2. Maximum allowable CW RFI power into S-band maser for 1 dB or less gain
compression of maser or Block IV receiver operating at channel 14
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Fig. 11-3. Receiver drop lock levels vs RFI offset frequency with margin as a
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example is shown in Fig. 11-5. The criterion satisfied by this curve is a phase
jitter of not more than 10 deg, a value generally considered suitable for protec-
tion of the carrier tracking function needed for navigation and other Doppler
dependent measurements.
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Fig. 11-5. Example of maximum CW ISR and interference power as a function of
frequency offset, for the case of 10 dB carrier margin and —205 dBW noise power in
10 Hz bandwidth.

11.8.5 Telemetry Susceptibility to CW Interference

CW interference that falls in or near the telemetry predetection bandwidth
can result in degraded performance as expressed in terms of error rate. Perhaps
less obvious is the degradation that can be caused by other CW RFI that is
translated in frequency by the squarewave demodulation of the telemetry sub-
carrier. This translation process can move the interfering signal into the telem-
etry passband, often with sufficient amplitude to result in degraded perfor-
mance. This section presents data resulting from models that describe the
degradation of coded and uncoded data streams as caused by in-band and
translated CW RFI. The performance described by the models has been verified
by laboratory testing and found to be generally representative of actual inter-
ference effects. Keep in mind that the information presented is for the Block IV
receiving system and for CW interference. Other receiver or interference types
are not included.

The probability of symbol error as a function of the ratio of symbol energy
to noise spectral density, with ISR as a parameter, is shown in Fig. 11-6. The
curves apply to the error probability for an uncoded data stream. The equivalent
loss in symbol energy-to-noise spectral density ratio as a function of ISR is
another way to express the effect of CW RFI and this is shown in Fig. 11-7.

The effect of in-band CW RFI on the performance of a telemetry system
using convolutional codes is difficult to analyze mathematically. Nevertheless,
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a combination of analysis and experimental data results in a model that gives
the curves shown in Fig. 11-8.

Through the process of subcarrier demodulation, a CW RFI outside of the
telemetry passband is decomposed into a set of components separated by twice
the subcarrier frequency. The power of each component is related to its harmonic
order. If one of the components falls within the telemetry passband, it will
result in performance degradation. Table 11-4 gives the additional power required
for an out-of-band CW interference to have the same effect as an in-band inter-
ference. For example, in order to produce the same degradation, a CW signal
separated from the carrier of the desired signal by 11 times the subcarrier fre-
quency would have to be 22.8 dB stronger than an interfering CW signal that fell
within the telemetry passband around the subcarrier frequency. The key point
to observe is that a strong enough signal far removed from the desired carrier
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Table 11-4. Additional power required for out-of-band CW interference
to produce the same effect as an in-band interference

Frequency separation between
interference and desired	 Additional power,
carrier (multiple of sub-	 dB

carrier frequency, fsc

1 X 
f .

sc

3 X fsc 9.5

5 X fsc 14.0

7 X fsc 17.0

9 X fsc 19.1

11 X fsc 22.8

13 X fsc 25.3

15 X fsc 29.5

17 X fsc 44.6

19 X fsc 67.6

can nevertheless cause performance degradation as a result of the translation
effect.

11.8.6 Interference Protection

The degree of susceptibility of deep-space communication systems to various
kinds of interference determines the maximum allowable level of interference
that can be tolerated without harm. Based upon acceptable degrees of perfor-
mance degradation, interference protection criteria have been developed at JPL.
These criteria are shown in Tables 11-5 and 11-6, and have been adopted by the
CCIR. Note that these criteria are single valued for each allocated band, as
opposed to the susceptibility curves presented earlier. The purpose of the
single value is to provide protection anywhere within each band, thus giving the
maximum freedom to assign frequencies to deep-space missions.

A principal use of the protection criteria is in the calculation of potential
interference from new systems that may share the band allocations. The proce-
dure, use, and consequences of these calculations are described in the Radio
Regulations [11-1].

11.9 Satellite Interference Prediction
This section presents a discussion of the prediction of radio frequency inter-

ference from satellites to deep-space downlinks. A description of the informa-
tion needed for prediction is given, along with an example of one approach to
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Table 11-5. Interference protection criteria for DSN earth station receivers

Band	
Maximum power spectral 	 Maximum power spectral flux

GHz	
density of interference, 	 density of interference,

dBW/Hz	 dBW/m2Hz

2.3 -222.5 -255.5
8.4 -220.9 -253.2

13.0 -220.5 -251.7
32.0 -217.3 -239.1

Table 11-6. Interference protection criteria for receivers in deep space

Maximum power spectral
Band,

density of interference,
GHz dBW/20 Hz

2.1 -190.8
7.2 -188.6

17.0 -186.1
34.5 -183.8

the computation of an interference effect. The difficulty of accurate prediction
is described and the consequences of a worst case calculation are pointed out.
It is intended that the reader gain an appreciation of the prediction problem,
rather than the specific ability or information needed to make predictions.

11.9.1 Satellite Interference

Some earth-orbiting satellites operate in or near deep-space band allocations.
Because these satellites are relatively near the earth, they possess a significant
potential for interference with the weaker signals from deep space. Since the
satellites repeatedly and predictably come into view of deep-space earth stations,
it is desirable and, in principle, possible to forecast the possibility of interference.

11.9.2 Information Needed for Prediction

In order to successfully predict the time and effect of satellite interference it
is necessary to know:

(1) The characteristics of the satellite-transmitted signal spectrum

(2) The gain of the satellite antenna in the direction of the deep-space earth
station

(3) The location and radial velocity of the satellite as a function of time
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(4) The gain of the earth-station antenna in the direction of the satellite

(5) The susceptibility of the earth-station receiving system to the Doppler-
shifted interfering satellite signal

It is also necessary to have similar information about the spacecraft being
tracked, since the effect of interference depends in part upon the strength and
spectral characteristics of the desired signal.

11.9.3 Prediction Models and Calculations

To compute the time and effect of interference, mathematical models of
susceptibility are employed. One approach is to model the effect of a CW signal
and then to test each interfering spectral line against the CW model. For exam-
ple, the possibility of carrier-loop drop lock may be tested as follows. Drop lock
is predicted if:

I >PC	 when OF<B

1- 20 log AF ) > PC	 when OF > B

where

I is the power of an interfering spectral line.

PC is the power of the carrier being tracked.

OF is the frequency difference between the spectral line and the carrier.

B is the bandwidth of the carrier tracking loop.

Given the proper models, similar computation can be used to predict telem-
etry drop lock, and degradation of carrier tracking or telemetry performance as
expressed by signal-to-noise ratio.

The success of this method of prediction depends upon the accuracy of the
models, the ability to accurately compute the amplitude and frequency of each
of several signal components, and the validity of the assumption that the inter-
fering signal may be characterized by a set of spectral lines. In practice, it is
difficult to make accurate predictions because of uncertainties, particularly with
regard to the spectral line amplitude and frequency.
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11.9.4 Missed Detection and False Warning
A desirable prediction is one that forecasts an event that later takes place.

The objectives for interference prediction are to forecast interference that does
occur, and to minimize forecasts of interference that does not occur. Interfer-
ence that is unpredicted is called a missed detection, and predicted but unreal-
ized interference is called a false warning. For the protection of deep-space
communication it is vitally important that missed detections do not occur, at
least during critical mission phases. False warnings are less serious, but can
damage the credibility that allows effective interference management with other
agencies and, satellite operations.

The probabilities of missed detection and false warning are not independent
and are governed by the information and computation that leads to prediction.
Figure 11-9 illustrates how amplitude and frequency uncertainties influence
prediction. Carrier drop lock is expected whenever the combination of AF and
ISR of an interfering line falls between the two curves. Assume that the calcu-
lated AF and ISR for a spectral line yield the point shown, for a particular
instant of time.

CARRIER
DROP
LOCK
REGION	 CALCULATED

^F AND ISR

J
ISR
UNCERTAINTY

A
F

UNCERTAINTY

-3000 -2000	 -1000	 0	 1000	 2000	 3000

AF, Hz

Fig. 11-9. RFI prediction uncertainty for carrier drop lock at a particular instant
of time (note: the figure is representative only and may not accurately show the
drop lock characteristic)
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There is an uncertainty in the value of AF that results from error in the
calculation of satellite radial velocity and the corresponding Doppler shift, and
from imprecise knowledge of the satellite transmitted frequency. Similarly, the
ISR is uncertain to a degree determined by error in modeling the off-axis gain of
the earth-station antenna in the direction of the true satellite position. This
error is a function of time because the differences between the modeled and true
antenna gains are angle, and hence, time dependent. In addition, the time
dependent antenna gain of the satellite antenna in the direction of the earth
station is imperfectly known.

In the example of Fig. 11-9, one corner of the area of uncertainty surround-
ing the calculated point falls within the drop lock region. If a missed detection
is to be avoided, a drop lock prediction must be issued. Necessarily attendant
to this prediction is a high probability that drop lock will not occur, as indicated
by the uncertainty area outside of the drop lock region.

It will be seen that a worst case prediction of interference possibility can be
made, accompanied by a high rate of false warnings. Accurate prediction, within
the usual meaning of accuracy, is difficult. The prediction of satellite interfer-
ence possibility is nevertheless useful, for it provides the opportunity of correc-
tive or evasive action.

Several courses of action are available. The timing of some spacecraft events
may be adjusted to avoid periods of possible interference. Spacecraft or satellite
telemetry or tracking modes can sometimes be changed to alter spectral rela-
tionships in a way to reduce interference. To protect critical mission phases, it
may be possible to negotiate satellite silence during those times. This has been
done successfully, even with satellites of other nations.

11.10 RFI Prevention and Avoidance
In foregoing sections of this chapter we have discussed a number of regula-

tory, cooperative, and technical procedures, methods, and techniques for manag-
ing and protecting the radio frequencies used for deep-space communication.
There are several other JPL activities that are aimed at protecting the DSN, flight
projects, and radio science activities from harmful radio interference. These
activities include:

(1) Monitoring the radio frequency environment in the Goldstone area by
means of automatic spectrum analysis that examines the deep-space
bands and reports signals that exceed a threshold. Although the moni-
toring equipment is much less sensitive than the DSN earth stations with
their large antennas and maser amplifiers, the detection of strong inter-
fering signals provides information that is useful in managing the electro-
magnetic environment. Signals from nearby fixed, mobile, and airborne
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sources, as well as those from earth-orbiting satellites, can be detected by
the monitor.

(2) Participation in organizations and procedures for control of the radio
emissions in the Goldstone area. Originally a quiet site for reception of
weak signals, Goldstone is now surrounded by extensive radio activity,
some of which may contaminate the signals from deep space. To control
the environment for the benefit of all, there is a coordination group that
meets regularly to discuss RFI problems and seek operational or tech-
nical solutions to them.

(3) Development of techniques and equipment for improved immunity to
interference. Deep-space communication links, and the DSN earth sta-
tions in particular, have been designed to give maximum performance
in a quiet radio frequency environment. In some instances the design
characteristics increase the susceptibility to interference. For example,
the maser bandwidth is, from an RFI viewpoint, too wide. One approach
to minimize the effect of RFI is to employ filters between the antenna
and maser. These filters could have a fixed bandpass just wide enough to
accept a single mission spectrum, or could be tunable to reject particular
interference. In either case, the filters must be cryogenically cooled to a
few kelvins if system performance is to be maintained. Another possi-
bility for improved immunity to RFI is the use of spread spectrum mod-
ulation of the downlink spacecraft signal. This creates a bandwidth
mismatch between the desired and interfering signals, to the advantage
of the desired signal.

The complete scope of acquisition, management, and protection of frequen-
cies for deep-space research is thus seen to be unexpectedly broad and an essen-
tial element of mission success.
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Appendix A

Band Allocations for Deep-Space Research

Radio frequency band allocations for deep-space telecommunications were
adopted by the General World Administrative Radio Conference held in Geneva
in late 1979 and became effective in January 1982. The allocations shown below
apply to Region 2 (North and South America). Allocations in other parts of the
world are similar but not always identical. Variations are confined to the status
of other services that share the bands. Footnotes listed are those most relevant
to the deep-space allocations. There are other footnotes that apply to other
services in these bands.

For complete allocation information, including technical limitations such as
maximum power flux density, coordination distance, and minimum elevation
angles, consult the Radio Regulations, published by the International Telecom-
munications Union, Geneva.

NOTE: Capital letters indicate primary allocation, e.g., SPACE
RESEARCH. Lower case letters indicate secondary
allocation, e.g., Space Research.

	

1710-2290 MHz	 FIXED
MOBILE
Footnote 3707B, 3707D

Footnote 3707B: Subject to agreement obtained under the procedure set
forth in Article N13A, the band 2110-2120 MHz may
also be used for earth-to-space transmissions in the space
research (deep-space) service.

Footnote 3707D: Subject to agreement obtained under the procedure set
forth in article N13A, the band 2110-2120 MHz may
also be used in Japan for the space research (earth-to-
space) and space operation (earth-to-space) services
until 31 December 1990.

	

2290-2300 MHz	 FIXED
MOBILE, except aeronautical mobile
SPACE RESEARCH (space-to-earth) (deep-space)

	

7075-7250 MHz	 FIXED
MOBILE
Footnote 3763, 3762A
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Footnote 3763: Subject to agreement under the procedure set forth in
Article N13A, the band 7145-7235 MHz may be used
for earth-to-space transmissions in the space research
service. The use of the band 7145-7190 MHz is restricted
to deep-space; no emissions to deep-space shall be
effected in the band 7190-7235 MHz.

Footnote 3762A: Subject to agreement obtained under the procedure set
forth in Article N13A, in Region 2, the band 7125-7155
MHz may be used for earth-to-space transmissions in the
space operation service.

8400-8500 MHz	 FIXED
MOBILE, except aeronautical mobile
SPACE RESEARCH (space-to-earth)
Footnote 3771A

Footnote 3771A: In the space research service, the use of the band 8400-
8450 MHz is limited to deep-space.

12.75-13.25 GHz	 FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (earth-to-space)
MOBILE
Space Research (deep-space) (space-to-earth)

16.6-17.1 GHz	 RADIO LOCATION
Space Research (deep-space) (earth-to-space)

31.8-32.0 GHz	 RADIO NAVIGATION
Space Research
Footnote 3807, 3807E, 3807D

32.0-32.3 GHz	 INTER-SATELLITE
RADIO NAVIGATION
Space Research
Footnote 3807, 3807E, 3807D

Footnote 3807: Different category of service: in Bulgaria, Cuba, Hun-
gary, Mongolia, Poland, the German Democratic Repub-
lic, Czechoslavakia, and the U.S.S.R., the allocation of
the band 31.8-32.3 GHz to the space research service
is on a primary basis.
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Footnote 3807E: Different category of service: In Australia, Spain, and
the United States, the allocation of the band 31.8-32.3
GHz to the space research (deep-space) service in the
space-to-earth direction is on a primary basis. This
use shall not impose power flux density constraints on
the intersatellite service in the bands 32-32.3 GHz.

Footnote 3807D: Subject to agreement obtained under the procedure set
forth in Article N13A, the band 31.8-33.8 may also be
used in Japan for space-to-earth transmissions in the
fixed satellite service up to 31 December 1990.

34.2-35.2 GHz	 RADIO LOCATION
Space Research
Footnote 3808A

Footnote 3808A: Different category of service: in Australia, Spain, and
the United States, the allocations of the band 34.2-34.7
GHz to the space research (deep-space) (earth-to-space)
service is on a primary basis.

Article N13A:

This article is a supplementary procedure to be applied in cases where a foot-
note in the Table of Frequency Allocations requires an agreement with an
administration. See Article N13A in the Radio Regulations [11-1], for the full
text of procedures to be followed.
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Appendix B

Parameters Needed for Interference Analysis and

Channel Selection

1. Information Needed for Detailed Study
The information needed to perform an interference analysis and subsequent

channel selection is detailed in the following paragraphs.

1.1 Information About The Characteristics of the
Telecommunication Systems

(1) Spacecraft antenna gain (for all antennas at their operating frequencies)

(2) Spacecraft transmitter power output (for all possible transmitter modes)

(3) Modulation schemes (including carrier modulation, subcarrier modula-
tion, subcarrier frequencies, number of subcarriers, type of subcarriers
(i.e., squarewaves or sinusoids), modulation indices, coding schemes,
etc.)

(4) Transmitted data rate or symbol rate

(5) Number of uplink carrier frequencies, downlink carrier frequencies, and
their interrelationship

(6) Frequencies preferred for reasons independent of interference considera-
tions

(7) Earth receiving-station antenna gain

(8) Spacecraft receiver sensitivity

1.2 Expected Modes of Operation as a Function of Mission Phase

These include, for example, different combinations of antennas, transmitter
power, frequency bands, etc.

1.3 Dates of Important Mission Phases

These include encounters, maneuvers, landings, etc., where interference is
less tolerable.

1.4 Mission Trajectory Data

Orbital elements that specify the trajectory of a mission are needed. It is
preferred that the orbital elements be provided in the form of classical orbital
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elements using "Sun-Centered Earth Equator and Equinox of 1950" as a refer-
ence frame. The following parameters are needed:

(1) Six classical orbital elements

semi-major axis (a)
eccentricity (e)
inclination (i)
node angle (92)
argument of periapsis (w)
mean anomaly (M)

(2) Epoch for the above set of elements

(3) Reference frame used for the above orbital elements. (It is preferred to
use "Sun-Centered Earth Equator and Equinox of 1950" as a reference
frame.)

(4) Time period for which the above set of elements are applicable.

(5) Launch date

(6) Arrival date

(7) Destination

(8) Expected date for end of mission (EOM)

2. Information Needed for Rough Estimation
Parameters listed in preceding paragraphs constitute a complete set of infor-

mation needed for frequency selection study. Some of these data may not be
available at the early phase of mission design. It is possible, even with an incom-
plete set of data, to perform a frequency selection study by using typical param-
eter values or worst case values, whichever is appropriate. This, however, may
place unnecessary restrictions on channel selection. As a minimum, the follow-
ing parameters are needed for a crude estimation:

2.1 Characteristics of the Telecommunication Systems

(1) Spacecraft antenna gain

(2) Spacecraft transmitter power output

(3) Earth-station antenna gain

(4) Number of uplink and downlink carrier frequencies and their inter-
relationship

(5) Frequency preferred for reasons independent of interference consid-
eration
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2.2 Mission Trajectory Data

In general, all trajectory parameters listed in the previous paragraph are
needed. In some special cases where the trajectory of a spacecraft does not
consist of any breaks, it is possible to estimate the trajectory by specifying the
following parameters:

(1) Launch date

(2) Arrival date

(3) Destination

(4) End of mission date
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Appendix C

Determination of Potential Downlink Interference

1. Introduction
This appendix illustrates the steps necessary to determine if potential inter-

ference exists between two deep space downlinks. The two spacecraft examined
are designated as 1 and 2 and spacecraft 1 is arbitrarily chosen as the wanted
spacecraft and the other as the source of interference. Thus, this appendix
examines only interference to spacecraft 1 from spacecraft 2. The interfer-
ence from spacecraft 1 to spacecraft 2 can be obtained by following the same
procedures.

2. Assumptions
The hypothetical system used in this appendix has the following character-

istics:

Spacecraft Spacecraft
1 2

Downlink ed.r.p. (dBW) 35 30
Antenna gain (dBi) 30 25
Telemetry, symbol rate (BPS) l OK 20K
Telemetry subcarrier frequency (kHz) 300 300
Telemetry modulation angle (deg) 80 40
Number of subcarrier channels 1 1

The Doppler frequency and the total signal-to-interference ratio computed
by the program are assumed to have the following values:

Spacecraft	 Spacecraft
1	 2

Downlink TSIR (dB) 	 0	 40
Doppler frequency (kHz) 	 2	 1

Both spacecraft are assumed to occupy the same frequency channel.
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3. Interference Modes

To determine the interference modes, it is necessary to examine the spectra
of the signal and the interference. A sketch of the spectra of these two signals
is shown in Figure C-1.

From the sketch, it can be seen that there are two interference modes:
carrier-to-carrier and data-to-data. The potential interference for both modes is
discussed in the following sections.

4. Carrier-to-Carrier Interference

To determine if potential interference exists for this mode, it is necessary to
calculate the power of the wanted signal and the power of the unwanted signal
in the carrier channel. The power of the wanted signal in the carrier channel is
simply the carrier power of spacecraft 1. The unwanted power is the carrier
power of spacecraft 2. The wanted and unwanted power can be calculated as
follows:

Spacecraft 2 downlink ed.r.p.	 35.0 dBW
Modulation loss (20 log (cos (80 0)))	 —1 5 .2 dB

Wanted carrier power level 	 19.8 dBW

DOPPLER SHIFTED	 TELEMETRY
CARRIERS:	 SIDE BANDS:

SPACECRAFTI	 SPACECRAFT1

SPACECRAFT 	 SPACECRAFT 2

W
D

F
J	 I
Q

Of = 1 KHz	 \

I

FREQUENCY
(SCALE NOT LINEAR)

Fig. C-1. Signal spectra for desired spacecraft 1 and interfering spacecraft 2
(carrier-to-carrier and data-to-data interference, co-channel transmission)
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Spacecraft 2 downlink e.i.r.p. 	 30.0 dBW
Modulation loss (20 log (cos (40 0)))	 -2.3 dB

Unwanted carrier power level 	 27.7 dBW

The effective interference-to-signal power is thus equal to:

EISR = Pw - PI - TSIR

= 19.8-27.7-0 = -7.9 dB

which exceeds the -15 dB protection ratio by about 7 dB. Potential interference
to the carrier of spacecraft 1 thus exists.

5. Data-To-Data Interference

To determine if this mode of interference exists, it is necessary to calculate
the data power of spacecraft 1 and spacecraft 2. These power levels can be calcu-
lated as follows:

Spacecraft 1 downlink ed.r.p. 	 35.0 dBW
Modulation loss (20 log (sin (80 0)))	 -0.1 dB

Wanted data power level	 34.9 dBW

Spacecraft 2 downlink ed.r.p. 	 30.0 dBW
Modulation loss (20 log (sin (40 0)))	 -3.8 dB

Unwanted data power level 	 26.2 dBW

Since the unwanted signal has a dense spectrum, it is necessary to adjust
the unwanted signal power according to the bandwidth conversion factor. The
bandwidth conversion factor, BF, is defined as follows:

	

B./BI	B. < BI
BF, =

	

1	 Bw > BI

where BW is the bandwidth of the wanted signal and BI is the bandwidth of the
interference. Since the bandwidth of a data channel is proportional to the data
rate, the bandwidth conversion factor can thus be calculated from the following
equation.
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(Data Rate), __ lOK

BF (Data Rate)2
	20K = 1/2 or -3 dB

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to spacecraft 1 and spacecraft 2 respectively.

The effective interference-to-signal power is:

EISR = PW - PI - TSIR

= 34.9 - (26.2 - 3) - 0 = 11.7 dB

which exceeds the -15 dB protection ratio. Potential interference to the space-
craft 1 telemetry thus exists.

6. Conclusion
The foregoing analysis of a simple hypothetical case serves as an illustration

of the techniques used for interference analysis. Real spacecraft often employ
more than one subcarrier channel on the downlink and their spectra are thus
more complicated. As a result, interference analysis of an actual system may be
more involved.
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Chapter 12
Space Shuttle and TDRSS

Telecommunications System
Interfaces

James C. Springett and Peter W. Kinman

12.1 Introduction

There are two important telecommunications system interfaces: (1) between
the spacecraft and the space shuttle, and (2) between the spacecraft and the
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). Since the shuttle and
TDRSS are new, an introductory discussion of their basic telecommunication
interface properties is provided. However, this chapter is far from a comprehen-
sive treatment of the subject. For a more complete description of shuttle and
TDRSS telecommunications, the reader should consult [12-1], [12-2] , and
[12-31.

12.2 Space Shuttle Telecommunications Interfaces

Among the various missions that can be carried out by the shuttle orbiter,
the primary function is the use of the shuttle as a launch vehicle for satellites to
be placed into earth orbit and for spacecraft to be sent into deep space. A user
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of the shuttle orbiter system for launch purposes will have need to communi-
cate with the orbiter and with the ground. To provide such communications,
the orbiter contains a versatile set of payload-oriented avionic hardware and
furnishes a variety of communication links. A user that requires communication
links may make use of the shuttle communication systems in either a standard
or nonstandard manner. Standard accommodations will meet the majority of
user requirements with maximum flexibility and reliability, and with minimum
concern and cost. Nonstandard capabilities, however, are also provided so that
special/unique user needs may be met. In the nonstandard situation, the user
bears a much greater responsibility for the design, implementation, and opera-
tion of the communication link.

12.2.1 User/Payload

A user/payload is defined as any system which is carried by the shuttle into
orbit, but which is not in any way a functional part of the orbiter itself. More
specifically, unmanned satellites and spacecraft are the payloads with which
this document is primarily concerned.

Payloads are divided into two distinct classes: (1) those which separate or
become "detached" from the orbiter, and (2) those which remain "attached" to
the shuttle in the associative surroundings of the cargo bay. Many detached pay-
loads will be transported into geosynchronous or other earth orbits or placed on
deep space trajectories using upper stage launchers. Certain detached payloads
(known as free-flyers) will simply operate away from the orbiter in co-orbit, and
some of these will be subsequently recovered by the shuttle for return to the
ground. Usually, attached payloads will be serviced via hardwire links, while
communications with detached payloads must use radio frequency (RF)
channels.

12.2.2 Payload/Shuttle/Ground Communications Network

The shuttle communications and tracking system provides links between the
orbiter and ground and between the orbiter and attached/detached payloads.
The orbiter communicates with ground stations directly or through the TDRSS.
Payloads communicate with the orbiter through hardline cables (attached pay-
loads) or the payload RF link (detached payloads). Table 12-1 lists the major
unmanned payload communication functions and the links over which they are
handled.

Figure 12-1 is a pictorial representation of the shuttle and the principal RF
channels that comprise the communication links between the shuttle, payloads,
and the ground. The links between the shuttle and payloads are at S-band; the
shuttle/ground direct links are also S-band. Relay links through the Tracking
and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) are at S-band and Ku-band. Only one detached
payload may be communicated with at any time. Similarly, only one coherent
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Table 12-1. Orbiter avionics services to payloads

Payload/ground Payload/orbiter Payload/orbiter
direct or through hardline RF TankTDRS

Communication Payload	 Ground Orbiter Attached Orbiter Detachedfunction to	 to
to payload to payloadground	 payload

attached to detached to 
via	 via payload orbiter payload orbiter

orbiter	 orbiter

Scientific data X X

Engineering data X	 X X X

Command X X X

Guidance, X X X X
navigation, and
control

Caution and X X X
warning

Master timing X

Uplink data X X

shuttle/ground direct link is available. Since, however, the FM direct link utilizes
separate equipment, it may be worked simultaneously with the coherent direct
link. TDRSS relay can make use of the S-band and Ku-band capabilities concur-
rently. Since the shuttle operates in low orbit (100 to 500 nmi), the time that it
may communicate with any direct ground station is limited, while nearly con-
tinuous contact can be maintained using the TDRSS.

12.2.3 Shuttle Avionic Equipment

Table 12-2 lists by subsystem name (and acronym) the principal orbiter
avionic equipment that have a role in the transfer of payload communication
signals through the orbiter.

12.2.4 Principal End-to-End Link Configurations

About a dozen different end-to-end configurations are possible for payload
telemetry and command signal transfer. In the following, the five most impor-
tant end-to-end links are outlined with respect to the orbiter avionic subsystems
and ground equipment functions involved.

Figure 12-2 is a block diagram of the detached payload standard telemetry
S-band direct link. Standard telemetry for NASA payloads involves the trans-
mission of digitally encoded data at specified bit rates. Within the payload itself,
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the digital data must be modulated onto a subcarrier of specified frequency and
with a non-return-to-zero-(NRZ)-type format.

Standard telemetry is transmitted via the payload transponder and received,
tracked, and demodulated aboard the orbiter by the payload interrogator (PI).
The payload signal processor (PSP) demodulates the subcarrier and detects the
data, following which the payload data interleaver (PDI) and the network signal
processor (NSP) function to multiplex the detected detached payload data from
the PSP with other attached payload data and orbiter data. A composite digital
data stream is then transmitted directly to the ground station via the S-band
network transponder.

At the ground station, the telemetry signal is received, demodulated, and
detected. It is also demultiplexed so that the standard telemetry data stream, as
it appeared at the input to the payload transponder, can be delivered to the
appropriate payload/user facility. Because of noisy detection operations that
take place in the PSP and in the ground data detector, some bits of information
in the telemetry data stream received at the user's facility are in error.

A diagram of the signal flow for the detached payload standard telemetry
S-band relay link appears in Fig. 12-3. This configuration is nearly identical to
the direct link just described except that the TDRS is used as an intermediate
channel between the orbiter and ground. (It should be noted that a separate
operating mode of the network transponder and an entirely different ground
station and set of ground equipment are used with the TDRS link than with the
direct link. Thus, the block diagrams that are employed to depict the end-to-end
links should be understood as generic, and specific flight hardware modes and
ground equipment and configurations, apart from the indicated generalized
functions, are implied.)

Standard telemetry data capability for detached payloads provides a reason-
able degree of flexible operation. Certain payloads, however, may not be able to
avail themselves of the standard system. To accommodate payloads whose
telemetry formats are not compatible with the standard data rates and subcarrier
frequency, "bent-pipe" modes of operation are provided within the shuttle's
avionic equipment. Several signal paths acting as "transparent throughputs"
are available for both digital and analog signals.

Figure 12-4 is a diagram of the signal path for nonstandard telemetry, capable
of supporting detached payloads with very high data rates and/or having "ana-
log" telemetry waveforms.

Digital data streams at nonstandard rates or at rates higher than 64 kbps,
which cannot be handled by the PSP and PDI, may directly enter the Ku-
band signal processor (KuSP), where they are either (1) QPSK-modulated onto a
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subcarrier, (2) QPSK-modulated onto the Ku-band carrier, or (3) frequency-
modulated onto the Ku-band carrier. Detection and processing of all such data
occur at the ground stations employing user-supplied equipment.

Analog signals may take one of two paths. If they are in the form of a modu-
lated subcarrier and do not have significant frequency components above 2 MHz,
they maybe hardlimited (i.e., one-bit-quantized) and treated as "digital" signals
by the KuSP. On the other hand, if the analog signal is baseband in nature on a
frequency range up to 4.5 MHz, it may be transmitted via the Ku-band link
utilizing FM. Again, all processing is accomplished on the ground by the user's
equipment.

Attached payloads may have digital data rate requirements that exceed the
standard telemetry capacity. Thus, for data rates up to 50 Mbps, a high-rate data
link utilizing the Ku-band TDRS channel is available. The end-to-end configura-
tion is shown in Fig. 12-5.

All data streams transmitted in this mode are convolutionally encoded aboard
the orbiter and convolutionally decoded on the ground, in order to provide low
error rate communication up to the highest possible data rates.

The final link considered is one that provides ground command capability to
detached payloads. Commands may be transmitted from the ground to the
orbiter by any one of three links: (1) S-band direct link, (2) S-band TDRS relay
link, and (3) Ku-band TDRS relay link. Irrespective of which link is used, they
all have similar performance, and detected command data aboard the orbiter is
thoroughly checked for validity and errors before it is transmitted to the pay-
load.

Figure 12-6 shows the end-to-end subsystems employed in an S-band relay
command link. Encoded (i.e., structured) payload command bits at the ground
station are multiplexed with orbiter commands and other data, and PN code-
modulated in order to spread the carrier frequency spectrum. (This is a require-
ment of the TDRSS forward link in order to satisfy transmitted power versus
frequency flux density limitations.) The resultant signal is then carrier-modulated
and transmitted to the orbiter through the TDRS.

At the orbiter, the S-band network transponder acquires, tracks, despreads
(removes the PN code), and demodulates the composite command data stream.
In turn, the NSP bit synchronizes and detects the command bits, while the
MDM/GPC performs demultiplexing and validation.

The payload command bit stream is input to the NASA PSP, where it is
transformed into the proper payload subcarrier signal structure. Transmitted to
the payload via the PI, and received, demodulated, and detected by the payload's
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transponder, the command data is sent to the payload's decoder for final decod-
ing and disposition.

Commands to detached payloads must always be in a standard form; there is
no nonstandard command equivalent to the nonstandard telemetry capability.

12.2.5 Attached Payload Electrical Interface Constraints

Probably the most difficult requirement for the attached payload interfaces
is that of meeting the interface signal parameters, which are anything but stan-
dard between the various avionic subsystems. Table 12-3 summarizes the digital
interface parameters, and Table 12-4 tabulates the analog interface parameters.
Some specifications are incomplete. It has been recognized that all interface
parameters should be standardized, but this will not be accomplished until some
future time. .

12.2.6 Detached Payload Electrical Constraints and Requirements

The important characteristics of the payload interrogator are listed in Tables
12-5 and 12-6. For standard telemetry modulation, Tables 12-7 and 12-8 are
relevant. Table 12-7 contains a breakdown of loss components in the PI and
PSP. Table 12-8 lists minimum payload EIRP requirements.

12.2.7 Detached Payload RF Signal Equations

12.2.7.1 Standard signals. The orbiter to payload RF command signal equation
is given by:

s (t) = 2PR COs [co t + 0,, c(t) COs co ^t]	 (12.2-1)

where

PR = signal total received power

wR = payload transponder receive frequency = 27rfR

8C = command subcarrier phase modulation index = 1 rad

c(t) = command data bit stream

W = command subcarrier frequency = 2,rf = 21r X 16 X 104 Hz

Equation (12.2-1) may be decomposed into its two principal components, viz.,

Carrier = R JO (0d cos wR t	 (12.2-2)

Command = 2PR J  (0,) c (t) {sin (wR - c, s) t + sin (wR + SC) t}

(12.2-3)
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Table 12-5. Principal PI receiver characteristics

Parameter Value Units

Input frequency range 2200-2300 MHz

Input signal level operating range -124 to +10 dBm

AGC range -124 to -20 dBm

Noise figure 7.0 max dB

Carrier thresholds:

Acquisition -120.0 dBm
Tracking -124.0 dBm

Acquisition sweep range ±125 kHz

Acquisition sweep rate 330 kHz/sec

Frequency rate tracking 17 kHz/sec

Input frequency offset range ±87 kHz

Tracking bandwidth 2320 Hz

Maximum phase noise 15 deg-rms

Maximum SPE 10 deg

Throughput bandwidth < 5.5 MHz

Throughput SNR losses 2.1 max dB

Table 12-6. Principal PI transmitter characteristics

Parameter Value Units

L-band frequency range 1763-1840 MHz

S-band frequency range 2025-2120 MHz

Carrier frequency tolerance ±0.001 %

Carrier phase noise 10 max deg-rms

Output spurs > 67 dBc

Phase modulator 0.2-2.5 rad

±75 kHz
Frequency sweep ranges ±55 kHz

±33 kHz

10 kHz/sec
Frequency sweep rates 250 Hz/sec

Power level:
High 39 dBm
Medium 30 dBm
Low 7 dBm
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Table 12-7. PI/PSP SNR maximum loss components for standard modulations

Component	 Loss, dB

PI interference degradation
	

1.0

PI phase noise loss
	

0.2

PI demodulation phase offset loss
	

0.5

PI filtering loss
	

0.2

PI nonlinear loss
	

0.2

PSP subcarrier demodulator and bit synchronizer loss
	

0.8

Table 12-8. NASA payload minimum EIRP requirements
for standard telemetry signals

Bit rate, kbps	 EIRP, dBm

16 28.2

8 25.1

4 22.1

2 19.1

1 16.2*

*Set by carrier minimum acquisition level requirement.

where JO (0,) and J, (0,) are Bessel functions of the first kind. The carrier and
command component powers are given, respectively, by:

Carrier power = PRJo(Bc)

0.5855PR

= PR (dBm) - 2.3 (dB)	 (12.2-4)

Command power = 2PR J1(0

0.3874PR

= PR (dBm) - 4.1 (dB)	 (12.2 -5)
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The payload to orbiter RF telemetry signal equation is given by:

	

ST(t) =VWTCOS [(JT t +BT m(t) COS <)STtl	 (12.2-6)

where

PT = signal total transmit power

COT = payload transponder transmit frequency = 2afT = (221/240) COR

8T = telemetry subcarrier phase modulation index = 1 rad

m(t) = telemetry data bit or symbol stream

WST = telemetry subcarrier frequency = 21rfST = 27r X 1.024 X 10 6 Hz

Equation (12.2-6) may be decomposed into its two principal components, viz.,

Carrier = -,1-2PT J0 (BT) Cos cy	 (12.2-7)

Telemetry =	 Jl (OT) m (t) {Sin (COT — COST) t + sin (COT + COST) t}

(12.2-8)

The carrier and telemetry component powers are given, respectively, by:

Carrier power = PTJ2 (9T)

= 0.5855PT

	

= PT (dBm) - 2.3 (dB)	 (12.2-9)

Telemetry power = 2PTJ21 (6T)

= 0.3874PT

	

= PT (dBm) - 4.1 (dB)	 (12.2-10)

12.2.7.2 Nonstandard telemetry signals. The following equations represent
typical acceptable forms of nonstandard telemetry signals. (Nonstandard com-
mand signals are not allowed.)
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(1) Two subcarrier data modulations

s(t) =	 cos [CJT t+ 6 1 ml (t) Cos col t

+ 0-2 M2 cos w2 t] (12.2-11)

where

0110  = modulation indicies

ml (t),m2 (t)	 = data streams

w1 ,co2 =	 subcarrier frequencies

(2) Single square-wave subcarrier

s(t) =	 cos [wTt+ PM (t) Sq(ws t)] (12.2-12)

where

Q = modulation index

m(t)	 = data stream

ws	 = square-wave subcarrier frequency

Sq (cis t)	 = square-wave subcarrier

Sgn cos (wst)

(3) Direct carrier data modulation

s(t) = V gT cos [wTt+ OM(t)]

= Y 2 T COs (a) COs wTt

- %1_2PT  sin (Q) m(t) sin wT t (12.2-13)

(4) Frequency-shift-keyed (FSK) subcarrier

=	 Cos
I

rt
s(t) (wT t+PCOS	 wst+Ow 

J 
^m(A)dX (12.2-14)

where Aw_ is the FSK deviation (Aw = 27r A.0. Note that the instan-
taneous subcarrier frequency is cis + pwm(t).

(5) Analog FM subcarrier

s(t) =	 Cos
l

I
WT t + 0 Cos 	 Cost + 2rrKf rx (A dXfl
 1	 J

(12.2-15)

where

Kf = subcarrier FM deviation sensitivity

x (t) = analog modulating signal
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12.3 TDRSS Telecommunications Interfaces
TDRSS is a satellite-based data transfer and tracking facility. Using two opera-

tional geostationary satellites and a single ground facility, the TDRSS is able to
service user satellites in earth orbit between altitudes of 200 and 12,000 km.

12.3.1 General System Configuration and Services

The TDRSS consists of two operational satellites in geostationary orbit sepa-
rated 130 deg in longitude. Additionally, an in-orbit spare satellite is available to
replace either of the operational satellites in the event of a failure. The principal
ground facility that communicates with both operational satellites is located
within the White Sands Test Facility (WSTF).

A user satellite is defined as an earth satellite operating generally between the
altitude limits of 200 and 12,000 km. (Specific coverage limits are given in
Subsection 12.3.2.) Because the TDRSS satellites are in geostationary orbit
(approximately 35,800-km altitude), the user satellite "looks up" to establish
communication. A single TDRSS satellite is able to "see" somewhat more than
50% of all the user satellites at any given time.

The RF link from the WSTF through the TDRSS satellite to the user satellite
is known as the forward link. The reverse situation is the return link. Since the
TDRSS is a communication service, it is not explicitly concerned with the con-
tents of the data that is transferred on either the forward or return link. No
processing of data in either direction, other than reception, frequency transla-
tion, and amplification, is performed by the satellite. Thus, the satellite func-
tions as a "bent-pipe" repeater, with all signal processing being accomplished
aboard the user satellite or at the WSTF.

Four principal services are available: (1) doppler tracking, (2) ranging, (3) for-
ward link data (command), and (4) return link data (telemetry). Single access
(SA) links (one user per assigned channel) are available at both S-band and
Ku-band, while multiple access (MA) links (several users per assigned channel
by means of spread spectrum modulation) are provided at S-band only. Multiple
access is designed to serve relatively low data rate users (51.5 Mbps 1 ), while
single access will accommodate data rates as high as 300 Mbps 1 at the Ku-band
frequency.

Finally, the interface between the WSTF and the user's ground facility/
center is provided by the NASA Ground Communication System (NASCOM).
NASCOM's capabilities are not discussed in this document; interested readers
are referred to [12-4] .

1 Return link limits.
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Before proceeding to the detail sections that follow, it should be noted that
it is not the purpose of this document to provide an exhaustive treatment of the
TDRSS. Rather, the intent is to orient prospective users and interested readers
to the most important features of the system so that a working understanding of
the principal functions and how they are accomplished may be attained. Perfor-
mance parameters as provided are therefore somewhat abridged, and full particu-
lars may be obtained from [12-4] and [12-5] .

12.3.2 User Spacecraft Orbital Coverage

Figure 12-7 shows the TDRSS satellite placement and orbital coverage for
user satellites [12-61. With a longitudinal spacing of 130 deg between the two
satellites, there exists a small shadow zone, or zone of exclusion (ZOE), centered
on the Indian Ocean.

The ZOE establishes the lower-altitude coverage limits for TDRSS users, and
the amount of coverage that can be provided to user spacecraft is a function of
the user's altitude and inclination. Users at low altitudes and low inclinations
will pass through the ZOE each orbit and receive the least coverage. Users at high
altitudes and high inclinations will pass through the ZOE only periodically (e.g.,
a user at 1000 km and 99-deg inclination will pass through the ZOE once per
day or less, although the duration of this passage will be greater than for a lower
inclination satellite).

For orbital altitudes greater than 1200 km, 100% coverage can be provided
up to 2000 km for the MA service and 12,000 km for the SA service. In sum-
mary, the following general coverage may be expected:

(1) Minimum coverage of 85% at 200 km.

(2) Coverage at 100% between 1200 and 2000 km for the MA service and
between 1200 and 12,000 km for the SA service.

(3) Coverage decreases above 2000 and 12,000 km for the MA and SA ser-
vices, respectively.

Figure 12-8 shows the ZOE for several user satellite altitudes.

12.3.3 Frequency Plan

Figure 12-9 depicts the MA and SA forward and return link frequency plan,
and Table 12-9 summarizes the number of active channels available for each type
of data service. MA designates multiple access (available at S-band only), while
SSA and KSA are, respectively, S-band single access and Ku-band single access.

Figure 12-9 indicates that a single S-band frequency pair is assigned to the
forward and return MA service. For the case of the MA return link, Table 12-9
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Table 12-9. Active channels available

Service	 MA	 SSA	 KSA

Forward link services

Quantity of links per satellite 	 1	 2	 2
Total links for the TDRSS 	 P	 6*	 6*

Return link services

Quantity of links per satellite 	 20	 2	 2
Total links for the TDRSS 	 20	 6*	 6*

*Totals include the spare satellite.

shows that 20 links are possible per satellite, but that the system can accommo-
date a maximum of 20 MA channels at any given time irrespective of whether
1, 2, or 3 satellites are involved. The reason for this limitation is that the MA
satellite antenna system uses an array of 30 helix antennas to form up to 20
independent beams directed toward user satellites. A limit of 20 beams is set by
the ground station equipment which functions to actively command the satel-
lite's beam forming network in order to place and maintain each beam on its
designated user satellite.

SSA services are provided for a range of assignable frequencies, while the
KSA services operate on a single Ku-band frequency pair. Each satellite can
provide a maximum or two SSA links and two KSA links because there are two
independent SA reflector antennas per satellite, each having dual-frequency
feeds. However, since SA antenna pointing is accomplished by mechanical
steering of the reflector, two user satellites may be serviced simultaneously by
the antenna (one at S-band and the other at Ku-band), provided they are both
spatially within the beam.

12.3.4 Definitions of User Services

12.3.4.1 Multiple access forward link data. The MA forward link service through
each satellite can support only one user at a time. The TDRSS (including the
in-orbit spare satellite) provides the capability for three MA forward link ser-
vices. Only the two MA forward link services through the two operational
satellites will be continually available for user support. These services will be
time-shared by all MA users. All MA users will operate at the same frequency
and polarization, and will be discriminated by unique PN codes and antenna
beam pointing. MA forward link data is usually used for spacecraft command
purposes, and is limited to a maximum bit rate of 10 kbps.

12.3.4.2 Single access forward link data. Each satellite can provided two SSA
forward link services. The TDRSS (including the in-orbit spare satellite) provides
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the capability for six SSA forward link services. Only the four SSA forward link
services through the two operational satellites will be continually available for
user support. These services will be time-shared by all SSA users. SSA users will
be discriminated by frequency, polarization, unique PN codes, and antenna
beam pointing. An SSA forward link can also be used to provide forward link
service with increased signal EIRP to an MA user. Maximum SSA data rate is 300
kbps.

Each satellite has the capability to provide two KSA forward link services.
The TDRSS (including the in-orbit spare satellite) provides the capability for six
KSA forward link services. Only the four KSA forward link services through the
two operational satellites will be continually available for user support. These
services will be time-shared by all KSA users. KSA users will be discriminated by
polarization, unique PN codes, and antenna beam pointing. The KSA forward
link maximum data rate is 25 Mbps.

12.3.4.3 Multiple access return link data. The MA return link data services
provide simultaneous real-time and dedicated operations to low earth-orbiting
user spacecraft with real-time data rates up to 50 kbps. Return link support can
be provided to each of 20 users during the entire portion of their orbit visible
to a satellite (a minimum of 85% of the orbital period). Based upon current
mission model projections, no scheduling restrictions should be encountered for
return link service. All MA users operate at the same frequency and polarization,
and will be discriminated by unique PN codes and antenna beam pointing.

12.3.4.4 Single access return link data. In general, the SA return link data
services provide a number of data rate options depending on whether S-band or
Ku-band links are employed. Return link service at S-band will provide data
rates up to 12 Mbps, and a Ku-band will provide data rates up to 300 Mbps,
although maximum rate services will only be provided on a priority scheduled
basis, and will not normally be used for dedicated support to any user satellite.
SA return link data services are time-shared by all users. Discrimination is based
on a combination of frequency, unique PN codes, antenna beam pointing, and
polarization.

12.3.4.5 Cross-support data services. The MA services may be thought of as
a subset of SSA services since the MA radio frequency falls within the SSA fre-
quency band, and the MA data rates and formats are a subset of the SSA capa-
bilities. Thus, any user satellite designed to operate as MA could be supported in
the TDRSS SSA mode. The principal advantage of such cross support is the
higher TDRSS satellite antenna gain (approximately 8 dB). Thus, a given user
satellite could be designed to provide continuous real-time return link data
operating in the MA mode, while periodically receiving SSA support of, say,
a special high data rate experiment.
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12.3.4.6 Tracking services. All of the above data services (12.3.4.1 through
12.3.4.5) simultaneously provide range and range-rate (R&RR) tracking data for
each user satellite. This information is derived from a combination of the PN
code displacement (delay) and doppler processing. Accuracies are comparable
to that from the ground-based STDN.

12.3.4.7 Simulation and verification services. The TDRSS includes a user
simulator for calibration and verification of forward, return, and tracking
services, and also for simulation of user/TDRSS forward and return links. The
user simulator makes it possible to verify or simulate one MA, one SSA, and two
KSA services simultaneously. TDRSS users are also provided a flexible set of
testing functions prior to and as part of operational activity with the TDRSS.
This includes user data and RF compatibility, network data flow for interface
testing, and a full range of simulation services for a network operations and
procedures familiarization.

12.3.5 Forward Link General Signal Form

All forward link services have a common signal form so that the user's satel-
lite transponder receiver may be functionally identical for each class of service
(MA, SSA, KSA). The main difference involves the frequency conversions from
RF (S-band or Ku-band) to a common IF. In fact, an S-band transponder needs
simply an external converter to enable it to operate with the Ku-band signal.

Each forward link service signal consists of a PN spread spectrum command
channel in carrier phase quadrature with a PN code modulated ranging channel.
The mathematical form of the signal is given by:

s (t) = 2(0.91)PT PNI(t) c(t) cos wt + 2(0.09)PT PNQ(t) sin wt

V

I channel	 Q channel

(12.3-1)

where

w = 21rF = carrier frequency

PT = signal total power

c(t) = command bit stream

PNI = command channel PN code

PNQ = ranging channel PN code

The PN, code length is 2 i0 - 1 = 1023 chips, while the PNQ code length is
2 18 - 2 8 = 261,888 chips. The ratio of the Q to I code lengths is 256, and both
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codes run from the same clock (approximately 3.1 MHz). Both codes are epoch-
synchronized so that when the shift-register generator which produces the PNQ
code passes through the all "1" state, the PN, code shift-register generator is also
passing through its all "1" state. Such epoch synchronization facilitates PN code
acquisition in the user's transponder.

It is also noted that the power ratio between the I and Q channels is 10:1.
Thus, 91% of the power is devoted to the command data. No data modulates the
Q channel.

The forward link signal parameters for all classes of service are given in Table
12-10. A user transponder receiver's frequency is nominally specified to be f.

The nominal carrier frequency (f) transmitted by the TDRSS satellite is com-
pensated for doppler so that the received carrier, fR , arrives at the user space-
craft within a predictable tolerance (e) of f, i.e., fR = f ± e. This feature mini-
mizes the doppler resolution requirements of the user transponder and the
corresponding time to acquire. Doppler compensation is available continuously
to facilitate reacquisition by the user spacecraft in the event of temporary loss of
signal. Doppler compensation is inhibited during periods of coherent two-way
doppler measurement.

The use of a short-cycled PN code for the range channel allows optimization
of the command channel PN code. This feature permits use of Gold codes for
the command channel providing a code library with good cross-correlation prop-
erties. The complete PN code library, documented in [12-7] , is sufficiently large
to allow a unique code set assignment for each user satellite.

The PN chip rate is coherently related to the transmitted carrier frequency in
all cases. This feature permits the user transponder to use the receiver PN clock
(acquired before the carrier) to predict received carrier frequency, thereby
minimizing transponder complexity and acquisition time.

Forward link data is directly modulo-2 added to the command channel PN
sequence. Since the PN clock and carrier are doppler-compensated, the forward
link data will generally be asynchronous with the PN code. Command data
greater than 300 kbps will binary-phase-shift-key (BPSK) modulate the KSA
forward link carrier, and the range channel will not be transmitted for this
condition.

An example of a forward link MA service link budget is presented in Table
12-11.
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Table 12-10. Forward link signal parameters

Parameter Definition

Transmit carrier frequency, Hz f

Carrier frequency arriving at user fR
spacecraft, Hz

Command channel radiated power	 PI_ 10 dB
Range channel radiated power 	 PQ

Range channel

Carrier frequency Command channel carrier frequency delayed
7r/2 rad

PN modulation PSK, ±7r/2 rad

Carrier suppression 30 dB minimum

PN chip rate Synchronized to command channel PN chip rate

PN code length, chips (210 - 1) X 256

PN code epoch reference All "1" condition synchronized to the command
channel PN code

PN code family Truncated 18 stage shift register sequences

Command channel

Carrier frequency, Hz Transmit carrier frequency (fl

PN modulation PSK, ± a/2 rad

Carrier suppression 30 dB minimum

PN code length, chips 210-1

PN code family Gold codes

MA SSA KSA

X f2213X 96 31221	 96 X f X f
PN chip rate, chips/sec

1469 X 96

Data format NRZ NRZ NRZ

Data rate restrictions 0.1 - 10 kbps 0.1 - 300 kbps 1 kbps - 25 Mbps

Modulo-2 added asynchronously to PN codeData modulation
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Table 12-11. Typical forward link MA service link budget

BER
	

10-5

TDRS antenna gain, dB

TDRS transmit power, dBW

RF transmit loss, dB

Transmitted EIRP, dBW, peak (S+N)

TDRS transponder loss, dB

Peak signal EIRP, dBW

Antenna pointing loss, dB

Signal EIRP, dBW

Space loss, dB

Polarization loss, dB

User gain/noise temperature, dB/K

Power/noise spectral density, dB-Hz

UQPSK loss, dB

Demodulation loss, dB

PN loss, dB

Required Eb/N0, dB (APSK)

User margin, dB

Achievable data rate, dB

23.0

13.0

-1.0

35.0

-1.0

34.0

0.0

34.0

-191.6

-0.5

G/T
70.5 + G/T

-0.5

-1.5

-1.0

-9.9

-3.0

54.6 + G/T

12.3.6 Return Link Data Groups and Modes

The return link data services are divided into two data groups: DG1 and DG2.
DG1 signal parameters are further subdivided into three operating modes, distin-
guished as follows:

(1) Mode 1 is used for two-way doppler and range measurements. The return
link PN code length is identical to, and epoch-synchronized with, the for-
ward link PN code received from the TDRSS. Acquisition of the Mode 1
return link signal by the WSTF may take place only after the forward
link has been acquired by the user's transponder receiver, and the trans-
ponder is functioning in the coherent turn-around mode. When a user
transponder functions only in Mode 1, it is not necessary to maintain for-
ward link acquisition once the return link has been established. However,
loss of forward link tracking by the user transponder must not introduce
"transients" that can cause loss of return link tracking.
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(2) Mode 2 is used when return link acquisition is desired without the
requirement for prior forward link acquisition. This mode of operation
uses short, easily acquired PN codes.

(3) Mode 3 is used when two-way range and doppler measurements are
required simultaneously with high-rate telemetry data. Restrictions on
Mode 3 acquisition are identical to that for Mode 1. In Mode 3, the Q
channel contains only data and is not restricted by the PN rate. For MA
users, Mode 3 is available only when supported by the SSA service.

DG2 parameters are used when the data rate requirement exceeds the capa-
bility of DG1. DG2 operation cannot provide range tracking since return link PN
modulation is not used. The DG2 carrier can be either coherently related to or
independent of the forward link carrier frequency. Two-way doppler tracking
will be provided when the DG2 carrier is coherently related to the forward link
carrier frequency. DG2 operates in a single mode.

12.3.7 Return Link General Signal Form

Like the forward link, a degree of commonality exists between the various
return link signal forms.

The mathematical form of the signal for DG1, Modes 1 and 2 ,pis:

s(t) = ÎPNI(t)dI(t) cos w  t + QPNQ (t - T/2)dQ (t) sin w  t

(12.3-2)

where

wl = 27rfi = carrier frequency

PI , PQ = component powers, with three possibilities: PQ/PI = 1, 2, 4

PN,, PNQ	 different, equal length, PN sequences

T = PN chip period

dI , d  = independent data bit streams that may have identical or differ-
ent bit rates

Note that the PNQ sequence is time displaced by 1/2 chip relative to the PN,
sequence. The distinct difference between the signal for each mode is that the
PN code lengths for Mode 1 are 2 18 - 28 chips, while for Mode 2 they are
2 11 - 1 chips in length.

The mathematical form of the signal for Mode 3 is:
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s(t) _ Nr2_P^PNI(t)d,(t) cos cw l t + 2PQ dQ(t) sin w l t	 (12.3-3)

All components are as defined for (12.3-2). No PN is employed on the Q chan-
nel; otherwise, the qualifications of the components are identical to Mode 1.

The DG2 signal mathematical form is:

s(t) _ Nf2_PIdI(t) cos we t + QdQ (t) sin CO2 	 (12.3-4)

where w2 = 27rf2 = carrier frequency. Other components are as defined for
(12.3-2) with the exception that PI/PQ = 1 or 4 for QPSK modulation. BPSK
modulation is also allowed, in which case PI = 0 or PQ = 0.

Table 12-12 summarizes the salient return link signal parameters. Qualifying
information is given in the following paragraphs.

The user transmit frequency for DG1 Mode 2 or DG2 service must be defined
by the user to an accuracy of ±700 Hz for MA or SSA and ±5 kHz for KSA
when requesting return link service.

Staggered quadriphase PN (SQPN) modulation is used for DG 1 Modes 1 and 2.
With this feature, the spectral characteristics out of a saturated power amplifier
will to a great degree retain the spectral characteristics of the band-limited input
signal. This results in better control of out-of-band emissions, which provides
more efficient communications and less interference to spacecraft using adjacent
frequency channels.

For Mode 1 operations, the I and Q channel PN codes are generated from a
single linear shift register. The I and Q channel PN codes are identical but offset
by at least 20,000 chips. This separation is adquate for TDRSS to uniquely
identify each data channel without requiring a unique linear shift register for
each channel. User-unique PN code assignments (refer to [12-7]) include shift
register tap connections for generating the assigned codes.

The return link data is modulo-2 added asynchronously to the PN code (DGI ,
Modes 1, 2, and 3). In the case of Mode 1 or Mode 3 operation, this eliminates
the doppler on the IN code from affecting the telemetry data rate. For Mode 2
it eliminates the need for synchronizing the spacecraft data block with the user
transponder PN clock.

The PN clock is coherently related to the transmitted carrier frequency in all
cases. This feature permits the user transponder to use a common source for gen-
erating carrier and clock, and also permits TDRSS to use the PN clock to aid
carrier acquisition.
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Table 12-12. Return link signal parameters

Parameter Definition

Transmit carrier frequency (Hz)

Data Group 1 fl
Data Group 2 f2

Data Group 1

PN modulation

Modes 1 and 2 SQPN
Mode 3, I channel PSK, ± 7r/2 rad

PN code length, chips

Modes 1 and 3 (210 - 1) X 256
Mode 2 211-1

PN code epoch reference

Mode 1

I channel All "1" condition synchronized to all "1" condition of
received forward link range channel

Q channel All "1" condition delayed x + 1/2 PN chips relative to
I channel epoch

Mode 2

I channel Spacecraft oscillator
Q channel Delayed 1/2 PN chip period relative to I channel epoch

Mode 3, I channel Same as Mode 1, I channel

PN code family

Modes 1 and 3 Truncated 18-stage shift register sequences
Mode 2 Gold codes

Data format

Without convolutional NRZ-L, NRZ-M, NRZ-S, BiO-L, Bice-M, BiO-S
coding

With convolutional NRZ-L, NRZ-M, NRZ-S (see text)
coding

Data modulation

Modes 1 and 2 Modulo-2 added asynchronously to PN code

Mode 3

I channel Modulo-2 added asynchronously to PN code
Q channel PSK, ± 7r/2 rad
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Table 12-12 (contd)

Definition

MA SSA KSA

31
240 X 96 X fl

31	 X f240 X 96	 1
31	 X f

1600 X 96	 1

0.1 - 50 kbps 0.1 - 600 kbps 1 - 600 kbps
0.1 - 50 kbps 0.1 - 300 kbps 1 - 300 kbps
0.1 - 50 kbps 0.1 - 300 kbps 1 - 300 kbps

1 - 50 kbps	 1 - 600 kbps

I
 1 - 600 kbps

1 - 50 kbps	 1 - 300 kbps 	 I - 300 kbps
1 - 50 kbps	 1 - 300 kbps	 I - 300 kbps

I+Q	 I+Q	 I+Q
0.1 - 159 kbps	 0.1 - 300 kbps	 1 - 300 kbps
1 kbps - 1.5 Mbps I 1 kbps - 6 Mbps 1 1 kbps - 150 Mbps

240 X f
	

240 X f	 1600 
X f221	 R	 221	 R	 1469	 R

Spacecraft Oscillator

	

MA	 I	 SSA	 KSA

Parameter

PN chip rate, chips/sec

Mode 1 data rate restrictions

Total
I channel
Q channel

Mode 2 data rate restrictions

Total
I channel
Q channel

Mode 3 data rate restrictions

Total
I channel
Q channel

Carrier (f1 ) reference, Hz

Modes 1 and 3

Mode 2

Data Group 2

Carrier (f2 ) reference, Hz NA 2201 
X 

fR 1469 X fR

or or

Spacecraft Spacecraft
oscillator oscillator

Data format NA See text See text

Data rate restrictions

Total NA 1 kbps - 12 Mbps 1 kbps - 300 Mbps
I channel NA 1 kbps - 6 Mbps 1 kbps - 150 Mbps
Q channel NA 1 kbps - 6 Mbps 1 kbps - 150 Mbps

Data modulation NA Quadriphase PSK Quadriphase PSK
or BPSK or BPSK

For both Mode 1 and 2 operations, the return link can have either a single
telemetry data signal or two independent data signals. For a single data signal,

the identical data must appear simultaneously on the I and Q channels. For two
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independent data signals, one data signal will appear on the I channel, the other
on the Q channel. The I and Q channel power division in the user spacecraft
transmitter can be weighted up to a maximum weight of 1:4 for either a single
data signal or two independent data signals.

For Mode 3, the return link can have either a single telemetry data signal or
two independent data signals. For a single data signal, the data will appear only
on the Q channel while the I channel will be used for range tracking only. For
two independent data signals, one data signal will appear on the I channel and
the other on the Q channel. The I and Q channel power division in the user
spacecraft transmitter can be weighted up to a maximum weight of 1:4 for
either a single data signal or two independent data signals.

The DG2 return link can have either a single telemetry data signal or two
independent data signals. The I and Q channel power division in the user space-
craft transmitter can be either 1:1 or 1:4.

The use of convolutional data coding is mandatory for all MA configurations,
and the data rate restrictions given for the MA modes in Table 12-12 are for the
convolutionally encoded (rate 1/2) data symbols. Whenever Bio formats are
specified, all data rate restrictions for all services must be reduced by a factor
of 2.

The choice of which data format should be used depends upon how the user
wishes the recovered data to be made available or channelized out of the TDRSS
WSTF. For the options available, [12-4, Section 3.3.3] should be consulted.

TDRSS S-band return link data modes are summarized in Table 12-13. An
example return link MA service link budget is shown in Table 12-14.

12.3.8 Ranging and Doppler

The TDRSS provides one-way doppler measurements and two-way range and
doppler measurements. One-way doppler measurements are available on return
channels for all mode and/or data group configurations. Two-way doppler mea-
surements are available to all user spacecraft for which the coherent transmit/
receive carrier frequency turnaround ratio is 240/221 for MA and SSA and
1600/1469 for KSA. Two-way range measurements are available to user space-
craft operating DG1 Modes 1 and 3 when the user transmitted PN code is time-
synchronized to the PN code received from the TDRSS.

The TDRSS will provide the following simultaneous tracking services on a
continuous basis:

(1) One-way doppler measurement for any 10 return links.

(2) Two-way range and doppler measurement for three MA links (includes
the in-orbit spare satellite).
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Table 12-14. Typical return link MA service link budget

BER

User EIRP, dBW

Space loss, dB

Polarization loss, dB

TDRS antenna gain at ±13°, dB

P at output of antenna, dBW

S (antenna output terminals), K

TZ (due to direct other user interference), K

K(Ts + T1), dBW/Hz

PS/K( S + T1), dB-Hz

Transponder loss, dB

Demodulation loss, dB

PN loss, dB

Antenna beam forming loss, dB

User margin, dB

Required Eb/N0 , dB (APSK)

FEC gain, R = 1/2, K = 7, dB

*Achievable data rate, dB

10-1

EIRP

-192.2

-1.0

28.0

-165.2 + EIRP

824

255

-198.3

33.1 + EIRP

-2.0

-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

-3.0

-9.9

5.2

20.4 + EIRP

*This achievable data rate is the user's information rate. It should not be confused with the
.channel symbol rate, which is twice the information rate.

(3) Two-way range and doppler measurement for six SA links.

Figure 12-10 shows the general geometry involved between a user satellite
and the two TDRSS operational satellites and the WSTF. Range and range rate
are determined by measuring the time required for signals to propagate through
the closed loop from the WSTF, through a TDRSS satellite, turned around by
the user satellite's transponder, and then back through the TDRSS satellite to
the WSTF. The TDRSS can also measure range and range rate using a loop from
the WSTF through one TDRSS satellite to the user and back through the other
TDRSS satellite to the WSTF. The latter mode requires the user satellite to see
both TDRSS satellites (a user satellite antenna coverage problem), but will gen-
erally provide improved position accuracy over the one TDRSS satellite mode.
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Index

Adverse tolerance, 18
AGC (Automatic Gain Control), 50,

101, 103, 105-111, 370
Allocation, of radio frequency bands,

518
Antenna

belt, 435
biconical, 435
clear aperture, 434
efficiency, 4, 7
gain, 3, 4, 6, 7, 419-421, 423-425,

429, 439, 440
horn, 435
lens, 435
noise temperature, 442-443
offset, 434
pattern, 415
pointing, 6, 435, 438, 448, 525
reflector, 413-431
Viking orbiter, 429

Antipodal signaling, 24; see also
Modulation, PSK

Aperture efficiency, 421, 429,
blockage, 421, 422
taper, 421, 425

Arrayed system, 312320
baseband, 312-314, 318-320
carrier, 312, 314-320

Assignment, of radio frequencies
frequency manager role in, 530
mission frequencies and, 529
process of, 529, 530

Astigmatism efficiency, 422
Atmospheres of planets, 138, 139
Atmospheric attenuation, 6, 443,

462-464,483-485
Automated Office Data Center (AODC),

501,507
Axial ratio, 439-441

Band selection, radio frequency, 519
Bandpass limiter: see Limiter
Bands, for deep space research, 518
Bandwidth conversion factor, 527
Beamwidth

between first nulls, 419
half-power, 418, 431

Binary symmetric channel, 216-218
Bi-phase data format, 45, 46, 77, 81-84,

97, 102, 104, 105, 181, 284

Bit synchronization and detection loss,
265,272-274

Block codes
Golay, 217-219
Hamming, 217
Reed-Solomon, 217, 219, 220,

248-264

Carrier channel, 387, 392
specification, 400

Carrier threshold, 8
Carrier tracking

drop lock, 531, 532
performance degradation, 523, 531,

532
CCIR: see International Radio

Consultative Committee
Channel

additive white Gaussian (AWGN),
203, 219, 220

binary symmetric (BSC), 216, 217
Rayleigh, 261
Rician, 260

Channel plans, radio frequency, 519,
520

Channel selection, radio frequency
availability of channels for

co-channel operation and, 522
considerations for, 528
for new missions, 522
information needed for, 524
interference analysis for downlink,

524-527
interference analysis for uplink, 527
link performance in, 522

Charged particles, 139, 154
Circuit loss, 6
Codes, 211-264

block, 211-220; see also Block codes
concatenated, 219, 248-264
convolutional, 212, 219-264,

285-292,299-312
Golay, 217-219
nonsystematic, 222
Reed-Solomon, 217, 219, 220,

248-264
systematic, 215, 221, 222, 251
tree, 212

Code trellis, 327-331
Columnar electron density, 155
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Command, 1, 3, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14,
343-381

ambiguity resolution, 349, 366, 374
bit synchronization, 349, 350, 358,

364,368
carrier power suppression, 348, 349,

359, 360, 372
channel design control, 349,

375-379
channel specifications, 404
decoder, 344, 346
detector, 350
link data type, 492, 494
losses,360-364, 374
modulation index, 348, 349, 359,

372
modulator assembly, 346, 347
performance, 351, 360, 374, 523
prefix, 356-359, 372
processor assembly, 346, 347
subcarrier, 346, 347, 349, 364
waveform, 347, 359, 360

Command Detector Unit (CDU), 384,
385,394-397

block diagram, 395, 398
NASA standard, 397, 409
specifications, 409, 410
Viking heritage, 394, 410

Comparison, link performance, 491,
492,501,503-505,507-509

Control and Data Subsystem (CDS), 387
Convolutional codes

bit error probability, 222-224,
285-287

correlated, 33-34
encoder, 220, 221
generator matrix, 30, 31, 33-35
NASA standard, 222
sequential decoding of, 228-248,

333-340
uncorrelated, 33, 37
Viterbi decoding of, 222-228

Costas loop, 49, 50, 72-118, 182,
277-281,285,288,292

for BPSK modulation, 76-93
for QPSK modulation, 76, 77, 94-97
for UQPSK modulation, 76, 77, 97,

99-101
lock detector, 111-118

Data base, part of computer program,
503,504

Data bit rate, 8

Decoder, command: see Command
decoder

Decoding; see also Code, Convolutional
codes

block code, 211-220
maximum likelihood, 216
sequential, 228-248
survivor in, 327-329
syndrome, 216
trellis for, 327, 331
Viterbi, 287, 299

Deep Space Network (DSN), 5, 8, 9,
49, 50, 57, 59, 72, 86, 97, 383,
397, 491, 492, 501, 509

command capabilities of, 344,
346-348

telemetry, 179, 182, 190, 195, 201,
240, 265, 312

Deep Space Stations
command capabilities of, 343-348,

359,376
Degradation, weather and link, 461-481
Delay modulation (Miller code), 43-44,

46
Depolarization efficiency, 423
Design control table (DCT), 11-17, 168

assumptions, 169
sample, 12-17, 168, 171

Design value, 18
Differential encoding, 180, 222, 276,

277
Differential one-way range, 137
Digital recording assembly, 150
Diplexer, 397
Directivity, 419-421
Directivity pattern, 419; see also Pattern,

directivity
Doppler, 57-60, 127, 199, 209, 292,

298-312,593
biased, 140
counters, 140
frequency, 127-131, 159, 160
resolvers, 140
rate aiding, 147
thermal noise, 158, 159

DOR, 124,137
Drop lock, caused by interference, 531,

532
DRVID, 157, 158
DSN: see Deep Space Network

E-field, 439-441
Elevation angle of deep space stations,

462-469
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Ellipticity pattern, 440; see also Pattern,
ellipticity

Error probability
bit, 203-206, 226-239, 256
block, 219, 254
susceptibility to interference, 535,

537
word, 254-259

Errors, 150
control, 168
instrumental, 161
plasma, 154
thermal noise, 158-160

Exciter, 393, 402

Fading channel, 259-265
Favorable tolerance, 18
Field intensity, 415-417; see also

Pattern, field
Frequency assignment: see Assignment

Galileo, 11-17, 50, 350, 384, 474, 475,
477

link design algorithm, 474
General relativity, 139
Golay codes, 217

block error probability, 219
Gold codes, 586
GPS, 49, 97
Gravity fields, 138

Hamming distance, 215

Information Processing Center (IPC),
492,501

Instability, 161
path delay, 161, 162
reference oscillator, 161

Integrate and dump, 196-198, 277-282,
290

Interference from satellites
false warning of, 542
missed detection of, 542
prediction of, 530, 539-543
uncertainty of, 543

Interference, radio frequency
analysis for channel selection,

524-527
criteria for acceptable interference,

522
modes of, 522, 525
power of, 525, 527
prevention and avoidance of, 543,

544

protection criteria for, 539
Interference susceptibility, 530

carrier tracking, 532
effects resulting from, 531
models for, 530
saturation, 531
telemetry, 535
types of, 531

Interferometer effect, 443-446
International Radio Consultative

Committee (CCIR), 518
International Telecommunication Union

(ITU), 518
Isotropic radiator, 415, 441, 445

simplest antenna, 415
ITU: see International Telecommunica-

tion Union

Limiter, 50, 65-71, 86-94, 97, 194,
210, 226, 307, 317

Limiter suppression factor, 390-392
Link

command, 8, 9, 13, 14
design, 6, 10
design criterion, 17, 21
equation, 6
performance, 10-17, 21
ranging, 9, 15, 16, 17
telecommunication, 6
telemetry, 8, 9, 12, 13

Link configuration, as set of link param-
eters, 494, 501, 508

Link model, 468
combined weather and, 468, 469,

471
cumulative probability, 469
probability density, 472

Link parameters, communication, 494
Lock detector,

for command, 370-372
for suppressed carrier system,

111-118
Lunar Orbiter, 179

Main lobe, 417
Manchester: see Bi-phase data format
Mariner, 73, 384, 505
Mass of planet, 138
Matched filter, 201
MCD, 180, 222; see also Viterbi

algorithm
Metric data assembly (MDA), 140
Microwave hybrid, 386, 397
Microwave switches, 386, 397
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Miller Code (delay modulation), 43-44,
46

Miniature transponder, 384, 387
Minor-lobe, 417
Mission Operations Control Center,

343-345
Modulation

double-sideband, 182
phase-reversal-keying, 181, 182
PSK or BPSK, 180-183, 188, 200,

222,274-277,285,297,
298-312

QPSK, 76, 77, 94, 183-188, 274,
280,297

SQPSK,183=188
UQPSK, 76, 77, 97, 188, 189, 274,

281-285,288,297,298
Modulation Demodulation Subsystem

(MDS), 384, 385, 397
Modulation index, 181-183, 189, 318

command: see Command modulation
index

Multimission Command System,
343-345

Multipath, 167

NASA Ground Communication System
(NASCOM), 578

NASA standard command detector,
350, 364, 365

ambiguity resolution, 374
automatic gain control, 370
bit synchronization, 27-28, 349, 368
channel performance, 374
data detection in, 368
functional architecture, 364
lock detection, 370-372
operation, 364-372
signal power, 372
signal waveform, 364
subcarrier synchronization, 364
TDRSS, compatibility with, 364

NASA standard transponder, 364, 384,
387, 391, 393-397

Navigation, 127
Network Operations Control Center

(NOCC), 501
NOCC Support Controller (NSC), 501
Noise spectral density, 5, 7, 442, 443
Noise temperature, 5, 7
Noisy-reference loss: see Radio loss
Non-return to zero (NRZ) data

format or signaling, 32-36, 41, 77,
81, 82, 84, 87, 92, 93, 97, 102,

103, 105, 116, 180 9 181, 195,
284

Occultation data assembly, 150
Orbit determination accuracy, 131

Pattern
antenna, 415
co-polar, 417, 431
cross-polar, 417, 431
directivity, 419
ellipticity, 440
E-plane, 417
far-field, 415-417
Fresnel, 415-417
H-plane, 417
near-field, 415-417, 429
polarization, 439, 440
radiation, 415-420

Phase-locked loop (PLL), 8, 49-71, 73,
74, 77, 158, 190, 208, 209, 224,
260,287,298,311,319,390-
392

closed-loop transfer function, 55, 56,
69

cycle slipping, 61-65
design point, 70, 71
hold-in range, 58, 59
loop bandwidth, 56, 57, 69
maximum sweep rate, 59
phase error variance, 60-62, 68
pull-in range, 58
threshold, 70

Phase-shift-keying (PSK), 5, 187, 203,
285, 299, 348

Pilot tone, 182
Planetary ranging assembly, 137
Plasma, 139, 154
PN codes, 584-595
Pointing

control error, 435-438
error, 435-439
knowledge error, 438
loss, 6, 438, 439

Pointing vector, 415-417, 419; see also
Pattern, power

Poisson, 60
Polarization, 150

efficiency, 439, 440
factor, 440
loss, 6, 439-442

Power allocation, 183
Power flux density, 3
Power gain, 419, 420
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Power Spectral Density (PSD), 23-42
continuous component, 27, 32,

34-37,39
discrete component (line or spike

spectrum), 27-28, 33, 35, 38,
40-42

PRA, 137
Preamble, command: see Command

prefix
Prediction: see Interference prediction
Probability density function

Gaussian, 54, 201, 208, 217-220,
253

Poisson, 60
Rayleigh, 261-265
Rician, 260-265
Tikhonov, 205, 276

Protection ratio, interference, 523
Pulse code modulation, 180-182

Quadriphase shift keying (QPSK): see
Modulation

Quantization error, 161

Radiation efficiency, 419, 420
Radiation intensity, 415-417, 419, 420
Radiation pattern, 415, 419, 420
Radio frequency interference: see

Interference, channel selection
Radio Frequency Subsystem (RFS),

383-412
block diagram, 385, 386
description, 385-390
historical background, 383, 384
performance specification, 400-412

Radio loss, 205, 228, 265-269, 274-
298,299,303

Radiometer data, 468
weather model parameters, 470
zenith noise temperature, 485-489

Radio science, 128
Radio tracking, 123
Ranger, 179
Ranging, 9, 15-17, 131, 387, 392

ambiguity, 32, 135
as data type, 492, 494
assembly, 137, 144
channel in spacecraft radio, 503, 504
channel specifications, 402, 403
code, 144
cross correlation, 133, 134, 147
demodulation assemblies, 144
Doppler rate aiding, 147
DRVID, 157, 158

simultaneous, 132
thermal noise, 160

Received power, 4, 6
Receiver, 385, 387-392, 400-404
Reed-Solomon codes, 217-264
Regulations, radio, 518
Residual carrier system, 49, 50, 73,

182, 203; see also Phase-locked loop
Restricted bands, for deep space, 518,

519
RFI: see Interference, radio frequency

Satellite interference: see Interference
from satellites

SDA (Subcarrier Demodulation Assem-
bly) 179, 189-195

Sequential decoding, 228-248, 333-340
Shared bands, 518
Sidelobe, 417, 424, 425, 431
Signal sources

Markov, 28-29, 43
N-ary Markov, 24, 43
random, 24, 25, 27, 32-34

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 5, 8, 9
Solid State RF Amplifier (SSA), 384,

387,393
specification, 404-406

Space loss, 6
Space Shuttle, 49, 97, 557-577

avionics, 559
command relay through, 566-569
telemetry relay through, 559

analog, 563, 566, 577
digital, 563-566, 569-577

Spectrum management, 529, 530
Spectrum, radio frequency, 518
Spillover efficiency, 421
Squaring loss, 285
Squint efficiency, 422
SSA (Symbol Synchronization Assem-

bly), 180, 189-192, 195-200
Stationary sequences

cyclo-, 24-27, 29
wide sense (WSS), 23-24, 28-29

Strut blockage efficiency, 422
Study Group 2, CCIR, 518
Subcarrier, command: see Command

sub carriers
Subcarrier demodulation loss, 265, 268,

270-273
Subreflector, dichroic, 434
Suppressed carrier system, 49, 50,

72-118, 182, 188, 275-298; see also

Costas loop
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Surface leakage efficiency, 423
SJX band transponder, 385,387-393
Synchronous Data Pulse Stream, 23-24,

27,39

TDRSS: see Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System

Telecommunications On-Line Processing
System (TOPS), 501, 504

Telecommunications Performance
Analysis System (TPAS), 492, 501,
503

Telecommunications Prediction and
Analysis Program (TPAP), 19, 492,
501, 503, 504

Telemetry, 1, 3, 8, 9, 11-13, 179-341
channel, 393
channel specification, 403, 404
coded; see Codes
performance degradation of, 523
susceptibility to interference, 535
uncoded,200-206,269,272-285,

298,299
Telemetry Modulation Unit (TMU), 385,

387,397
block diagram, 399
specifications, 410, 411

Thermal noise, 158
doppler, 159
ranging, 160

Tikhonov, 205, 276
Tracking, 1, 3, 9, 11, 123

description of system, 124
errors, 150, 152
measurements, 140
one-way, 126
three-way, 127
two-way, 127
two-way-non-coherent, 127

Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS), 49, 97, 397, 578-
595
Ku-band single access service, 578-

587,589-595
multiple access service, 578-595
orbital coverage, 579
ranging and Doppler, 578, 585,

593-595
S-band single access service, 578,

579-593
Trajectory, as link data type, 494, 498,

499
Transmitted power, 3,4

Traveling-Wave Tube Amplifiers
(TWTA), 384, 387, 393, 394,
404-406

specification, 404-406
Traveling-Wave Tube,S-band, 384, 394,

404-405
Traveling-Wave Tube,X-band, 394,

404-406
Treaty, for international radio regula-

tions, 518
Troposphere, 152
Two-way system, 59-69, 206-211,

228-239

Unbalanced QPSK (UQPSK): see
modulation

Uplink carrier, as link data type, 494
Uplink, one-way interference, 523, 524

Very Long Baseline
Interferometry, 135, 138, 150

bandwidth synthesis, 137
cross correlation, 135
delay resolution function, 136
fringes, 136
narrow- and wide-band, 137

Viking Heritage command detector,
350-364

bit synchronization, 350, 353, 358
channel performance, 360-364
data detection, 351, 356, 359
detection algorithm, 350-358
lock detection, 350, 356
prefix, 356-359
signal power, 359, 360
signal waveform, 359, 360
subcarrier synchronization, 350, 353,

356,358
Viking Mission, 384, 393, 394, 410
Viterbi, 287, 299, 303
Viterbi algorithm, 327-332
VLBI, 135, 138, 150; see also Very

Long Baseline Interferometry
VOIR, 49,97
Voltage Control Oscillator (VCO), 54,

387
Voyager, 4, 50, 350, 384, 387, 434

Waveform distortion, 167
Waveform distortion loss, 265, 268,

274, 275
Weather

clear, 18
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dry, 18
effects, 17
x-percentile inclement, 18

Weather model, stochastic, 464-469
cloud cover parameters, 467
cumulative probability, 465
probability density, 465

White Gaussian noise (or white Gaussian
channel), 54, 201-203, 208, 217-
220, 25 3

White Sands Test Facility (WSTF), 578,
588,595

Zenith cloud attenuation, 483-485
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